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Preface

Through this book, I intend to deliver to readers three chapters of state-of-the-art
mathematics positioned at the crossroad of algebraic geometry—more precisely,
the homological algebra of sheaves of modules on ringed spaces—and the theory of
complex analytic spaces. From my perspective as the author, the focal point of the
text is Chap. 1.

The first chapter explores the territory surrounding Nicholas Katz’s and Tadao
Oda’s conception of a Gauß-Manin connection defined on the relative algebraic
de Rham cohomology sheaf. Here, I attempt to employ Katz’s and Oda’s idea in
the realm of complex analytic spaces—to my knowledge for the first time in the
literature. Note that Katz and Oda work with schemes rather than with analytic
spaces. From the Gauß-Manin connection, I fabricate period mappings, and the nice
thing, I hope the reader will agree, is that properties of the Gauß-Manin connection
thus translate as properties of the period mappings. All of these are explained here
in great detail.

For the first chapter, I have a broad audience in mind. So, if you are a complex
geometer, then this will most likely meet your needs. From the point where period
mappings make their appearance (Sect. 1.7), the geometric objects (i.e., the ringed
spaces) under investigation are complex spaces, or even complex manifolds. In
case you have seen period mappings for families of compact complex manifolds
of Kähler type, or if you have encountered a variation of Hodge structure, most of
my results will have a familiar ring. Keep in mind, though, that the assumptions I
make in Chap. 1 are certainly very much different from what you are likely to be
used to. Specifically, I study families of complex manifolds that are neither compact
nor of Kähler type.

If you are not interested in complex manifolds, but you are interested in algebraic
schemes, or in analytic spaces over a valued field other than that of complex
numbers, then more than half of Chap. 1 still may interest you. As a matter of fact,
I have conceived the central Sect. 1.5 of Chap. 1 so that it applies to arbitrary ringed
spaces. You might even pursue this suggested setup further—namely, to ringed
topoi—if you so wish. Also, the exposition is fully intended to be accessible to
you, even if you are just getting acquainted with algebraic geometry. Accordingly,
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viii Preface

I have put a lot of effort into making my exposition as elementary as possible. The
prerequisites are kept to a bare minimum. Readers are assumed to be familiar with
sheaves of rings and sheaves of modules on topological spaces, as well as with their
morphisms and basic operations—that is, the tensor product, the sheaf hom, the
pushforward, and the pullback. I use homological algebra to the extent that we use
such terms as complexes of modules, cohomology, and right derived functors. Last
but not least, readers are also assumed to understand the basic jargon of category
theory—for instance, in the case of commutative diagrams.

Moving from Chap. 1 to Chap. 2 to Chap. 3, the geometric objects and ideas
become increasingly concrete and specific. Already in Chap. 2, general ringed
spaces have been replaced completely by complex analytic spaces. More to the
point, geometric notions such as the Kähler property, analytic subsets, dimension, or
the flatness of a morphism come into play. In Chap. 3, which treats the applications
material hinted at in the book title, the geometry becomes even more special as we
look at symplectic complex spaces.

A nice feature of this book is that its three chapters are almost entirely
independent of one another. In fact, the chapters are really designed to be read
as stand-alone. When you open up Chap. 2, you will find a problem set, which is
entirely disjoint from Chap. 1. Specifically, not a single result established in Chap. 1
is needed for Chap. 2, although I recycle a couple of notations. While I think that
Chap. 2 is of great interest in its own right, you should read the introductory Sect. 2.1
and see for yourself. With the geometric objects narrowing, the target audience of
the text is bound to shift somewhat as it progresses. I hope that Chap. 2, as intended,
hits the core of what “algebraic methods in the global theory of complex spaces”
are all about. As far as the prerequisites go, I assume a certain reader familiarity in
working with complex spaces. In particular, I assume that the reader knows what
is the Frölicher spectral sequence of a complex space, or better of a morphism
of complex spaces. Other than that, I have tried consistently to explain all the
techniques that I employ—especially that of local cohomology and that of formal
completions. Readers should be able to follow the proofs even though they haven’t
previously seen the mentioned techniques in action before.

If you feel that Chap. 1 contains a lot of general nonsense, no offense is
taken, and if you find Sect. 2.1 only mildly intriguing, maybe Chap. 3 can yet
convince you of the contrary. Symplectic complex spaces have been, perhaps for
the past two to three decades, and are, highly fashionable objects of research in
complex geometry. The interest in them stems, naturally, from their connection
with the all overshadowing hyperkähler manifolds. For context, let me refer you
to the individual sections of Chap. 3. Clearly, symplectic complex manifolds—
more precisely, irreducible symplectic complex manifolds—dominate the business.
Singular symplectic complex spaces have, nevertheless, been present in the theory
from very early on, albeit only implicitly at first. In 1983, for instance, Beauville
already describes his Hilbert scheme of points on a K3 surface as a resolution of
singularities of what is called a singular symplectic space today.
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Chapter 3 of this book serves a twofold purpose. First, it provides you with
a systematic introduction to the global theory of symplectic complex spaces. An
entire section alone is devoted to the definition and the elementary properties of the
Beauville-Bogomolov-Fujiki quadratic form in the possibly singular context. This
is, to my knowledge, novel in the literature. Second, it seeks to prove two very con-
temporary theorems about what might be called “irreducible symplectic complex
spaces”—namely, a local Torelli theorem and the so-called Fujiki relation. In order
to deduce the local Torelli theorem, I invoke the conclusions of Chaps. 1 and 2. Apart
from that, Chap. 3 is, again, fully independent of its predecessors. Besides, in order
to understand the proof of my local Torelli theorem, an understanding of Chaps. 1
and 2 isn’t strictly necessary. One can simply take the final results of Chaps. 1 and 2
for granted and go from there.

The way it is presented here, the Fujiki relation is a consequence of the local
Torelli theorem. So, when you think that symplectic complex spaces are great, you
have your motivation to tackle what I do in Chaps. 1 and 2. On the one hand, I may
suggest that, for singular spaces, my line of argument, which relies heavily on the
results of Chaps. 1 and 2, is the only argument for the Fujiki relation yet proposed.
On the other hand, the Fujiki relation is an important tool, which has proven vital
for a multitude of applications in the context of manifolds.

Personally, I think that the proof of the Fujiki relation for singular symplectic
spaces affords a prime motivation for the more abstract theory in Chaps. 1 and 2.
I believe, however, that Chaps. 1 and 2—combined as in Chap. 3, or each one on
its own—may hold a far greater potential, a potential that goes beyond the notion
of symplectic spaces. So, my hope would be that you can find new, interesting
applications of these ideas. On that note, enjoy the book and happy researching!
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Chapter 1
Period Mappings for Families of Complex
Manifolds

1.1 Introduction

Consider a family of compact complex manifolds f W X ! S. Concretely, let X and S
be complex manifolds and f a proper, submersive holomorphic map between them.
Then by Ehresmann’s fibration theorem [1, (8.12), p. 84], f W X ! S is a locally
topologically trivial family (as a matter of fact, even a locally C 1 trivial family).
Recall that this means the following: for every point s 2 S, there exists an open
neighborhood U of s in S as well as a homeomorphism (or C 1 diffeomorphism)

h W Xjf �1.U/ �! U � f �1.fsg/

such that h, composed with the projection to the first factor (i.e., the projection to U),
yields the restriction f jf �1.U/. In particular, for every natural number (or else integer)
n, we infer that Rnf�.CX/ is a locally constant sheaf on the topological space Stop,
and that, for all s 2 S, the topological base change map1

.Rnf�.CX//s �! Hn.Xs;CXs/ DW Hn.Xs;C/

is a bijection.
Assume that the complex manifold S is simply connected. Then the sheaf

Rnf�.CX/ is even a constant sheaf on Stop, and, for all s 2 S, the residue map from
the set of global sections of Rnf�.CX/ to its stalk .Rnf�.CX//s at s is one-to-one and
onto. Thus, by passing through the appropriate base change maps as well as through

1Observe that the base of the family changes from S to the one-point space fsg.

© Springer International Publishing Switzerland 2015
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2 1 Period Mappings for Families of Complex Manifolds

the set of global sections of Rnf�.CX/, we obtain, for every two elements s0; s1 2 S,
a bijection

�n
s0;s1 W Hn.Xs0 ;C/ �! Hn.Xs1 ;C/:

Suppose that, for all s 2 S, the complex manifold Xs is of Kähler type [15, p. 188].
Moreover, fix an element t 2 S. Then define P

p;n
t , for any natural number (or else

integer) p, to be the unique function on S such that

P
p;n
t .s/ D �n

s;tŒF
pHn.Xs/�

holds for all s 2 S, where FpHn.Xs/ denotes the degree-p piece of the Hodge
filtration on the nth cohomology of Xs. For sake of clarity, I use square brackets
to denote the set-theoretic image of a set under a function. Pp;n

t is called a period
mapping for the family f . The following result is a variant of a theorem of
P. Griffiths’s [6, Theorem (1.1)].2

Theorem 1.1.1 Under the above hypotheses, Pp;n
t is a holomorphic mapping from

S to the Grassmannian Gr.Hn.Xt;C//.

Note that Theorem 1.1.1 comprises the fact that Pp;n is a continuous map from
S to the Grassmannian of Hn.Xt;C/. Specifically, taking into account the topology
of the Grassmannian, we infer that the complex vector spaces FpHn.Xs/ are of a
constant finite dimension as s varies through S—a fact which is, in its own right, not
at all obvious to begin with.3

In addition to Theorem 1.1.1, I would like to recall another, closely related
theorem of Griffiths [6, Proposition (1.20) or Theorem (1.22)]. To that end, put
q WD n � p and denote by

� W H1.Xt; �Xt / �! Hom.Hq.Xt;˝
p
Xt
/;HqC1.Xt;˝

p�1
Xt
//

the morphism of complex vector spaces which is obtained by means of tensor-hom
adjunction from the composition

H1.Xt; �Xt /˝C Hq.Xt;˝
p
Xt
/

^�! HqC1.Xt; �Xt ˝Xt ˝
p
Xt
/ �! HqC1.Xt;˝

p�1
Xt
/

2When you consult Griffiths’s source, you will notice several conceptual differences to the text at
hand. Most prominently, Griffiths works with de Rham and Dolbeault cohomology where I work
with abstract sheaf cohomology. Besides, in his construction of the period mapping, he employs a
C1 diffeomorphism Xt ! Xs directly in order to obtain the isomorphism �n

s;t.
3Think about how you would prove it. What theorems do you have to invoke?
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of the evident cup product morphism and the HqC1.Xt;�/ of the sheaf-theoretic
contraction morphism

�Xt ˝Xt ˝
p
Xt
�! ˝

p�1
Xt
:

Since Xt is a compact, Kähler type complex manifold, the Frölicher spectral
sequence of Xt degenerates at sheet 1 and we have, for any integer �, an induced
morphism of complex vector spaces

 � W F�Hn.Xt/=F�C1Hn.Xt/ �! Hn��.Xt;˝
�
Xt
/:

In fact,  � an isomorphism for all �. Define ˛ to be the composition of the quotient
morphism

FpHn.Xt/ �! FpHn.Xt/=FpC1Hn.Xt/

and  p. Dually, define ˇ to be the composition of . p�1/�1 and the morphism

Fp�1Hn.Xt/=FpHn.Xt/ �! Hn.Xt;C/=FpHn.Xt/

which is obtained from the inclusion of Fp�1Hn.Xt/ in Hn.Xt;C/ by quotienting out
FpHn.Xt/. Further, denote by

KS W TS.t/ �! H1.Xt; �Xt /

the Kodaira-Spencer map for the family f with respect to the basepoint t (see
Notation 1.8.3 for an explanation), and write

� W TGr.Hn.Xt;C//.F
pHn.Xt// �! Hom.FpHn.Xt/;Hn.Xt;C/=FpHn.Xt//

for the isomorphism of complex vector spaces which is induced by the canonical
open immersion

Hom.FpHn.Xt/;E/ �! Gr.Hn.Xt;C//

of complex manifolds, where E is a complex vector subspace of Hn.Xt;C/ such that
Hn.Xt;C/ D FpHn.Xt/ ˚ E (see Construction 1.7.19). Then we are in the position
to formulate the following theorem.
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Theorem 1.1.2 Let f W X ! S, n, p, and t be as above and define ˛, ˇ, � , KS, and �
accordingly. Then the following diagram commutes in Mod.C/:

(1.1)

The objective of this chapter is to state and prove a proposition analogous
to Theorem 1.1.2 (possibly even, in a sense, generalizing Theorem 1.1.2) for
families of not necessarily compact manifolds—that is, for submersive, yet possibly
nonproper, morphisms of complex manifolds f W X ! S. Approaching this task in
a naive way, you immediately encounter problems. First of all, together with the
properness of f , you lose Ehresmann’s fibration theorem. Hence, you lose the local
topological triviality of f . In fact, when f is not proper, the cohomology of the fibers
of f may jump wildly when passing from one fiber to the next—the cohomology
might also be infinite dimensional. The sheaf Rnf�.CX/ will typically be far from
locally constant on S. The cure, of course, is to impose conditions on f that ensure
some sort of local triviality. In view of my applications in Chap. 3, however, I do not
want to impose that f be locally topologically trivial. That would be too restrictive.
Instead, I require that f satisfy a certain local cohomological triviality which is
affixed to a given cohomological degree.

Specifically, I am interested in a submersive morphism f W X ! S of
complex manifolds such that, for a fixed integer n, the relative algebraic de Rham
cohomology sheaf H n. f / (which is, per definitionem, Rnf�.˝�

f / equipped with
its canonical OS-module structure) is a locally finite free module on S which is
compatible with base change in the sense that, for all s 2 S, the de Rham base
change map

�n
f ;s W C˝OS;s .H

n. f //s �!H n.Xs/

is an isomorphism of complex vector spaces. We will observe that the kernel H of
the Gauß-Manin connection

rn
GM. f / WH n. f / �! ˝1

S ˝S H
n. f /;

which I define in the spirit of Katz and Oda [11], makes up a locally constant sheaf
of CS-modules on Stop. Moreover, the stalks of H are isomorphic to the nth de Rham
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cohomologies of the fibers of f in virtue of the inclusion of H in H n. f / and the de
Rham base change maps.

In this way, when the complex manifold S is simply connected, I construct, for
any integer p and any basepoint t 2 S, a period mapping P

p;n
t . f / by transporting, for

varying s, the Hodge filtered piece FpH n.Xs/ from inside H n.Xs/ to H n.Xt/ along
the global sections of H. When I require the relative Hodge filtered piece FpH n. f /
to be a vector subbundle of H n. f / on S which is compatible with base change (in
an appropriate sense), the holomorphicity of the period mapping

P
p;n
t . f / W S �! Gr.H n.Xt//

is basically automatic. Eventually, we learn that certain degeneration properties of
the Frölicher spectral sequences of f and the fibers of f ensure the possibility to
define morphisms ˛ and ˇ such that a diagram similar to the one in Eq. (1.1)—
namely, the one in Eq. (1.65)—commutes in Mod.C/.

This chapter is organized as follows. My ultimate results are Theorem 1.8.8
as well as its, hopefully more accessible, corollary Theorem 1.8.10. The chapter’s
sections come in two groups: the final Sects. 1.7 and 1.8 deal with the concept period
mappings, whereas the initial Sects. 1.2–1.6 don’t. The upshot of Sects. 1.2–1.6,
besides establishing constructions and notation—for instance, for the Gauß-Manin
connection—is Theorem 1.6.14. Theorem 1.6.14 is, in turn, a special case of The-
orem 1.5.14, whose proof Sect. 1.5 is consecrated to. Sects. 1.2–1.4 are preparatory
for Sect. 1.5.

The overall point of view that I am adopting here is inspired by works of Nicholas
Katz and Tadao Oda [10, 11]. As a matter of fact, my Sects. 1.2–1.6 are put together
along the very lines of [10, Sect. 1]. I recommend that you compare Katz’s and Oda’s
exposition to mine. My view on period mappings and relative connections, which
you can find in Sect. 1.7, is furthermore inspired by Deligne’s well-known lecture
notes [2].

1.2 The �p Construction

For the entire section, let X be a ringed space [7, p. 35, 13, Tag 0091].

In what follows, I introduce a construction which associates to a right exact triple
of modules t on X (see Definitions 1.2.2 and 1.2.3), given some integer p, another
right exact triple of modules on X, denoted by �p

X.t/—see Construction 1.2.8. This
“�p construction” will play a central role in this chapter at least up to (and including)
Sect. 1.6.

The �p construction is closely related to and, in fact, essentially based upon the
following notion of a “Koszul filtration”; cf. [10, (1.2.1.2)].
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Construction 1.2.1 Let p be an integer. Moreover, let ˛ W G ! H be a morphism
of modules on X. We define a Z-sequence K by setting, for all i 2 Z,

Ki WD
8
<

:

im
�
^i;p�i.H/ ı .Vi

˛ ˝Vp�i idH/
�

when i � 0;
Vp H when i < 0:

(1.2)

Observe that we have

î

G˝
p�î

H
Vi
˛˝Vp�i idH���������!

î

H ˝
p�î

H
i;p�i^ .H/����!

p̂

H

in Mod.X/; see Appendix A.6. We refer to K as the Koszul filtration in degree p
induced by ˛ on X.

Let us verify that K is indeed a decreasing filtration of
Vp H by submodules on

X. Since Ki is obviously a submodule of
Vp H on X for all integers i, it remains to

show that, for all integers i and j with i � j, we have Kj � Ki. In case i < 0, this
is clear as then, Ki D Vp H. Similarly, when j > p, we know that Kj is the zero
submodule of

Vp H, so that Kj � Ki is evident. We are left with the case where
0 � i � j � p. To that end, denote by �i the composition of the following obvious
morphisms in Mod.X/:

Op
.

i
‚ …„ ƒ
G; : : : ;G;

p�i
‚ …„ ƒ
H; : : : ;H/ �! Ti.G/˝ Tp�i.H/ �!

î

G˝
p�î

H

�!
î

H ˝
p�î

H �!
p̂

H:

(1.3)

Then Ki D im.�i/ since the first and second of the morphisms in Eq. (1.3) are an
isomorphism and an epimorphism in Mod.X/, respectively. The same holds for i
replaced by j assuming that we define �j accordingly. Thus, our claim is implied by
the easy to verify identity

�j D �i ı
Op

.idG; : : : ; idG„ ƒ‚ …
i

; ˛; : : : ; ˛
„ ƒ‚ …

j�i

; idH; : : : ; idH„ ƒ‚ …
p�j

/:

Definition 1.2.2

1. Let C be a category. Then a triple in C is a functor from 3 to C.4

2. A triple of modules on X is a triple in Mod.X/ in the sense of item 1.

4For small categories (i.e., sets) C this definition is an actual definition, in the sense that there is
a formula in the language of in the language of Zermelo-Fraenkel set theory expressing it. When
C is large, however, the definition is rather a “definition scheme”—that is, it becomes an actual
definition when spelled out for a particular instance of C.
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When we say that t W G
˛! H

ˇ! F is a triple in C (resp. a triple of modules on
X), we mean that t is a triple in C (resp. a triple of modules on X) and that G D t0,
H D t1, F D t2, ˛ D t0;1, and ˇ D t1;2.

Definition 1.2.3

1. Let C be an abelian category, t W G
˛! H

ˇ! F a triple in C. Then we call t left
exact (resp. right exact) in C when

0 �! G
˛�! H

ˇ�! F (resp. G
˛�! H

ˇ�! F �! 0/

is an exact sequence in C. We call t short exact in C when t is both left exact in
C and right exact in C, or equivalently when 0! G! H ! F ! 0 is an exact
sequence in C.

2. Let t be a triple of modules on X. Then we call t left exact (resp. right exact,
resp. short exact) on X when t is left exact (resp. right exact, resp. short exact) in
Mod.X/ in the sense of item 1.

The upcoming series of results is preparatory for Construction 1.2.8.

Lemma 1.2.4 Let p be an integer, t W G
˛! H

ˇ! F a right exact triple of modules
on X. Then the sequence

G˝
p�1^

H
˛0

�!
p̂

H
ˇ0

�!
p̂

F �! 0; (1.4)

with

˛0 D ^1;p�1.H/ ı .˛ ˝
p�1^

idH/ and ˇ0 D
p̂

ˇ;

is exact in Mod.X/.

Proof When p � 1, the claim is basically evident. So, assume that 1 < p. It is (more
or less) obvious that ˇ0ı˛0 D 0 in Mod.X/. Therefore,ˇ0 factors through coker.˛0/;
that is, there exists a (unique) morphism � W coker.˛0/ ! ˇ0 in the undercategory
Vp H=Mod.X/. We are finished when we prove that � is an isomorphism. For that
matter, we construct an inverse of � explicitly.

Here goes a preliminary observation. Let U, V , and V 0 be open sets of X and

f D . f0; : : : ; fp�1/ 2 F.U/ � � � � � F.U/ D .F � � � � � F/.U/;

h D .h0; : : : ; hp�1/ 2 H.V/ � � � � � H.V/;

h0 D .h0
0; : : : ; h

0
p�1/ 2 H.V 0/ � � � � � H.V 0/
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such that V;V 0 � U and, for all i < p, we have ˇV.hi/ D fijV and ˇV0.h0
i/ D fijV0 .

Then, for all i < p, the difference h0
ijV\V0�hijV\V0 is sent to 0 in F.V\V 0/ by ˇV\V0 .

Thus, since ˛ maps surjectively onto the kernel of ˇ, there exists an open cover V
of V \ V 0 such that, for all W 2 V and all i < p, there exists gi 2 G.W/ such that
˛W.gi/ D h0

ijW � hijW . On such a W 2 V, we have (calculating in
Vp H.W/):

h0
0 ^ � � � ^ h0

p�1 D ..h0
0 � h0/C h0/ ^ � � � ^ h0

p�1
D .h0

0 � h0/ ^ h0
1 ^ � � � ^ h0

p�1 C h0 ^ h0
1 ^ � � � ^ h0

p�1
D : : :
D ˛W .g0/ ^ h0

1 ^ � � � ^ h0
p�1 C h0 ^ ˛W.g1/ ^ � � � ^ h0

p�1 C : : :
C h0 ^ � � � ^ hp�2 ^ ˛W.gp�1/C h0 ^ � � � ^ hp�1:

Thus the difference h0
0 ^ � � � ^ h0

p�1 � h0 ^ � � � ^ hp�1 (taken in .
Vp H/.W/) lies in

the image of ˛0
W . In turn, the images of h0

0 ^ � � � ^ h0
p�1 and h0 ^ � � � ^ hp�1 in the

cokernel of ˛0 agree on W. As V covers V\V 0, these images agree in fact on V\V 0.
Now, we define a sheaf map  W F � � � � � F ! coker.˛0/ as follows: For U

and f as above we take  U. f / to be the unique element c of .coker.˛0//.U/ such
that there exists an open cover U of U with the property that, for all V 2 U, there
exist h0; : : : ; hp�1 2 H.V/ such that ˇV.hi/ D fijV for all i < p and the image of
h0^� � �^hp�1 in coker.˛0/ is equal to cjV . Assume we have two such elements c and
c0 with corresponding open covers U and U0. Then by the preliminary observation,
for all V 2 U and all V 0 2 U0, we have cjV\V0 D c0jV\V0 . Thus c D c0. This proves
the uniqueness of c. For the existence of c note that since ˇ W H ! F is surjective,
there exists an open cover U of U such that, for all V 2 U and all i < p, there is
an hi 2 H.V/ such that ˇV.hi/ D fijV . For all V 2 U, any choice of hi’s give rise
to an element in .

Vp H/.V/ and thus to an element in .coker.˛0//.V/. However,
by the preliminary observation, any two choices of hi’s define the same element in
coker.˛0/. Moreover, for any two V;V 0 2 U, the corresponding elements agree on
V \ V 0. Therefore, there exists c with the desired property.

It is an easy matter to check that  is actually a morphism of sheaves on
Xtop. Moreover, it is straightforward to check that  is OX-multilinear as well
as alternating. Therefore, by the universal property of the alternating product,
 induces a morphism N W Vp F ! coker.˛0/ of modules on X. Finally,
an easy argument shows that N makes up an inverse of �, which was to be
demonstrated. ut
Proposition 1.2.5 Let p be an integer, t W G

˛! H
ˇ! F a right exact triple of

modules on X. Write K D .Ki/i2Z for the Koszul filtration in degree p induced by
˛ W G! H on X. Then the following sequence is exact in Mod.X/:

(1.5)
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Proof By Lemma 1.2.4, the sequence in Eq. (1.4) is exact in Mod.X/. By the
definition of the Koszul filtration, the inclusion morphism K1 ! Vp H is an image
in Mod.X/ of the morphism

1;p�1^ .H/ ı .˛ ˝
p�1^

idH/ W G˝
p�1^

H �!
p̂

HI (1.6)

note that
V1 equals the identity functor on Mod.X/ by definition. Hence our claim

follows. ut
Corollary 1.2.6 Let p be an integer, t W G ˛! H

ˇ! F a right exact triple of modules
on X. Denote by K D .Ki/i2Z the Koszul filtration in degree p induced by ˛ W G! H
on X.

1. There exists one, and only one,  rendering commutative in Mod.X/ the
following diagram:

(1.7)

2. Let  be such that the diagram in Eq. (1.7) commutes in Mod.X/. Then  is an
isomorphism in Mod.X/.

Proof Both assertions are immediate consequences of Proposition 1.2.5. In order
to obtain item 1, exploit the fact that the composition of the inclusion morphism
K1 ! Vp H and

Vp
ˇ is a zero morphism in Mod.X/. In order to obtain item 2,

make use of the fact that, by the exactness of the sequence in Eq. (1.5),
Vp

ˇ is a
cokernel in Mod.X/ of the inclusion morphism K1 !Vp H. ut

Proposition 1.2.7 Let p be an integer, t W G
˛! H

ˇ! F a right exact triple of
modules on X. Denote by K D .Ki/i2Z the Koszul filtration in degree p induced by
˛ W G! H on X.

1. There exists a unique ordered pair .�0; �/ such that the following diagram
commutes in Mod.X/:

(1.8)
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2. Let .�0; �/ be an ordered pair such that the diagram in Eq. (1.8) commutes in
Mod.X/. Then � is an epimorphism in Mod.X/.

Proof Item 1. By the definition of the Koszul filtration, the inclusion morphism
K1 ! Vp H is an image in Mod.X/ of the morphism in Eq. (1.6). Therefore, there
exists one, and only one, morphism �0 making the left-hand square of the diagram
in Eq. (1.8) commute in Mod.X/.

By Lemma 1.2.4, we know that the sequence in Eq. (1.4), where we replace p
by p � 1 and define the arrows as indicated in the text of the lemma, is exact in
Mod.X/. Tensoring the latter sequence with G on the left, we obtain yet another
exact sequence in Mod.X/:

G˝ .G˝
p�2^

H/ �! G˝
p�1^

H �! G˝
p�1^

F �! 0: (1.9)

The exactness of the sequence in Eq. (1.9) implies that the morphism

idG ˝
p�1^

ˇ W G˝
p�1^

H �! G˝
p�1^

F

is a cokernel in Mod.X/ of the morphism given by the first arrow in Eq. (1.9).
Besides, the definition of the Koszul filtration implies that the composition

G˝ .G˝
p�2^

H/ �! G˝
p�1^

H �! K1

of the first arrow in Eq. (1.9) with �0 maps into K2 � K1, whence composing
it further with the quotient morphism K1 ! K1=K2 yields a zero morphism in
Mod.X/. Thus, by the universal property of the cokernel, there exists a unique �
rendering commutative in Mod.X/ the right-hand square in Eq. (1.8).

Item 2. Observe that by the commutativity of the left-hand square in Eq. (1.8),
�0 is a coimage of the morphism in Eq. (1.6), whence an epimorphism in Mod.X/.
Moreover, the quotient morphism K1 ! K1=K2 is an epimorphism in Mod.X/.
Thus, the composition of �0 and K1 ! K1=K2 is an epimorphism in Mod.X/. By the
commutativity of the right-hand square in Eq. (1.8), we see that � is an epimorphism
in Mod.X/. ut
Construction 1.2.8 Let p be an integer. Moreover, let t W G

˛! H
ˇ! F be a right

exact triple of modules on X. Write K D .Ki/i2Z for the Koszul filtration in degree
p induced by ˛ W G ! H on X. Recall that K is a decreasing filtration of

Vp H by
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submodules on X. We define a functor �p.t/ from 3 to Mod.X/ by setting, in the
first place,

.�p.t//.0/ WD G˝
p�1^

F; .�p.t//0;0 WD idG˝Vp�1 F;

.�p.t//.1/ WD .
p̂

H/=K2; .�p.t//1;1 WD id.Vp H/=K2 ;

.�p.t//.2/ WD
p̂

F; .�p.t//2;2 WD idVp F:

Now let 	 and  be the unique morphisms such that the following diagram commutes
in Mod.X/:

(1.10)

By item 1 of Proposition 1.2.7 we know that there exists a unique ordered pair
.�0; �/ rendering commutative in Mod.X/ the diagram in Eq. (1.8). Likewise, by
item 1 of Corollary 1.2.6, there exists a unique rendering commutative in Mod.X/
the diagram in Eq. (1.7). We complete our definition of�p.t/ by setting:

.�p.t//0;1 WD 	 ı �; .�p.t//1;2 WD  ı ;

.�p.t//0;2 WD . ı / ı .	 ı �/:
It is a straightforward matter to check that the so defined �p.t/ is indeed a functor
from 3 to Mod.X/ (i.e., a triple of modules on X).

I claim that�p.t/ is even a right exact triple of modules on X. To see this, observe
that firstly, the bottom row of the diagram in Eq. (1.10) makes up a short exact
triple of modules on X, that secondly,  is an isomorphism in Mod.X/ by item 2
of Corollary 1.2.6, and that thirdly, � is an epimorphism in Mod.X/ by item 2 of
Proposition 1.2.7. Naturally, the construction of �p.t/ depends on the ringed space
X. So, whenever I feel the need to make the reference to the ringed space X explicit,
I resort to writing �p

X.t/ instead of �p.t/.

Let us show that the �p construction is nicely compatible with the restriction to
open subspaces.

Proposition 1.2.9 Let U be an open subset of X, p an integer, and t W G! H ! F
a right exact triple of modules on X. Then

tjU WD .�jU/ ı t W GjU �! HjU �! FjU
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is a right exact triple of modules on XjU and we have

.�
p
X.t//jU D �p

XjU .tjU/:5 (1.11)

Proof The fact that the triple tjU is right exact on XjU is clear since the restriction
to an open subspace functor �jU W Mod.X/ ! Mod.XjU/ is exact. Denote by K D
.Ki/i2Z and K0 D .K0i/i2Z the Koszul filtrations in degree p induced by t0;1 W G! H
and t0;1jU W GjU ! HjU on X and XjU, respectively. Then by the presheaf definitions
of the wedge and tensor product, we see that KijU D K0i for all integers i. Now define
	 and  just as in Construction 1.2.8. Similarly, define 	0 and  0 using K0 instead of
K and XjU instead of X. Then by the presheaf definition of quotient sheaves, we see
that the following diagram commutes in Mod.XjU/:

Defining � and  just as in Construction 1.2.8, and defining �0 and  0 analogously
for tjU instead of t and XjU instead of X, we deduce that �jU D �0 and  jU D  0.
Hence, Eq. (1.11) holds according to the definitions given in Construction 1.2.8. ut

The remainder of this section is devoted to the investigation of the �p construc-
tion when applied to a split exact triple of modules on X.

Definition 1.2.10 Let t be a triple of modules on X.

1. We say that t is split exact on X when there exist modules F and G on X such that
t is isomorphic, in the functor category Mod.X/3, to the triple

G
	�! G˚ F

�! F; (1.12)

where 	 and  stand respectively for the coprojection to the first summand and
the projection to the second summand.

2. � is called a right splitting of t on X when � is a morphism of modules on X,
� W t2! t1, such that we have t1;2 ı � D idt2 in Mod.X/.6

5Note that in order to get a real equality here, as opposed to only a “canonical isomorphism,” you
have to work with the correct sheafification functor.
6Thus, a right splitting of t is nothing but a right inverse of the morphism t1;2 W t1 ! t2.
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Remark 1.2.11 Let t be a triple of modules on X. Then the following are equiva-
lent:

1. t is split exact on X.
2. t is short exact on X and there exists a right splitting of t on X.
3. t is left exact on X and there exists a right splitting of t on X.

For the proof, assume item 1. Then t is isomorphic to a triple as in Eq. (1.12).
The fact that the triple in Eq. (1.12) is short exact on X can be verified either by
elementary means (i.e., using the concrete definition of the direct sum for sheaves
of modules on X) or by an abstract argument which is valid in any Ab-enriched, or
“preadditive,” category [13, Tag 09QG]. Note that in order to prove that the triple
in Eq. (1.12) is short exact on X, it suffices to prove that 	 is a kernel of  and that,
conversely,  is a cokernel of 	. A right splitting of the triple in Eq. (1.12) is given
by the coprojection F ! G˚ F to the second summand. Since the quality of being
short exact on X as well as the existence of a right splitting on X are invariant under
isomorphism in Mod.X/3, we obtain item 2.

That item 2 implies item 3 is clear, for short exactness implies left exactness per
definitionem. So, assume item 3. Write t W G! H ! F and ˛ WD t0;1. Denote by s
the triple in Eq. (1.12). We are going to fabricate a morphism W s! t in Mod.X/3.
Note that  should be a natural transformation of functors. We set  0 WD idG and
 2 WD idF. Recall that there exists a right splitting � of t on X. Given �, we define
 1 WD ˛ C � W G˚ F! H. Then, the validation that  is a natural transformation
s! t of functors from 3 to Mod.X/ is straightforward. W s! t is an isomorphism
in Mod.X/3 due to the snake lemma [13, Tag 010H]. Thus, we infer item 1.

Lemma 1.2.12 Let p be an integer, ˛ W G ! H and � W F ! H morphisms of
modules on X. Assume that ˛ C � W G˚ F ! H is an isomorphism in Mod.X/.

1. The morphism

X

�2Z

.
�;p��^ .H/ ı .

�̂

˛ ˝
p��^

�// W
M

�2Z

.

�̂

G˝
p��^

F/ �!
p̂

H

is an isomorphism in Mod.X/.
2. Denote by K D .Ki/i2Z the Koszul filtration in degree p induced by ˛ on X. Then,

for all integers i, we have

Ki D im

 
X

��i

.
�;p��^ .H/ ı .

�̂

˛ ˝
p��^

�//

!

:

Proof Item 1. We take the assertion for granted in case X is not a ringed space, but
an ordinary ring [4, Proposition A2.2c]. Thus, for all open subsets U of X, the map

X

�2Z

.
�;p��^ .H.U// ı .

�̂

˛U ˝
p��^

�U// W
M

�2Z

.

�̂

G.U/˝
p��^

F.U// �!
p̂

H.U/
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is an isomorphism of OX.U/-modules. In other words, the morphism in item 1 is
an isomorphism of presheaves of OX-modules on Xtop when we replace

V
, ˝, ^,

and
L

by their presheaf counterparts. Noting that the actual morphism in item 1 is
isomorphic to the sheafification of its presheaf counterpart, we are finished.7

Item 2. Let i be an integer. Then for all integers � � i, the sheaf morphism

�;p��^ .H/ ı .
�̂

˛ ˝
p��^

�/ W
�̂

G˝
p��^

F �!
p̂

H

clearly maps into Ki; see Construction 1.2.1. Therefore, the sum over all of these
morphisms maps into Ki as well. Conversely, any section in

Vp H coming from

i;p�i^ .H/ ı .
î

˛ ˝
p�î

idH/ W
î

G˝
p�î

H �!
p̂

H

comes from

M

��i

.

�̂

G˝
p��^

F/

under the given morphism, as you see decomposing
Vp�i H in the form

M

��0
.

�^
G˝

p�i��^
F/ Š

p�î

H

according to item 1 (where you replace p by p � i). ut

Proposition 1.2.13 Let p be an integer and t W G
˛! H

ˇ! F a right exact triple of
modules on X.

1. Let � be a right splitting of t on X. Denote by K D .Ki/i2Z the Koszul filtration
in degree p induced by ˛ W G ! H on X and write 
 W Vp H ! .

Vp H/=K2 for
the evident quotient morphism. Then the composition


 ı
p̂

� W
p̂

F �! .

p̂

H/=K2

is a right splitting of �p.t/ on X.
2. When t is split exact on X, then �p.t/ is split exact on X.

7In detail, what you have to prove is this: when I and J are two presheaves of modules on X, then
the composition I N̋ J ! I# N̋ J# ! I# ˝ J# is isomorphic to the sheafification of I N̋ J, whereN̋ denotes the presheaf tensor product.
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Proof Item 1. By Construction 1.2.8,

.�p.t//1;2 W .
p̂

H/=K2 �!
p̂

F

is the unique morphism of modules on X which, precomposed with the quotient
morphism 
, yields

Vp
ˇ W Vp H !Vp F. Therefore, we have

.�p.t//1;2 ı .
 ı
p̂

�/ D
p̂

ˇ ı
p̂

� D
p̂

.ˇ ı �/ D
p̂

idF D idVp F:

Item 2. Write K D .Ki/i2Z for the Koszul filtration in degree p induced by
˛ W G ! H on X. Then, by the definition of .�p.t//0;1 in Construction 1.2.8, the
following diagram commutes in Mod.X/:

Since t is a split exact triple of modules on X, there exists a right splitting � of t on
X; see Remark 1.2.11. Using the commutativity of the diagram, we deduce that

.�p.t//0;1 D 
 ı .
1;p^.H/ ı .˛ ˝

p�1^
�//:

As a matter of fact, the diagram yields the latter equality when precomposed with
idG ˝ Vp�1

ˇ. You may cancel the term idG ˝ Vp�1
ˇ on the right, however,

remarking that it is an epimorphism in Mod.X/.
Now, by Lemma 1.2.12, we see that the sheaf map .�p.t//0;1 is injective. Taking

into account that the triple �p.t/ is right exact on X (see Construction 1.2.8), we
deduce that�p.t/ is, in fact, short exact on X. Therefore,�p.t/ is split exact on X as
by item 1, there exists a right splitting of�p.t/ on X; see Remark 1.2.11 again. ut

1.3 Locally Split Exact Triples and Their Extension Classes

For the entire section, let X be a ringed space.

Let p be an integer. In the following, we are going to examine the�p construction
(i.e., Construction 1.2.8) when applied to locally split exact triples of modules on X;
see Definition 1.3.1. So, let t be such a triple. Then, as it turns out,�p.t/ is a locally
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split exact triple of modules on X too. Now given that t is in particular a short exact
triple of modules on X, we may consider its extension class, which is an element of
Ext1.F;G/ writing t W G ! H ! F. Similarly, the extension class of �p.t/ is an
element of Ext1.

Vp F;G˝Vp�1 F/.
The decisive result of Sect. 1.3 is Proposition 1.3.12, which tells us how to

compute the extension class of �p.t/ from the extension class of t by means of
an interior product morphism,

	p.F;G/ WHom.F;G/ �!Hom.
p̂

F;G˝
p�1^

F/:

The latter is to be defined in the realm of Construction 1.3.11. In order to describe the
relationship between the extension classes of t and �p.t/ conveniently, I introduce
the device of “locally split extension classes”; see Construction 1.3.3.

First of all, however, let me state local versions of, respectively, Definition 1.2.10
and Proposition 1.2.13.

Definition 1.3.1 Let t be a triple of modules on X.

1. t is called locally split exact on X when there exists an open cover U of Xtop such
that, for all U 2 U, the triple tjU (i.e., the composition of t with the restriction to
an open subspace functor �jU W Mod.X/ ! Mod.XjU/) is a split exact triple of
modules on XjU.

2. � is called a local right splitting of t on X when � is a function whose domain of
definition, call it U, is an open cover of Xtop such that �.U/ is a right splitting of
tjU on XjU for all U 2 U.

Proposition 1.3.2 Let p be an integer and t W G
˛! H ! F a right exact triple of

modules on X.

1. Let � be a local right splitting of t on X and let �0 be a function on U WD dom.�/
such that, for all U 2 U, we have

�0.U/ D 
jU ı
p̂

.�.U// W .
p̂

F/jU �! ..

p̂

H/=K2/jU;

where 
 denotes the quotient morphism
Vp H ! .

Vp H/=K2 and K D .Ki/i2Z

denotes the Koszul filtration in degree p induced by ˛ W G! H on X. Then �0 is
a local right splitting of �p.t/ on X.

2. When t is locally split exact on X, then �p.t/ is locally split exact on X.

Proof Item 1. Let U 2 U. Then �.U/ is a right splitting of tjU on XjU. Thus by
item 1 of Proposition 1.2.13 we know that


0 ı
p̂

.�.U// W
p̂

.FjU/ �! .

p̂

.HjU//=K02
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is a right splitting of �p
XjU .tjU/ on XjU, where


0 W
p̂

.HjU/ �! .

p̂

.HjU//=K02

denotes the quotient morphism and K0 D .K0i/i2Z denotes the Koszul filtration in
degree p induced by ˛jU W GjU ! HjU on XjU. Since .

Vp H/jU D Vp
.HjU/ and

K2jU D K02, we have 
jU D 
0. Therefore, �0.U/ is a right splitting of�p
XjU .tjU/ on

XjU. Given that �p
X.t/jU D �p

XjU .tjU/, we deduce that �0 is a local right splitting of

�
p
X.t/ on X.
Item 2. Since t is a locally split exact triple of modules on X, there exists an

open cover U of Xtop such that, for all U 2 U, the triple tjU is split exact on XjU.
Therefore, by item 2 of Proposition 1.2.13, the triple �p

XjU.tjU/ is split exact on XjU
for all U 2 U. As .�p

X.t//jU D �
p
XjU .tjU/ for all U 2 U, we infer that �p

X.t/ is a
locally split exact triple of modules on X. ut
Construction 1.3.3 Let t W G ! H ! F be a short exact triple of modules on X
with the property that

Hom.F; t/ WDH om.F;�/ ı t WHom.F;G/ �!Hom.F;H/ �!Hom.F;F/

is again a short exact triple of modules on X. Then we write �X.t/ for the image of
the identity sheaf morphism idF under the composition of mappings

.Hom.F;F//.X/
can:�! H0.X;Hom.F;F//

ı0�! H1.X;Hom.F;G//;

where ı0 stands for the connecting homomorphism in degree 0 associated to the
triple Hom.F; t/ with respect to the functor

�.X;�/ W Mod.X/ �! Mod.Z/:

Note that as .Hom.F;F//.X/ D Hom.F;F/, we have idF 2 .Hom.F;F//.X/, so
that the above definition makes indeed sense. We call �X.t/ the locally split extension
class of t on X. As usual, I write �.t/ instead of �X.t/ whenever I feel that the
reference to the ringed space X is clear from the context.

Remark 1.3.4 Let t W G! H
ˇ! F be a locally split exact triple of modules on X. I

claim that

Hom.F; t/ WHom.F;G/ �!Hom.F;H/ �!Hom.F;F/

is a locally split exact triple of modules on X, too. In fact, let � be a local right
splitting of t on X. Put U WD dom.�/. Then, for all U 2 U, we have

ˇjU D t1;2jU D .tjU/1;2 W HjU �! FjU;
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and thus

Hom.FjU; ˇjU/ ıHom.FjU; �.U// DHom.FjU; ˇjU ı �.U//
DHom.FjU; idFjU / D idHom.FjU ;FjU/

according to item 2 of Definition 1.3.1 and item 2 of Definition 1.2.10. Since

HomX.F; ˇ/jU DHomXjU .FjU; ˇjU/

for all U 2 U, the assignment U 7! Hom.FjU; �.U//, for U varying through U,
constitutes a local right splitting of Hom.F; t/ on X. Moreover, since the functor

Hom.F;�/ W Mod.X/ �! Mod.X/

is left exact and the triple t is short exact on X, the triple Hom.F; t/ is left exact
on X. In conclusion, we see that the triple Hom.F; t/ is locally split exact on X, as
claimed.

Specifically, Hom.F; t/ is a short exact triple of modules on X. In view of
Construction 1.3.3 this tells us that any locally split exact triple of modules on X
possesses a locally split extension class on X.

The following remark explains briefly how our newly coined notion of a locally
split extension class relates to the customary extension class of a short exact triple
(i.e., a short exact sequence) on X. Let me point out that, though interesting, the
contents of Remark 1.3.5 are dispensable for the subsequent exposition.

Remark 1.3.5 Let t W G ! H ! F be a short exact triple of modules on X. Recall
that the extension class of t on X is, by definition, the image of the identity sheaf
morphism idF under the composition of mappings

Hom.F;F/
can:�! .R0Hom.F;�//.F/ ı00

�! .R1Hom.F;�//.G/ DW Ext1.F;G/;

where ı0 D .ı0n/n2Z stands for the sequence of connecting homomorphisms for the
triple t with respect to the right derived functor of

Hom.F;�/ W Mod.X/ �! Mod.Z/:

Observe that the following diagram of categories and functors commutes:
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Combined with the fact that, for all injective modules I on X, the moduleHom.F; I/
is a flasque sheaf on X, whence an acyclic object for the functor

�.X;�/ W Mod.X/ �! Mod.Z/;

this induces a sequence � D .�q/q2Z of natural transformations

�q W Hq.X;�/ ıHom.F;�/ �! Extq.F;�/

of functors from Mod.X/ to Mod.Z/. The sequence � has the property that when
Hom.F; t/ is a short exact triple of modules on X and ı D .ın/n2Z denotes the
sequence of connecting homomorphisms for the triple Hom.F; t/ with respect to
the right derived functor of �.X;�/ W Mod.X/! Mod.Z/, then, for any integer q,
the following diagram commutes in Mod.Z/:

Moreover, the following diagram commutes in Mod.Z/:

Hence, we see that the function �1.G/ maps the locally split extension class
�.t/ of t to the (usual) extension class of t. In addition, by means of general
homological algebra—namely, the Grothendieck spectral sequence—you can show
that the mapping �1.G/ is one-to-one. Therefore, �.t/ is the unique element of
H1.X;Hom.F;G// which is mapped to the extension class of t by the function
�1.G/.

I think that Remark 1.3.5 justifies our referring to �.t/ as the “locally split
extension class” of t on X.

The next couple of results are aimed at deriving, for t a locally split exact triple of
modules on X, from a local right splitting of t, a Čech representation of the locally
split extension class �.t/. Since the definition of Čech cohomology tends to vary
from source to source, let us settle once and for all on the following conventions.
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Remark 1.3.6 Let U be an open cover of Xtop and n a natural number. An n-simplex
of U is an ordered .nC 1/-tuple of elements of U; that is,

u D .u0; : : : ; un/ 2 UnC1

such that u0 \ � � � \ un ¤ ;. When u D .u0; : : : ; un/ is an n-simplex of U, the
intersection u0 \ � � � \ un is called the support of u and denoted by juj.

Let F be a (pre)sheaf of modules on X. Then a Čech n-cochain of U with
coefficients in F is a function c defined on the set S of n-simplices of U such that,
for all u 2 S, we have c.u/ 2 F.juj/; in other words, c is an element of

Q
u2S F.juj/.

We denote by

LCn
X.U;�/ W Mod.X/ �! Mod.Z/

the Čech n-cochain functor, so that LCn
X.U;F/ is the set of Čech n-cochains of U with

coefficients in F equipped with the obvious addition and Z-scalar multiplication.
Similarly, we denote by

LC�
X.U;�/ W Mod.X/ �! Com.Z/

the Čech complex functor, so that LC�
X.U;F/ is the habitual Čech complex of U with

coefficients in F. We write

LZn
X.U;�/; LBn

X.U;�/; LHn
X.U;�/ W Mod.X/ �! Mod.Z/

for the functors obtained by composing the functor LC�
X.U;�/ with the n-cocycle,

-coboundary, and -cohomology functors for complexes over Mod.Z/, respectively.
In any of the expressions LC�

X , LCn
X , LZn

X , LBn
X , and LHn

X , we suppress the subscript “X”
whenever we feel that the correct ringed space can be guessed unambiguously from
the context.

In Proposition 1.3.10 as well as in the proof of Proposition 1.3.12, we will make
use of the familiar sequence � D .�q/q2Z of natural transformations

�q W LHq.U;�/ �! Hq.X;�/

of functors from Mod.X/ to Mod.Z/. The sequence � is obtained considering
the Čech resolution functors LC �

X .U;�/ W Mod.X/ ! Com.X/ together with
Lemma A.3.6; in fact, the suggested construction yields a natural transformation

LC�.U;�/ D �.X;�/ ı LC �.U;�/ �! R�.X;�/

of functors from Mod.X/ to KC.Z/, from which one derives �q, for any q 2 Z, by
applying the qth cohomology functor Hq W KC.Z/! Mod.Z/.
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Construction 1.3.7 Let t W G
˛! H

ˇ! F be a short exact triple of modules on X
and � a local right splitting of t on X. For the time being, fix a 1-simplex u D .u0; u1/
of U WD dom.�/. Set v WD juj for better readability. Then, calculating in Mod.Xjv/,
we have:

ˇjv ı .�.u1/jv � �.u0/jv/ D .ˇju1 /jv ı �.u1/jv � .ˇju0 /jv ı �.u0/jv
D .ˇju1 ı �.u1//jv � .ˇju0 ı �.u0//jv
D idFju1 jv � idFju0 jv
D idFjv � idFjv D 0:

Since the triple t is short exact on X, we deduce that ˛jv W Gjv ! Hjv is a kernel
of ˇjv W Hjv ! Fjv in Mod.Xjv/. So, there exists one, and only one, morphism
c.u/ W Fjv ! Gjv in Mod.Xjv/ such that

˛jv ı c.u/ D �.u1/jv � �.u0/jv:

Abandoning our fixation of u, we define c to be the function on the set of 1-simplices
of U which is given by the assignment u 7! c.u/. We call c the right splitting Čech
1-cochain of .t; �/ on X.

By definition, for all 1-simplices u of U, we know that c.u/ is a morphism Fjjuj !
Gjjuj of modules on Xjjuj; that is, c.u/ 2 .Hom.F;G//.juj/. Thus,

c 2 LC1X.U;Hom.F;G//:

In this regard, we define Nc to be the residue class of c in the quotient module

LC1X.U;Hom.F;G//= LB1X.U;Hom.F;G//:

We call Nc the right splitting Čech 1-class of .t; �/ on X.

Lemma 1.3.8 Let t W G ! H
ˇ! F be a short exact triple of modules on X and U

an open cover of Xtop.

1. Let n 2 N. Then LCn.U; t/ is a short exact triple in Mod.Z/ if and only if, for all
n-simplices u of U, the mapping ˇjuj W H.juj/! F.juj/ is surjective.

2. LC�.U; t/ is a short exact triple in Com.Z/ if and only if, for all nonempty, finite
subsets V of U such that V WD T

V ¤ ;, the mapping ˇV W H.V/ ! F.V/ is
surjective.

3. Let � be a local right splitting of t on X such that U D dom.�/. Then LC�.U; t/ is
a short exact triple in Com.Z/.
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Proof Item 1. We denote the set of n-simplices of U by S and write � D .�u/u2S

for the family of section functors

�u WD �X.juj;�/ W Mod.X/ �! Mod.Z/:

Then LCn.U;�/ equals, by definition, the composition of functors

Mod.X/
�S�! Mod.X/S

Q
��! Mod.Z/S

˘S�! Mod.Z/;

where �S denotes the S-fold diagonal functor associated to the category Mod.Z/,
˘S denotes the (canonical) S-fold product functor of Mod.Z/, and

Q
� denotes the

functor which arises as the (external) product of the family of functors � ; more
elaborately,

Q
� DQu2S �u.

We formulate a sublemma. Let C be any category of modules and .Mi ! Ni !
Pi/i2I a family of triples in C. Then the sequence

Q
Mi ! Q

Ni ! Q
Pi (taking

the I-fold product within C) is exact in C if and only if, for all i 2 I, the sequence
Mi ! Ni ! Pi is exact C. The proof of this sublemma is clear.

Employing the sublemma in our situation, we obtain that since, for all u 2 S,
the functor �u is left exact, the functor LCn.U;�/ is left exact, too. Thus with t being
short exact, the triple LCn.U; t/ is left exact. Hence, the triple LCn.U; t/ is short exact if
and only if LCn.U;H/! LCn.U;F/! 0 is exact. By the sublemma this is equivalent
to saying that �u.H/! �u.F/! 0 is exact for all u 2 S, but �u.H/! �u.F/! 0

is exact if and only if H.juj/! F.juj/ is surjective.
Item 2. A triple of complexes of modules is short exact if and only if, for all

integers n, the triple of modules in degree n is short exact. Since the triple of
complexes LC�.U; t/ is trivial in negative degrees, we see that LC�.U; t/ is a short
exact triple in Com.Z/ if and only if, for all n 2 N, the triple LCn.U; t/ is short exact
in Mod.Z/, which by item 1 is the case if and only if, for all nonempty, finite subsets
V � U with V WD TV ¤ ;, the mapping H.V/! F.V/ is surjective.

Item 3. Let V be a nonempty, finite subset of U such that V WD T
V ¤ ;. Then

there exists an element U in V. By assumption, �.U/ W FjU ! HjU is a morphism
of modules on XjU such that ˇjU ı �.U/ D idFjU . Thus, given that V � U, we have
ˇV ı�.U/V D idF.V/, which entails that ˇV W H.V/! F.V/ is surjective. Therefore,
LC�.U; t/ is a short exact triple in Com.Z/ by means of item 2. ut
Proposition 1.3.9 Let t W G

˛! H
ˇ! F be a short exact triple of modules on X

and � a local right splitting of t on X. Put U WD dom.�/ and denote by c (resp. Nc)
the right splitting Čech 1-cochain (resp. right splitting Čech 1-class) of .t; �/ on X.
Then the following assertions hold:

1. The triple LC�.U;Hom.F; t// W
LC�.U;Hom.F;G// �! LC�.U;Hom.F;H// �! LC�.U;Hom.F;F//

(1.13)

is a short exact triple in Com.Z/.
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2. We have c 2 LZ1.U;Hom.F;G// and Nc 2 LH1.U;Hom.F;G//.
3. When ı D .ın/n2Z denotes the sequence of connecting homomorphisms associ-

ated to the triple LC�.U;Hom.F; t// of complexes over Mod.Z/ and Ne denotes the
image of the identity sheaf map idF under the canonical function

.Hom.F;F//.X/ �! LH0.U;Hom.F;F//;

then ı0.Ne/ D Nc.

Proof Item 1. By Remark 1.3.4, the function on U given by the assignment

U 3 U 7�!Hom.FjU; �.U//

constitutes a local right splitting ofHom.F; t/ on X. Moreover, the triple Hom.F; t/
is a short exact triple of modules on X. Thus LC�.U;Hom.F; t// is a short exact triple
in Com.Z/ by item 3 of Lemma 1.3.8.

Item 2. Observe that since � is a local right splitting of t on X and U D dom.�/,
we have � 2 LC0.U;Hom.F;H//. Furthermore, writing d D .dn/n2Z for the
sequence of differentials of the complex LC�.U;Hom.F;H//, the mapping

LC1.U;Hom.F; ˛// W LC1.Hom.F;G// �! LC1.U;Hom.F;H//

sends c to d0.�/ since, for all 1-simplices u D .u0; u1/ of U,

.d0.�//.u/ D �.u1/jjuj � �.u0/jjuj

and c.u/ is, by definition, the unique morphism Fjjuj ! Gjjuj such that

˛jjuj ı c.u/ D �.u1/jjuj � �.u0/jjuj:

Denote the sequence of differentials of the complex LC�.U;Hom.F;G// by d00 D
.d00n/n2Z. Then we have

LC2.U;Hom.F; ˛// ı d001 D d1 ı LC1.U;Hom.F; ˛//:

So, since the mapping LC2.U;Hom.F; ˛// is one-to-one and d1.d0.�// D 0, we
see that d001.c/ D 0, which implies that c 2 LZ1.U;Hom.F;G// and, in turn, that
Nc 2 LH1.U;Hom.F;G//.

Item 3. Write e for the image of idF under the canonical function

.Hom.F;F//.X/ �! LC0.U;Hom.F;F//:
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Note that � gives rise to an element Q� of LC0.U;Hom.F;H//. Explicitly, Q� is given
requiring Q�.u/ D �.u0/ for all 0-simplices u of U; observe that juj D u0 here. Since,
for all U 2 U, we have:

Hom.F; ˇ/U.�.U// D ˇjU ı �.U/ D idFjU D e.U/;

we see that Q� is sent to e by the mapping

LC0.U;Hom.F; ˇ// W LC0.U;Hom.F;H// �! LC0.U;Hom.F;F//:

Combined with the fact that c is sent to d0. Q�/ by LC1.U;Hom.F; ˛//, we find that
ı0.Ne/ D Nc by the elementary definition of connecting homomorphisms for short
exact triples of complexes of modules. ut
Proposition 1.3.10 Let t W G! H ! F be a short exact triple of modules on X, �
a local right splitting of t on X, and Nc the right splitting Čech 1-class of .t; �/ on X.
Put U WD dom.�/. Then the canonical mapping

LH1.U;Hom.F;G// �! H1.X;Hom.F;G// (1.14)

sends Nc to the locally split extension class of t on X.

Proof By item 1 of Proposition 1.3.9 the triple LC�.U;Hom.F; t// (see Eq. (1.13)) is
a short exact triple in Com.Z/. So, denote by ı D .ın/n2Z the associated sequence
of connecting homomorphisms. Likewise, denote by ı0 D .ı0n/n2Z the sequence
of connecting homomorphisms for the triple Hom.F; t/ with respect to the right
derived functor of the functor �.X;�/ W Mod.X/ ! Mod.Z/ (note that this makes
sense as Hom.F; t/ is a short exact triple of modules on X; see Remark 1.3.4). Then
the following diagram commutes in Mod.Z/, where the unlabeled arrows stand for
the respective canonical morphisms:

(1.15)

By item 3 of Proposition 1.3.9 the identity sheaf morphism idF is sent to Nc by
the composition of the two downwards arrows on the left in Eq. (1.15). Moreover,
the identity sheaf morphism idF is sent to �.t/ by the composition of the two
downwards arrows on the right in Eq. (1.15); see Construction 1.3.3. Therefore, by
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the commutativity of the diagram in Eq. (1.15), Nc is sent to �.t/ by the canonical
mapping in Eq. (1.14). ut
Construction 1.3.11 Let p be an integer. Moreover, let F and G be modules on X.
We define a morphism of modules on X,

	
p
X.F;G/ WHom.F;G/ �!Hom.

p̂

F;G˝
p�1^

F/;

called interior product morphism in degree p for F and G on X, as follows: When
p � 0, we define 	pX.F;G/ to be the zero morphism (note that we do not actually have
a choice here). Assume p > 0 now. Let U be an open set of X and � an element of
.Hom.F;G//.U/—that is, a morphism FjU ! GjU of modules on XjU. Then there
is one, and only one, morphism

 W .
p̂

F/jU �! .G˝
p�1^

F/jU
of modules on XjU such that for all open sets V of XjU and all p-tuples .x0; : : : ; xp�1/
of elements of F.V/, we have:

 V .x0 ^ � � � ^ xp�1/ D
X

�<p

.�1/��1 � �V.x�/˝ .x0 ^ � � � ^ bx� ^ � � � ^ xp�1/:

We let .	pX.F;G//U be the function on .Hom.F;G//.U/ given by the assignment
� 7!  , where � varies. We let 	pX.F;G/ be the function on the set of open sets of X
obtained by varying U.

Then, as you readily verify, 	pX.F;G/ is a morphism of modules on X from
Hom.F;G/ to Hom.

Vp F;G ˝ Vp�1 F/. As usual, I write 	p.F;G/ instead of
	
p
X.F;G/ whenever I feel the ringed space X is clear from the context.

Proposition 1.3.12 Let t W G ! H ! F be a locally split exact triple of modules
on X and p an integer. Then the map

H1.X; 	p.F;G// W H1.X;Hom.F;G// �! H1.X;Hom.
p̂

F;G˝
p�1^

F//

sends �.t/ to �.�p.t//.

Proof First of all, we note that since t is a locally split exact triple of modules on
X, the triple t0 WD �p.t/ is a locally split exact triple of modules on X by item 2 of
Proposition 1.3.2, whence it makes sense to speak of �.t0/. When p � 0, we know
that Hom.

Vp F;G˝Vp�1 F/ Š 0 in Mod.X/ and thus

H1.X;Hom.
p̂

F;G˝
p�1^

F// Š 0

in Mod.Z/, so that our assertion is true in this case.
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So, from now on, we assume that p is a natural number different from 0. As t is
a locally split exact triple of modules on X, there exists a local right splitting � of
t on X. Put U WD dom.�/. Let c 2 LC1.U;Hom.F;G// be the right splitting Čech
1-cochain associated to .t; �/ (see Construction 1.3.7) and denote by K D .Ki/i2Z

the Koszul filtration in degree p induced by ˛ WD t0;1 W G ! H on X. Define �0 to
be the unique function on U such that, for all U 2 U, we have

�0.U/ D 
jU ı
p̂

.�.U// W .
p̂

F/jU �! ..

p̂

H/=K2/jU ;

where 
 denotes the quotient morphism of sheaves
Vp H ! .

Vp H/=K2. Then �0
is a local right splitting of t0 by item 1 of Proposition 1.3.2. Write c0 for the right
splitting Čech 1-cochain associated to .t0; �0/ and abbreviate 	pX.F;G/ to 	. I claim
that c is sent to c0 by the mapping

LC1.U; 	/ W LC1.U;Hom.F;G// �! LC1.U;Hom.
p̂

F;G˝
p�1^

F//:

In order to check this, let u be a 1-simplex of U and V an open set of X which is
contained in juj D u0\u1. Observe that when h0; : : : ; hp�1 are elements of H.V/ and
g0 and g1 are elements of G.V/ such that h0 D ˛V .g0/ and h1 D ˛V .g1/ (specifically,
p > 1), we have


V.h0 ^ � � � ^ hp�1/ D 0 (1.16)

in ..
Vp H/=K2/.V/ by the definition of the Koszul filtration. Further, observe that

writing ˛0 for t00;1 and ˇ for t1;2, the following diagram commutes in Mod.X/ by the
definition of ˛0 in the �p construction:

(1.17)

Let f0; : : : ; fp�1 be elements of F.V/. Then, on the one hand, we have

˛0
V .c

0.u/V. f0 ^ � � � ^ fp�1// D .˛0jjuj ı c0.u//V. f0 ^ � � � ^ fp�1/

D .�0.u1/jjuj � �0.u0/jjuj//V. f0 ^ � � � ^ fp�1/

D .�0.u1/V � �0.u0/V/. f0 ^ � � � ^ fp�1/

D 
V
�
�.u1/V. f0/ ^ � � � ^ �.u1/V. fp�1/� �.u0/V. f0/ ^ � � � ^ �.u0/V. fp�1/

�
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D 
V

��
�.u0/V. f0/C .�.u1/V � �.u0/V/. f0/

� ^ � � �
^ ��.u0/V. fp�1/C .�.u1/V � �.u0/V/. fp�1/

�

� �.u0/V. f0/ ^ � � � ^ �.u0/V. fp�1/
�

D 
V

��
�.u0/V. f0/C ˛V .c.u/V. f0//

� ^ � � �

^ ��.u0/V. fp�1/C ˛V .c.u/V. fp�1//
� � �.u0/V. f0/ ^ � � � ^ �.u0/V. fp�1/

�

(1.16)D 
V

�X

i<p

.�1/i˛V .c.u/V. fi// ^ �.u0/V. f0/ ^ � � �

^4�.u0/V. fi/ ^ � � � ^ �.u0/V . fp�1/
�

D
�

 ı ^1;p�1.H/ ı .˛ ˝ idVp�1 H/

�

V
0

@
X

i<p

.�1/ic.u/V. fi/˝ .�.u0/V . f0/ ^ � � � ^4�.u0/V. fi/ ^ � � � ^ �.u0/V. fp�1//

1

A

(1.17)D
 

˛0 ı .idG ˝
p�1^

ˇ/

!

V

.: : : /

D ˛0
V

0

@
X

i<p

.�1/ic.u/V. fi/˝ . f0 ^ � � � ^bfi ^ � � � ^ fp�1/

1

A

On the other hand,

. LC1.U; 	/.c//.u/ D 	juj.c.u//;

meaning that

�
. LC1.U; 	/.c//.u/

�

V
. f0 ^ � � � ^ fp�1/ D

�
	juj.c.u//

�
V . f0 ^ � � � ^ fp�1/

D
X

i<p

.�1/i.c.u//V. fi/˝ . f0 ^ � � � ^bfi ^ � � � ^ fp�1/:

Thus, using that the function ˛0
V is injective, we see that . LC1.U; 	/.c//.u/ and c0.u/

agree as sheaf morphisms

.

p̂

F/jjuj �! .G˝
p�1^

F/jjuj;
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whence as elements of .Hom.
Vp F;G ˝ Vp�1 F//.juj/. In turn, as u was an

arbitrary 1-simplex of U, we have

. LC1.U; 	//.c/ D c0 (1.18)

as claimed.
Write t0 as t0 W G0 ! H0 ! F0. Then the following diagram, where the horizontal

arrows altogether stand for the respective canonical morphisms, commutes in
Mod.Z/:

(1.19)

By Proposition 1.3.10, we know that c (resp. c0) is sent to �.t/ (resp. �.t0/) by the
composition of arrows in the upper (resp. lower) row of the diagram in Eq. (1.19).
By Eq. (1.18), we have . LZ1.U; 	//.c/ D c0. Hence,

.H1.X; 	//.�.t// D �.t0/

by the commutativity of the diagram in Eq. (1.19). ut

1.4 Connecting Homomorphisms

Let f W X ! Y be a morphism of ringed spaces, t a locally split exact triple of
modules on X, and p an integer. In the following, I intend to employ the results
of Sect. 1.3—Proposition 1.3.12 specifically—in order to interpret the connecting
homomorphisms for the triple �p.t/ (which is short exact on X by means of
Proposition 1.3.2) with respect to the right derived functor of f�.

The first pivotal outcome of this section will be Proposition 1.4.10. Observe
that Proposition 1.3.12 (i.e., the upshot of Sect. 1.3) enters the proof of Propo-
sition 1.4.10 via Corollary 1.4.4. The ultimate aim of Sect. 1.4, however, is
Proposition 1.4.21, which interprets the connecting homomorphisms for �p.t/ in
terms of a “cup and contraction” with the Kodaira-Spencer class—at least, when
the triple t is of the form

t W f �G �! H �! F
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where F and G are locally finite free modules on X and Y, respectively. The Kodaira-
Spencer class I use here (see Construction 1.4.19) presents an abstract prototype of
what will later—namely, in Sect. 1.6—become the familiar Kodaira-Spencer class.

To begin with, I introduce a relative version of the notion of a locally split
extension class; see Construction 1.3.3.

Construction 1.4.1 Let f W X ! Y be a morphism of ringed spaces and t W G !
H ! F a short exact triple of modules on X such that the triple

H om.F; t/ DHom.F;�/ ı t WHom.F;G/ �!Hom.F;H/ �!Hom.F;F/

is again short exact on X. Write

� W OY �! f�.Hom.F;F//

for the unique morphism of modules on Y sending the 1 of OY.Y/ to the identity
sheaf map idF W F ! F, which is, as you note, an element of . f�.Hom.F;F/// .Y/
since

. f�.Hom.F;F///.Y/ D .Hom.F;F//.X/ D Hom.F;F/:

Then, define �f .t/ to be the composition of the following morphisms of modules
on Y:

OY
��! f�.Hom.F;F//

can:�! R0f�.Hom.F;F//
ı0�! R1f�.Hom.F;G//;

where ı0 D ı0f .Hom.F; t// denotes the connecting homomorphism in degree 0 for
the triple Hom.F; t/ with respect to the right derived functor of f�. We call �f .t/ the
relative locally split extension class of t with respect to f .

Remark 1.4.2 Say we are in the situation of Construction 1.4.1; that is, f W X ! Y
and t be given. Then Construction 1.3.3 generates an element �X.t/—namely, the
locally split extension class of t on X—in

H1.X;Hom.F;G// D .R1�.X;�//.Hom.F;G//:

Observe that, in the sense of large functors, we have

�.X;�/ D �.Y;�/ ı f� W Mod.X/ �! Mod.Z/:

Hence, we dispose of a sequence � D .�q/q2Z of natural transformations,

�q W Rq�.X;�/ D Rq.�.Y;�/ ı f�/ �! �.Y;�/ ı Rqf�;
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of functors going from Mod.X/ to Mod.Z/; see Constructions B.1.1 and B.1.3.
Specifically, we obtain a mapping

�1Hom.F;G/ W .R1�.X;�//.Hom.F;G// �! �.Y;R1f�.Hom.F;G///:

Comparing Constructions 1.3.3 and 1.4.1, you detect that

�f .t/ W OY �! R1f�.Hom.F;G//

is the unique morphism of modules on Y such that the map .�f .t//jYj sends the 1 of
the ring OY.jYj/ to �X.t/.

Proposition 1.4.3 Let f W X ! Y and g W Y ! Z be morphisms of ringed spaces
and t W G ! H ! F a short exact triple of modules on X such that the triple
Hom.F; t/ is again short exact on X. Then, setting h WD gı f , the following diagram
commutes in Mod.Z/:

(1.20)

Proof Write � W OY ! f�.Hom.F;F// for the unique morphism of modules on
Y sending the 1 of the ring OY.Y/ to the identity sheaf map idF . Similarly, write
� W OZ ! h�.Hom.F;F// for the unique morphism of modules on Z sending the 1
of the ring OZ.Z/ to the identity sheaf map idF . Then, clearly, the following diagram
commutes in Mod.Z/:

Denote by ı0 and ı00 the 0th connecting homomorphisms for the triple Hom.F; t/
with respect to the derived functors of f� and h�, respectively. Then by the
compatibility of the base change morphisms with the connecting homomorphisms
and the compatibility of the base change morphisms in degree 0 with the natural
transformations h� ! R0h� and f� ! R0f� of functors from, respectively, Mod.X/
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to Mod.Z/ and Mod.X/ to Mod.Y/, we see that the following diagram commutes in
Mod.Z/:

Now, the commutativity of the diagram in Eq. (1.20) follows readily taking into
account the definitions of �f .t/ and �h.t/; see Construction 1.4.1. ut
Corollary 1.4.4 Let f W X ! Y be a morphism of ringed spaces, t W G! H ! F a
locally split exact triple of modules on X, and p an integer. Set t0 WD �p.t/ and write
t0 as t0 W G0 ! H0 ! F0. Then the following diagram commutes in Mod.Y/:

(1.21)

Proof Define Z to be the distinguished terminal ringed space. Then there exists
a unique morphism g from Y to Z. The composition h WD g ı f is the unique
morphism from X to Z. Thus the commutativity of the diagram in Eq. (1.21) follows
from Proposition 1.4.3 (applied twice, once for t, once for t0) in conjunction with
Proposition 1.3.12. ut

Many results of this section rely, in their formulation and proof, on the device of
the cup product for higher direct image sheaves. For that matter, I curtly review this
concept and state several of its properties.

Construction 1.4.5 Let f W X ! Y be a morphism of ringed spaces and p and q
integers. Let F and G be modules on X. Then we denote by

^
p;q
f .F;G/ W Rpf�.F/˝Y Rqf�.G/ �! RpCqf�.F ˝X G/

the cup product morphism in bidegree .p; q/ relative f for F and G.
For the definition of the cup product I suggest considering the Godement

resolutions ˛ W F ! L and ˇ W G! M of F and G, respectively, on X. Besides, let
�F W F ! IF , �G W G ! IG, and �F˝G W F ˝ G ! IF˝G be the canonical injective
resolutions of F, G, and F ˝ G, respectively, on X. Then by Lemma A.3.6, there
exists one, and only one, morphism � W L ! IF (resp. � W M ! IG) in K.X/ such
that we have � ı˛ D �F (resp. �ıˇ D �G) in K.X/. Since the Godement resolutions
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are flasque, whence acyclic for the functor f�, we see that

Hp. f��/ W Hp. f�L/ �! Hp. f�IF/;

Hq. f��/ W Hq. f�M/ �! Hq. f�IG/

are isomorphisms in Mod.Y/. Thus, we derive an isomorphism

Hp. f�L/˝ Hq. f�M/ �! Hp. f�IF/˝ Hq. f�IG/: (1.22)

Moreover, since the Godement resolutions are pointwise homotopically trivial,

˛ ˝ ˇ W F ˝ G �! L˝M

is a resolution of F˝G on X. So, again by Lemma A.3.6, there exists one, and only
one, morphism � W L˝M! IF˝G in K.X/ such that we have � ı .˛ ˝ ˇ/ D �F˝G

in K.X/. Thus, by the compatibility of f� with the respective tensor products on X
and Y, we obtain the composition

f�L˝ f�M �! f�.L˝M/
f
�

��! f�IF˝G

in KC.Y/, which in turn yields a composition

Hp. f�L/˝ Hq. f�M/ �! HpCq. f�L˝ f�M/ �! HpCq. f�IF˝G/ (1.23)

in Mod.Y/. Now the composition of the inverse of Eq. (1.22) with the morphism in
Eq. (1.23) is the cup product^p;q

f .F;G/.
Note that the above construction is principally due to Godement [5, II, 6.6],

although Godement restricts himself to applying global section functors (with
supports) instead of the more general direct image functors. Also note that
Grothendieck [8, (12.2.2)] defines his cup product in the relative situation f W X ! Y
by localizing Godement’s construction over the base. Our cup product here agrees
with Grothendieck’s (though I won’t prove this).

Proposition 1.4.6 Let f W X ! Y be a morphism of ringed spaces and p, q, and r
integers.

1. (Naturality)^p;q
f is a natural transformation

^
p;q
f W .�˝Y �/ ı .Rpf� � Rqf�/ �! RpCqf� ı .�˝X �/

of functors from Mod.X/�Mod.X/ to Mod.Y/.
2. (Connecting homomorphisms) Let t W F00 ! F ! F0 be a short exact triple of

modules on X and G a module on X such that

t˝ G W F00 ˝ G �! F ˝ G �! F0 ˝ G
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is again a short exact triple of modules on X. Then the following diagram
commutes in Mod.Y/:

3. (Units) Let G be a module on X. Then the following diagram commutes in
Mod.Y/, where � denotes the canonical morphism of sheaves on Ytop from f�OX

to R0f�.OX/:

4. (Associativity) Let F, G, and H be modules on X. Then the following diagram
commutes in Mod.Y/:

Proof I refrain from giving details here. Instead, let me refer you to Godement’s
summary of properties of the cross product [5, II, 6.5] and let me remark that these
properties carry over to the cup product almost word by word—as, by the way,
Godement [5, II, 6.6] himself points out. ut
Construction 1.4.7 Let X be a ringed space. Let F and G be modules on X. Then
we write

�X.F;G/ WHom.F;G/˝ F �! G

for the familiar evaluation morphism.
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When U is an open set of X, and � W FjU ! GjU is a morphism of sheaves of
modules on XjU (i.e., an element of .Hom.F;G//.U/), and s 2 F.U/, then

.�X.F;G//U.� ˝ s/ D �U.s/:

Varying G, we may view �X.F;�/ as a function on the class of modules on X. That
way, �X.F;�/ is a natural transformation

�X.F;�/ W .�˝ F/ ıHom.F;�/ �! idMod.X/

of endofunctors on Mod.X/. We will write � instead of �X when we feel that the
ringed space X is clear from the context.

Proposition 1.4.8 Let f W X ! Y be a morphism of ringed spaces, t W G! H ! F
a locally split exact triple of modules on X, and q an integer. Then the following
diagram commutes in Mod.Y/:

(1.24)

Proof Since t is a locally split exact triple of modules on X, we know that the triples

Hom.F; t/ WHom.F;G/ �!Hom.F;H/ �!Hom.F;F/

as well as

Hom.F; t/˝ F WHom.F;G/˝ F �!Hom.F;H/˝ F �!Hom.F;F/˝ F

are locally split exact triples of modules on X; see Remark 1.3.4. Thus, by item 2 of
Proposition 1.4.6 the following diagram commutes in Mod.Y/:

(1.25)
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By the naturality of the evaluation morphism (see Construction 1.4.7) the compo-
sition �.F;�/ ı t0—recall that t0 denotes the object function of the functor t—is a
morphism

�.F;�/ ı t0 WHom.F; t/˝ F �! t

of triples of modules on X (i.e., a natural transformation of functors from 3 to
Mod.X/). In consequence, by the naturality of ıq

f , the following diagram commutes
in Mod.Y/:

(1.26)

Denote by � the composition

OY �! f�.Hom.F;F//
can:��! R0f�.Hom.F;F//

of morphisms in Mod.Y/, where the first arrow stands for the unique morphism of
modules on Y which sends the 1 of OY.Y/ to the identity sheaf map idF in

. f�.Hom.F;F/// .Y/ D Hom.F;F/:

Then from the commutativity of the diagrams in Eqs. (1.25) and (1.26) as well as
from the definition of �f .t/ (see Construction 1.4.1), we deduce that

RqC1f�.�.F;G// ı 1;q^.Hom.F;G/;F/ ı .�f .t/˝ idRqf
�

.F//

D ıq
f .t/ ı Rqf�.�.F;F// ı 0;q^.Hom.F;F/;F/ ı .� ˝ idRqf

�

.F// ı �.Rqf�.F//�1

in Mod.Y/. In addition, using item 3 of Proposition 1.4.6, you show that

Rqf�.�.F;F// ı 0;q^.Hom.F;F/;F/ ı .� ˝ idRqf
�

.F// D �.Rqf�.F//:

Hence, we see that the diagram in Eq. (1.24) commutes in Mod.Y/. ut
Construction 1.4.9 Let X be a ringed space. Let p be an integer and F and G
modules on X. Then by means of the adjunction between the functors � ˝ Vp F
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and Hom.
Vp F;�/, both going from Mod.X/ to Mod.X/, the interior product

morphism

	
p
X.F;G/ WHom.F;G/ �!Hom.

p̂

F;G˝
p�1^

F/

of Construction 1.3.11 corresponds to a morphism

Q	pX.F;G/ WHom.F;G/˝
p̂

F �! G˝
p�1^

F

of modules on X. The latter, I christen the adjoint interior product in degree p for F
and G on X. Explicitly, this means that Q	pX.F;G/ equals the composition

�.

p̂

F;G˝
p�1^

F/ ı .	pX.F;G/˝ idVp F/ W

Hom.F;G/˝
p̂

F �!Hom.
p̂

F;G˝
p�1^

F/˝
p̂

F �! G˝
p�1^

F:

Just as I did with 	pX.F;G/, among others, I omit the subscript “X” in expressions
like Q	pX.F;G/ whenever I feel this is expedient.

Proposition 1.4.10 Let f W X ! Y be a morphism of ringed spaces, t W G !
H ! F a locally split exact triple of modules on X, and p and q integers. Then the
following diagram commutes in Mod.Y/:

(1.27)

Proof Set t0 WD �p.t/ and write t0 as

t0 W G0 �! H0 �! F0:

By the definition of Q	p.F;G/ via tensor-hom adjunction (see Construction 1.4.9) we
know that

Q	p.F;G/ D �.F0;G0/ ı .	p.F;G/˝ idF0/ (1.28)
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holds in Mod.X/. Due to the naturality of the cup product relative f (see item 1 of
Proposition 1.4.6), the following diagram commutes in Mod.Y/:

(1.29)

By Proposition 1.3.2, we know that since t is a locally split exact triple of modules
on X, the triple t0 is locally split exact on X, too. Thus, it makes sense to speak of the
relative locally split extension class of t0 with respect to f ; see Construction 1.4.1.
By Corollary 1.4.4, the following diagram commutes in Mod.Y/:

(1.30)

By Proposition 1.4.8, the following diagram commutes in Mod.Y/:

(1.31)

All in all, we obtain

ıq.t0/ (1.31)D RqC1f�.�.F0;G0// ı 1;q^.Hom.F0;G0/;F0/ ı .�f .t
0/˝ idRqf

�

.F0//

(1.30)D RqC1f�.�.F0;G0// ı 1;q^.Hom.F0;G0/;F0/

ı .R1f�.	p.F;G//˝ Rqf�.idF0// ı .�f .t/˝ idRqf
�

.F0//
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(1.29)D RqC1f�.�.F0;G0// ı RqC1f�.	p.F;G/˝ idF0/

ı 1;q^.Hom.F;G/;F0/ ı .�f .t/˝ idRqf
�

.F0//

(1.28)D RqC1f�.Q	p.F;G// ı 1;q^.Hom.F;G/;F0/ ı .�f .t/˝ idRqf
�

.F0//:

This yields precisely the commutativity, in Mod.Y/, of the diagram in Eq. (1.27).
ut

Construction 1.4.11 Let X be a ringed space, F a module on X. We set

�
p
X.F/ WD �X.

p�1^
F/ ı Q	pX.F;OX/ W F_ ˝

p̂

F �!
p�1^

F;

where we view OX as a module on X. We call �p
X.F/ the contraction morphism in

degree p for F on X.

Construction 1.4.12 Let X be a ringed space. Moreover, let F and G be modules
on X. We define a morphism

�X.F;G/ W G˝ F_ �!Hom.F;G/

of modules on X by requiring that, for all open sets U of X, all � 2 .F_/.U/, and all
y 2 G.U/, the function .�X.F;G//U send y˝ � 2 .G˝F_/.U/ to the composition

 ı � W FjU �! OX jU �! GjU
of morphisms of modules on XjU, where denotes the unique morphism of modules
on XjU from OX jU to GjU mapping the 1 of .OXjU/.U/ to y 2 G.U/.

It is an easy matter to check that one, and only one, such morphism �X.F;G/
exists. When the ringed space X is clear from the context, we shall occasionally
write � instead of �X .

Proposition 1.4.13 Let X be a ringed space, p an integer, and F and G modules on
X. Then the following diagram commutes in Mod.X/:

Proof For p � 0 the assertion is clear since G˝Vp�1 F Š 0 in Mod.X/. So, assume
that p > 0. Then for all open sets U of X, all p-tuples x D .x0; : : : ; xp�1/ of elements
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of F.U/, all morphisms � W FjU ! OX jU of modules on XjU (i.e., � 2 .F_/.U/),
and all elements y 2 G.U/, you verify easily, given the definitions of �, Q	p, and �p,
that

.y˝ �/˝ .x0 ^ � � � ^ xp�1/ 2 ..G˝ F_/˝
p̂

F/.U/

is mapped to one and the same element of .G ˝Vp�1 F/.U/ by either of the two
paths from the upper left to the lower right corner in the above diagram. Therefore,
the diagram commutes in Mod.X/ by the universal property of the sheaf associated
to a presheaf. ut
Construction 1.4.14 Let n be an integer and f W X ! Y a morphism of ringed
spaces. Moreover, let F and G be modules on X and Y, respectively. Then we define
the nth projection morphism relative f for F and G, denoted

n
f .G;F/ W G˝ Rnf�.F/ �! Rnf�. f �G˝ F/;

to be the morphism of modules on Y which is obtained by first going along the
composition

G �! f�. f �G/
can:�! R0f�. f �G/

(here the first arrow stands for the familiar adjunction morphism for G with respect
to f ), tensored on the right with the identity of Rnf�.F/, and then applying the cup
product morphism

0;n
^
f
. f �G;F/ W R0f�. f �G/˝ Rnf�.F/ �! Rnf�. f �G˝ F/:

Observe that this construction is suggested by Grothendieck [8, (12.2.3)].
Letting F and G vary, we may view n

f as a function defined on the class of
objects of the product category Mod.Y/ �Mod.X/. That way, it follows essentially
from item 1 of Proposition 1.4.6—that is, the naturality of the cup product—that n

f
is a natural transformation

.�˝Y �/ ı .idMod.Y/ � Rnf�/ �! Rnf� ı .�˝X �/ ı . f � � idMod.X//

of functors from Mod.Y/�Mod.X/ to Mod.Y/. As usual, I will write n instead of
n

f when I think this is appropriate.

Proposition 1.4.15 Let n be an integer, f W X ! Y a morphism of ringed spaces,
F a module on X, and G a locally finite free module on Y. Then the projection
morphism

n
f .G;F/ W G˝ Rnf�.F/ �! Rnf�. f �G˝ F/

is an isomorphism in Mod.Y/.

Proof See [8, (12.2.3)]. ut
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Proposition 1.4.16 Let f W X ! Y be a morphism of ringed spaces. Let q and q0 be
integers, F and F0 modules on X, and G a module on Y. Then the following diagram
commutes in Mod.Y/:

Proof This follows with ease from the associativity of the cup product as stated in
item 4 of Proposition 1.4.6. ut
Remark 1.4.17 Let C, D, and E be categories and S W C ! E and T W D ! E

functors. Then, the fiber product category of C and D over E with respect to S
and T—most of the time denoted ambiguously(!) by C �E D—is by definition the
subcategory of the ordinary product category C �D whose class of objects is given
by the ordered pairs .x; y/ that satisfy Sx D Ty. Moreover, for two such ordered pairs
.x; y/ and .x0; y0/ a .x0; y0/ a morphism

.˛; ˇ/ W .x; y/ �! .x0; y0/

in C �D is a morphism in C �E D if and only if S˛ D Tˇ.
Two easy observations show that, for one, for all objects .x; y/ of C �E D, the

identity id.x;y/ W .x; y/ ! .x; y/ in C � D is a morphism in C �E D and that, for
another, for all objects .x; y/, .x0; y0/, and .x00; y00/ and morphisms

.˛; ˇ/ W .x; y/ �! .x0; y0/;

.˛0; ˇ0/ W .x0; y0/ �! .x00; y00/

of C �E D, the composition

.˛0; ˇ0/ ı .˛; ˇ/ W .x; y/ �! .x00; y00/

in C �D is again a morphism in C �E D.
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Definition 1.4.18 Let f W X ! Y be a morphism of ringed spaces, and consider the
functors

f � W Mod.Y/ �! Mod.X/ and p0 W Mod.X/3 �! Mod.X/;

where p0 stands for the “projection to 0”; that is, p0 takes an object t of Mod.X/3 to
t.0/ and a morphism ˛ W t ! t0 in Mod.X/3 to ˛.0/. Then, define Trip. f / to be the
fiber product category of Mod.Y/ and Mod.X/3 over Mod.X/ with respect to f � and
p0. In symbols,

Trip. f / WD Mod.Y/ �Mod.X/ Mod.X/3:

Construction 1.4.19 Let f W X ! Y be a morphism of ringed spaces and .G; t/ an
object of Trip. f / such that t is a short exact triple of modules on X and F WD t2 and
G are locally finite free modules on X and Y, respectively. We associate to .G; t/ a
morphism

�KS;f .G; t/ W OY �! G˝ R1f�.F_/

in Mod.Y/, henceforth called the Kodaira-Spencer class relative f of .G; t/.
For the definition of �KS;f .G; t/, we remark, to begin with, that since F is a locally

finite free module on X, the triple t is not only short exact, but locally split exact on
X. Thus, we may consider its relative locally split extension class with respect to f ,

�f .t/ W OY �! R1f�.Hom.F; f �G//I

see Construction 1.4.1. Set

� WD �X.F; f
�G/ W f �G˝ F_ �!Hom.F; f �G/I

see Construction 1.4.12. Then, again by the local finite freeness of F on X, we know
that � is an isomorphism in Mod.X/. Given that G is a locally finite free module on
Y, the projection morphism

 WD 1f .G;F_/ W G˝ R1f�.F_/ �! R1f�. f �G˝ F_/

is an isomorphism in Mod.Y/ by means of Proposition 1.4.15. Composing, we
obtain an isomorphism in Mod.Y/,

R1f�.�/ ı  W G˝ R1f�.F_/ �! R1f�.Hom.F; f �G//:
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Therefore, there exists a unique �KS;f .G; t/ rendering commutative in Mod.Y/ the
following diagram:

Construction 1.4.20 We proceed in the situation of Construction 1.4.19; that is, we
assume that a morphism of ringed spaces f W X ! Y as well as an object .G; t/ of
Trip. f / be given such that t is a short exact triple of modules on X and F WD t2 and
G are locally finite free modules on X and Y, respectively. Additionally, let us fix
two integers p and q. Then we write �p;q

KS;f .G; t/ for the composition of the following
morphisms in Mod.Y/:

Rqf�.
p̂

F/
�.Rqf

�

.
Vp F//�1����������! OY ˝ Rqf�.

p̂

F/

�KS;f .G;t/˝idRqf
�

.
Vp F/��������������! .G˝ R1f�.F_//˝ Rqf�.

p̂

F/

˛.G;R1 f
�

.F_/;Rqf
�

.
Vp F//����������������! G˝ .R1f�.F_/˝ Rqf�.

p̂

F//

idG˝1;q
^.F_;

Vp F/�����������! G˝ RqC1f�.F_ ˝
p̂

F/

idG˝RqC1f
�

.�p.F//������������! G˝ RqC1f�.
p�1^

F/:

The resulting morphism of modules on Y,

�
p;q
KS;f .G; t/ W Rqf�.

p̂

F/ �! G˝ RqC1f�.
p�1^

F/;

goes by the name of cup and contraction with the Kodaira-Spencer class in bidegree
.p; q/ relative f for .G; t/. The name should be self-explanatory looking at the
definition of �p;q

KS;f .G; t/ above: first, we tensor on the left with the Kodaira-Spencer
class �KS;f .G; t/, then we take the cup product, then we contract.

Proposition 1.4.21 Let f W X ! Y be a morphism of ringed spaces and .G; t/ an
object of Trip. f / such that t is a short exact triple of modules on X and F WD t2 and
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G are locally finite free modules on X and Y, respectively. Moreover, let p and q be
integers. Then we have

ı
q
f .�

p.t// D qC1
f .G;

p�1^
F/ ı �p;q

KS;f .G; t/: (1.32)

In other words, the following diagram commutes in Mod.Y/:

Proof Set � WD �X.F; f �G/ (see Construction 1.4.12) and consider the diagram in
Fig. 1.1, where we have abstained from further specifying the cup products^1;q, the
associators ˛X and ˛Y for the tensor product, as well as the identity morphisms id.
We show that the subdiagrams labeled 1�– 6� commute in Mod.Y/ (this is indeed
equivalent to saying that the diagram commutes as such in Mod.Y/, but we will use
merely the commutativity of the mentioned subdiagrams afterwards).

We know that the triple t is locally split exact on X. Hence the commutativity of
1� is implied by Proposition 1.4.10. The commutativity of 2� follows immediately

from the definition of the Kodaira-Spencer class �KS;f .G; t/; see Construction 1.4.19.

Fig. 1.1 A diagram for the proof of Proposition 1.4.21
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3� commutes by the naturality of the cup product—that is, by item 1 of Proposi-
tion 1.4.6. The commutativity of 4� follows from Proposition 1.4.13 coupled with
the fact that RqC1f� is a functor from Mod.X/ to Mod.Y/. 5� commutes due to
Proposition 1.4.16. Last but not least, the commutativity of 6� follows from the fact
that qC1

f is a natural transformation

.�˝Y �/ ı .idMod.Y/ � RqC1f�/ �! RqC1f� ı .�˝X �/ ı . f � � idMod.X//

of functors from Mod.Y/ �Mod.X/ to Mod.Y/; see Construction 1.4.14.
Recalling the definition of the cup and contraction with the Kodaira-Spencer

class from Construction 1.4.20, we see that the commutativity of 1�– 6� implies
that Eq. (1.32) holds in Mod.Y/. You simply go through the subdiagrams one by
one in the given order. ut

1.5 Frameworks for the Gauß-Manin Connection

This section makes up the technical heart of this chapter. In fact, Theorem 1.6.14
of Sect. 1.6, which turns out to be crucial in view of our aspired study of period
mappings in Sect. 1.8, is a mere special case of Theorem 1.5.14 to be proven here.
The results of Sect. 1.5 are all based upon Definition 1.5.3. Let me note that I am well
aware that Definition 1.5.3 might seem odd at first sight. Yet, looking at Sect. 1.6,
you will see that it is just the right thing to consider.

Throughout Sects. 1.5 and 1.6 we frequently encounter the situation where two
modules, say F and G, on a ringed space X are given together with a sheaf map
˛ W F ! G which is not, however, a morphism of modules on X. The map ˛ usually
satisfies a weaker linearity property. For instance, when X is a complex space, ˛
might not be OX-linear, but merely CX-linear, where the CX-module structures of
F and G are obtained relaxing their OX-module structures along the morphism of
sheaves of rings from CX to OX that the complex space is equipped with. In this
regard, the following device comes in handy.

Definition 1.5.1 Let f W X ! S be a morphism of ringed spaces. Then we write
Mod. f / for the relative linear category with respect to f .

By definition, the class of objects of Mod. f / is simply the class of modules on
X; that is, the class of objects of Mod. f / agrees with the class of objects of Mod.X/.
For an ordered pair .F;G/ of modules on X, a morphism from F to G in Mod. f / is
a morphism of sheaves of f �1OS-modules on Xtop from NF to NG, where NF and NG stand
respectively for the sheaves of f �1OS-modules on Xtop which are obtained from F
and G by relaxing the scalar multiplications via the morphism of sheaves of rings
f ] W f �1OS ! OX on Xtop. The identity of an object F of Mod. f / is just the identity
sheaf map idF. The composition in Mod. f / is given by the composition of sheaf
maps on Xtop. I omit the verification that Mod. f / is a (large) category.
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Note that Mod.X/ is a subcategory of Mod. f /. In fact, the classes of objects of
Mod.X/ and Mod. f / agree. Yet, the hom-sets of Mod. f / are generally larger than
the hom-sets of Mod.X/.

Defining additions on the hom-sets of Mod. f / as usual, Mod. f / becomes an
additive category. Thus, we can speak of complexes over Mod. f /. We set

Com. f / WD Com.Mod. f // and ComC. f / WD ComC.Mod. f //:

Remark 1.5.2 Let f W X ! S and g W S ! T be two morphisms of ringed spaces,
h WD g ı f . Then Mod. f / is a subcategory of Mod.h/. Indeed, the classes of objects
of Mod. f / and Mod.h/ agree—namely, both with the class of modules on X. For
two modules F and G on X, I contend that

.Mod. f //1.F;G/ � .Mod.h//1.F;G/:

As a matter of fact, you observe that the morphism of sheaves of rings h] going
from h�1OT to OX factors over the morphism of sheaves of rings f ] W f �1OS ! OX

on Xtop; that is, there is a morphism � W h�1OT ! f �1OS such that h] D f ] ı �.
Therefore, the linearity of a sheaf map ˛ W F ! G with respect to f �1OS will
always imply the linearity of ˛ with respect to h�1OT . Hence, my claim follows as
the composition in Mod.h/ restricts to the composition of Mod. f /, and the identities
in Mod. f / are the identities in Mod.h/.

Now here goes the main notion of this section.

Definition 1.5.3 A framework for the Gauß-Manin connection is a quintuple
. f ; g;G; t; l/ such that the following assertions hold.

1. . f ; g/ is a composable pair in the category of ringed spaces.
2. .G; t/ is an object of Trip. f / (see Definition 1.4.18) such that the triple t is short

exact on X WD dom. f / and t2 and G are locally finite free modules on X and
S WD cod. f /, respectively.

3. l is a triple in Com.h/, where h WD g ı f , such that K WD l2 and L WD l0 are
objects of Com. f / and, for all integers p, we have

lp D �p
X.t/; (1.33)

where lp stands for the triple in Mod.h/ that is obtained extracting the degree-p
part from the triple of complexes l.
Note that Mod. f / is a subcategory of Mod.h/ by Remark 1.5.2. Morally,
requiring that Eq. (1.33) holds for all integers p means that the only new
information when passing from .G; t/ to l lies in the differentials of the complexes
l0 D L, l1, and l2 D K.

4. The sequence � WD .�p/p2Z is a morphism of complexes of modules on NX,

� W Nf �G˝ NX . NKŒ�1�/ �! NL;
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where we employ the following notation.

a. NX denotes the ringed space .Xtop; f �1OS/.
b. Nf W NX ! S denotes the morphism of ringed spaces which is given by ftop on

topological spaces and by the adjunction morphism from OS to . ftop/�f �1OS

on structure sheaves.
c. NK and NL denote the complexes of modules on NX that are obtained, respectively,

by relaxing the module multiplication of the terms of the complexes K and L
via the morphism of sheaves of rings f ] W f �1OS ! OX on Xtop.

d. For any integer p, the map �p is the f �1OS-linear sheaf map

f �1G˝f �1OS
NKp�1 �! .OX ˝f �1OS

f �1G/˝OX Kp�1

that sends � ˝ � to .1˝ �/˝ � , precomposed, in the first factor of the tensor
product, with the map

Nf �G D f �1OS ˝f �1OS
f �1G �! f �1G;

which is induced by the f �1OS-scalar multiplication of f �1G.

Note that, for all integers p, we have

Lp D .l0/p D lp.0/ D .�p
X.t//.0/ D f �G˝X .�

p�1
X .t//.2/

D f �G˝X lp�1.2/ D f �G˝ .l2/p�1 D f �G˝X Kp�1 (1.34)

on the account of items 2 and 3 and the definition of the �p construction (see
Construction 1.2.8).

In order to formulate Lemma 1.5.7, I introduce the auxiliary device of what I
have christened “augmented triples.” These are triples of bounded below complexes
of modules equipped with a little extra information. They come about with special
“augmented” connecting homomorphisms.

Definition 1.5.4 Let b W NX ! X0 be a morphism of ringed spaces. Temporarily,
denote by D the category of short exact triples of bounded below complexes
of modules on X0. Note that D is a full subcategory of the functor category
.ComC.X0//3. Consider the following diagram of categories and functors:

ComC. NX/ � ComC. NX/ b
�

�b
�����! ComC.X0/ � ComC.X0/

p2�p0 ��� D; (1.35)

where p2 signifies the “projection to 2”—that is, p2.t/ D t.2/ for all objects t of D
and .p2.t; t0//.˛/ D ˛.2/ for all morphisms ˛ W t ! t0 in D. Similarly, p0 signifies
the “projection to 0.” Now, define Aug.b/ to be the fiber product category over the
diagram in Eq. (1.35)—that is,

Aug.b/ WD .ComC. NX/ � ComC. NX// �ComC.X0/�ComC.X0/ DI

see Remark 1.4.17.
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We refer to Aug.b/ as the category of augmented triples with respect to b. An
object lC of Aug.b/ is called an augmented triple with respect to b. Note that an
augmented triple with respect to b can always be written in the form .. NK; NL/; l0/,
where NK and NL are bounded below complexes of modules on X and l0 is a triple of
bounded below complexes of modules on X0 such that l0.0/ D b�. NL/ and l0.2/ D
b�. NK/.
Construction 1.5.5 Suppose we are given a commutative square in the category of
ringed spaces:

(1.36)

Assume that btop D id NXtop
and ctop D idStop —in particular, this means that .X0/top D

NXtop and .S0/top D Stop. Then the functors b� and c� are exact. Fix an integer n, and
denote by


0n W Rnf 0� ı b� �! c� ı Rn Nf�
the natural transformation of functors from ComC. NX/ to Mod.S0/ which we have
associated to the square in Eq. (1.36) in virtue of Construction B.1.4. Since the
functors b� and c� are exact, we know that, for all F 2 ComC. NX/, the morphism


0n.F/ W Rnf 0�.b�.F// �! c�.RnNf�.F//

is an isomorphism in Mod.S0/. That is, 
0n is a natural equivalence between the
aforementioned functors.

Let lC D .. NK; NL/; l0/ be an augmented triple with respect to b (i.e., an object
of Aug.b/; see Definition 1.5.4). We define ınC.lC/ to be the composition of the
following morphisms of modules on S0:

c�.Rn Nf�. NK// 
0n. NK/���! Rnf 0�.b�. NK//
ın

f 0

.l0/

���! RnC1f 0�.b�. NL//
.
0nC1.NL//�1��������! c�.RnC1Nf�. NL//: (1.37)

Note that l0.2/ D b�. NK/ and l0.0/ D b�. NL/, so that the composition in Eq. (1.37)
makes indeed sense. Thus, ınC.lC/ is a morphism

ınC.lC/ W RnNf�. NK/ �! RnC1Nf�. NL/
in the relative linear category Mod.c/; see Definition 1.5.1.
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Letting lC vary, we obtain a function ınC (in the class sense) defined on the class
of objects of Aug.b/. We call ınC the nth augmented connecting homomorphism
associated to the square in Eq. (1.36). Since 
0n, ın

f 0

, and .
0nC1/�1 are altogether
natural transformations (of appropriate functors between appropriate categories),
we infer that ınC is a natural transformation

ınC W RnNf� ı q0 �! RnC1Nf� ı q1

of functors from Aug.b/ to Mod.c/, where q0 (resp. q1) stands for the functor
from Aug.b/ to ComC.X/ which is given as the composition of the projection from
Aug.b/ to ComC.X/ � ComC.X/, coming from the definition of Aug.b/ as a fiber
product category, and the projection from ComC.X/ � ComC.X/ to the first (resp.
second) factor.

Notation 1.5.6 Let F be a framework for the Gauß-Manin connection. Denote the
components of F by f , g, G, t, and l. Moreover, define X, S, K, L, NX, NK, NL, and � as
in Definition 1.5.3.

Observe that due to item 3 of Definition 1.5.3, NK and NL are bounded below
complexes of modules on NX. For any integer p, define

��p W Nf �G˝ NX ..��p�1 NK/Œ�1�/ �! ��p NL

to be the morphism in ComC. NX/ which is given by �p0

in degree p0 for all integers
p0 � p and by the zero morphism in degrees< p. Similarly, for any integer p, define

�Dp W Nf �G˝ NX ..�Dp�1 NK/Œ�1�/ �! �Dp NL

to be the morphism in ComC. NX/ which is given by �p in degree p and the zero
morphism in degrees different from p.

Put T WD cod.g/. Moreover, put

X0 WD .Xtop; f
�1.g�1OT//; b WD .idjXj; f �1.g]/ W f �1.g�1OT/ �! f �1OS/;

S0 WD .Stop; g
�1OT/; c WD .idjSj; g] W g�1OT �! OS/;

and

f 0 WD �jf j; �g�1OT
W g�1OT �! . ftop/�f �1.g�1OT/

�
;

where � denotes the adjunction morphism for sheaves of sets on Stop with respect to
ftop. Then the diagram in Eq. (1.36) commutes in the category of ringed spaces and
we have btop D id NXtop

as well as ctop D idStop . For any integer n, we let ınC signify the
nth augmented connecting homomorphism with respect to the square in Eq. (1.36),
as disposed of in Construction 1.5.5.
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Define l0 to be the triple of complexes of modules on X0 which is obtained by
relaxing the module multiplication of the terms of l via the composition

f ] ı f �1.g]/ W f �1.g�1OT/ �! f �1OS �! OX

of morphisms of sheaves of rings on Xtop. Furthermore, set lC WD .. NK; NL/; l0/.
Observe that, for all integers p, the triple lp is short exact on X by item 3 of
Definition 1.5.3 and item 2 of Proposition 1.3.2. Moreover, for p < 0, the triple
of modules lp is trivial. Thus, l0 is a short exact triple of bounded below complexes
of modules on X0. Therefore, lC is an augmented triple with respect to b (i.e., an
object of Aug.b/).

Finally, denote by u the morphism of ringed spaces from X to NX which is given by
the identity on topological spaces and by f ] on structure sheaves. Then the diagram

(1.38)

commutes in the category of ringed spaces. For any integer n, we denote by


n W RnNf� ı u� �! .idS/� ı Rnf� D Rnf�

the natural transformation of functors from ComC.X/ to Mod.S/ which we have
associated to the square in Eq. (1.38) in virtue of Construction B.1.4. The definition
of 
 here is similar to the definition of 
0 in Construction 1.5.5.

The following lemma is the key step towards proving Theorem 1.5.14.

Lemma 1.5.7 Let F be a framework for the Gauß-Manin connection. Adopt
Notation 1.5.6. Then, for all integers n and p, the diagram in Fig. 1.2 commutes
in Mod.g/.

Proof Fix n; p 2 Z. The commutativity of the diagram in Fig. 1.2 is equivalent to
the commutativity of its subdiagrams 1�– 8�. We treat the subdiagrams case by case.

The subdiagrams 1� and 2� commute, for

ınC W Rnf� ı q0 �! RnC1f� ı q1

is a natural transformation of functors from Aug.b/ to Mod.c/; see Construc-
tion 1.5.5. Additionally, one should point out that the projection functors q0 and q1
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commute with the stupid filtration functors ��p and ��p as well as with the natural
transformations i�p and j�p. In particular, we have

q0.�
�p.lC// D ��p.q0.lC// D ��p NK; q0.i

�p.lC// D i�p.q0.lC// D i�p. NK/;
q1.�

�p.lC// D ��p.q1.lC// D ��p NL; q1.i
�p.lC// D i�p.q1.lC// D i�p. NL/;

and

q0.�
Dp.lC// D q0.�

�p��p.lC// D ��p��p.q0.lC// D �Dp NK;
q1.�

Dp.lC// D q1.�
�p��p.lC// D ��p��p.q1.lC// D �Dp NL;

and

q0.j
�p.��plC// D j�p.q0.�

�plC// D j�p.��p.q0.lC/// D j�p.��p NK/;
q1.j

�p.��plC// D j�p.q1.�
�plC// D j�p.��p.q1.lC/// D j�p.��p NL/:

The commutativity of 3� follows now from the identity

i�p. NL/ ı ��p D � ı .Nf �idG ˝ i�p�1. NK/Œ�1�/

in Mod. NX/, which is checked degree-wise, and the fact that RnC1Nf� is a functor from
ComC. NX/ to Mod.S/. Similarly, the commutativity of 4� follows from the identity

j�p.��p. NL// ı ��p D �Dp ı .Nf �idG ˝ j�p�1.��p�1. NK//Œ�1�/:

Let me note that for all objects F and all morphisms ˛ of ComC. NX/, we have

RnC1Nf�.FŒ�1�/ D RnNf�.F/;
RnC1Nf�.˛Œ�1�/ D RnNf�.˛/:

The subdiagrams 5� and 6� commute as

n
Nf W .�˝S �/ ı .idMod.S/ � Rn Nf�/ �! Rn Nf� ı .�˝ NX �/ ı .Nf � � idComC. NX//

is a natural transformation of functors from Mod.S/ � ComC. NX/ to Mod.S/; see
Construction 1.4.14.

Moving on to subdiagram 7�, we first remark that

Rn�pf�.Kp/ D Rn�pf�.KpŒ0�/ D Rnf�..KpŒ0�/Œ�p�/ D Rnf�.�DpK/
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and, in a similar fashion,

Rn�pC1f�.Lp/ D RnC1f�.�DpL/:

Moreover, �DpK (resp. �DpL) is an object of ComC.X/ and we have u�.�DpK/ D
�Dp NK (resp. u�.�DpL/ D �Dp. NL/). Thus, we see that the domains and codomains
which are given for the morphisms 
n.�DpK/ and 
nC1.�DpL/ in the diagram are
the correct ones. We need two additional pieces of notation. For one, define 
0 as in
Construction 1.5.5. For another, define 
00 for the commutative square

just as 
0 was defined for the square in Eq. (1.36). Notice that the latter square is
obtained by composing the squares in Eqs. (1.36) and (1.38) horizontally. I contend
that the following diagram commutes in Mod.S0/:

(1.39)

Indeed, the upper and lower triangles in Eq. (1.39) commute due to Proposi-
tion B.1.6—that is, due to the functoriality of Construction B.1.4, out of which

, 
0, and 
00 arise. The background rectangle in Eq. (1.39) commutes due to the
compatibility of the base change 
00 with the connecting homomorphisms noting
that

.b ı u/�.�Dpl/ D �Dpl0:
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The left foreground rectangle (or “parallelogram”) in Eq. (1.39) commutes by
the very definition of the augmented connecting homomorphism ınC noticing that
the triple underlying �DplC is nothing but �Dpl0; see Construction 1.5.5. Since

0n.�Dp NL/ is a monomorphism—in fact, it is an isomorphism—we obtain the
commutativity of the right foreground rectangle (or “parallelogram”) of Eq. (1.39).
This, in turn, implies the commutativity of 7� in Mod.S/ since the functor c� from
Mod.S/ to Mod.S0/ is faithful and we have �Dpl D .lpŒ0�/Œ�p�, whence

ın
f .�

Dpl/ D ın
f ..l

pŒ0�/Œ�p�/ D ın�p
f .lpŒ0�/ D ın�p

f .lp/:

We are left with 8�. To this end, define

� W f �G˝ .�Dp�1K/ �! .�DpL/Œ1�

to be the morphism in ComC.S/which is given by the identity in degree p�1 (recall
Eq. (1.34)) and by the zero morphism in all other degrees. In addition, define

 W Nf�G˝ .�Dp�1 NK/ D Nf �G˝ u�.�Dp�1K/ �! u�. f �G˝ .�Dp�1K//

to be the evident base extension morphism in ComC. NX/. We consider the auxiliary
diagram in Fig. 1.3. By the definition of the projection morphism (see Construc-
tion 1.4.14) we have


n�pC1
f .G;Kp�1/ D Rn�pC1f�.�Œp � 1�/ ı n�pC1

f .G;Kp�1Œ0�/

D Rnf�.�/ ı n
f .G; .K

p�1Œ0�/Œ�.p � 1/�/
D Rnf�.�/ ı n

f .G; �
Dp�1K/:

Fig. 1.3 An auxiliary diagram for the proof of Lemma 1.5.7
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Hence, the bottom triangle of the diagram in Fig. 1.3 commutes. Taking into account
that 
nC1.�DpL/ D 
n..�DpL/Œ1�/, we see that the left foreground rectangle (or
“parallelogram”) commutes, for


n W RnNf� ı u� �! .idS/� ı Rnf� D Rnf�

is a natural transformation of functors going from ComC.X/ to Mod.S/. The
pentagon in the right foreground commutes by the compatibility of the projection
morphisms with base change. The top triangle commutes since firstly, we have

�DpŒ1� D u�.�/ ı  ;

in ComC. NX/, as is easily checked degree-wise, secondly, Rn Nf� is a functor going
from Com. NX/ to Mod.S/, and thirdly, RnC1Nf�.�Dp/ D RnNf�.�DpŒ1�/. Therefore, we
have established the commutativity of rectangle in the background of Fig. 1.3, which
is, however, nothing but 8�. ut
Proposition 1.5.8 Let � W B ! A be a morphism of rings, M and N modules over
A and B, respectively. Then the B-linear map

N ˝B M �! .A˝B N/˝A M

sending y˝ x to .1˝ y/˝ x is an isomorphism of modules over B.

Proof See [4, Proposition A2.1d]. ut
Notation 1.5.9 Let F be a framework for the Gauß-Manin connection. Adopt
Notation 1.5.6. Then, for all integers p,

�p W Nf �G˝ NX NKp�1 �! NLp

is an isomorphism in Mod. NX/ due to Proposition 1.5.8 ( for the definition of �p see
item 4d of Definition 1.5.3). In turn,

� W Nf �G˝ NX . NKŒ�1�/ �! NL

is an isomorphism in ComC. NX/ and, for all integers p,

��p W Nf �G˝ NX ..��p�1 NK/Œ�1�/ �! ��p NL;
�Dp W Nf �G˝ NX ..�Dp�1 NK/Œ�1�/ �! �Dp NL

are isomorphisms in ComC. NX/. Furthermore, as G is a locally finite free module on
S, Proposition 1.4.15 implies that, for all integers n,

n
Nf .G;�/ W .G˝�/ ı RnNf� �! RnNf� ı .Nf �G˝�/
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is a natural equivalence of functors from ComC. NX/ to Mod.S/ . Thus, for all integers
n and p, it makes sense to define

rn WD .n
Nf .G; NK//�1 ı .RnC1Nf�.�//�1 ı ınC.lC/; (1.40)

r�p;n WD .n
Nf .G; �

�p�1 NK//�1 ı .RnC1Nf�.��p//�1 ı ınC.��plC/; (1.41)

and

rDp;n WD .n
Nf .G; �

Dp�1 NK//�1 ı .RnC1Nf�.�Dp//�1 ı ınC.�DplC/; (1.42)

where we compose in Mod.g/ D Mod.c/. Observe that Eqs. (1.40)–(1.42) corre-
spond to the first, second, and third left-to-right horizontal row of arrows in the
diagram in Fig. 1.2, respectively.

Notation 1.5.10 Let Nf W NX ! S be a morphism of ringed spaces, NK an object of
ComC. NX/. For integers n and p we set

Fp;n WD imS.Rn Nf�.i�p NK/ W RnNf�.��p NK/ �! Rn Nf�. NK//:

Moreover, we write

	n.p/ W Fp;n �! RnNf�. NK/

for the corresponding inclusion morphism of sheaves on Stop, and we write �n.p/
for the unique morphism such that the following diagram commutes in Mod.S/:

For all n 2 Z, the sequence .Fp;n/p2Z clearly constitutes a descending sequence of
submodules of Rn Nf�. NK/ on S. In more formal terms, we may express this observation
by saying that, for all integers n, p, and p0 such that p � p0, there exists a unique
morphism 	n.p; p0/ in Mod.S/ such that the following diagram commutes in Mod.S/:
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Proposition 1.5.11 Let F be a framework for the Gauß-Manin connection and
adopt Notations 1.5.6, 1.5.9, and 1.5.10. Let n and p be integers. Then there exists
one, and only one, � such that the following diagram commutes in Mod.g/:

(1.43)

Proof Comparing Eqs. (1.40) and (1.41) with the diagram in Fig. 1.2, we detect that
Lemma 1.5.7 implies the following identity in Mod.g/:

rn ı Rn Nf�.i�p NK/ D .idG ˝ RnNf�.i�p�1 NK// ı r�p;n: (1.44)

Now since G is a locally finite free, and hence flat, module on S, the functor

G˝� W Mod.S/ �! Mod.S/

is exact. Thus, in particular, it transforms images into images. Specifically, the
morphism idG ˝ 	n.p � 1/ is an image of idG ˝ Rn Nf�.i�p�1 NK/ in Mod.S/. This
in mind, the claim follows readily from Eq. (1.44). ut
Proposition 1.5.12 Let F be a framework for the Gauß-Manin connection and
adopt Notations 1.5.6, 1.5.9, and 1.5.10. Let n and p be integers, � such that the
diagram in Eq. (1.43) commutes in Mod.g/. Then there exists one, and only one, N�
rendering commutative in Mod.g/ the following diagram:

(1.45)

Proof By Proposition 1.5.11, there exists � 0 such that the upper foreground trape-
zoid in the following diagram commutes in Mod.g/:
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(1.46)

I claim that the diagram in Eq. (1.46) commutes in Mod.g/ as such. In fact,
the left and right triangles commute by the very definitions of 	n.p; p C 1/ and
	n.p � 1; p/, respectively. The background square commutes by our assumption
on �; see Eq. (1.43). The lower trapezoid commutes as a consequence of the
already established commutativities taking into account that idG ˝ 	n.p � 1/ is a
monomorphism, which is due to the flatness of G.

Using the commutativity of the lower trapezoid in Eq. (1.46), we obtain

..idG ˝ coker.	n.p � 1; p/// ı �/ ı 	n.p; pC 1/
D .idG ˝ coker.	n.p� 1; p/// ı .idG ˝ 	n.p � 1; p// ı � 0 D 0:

Hence, there exists one, and only one, N� rendering the diagram in Eq. (1.45)
commutative in Mod.g/. ut
Proposition 1.5.13 Let F be a framework for the Gauß-Manin connection and
adopt Notations 1.5.6, 1.5.9, and 1.5.10. Let n and p be integers, � and N� such that
the diagrams in Eqs. (1.43) and (1.45) commute in Mod.g/, and  p and  p�1 such
that the following diagram commutes in Mod.S/ for � 2 fp; p� 1g:

(1.47)

Then the following diagram commutes in Mod.g/:
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(1.48)

Proof We proceed in three steps. In each step we derive the commutativity of a
certain square-shaped (or maybe better “trapezoid-shaped”) diagram by means of
what I call a “prism diagram argument.” To begin with, consider the following
diagram (“prism”):

(1.49)

The above diagram is, in fact, commutative: the left and right triangles commute
according to the definitions of �n.p/ and �n.p � 1/, respectively. The back square
(or rectangle) commutes due to Lemma 1.5.7. The upper trapezoid commutes by
our assumption on �; see Eq. (1.43). Therefore, the lower trapezoid commutes too,
taking into account that idG˝ 	n.p�1/ is a monomorphism, which is due to the fact
that G is a flat module on S.

Next, I claim that the diagram

(1.50)
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commutes in Mod.g/, where

�� WD  � ı coker.	n.�; � C 1//

for � 2 fp � 1; pg. The left and right triangles commute according to the
commutativity of Eq. (1.47) for � D p and � D p � 1, respectively. The back
square commutes by means of Lemma 1.5.7. The upper trapezoid commutes by
the commutativity of the lower trapezoid of the diagram in Eq. (1.49). Therefore,
the lower trapezoid of the diagram in Eq. (1.50) commutes taking into account that
�n.p/ is an epimorphism.

Finally, we deduce the commutativity of:

(1.51)

Here, the left and right triangles commute by the definitions of �p and �p�1, respec-
tively. The back square commutes by the commutativity of the lower trapezoid of the
diagram in Eq. (1.50). The upper trapezoid of the diagram in Eq. (1.51) commutes
by our assumption on N�; see Eq. (1.45). Therefore, the lower trapezoid, which is
nothing but Eq. (1.48), commutes taking into account that coker.	n.p; pC 1// is an
epimorphism. ut
Theorem 1.5.14 Let F be a framework for the Gauß-Manin connection and adopt
Notations 1.5.6, 1.5.9, and 1.5.10. Let n and p be integers, � and N� such that the
diagrams in Eqs. (1.43) and 1.48) commute in Mod.g/, and  p and  p�1 such that
the diagram in Eq. (1.47) commutes in Mod.S/ for � 2 fp; p�1g. Then the following
diagram commutes in Mod.g/:

(1.52)
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Proof By Proposition 1.5.13, we know that the diagram in Eq. (1.48) commutes in
Mod.g/; that is,

.idG ˝  p�1/ ı N� D rDp;n ı  p:

We too know that


n W RnNf� ı u� �! .idS/� ı Rnf� D Rnf�

is a natural equivalence of functors from ComC.X/ to Mod.S/. Proposition 1.4.15
implies that the projection morphism 

n�pC1
f .G;Kp�1/ is an isomorphism in

Mod.S/. Hence, by Lemma 1.5.7, specifically the commutativity of subdiagram 8�
in Fig. 1.2, we have

.idG ˝ 
n.�Dp�1K// ı rDp;n D .n�pC1
f .G;Kp�1//�1 ı ın�p

f .lp/ ı 
n.�Dp.K//:

By Proposition 1.4.21, recalling that lp D �
p
X.t/, the following identity holds in

Mod.S/:

�
p;n�p
KS;f .G; t/ D .n�pC1

f .G;Kp�1//�1 ı ın�p
f .lp/:

In conclusion, we obtain the chain of equalities

�
idG ˝ .
n.�Dp�1K/ ı  p�1/

� ı N�
D .idG ˝ 
n.�Dp�1K// ı .idG ˝  p�1/ ı N�
D .idG ˝ 
n.�Dp�1K// ı rDp;n ı  p

D .n�pC1
f .G;Kp�1//�1 ı ın�p

f .lp/ ı 
n.�Dp.K// ı  p

D �p;n�p
KS;f .G; t/ ı .
n.�DpK/ ı p/;

which was to be demonstrated. ut

1.6 The Gauß-Manin Connection

In what follows, we basically apply the results established in Sect. 1.5 in a more
concrete and geometric situation. Our predominant goal is to prove Theorem 1.6.14,
which corresponds to the former Theorem 1.5.14.

“Geometric,” for one thing, means the we are dealing with complex spaces.

Notation 1.6.1 Let . f ; g/ be a composable pair in the category of complex
spaces—that is, an ordered pair of morphisms such that the codomain of f equals the
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domain of g. Put h WD gı f . Then we denote by˝1. f ; g/ the triple of 1-differentials,

f �˝1
g

˛�! ˝1
h

ˇ�! ˝1
f ;

which we have associated to the pair . f ; g/ [9, Sect. 2]. Observe that ˝1. f ; g/ is a
triple of modules on X WD dom. f /. Moreover, observe that the pair .˝1

g ;˝
1. f ; g//

is an object of Trip. f /; see Definition 1.4.18.
We know that the triple ˝1. f ; g/ is right exact on X [9, Corollaire 4.5].

Furthermore, ˝1. f ; g/ is short exact on X whenever the morphism f is submersive
[9, Remarque 4.6].

Definition 1.6.2 When f W X ! S is a morphism of complex spaces, we denote by
�f the (relative) tangent sheaf of f ; that is,

�f WDH omX.˝
1
f ;OX/:

As a special case we set �X WD �aX , where aX W X ! e denotes the unique
morphism of complex spaces from X to the distinguished one-point complex space.

Definition 1.6.3 Let . f ; g/ be a composable pair in the category of submersive
complex spaces. Write f W X ! S. Then .˝1

g ;˝
1. f ; g// is an object of Trip. f /

and ˝1. f ; g/ is a short exact triple of modules on X. Besides, .˝1. f ; g//.2/ D ˝1
f

and˝1
g are locally finite free modules on X and S, respectively. Therefore, it makes

sense to define

�KS. f ; g/ WD �KS;f .˝
1
g ;˝

1. f ; g//;

where the right-hand side is understood in the sense of Construction 1.4.19. Observe
that, by definition, �KS. f ; g/ is a morphism

�KS. f ; g/ W OS �! ˝1
g ˝S R1f�.�f /

of modules on S.
Furthermore, in case a single submersive morphism of complex spaces f with

smooth S D cod. f / is given, we set �KS. f / WD �KS. f ; aS/, where aS W S! e denotes
the unique morphism from S to the distinguished one-point complex space and the
�KS on the right-hand side is understood in the already defined sense. Observe that
the previous definition can be applied since, with S being smooth, the morphism
of complex spaces aS is submersive. We call �KS. f ; g/ (resp. �KS. f /) the Kodaira-
Spencer class of . f ; g/ (resp. f ).

Definition 1.6.4 Let again . f ; g/ be a composable pair in the category of submer-
sive complex spaces. Moreover, let p and q be integers. Then we define

�
p;q
KS . f ; g/ WD �p;q

KS;f .˝
1
g ;˝

1. f ; g//;
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where we interpret the right-hand side in the sense of Construction 1.4.20. Thus,
�

p;q
KS . f ; g/ is a morphism

�
p;q
KS . f ; g/ W Rqf�.˝p

f / �! ˝1
g ˝S RqC1f�.˝p�1

f /

of modules on S WD cod. f / D dom.g/.
Just like in Definition 1.6.3, we define �p;q

KS . f / WD �
p;q
KS . f ; aS/ as a special

case when only a single submersive morphism of complex spaces f with smooth
codomain is given. We call �p;q

KS . f ; g/ (resp. �p;q
KS . f /) the cup and contraction with

the Kodaira-Spencer class in bidegree .p; q/ for . f ; g/ (resp. f ).

Proposition 1.6.5 Let . f ; g/ be a composable pair in the category of submersive
complex spaces, p and q integers. Then the following identity holds in Mod.S/,
where we write f W X ! S:

ı
q
f .�

p
X.˝

1. f ; g/// D qC1
f .˝1

g ;˝
p�1
f / ı �p;q

KS . f ; g/:

Proof Apply Proposition 1.4.21 to the morphism of ringed spaces f and the object
.˝1

g ;˝
1. f ; g// of Trip. f /. ut

Construction 1.6.6 Let f W X ! S and g W S ! T be morphisms of complex
spaces. Set h WD g ı f . I intend to construct a functor

˝�. f ; g/ W 3 �! ComC.h/

(i.e., a triple of bounded below complexes over Mod.h/), which we call the triple
of de Rham complexes associated to . f ; g/. In order to simplify the notation, we
shorten˝�. f ; g/ to ˝� in what follows.

To begin with, we define the object function of the functor ˝�. Recall that the
set of objects of the category 3 is the set 3 D f0; 1; 2g. We define ˝�.0/ to be the
unique complex over Mod. f / such that, for all integers p, firstly, we have

.˝�.0//p D f �˝1
g ˝X ˝

p�1
f ;

and, secondly, the following diagram commutes in Mod. NX/:
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Here, NX denotes the ringed space .Xtop; f �1OS/, and Nf W NX ! S denotes the
morphism of ringed spaces that is given by ftop on topological spaces and by the
adjunction morphism from OS to . ftop/�f �1OS on structure sheaves. u W X ! NX
stands for the morphism of ringed spaces that is given by idXtop on topological spaces
and by

f ] W f �1OS �! OX D .idXtop/�OX

on structure sheaves. Moreover, N̋ �f WD u�.˝�
f / for all integers �. Observe that

since u is the identity on topological spaces, N̋ �f and˝�
f agree as abelian sheaves—

only their module structure differs. In fact, the module structure of N̋ �f is obtained
from the module structure of ˝�

f by relaxing the latter via the morphism of sheaves

of rings u] D f ] W f �1OS ! OX . Finally, �� , for any integer �, signifies the
composition of the following morphisms in Mod. NX/:

Nf �˝1
g ˝ NX N̋ ��1

f �! u�.u�Nf �˝1
g /˝ NX u�.˝��1

f /

�! u�.u�Nf �˝1
g ˝X ˝

��1
f / �! u�. f �˝1

g ˝X ˝
��1
f /:

In order to define˝�.1/, denote by Kp D .Kp;i/i2Z the Koszul filtration in degree
p induced by

.˝1. f ; g//0;1 W f �˝1
g �! ˝1

h

on X. Then, for all integers p and i, you verify easily that the differential dp
h of the

complex˝�
h maps Kp;i into KpC1;i. Thus, we dispose of a quotient complex

˝�.1/ WD ˝�
h=K�;2:

To finish the definition of the object function of ˝�, we set

˝�.2/ WD ˝�
f :

The morphism function of ˝� is defined so that, for all ordered pairs .x; y/ of
objects of 3 (i.e., all elements .x; y/ 2 3 � 3) with x � y, we have

..˝�/x;y/p D
�
�

p
X.˝

1. f ; g//
�

x;y

for all integers p. To verify that the so defined ˝� is a functor from 3 to ComC.h/,
you have to check essentially that .˝�/0;1 (resp. .˝�/1;2) constitutes a morphism of
complexes over Mod.h/ from ˝�.0/ to ˝�.1/ (resp. from ˝�.1/ to ˝�.2/). This
amounts to checking that the morphisms defined by the �p construction commute
with the differentials of the respective complexes ˝�.x/, for x 2 3, that we have
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introduced here. In case of .˝�/1;2 the desired commutativity is rather obvious since
the wedge powers of the morphism

.˝1. f ; g//1;2 W ˝1
h �! ˝1

f

form a morphism of complexes over Mod.h/ from ˝�
h to ˝�

f . In case of .˝�/0;1
the compatibility is harder to establish as the definition of .�p.t//0;1, for some
right exact triple t of modules on X, is more involved (see Construction 1.2.8).
Nevertheless, I omit these details.

Proposition 1.6.7 Let . f ; g/ be a composable pair in the category of submersive
complex spaces. Then

F. f ; g/ WD . f ; g;˝1
g ;˝

1. f ; g/;˝�. f ; g//

is a framework for the Gauß-Manin connection, where the f and g in the first
and second component of the quintuple stand for the morphisms of ringed spaces
obtained from the original f and g applying the forgetful functor An! Sp.

Proof Let f W X ! S and g W S ! T be submersive morphisms of complex spaces.
By abuse of notation, we denote by f and g, too, the morphisms of ringed spaces
obtained respectively from f and g applying the forgetful functor from the category
of complex spaces to the category of ringed spaces. Set G WD ˝1

g and t WD ˝1. f ; g/;
see Notation 1.6.1. Then clearly, .G; t/ is an object of Trip. f /; see Definition 1.4.18.
As f is a submersive morphism of complex spaces, we know that t2 D ˝1

f is a
locally finite free module on X and t is a short exact triple of modules on X. Since g
is a submersive morphism of complex spaces, G is a locally finite free module on S.

Set l WD ˝�. f ; g/ (see Construction 1.6.6). Then l W L ! M ! K is a triple in
ComC.h/, where h WD g ı f , and K and L are objects of ComC. f /. Moreover, for
all integers p, we have lp D �

p
X.t/, where lp stands for the triple in Mod.h/ which

is obtained extracting the degree-p part from the triple of complexes l. Define � ,
Nf W NX ! S, NK, and NL just as in Definition 1.5.3. Then � is a morphism in ComC. NX/,

� W Nf �G˝ NX . NKŒ�1�/ �! NL;

by the very definition of the differentials of the complex L D l.0/ D .˝�. f ; g//.0/;
see Construction 1.6.6. All in all, we see that with the morphisms of ringed spaces
f and g, with .G; t/, and with l, we are in the situation of Definition 1.5.3. ut
Definition 1.6.8

1. Let . f ; g/ be a composable pair in the category of submersive complex spaces, n
an integer. Then we define

rn
GM. f ; g/ WD rn;
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with rn, for F D F. f ; g/, as in Notation 1.5.9. Note that this makes sense due to
Proposition 1.6.7. We call rn

GM. f ; g/ the nth Gauß-Manin connection of . f ; g/.
2. Let f W X ! S be a submersive morphism of complex spaces such that the

complex space S is smooth. Let n be an integer. Then we set

rn
GM. f / WD rn

GM. f ; aS/;

where aS W S! e denotes the unique morphism of complex spaces from S to the
distinguished one-point complex space. Observe that it makes sense to employ
item 1 on the right-hand side since, given that the complex space S is smooth, the
morphism of complex spaces aS is submersive. We call rn

GM. f / the nth Gauß-
Manin connection of f .

Definition 1.6.9 Let f be a morphism of complex spaces, n an integer. Then we
define

H n. f / WD RnNf�. N̋ �
f /;

where Nf and N̋ �
f have the same meaning as in Construction 1.6.6. We call H n. f /

the nth algebraic de Rham module of f .

Construction 1.6.10 Let f W X ! S be a morphism of complex spaces and n an
integer. Then, for any integer p, we set

FpH n. f / WD imS.RnNf�.i�p N̋ �
f / W RnNf�.��p N̋ �

f / �! Rn Nf�. N̋ �
f //;

in the sense that FpH n. f / is a submodule of H n. f / on S. Moreover, we write

	nf .p/ W FpH n. f / �!H n. f /

for the corresponding inclusion morphism of sheaves on Stop (note that H n. f / D
RnNf�. N̋ �

f / according to Definition 1.6.9). Furthermore, for any integer p, we denote
by �n

f .p/ the unique morphism such that the following diagram commutes in
Mod.S/:

Obviously, the sequence .FpH n. f //p2Z makes up a descending sequence of
submodules of H n. f / on S. In more formal terms, we may express this observation
by saying that, for all integers p; p0 such that p � p0, there exists a unique morphism
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	nf .p; p
0/ such that the following diagram commutes in Mod.S/:

Proposition 1.6.11 Let . f ; g/ be a composable pair in the category of submersive
complex spaces, n and p integers. Then there exists one, and only one, ordered pair
.�; N�/ such that, abbreviating F�H n. f / to F� for integers �, the following diagram
commutes in Mod.g/:

(1.53)

Proof This is an immediate consequence of Propositions 1.6.7, 1.5.11, and 1.5.12.
ut

Definition 1.6.12 Let . f ; g/ be a composable pair in the category of submersive
complex spaces, n and p integers. Then we define

rp;n
GM. f ; g/ WD N�;

where .�; N�/ is the unique ordered pair such that the diagram in Eq. (1.53)—we
abbreviate F�H n. f / to F� for integers � again—commutes in Mod.g/. Note that
this definition makes sense due to Proposition 1.6.11.

Definition 1.6.13 Let f be a morphism of complex spaces, p and q integers. Then
we put

H p;q. f / WD Rqf�.˝p
f /:

We call H p;q. f / the Hodge module in bidegree .p; q/ of f .
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Theorem 1.6.14 Let . f ; g/ be a composable pair in the category of submersive
complex spaces, n and p integers, F� D F�H n. f / for all integers �. Let  p and
 p�1 be such that the following diagram commutes in Mod.S/ for � 2 fp; p� 1g:

(1.54)

Then the following diagram commutes in Mod.S/:

(1.55)

Proof According to Proposition 1.6.7, F. f ; g/ is a framework for the Gauß-Manin
connection. By Proposition 1.6.11, there exists an ordered pair .�; N�/ such that the
diagram in Eq. (1.53) commutes in Mod.g/. Therefore, Theorem 1.5.14 implies that
the diagram in Eq. (1.55) commutes in Mod.g/, for we haverp;n

GM. f ; g/ D N� in virtue
of Definition 1.6.12. ut

1.7 Generalities on Period Mappings

This section, as well as the next, are devoted to the study of period mappings—
namely, in a very broad sense of the word. Construction 1.7.3 captures the common
basis for any sort of period mapping that we are going consider.

I like the idea of defining a period map in the situation where a representation

� W ˘.X/ �! Mod.A/

of the fundamental groupoid of some topological space X is given, A being some
ring. Typically, people define period mappings in the situation where an A-local
system on X (i.e., a certain locally constant sheaf of AX-modules on X) is given.
The reason for my preferring representations over locally constant sheaves is of
technical nature. When working with local systems in the sense of sheaves, you are
bound to use a stalk of the given sheaf as the reference space for the period mapping.
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When working with representations of the fundamental groupoid, however, you
are at liberty to choose the reference space at will (where “at will” means up to
isomorphism). The more familiar setting of working with locally constant sheaves
becomes a special case of the representation setting by Construction 1.7.4 and
Remark 1.7.5.

Eventually, I am interested in holomorphic period mappings. These arise from
Construction 1.7.11, where the underlying local system comes about as the module
of horizontal sections associated to a flat vector bundle. Lemma 1.7.20 will give
a preliminary conceptual interpretation of the tangent morphism of such a period
mapping. This interpretation will be exploited in Sect. 1.8 in order to derive, from
Theorem 1.6.14, the concluding theorems of this chapter.

Construction 1.7.1 Let X be a topological space. Then we denote by ˘.X/ the
fundamental groupoid of X [12, Chap. 2, §5]. Recall that ˘.X/ is a category
satisfying the following properties.

1. The set of objects of ˘.X/ is jXj—that is, the set underlying X.
2. For any two elements x and y of X (i.e., of jXj), the set of morphisms from x to y

in ˘.X/ is the set of continuous maps � W I ! X with �.0/ D x and �.1/ D y,
modulo endpoint preserving homotopy. Here, I signifies the unit interval Œ0; 1�
endowed with its Euclidean topology.

3. When Œ�� W x ! y and Œı� W y ! z are morphisms in ˘.X/, then we have
Œı� ı Œ�� D Œı 	 �� for the composition in ˘.X/, where ı 	 � stands for the
habitual concatenation of paths.

4. The identities in ˘.X/ are the residue classes of the constant maps to X.

Definition 1.7.2 Let A be a ring and G a groupoid (or just any category for that
matter).

1. We say that � is an A-representation of G when � is a functor from G to Mod.A/.
2. Let � be an A-representation of G. Then F is called an A-distribution in � when F

is a function whose domain of definition equals dom.�0/ (which, in turn, equals
G0—that is, the set of objects of the category G) such that F.s/ is an A-submodule
of �0.s/ for all s 2 dom.�0/.

Construction 1.7.3 Let A be a ring, S a simply connected topological space, � an
A-representation of ˘.S/, F an A-distribution in �, and t 2 S. Since S is simply
connected, we know that, for all s 2 S, there exists a unique morphism as;t from s to
t in ˘.S/; that is, as;t is the unique element of .˘.S//1.s; t/. We define PA

t .S; �;F/
to be the unique function on jSj such that, for all s 2 S, we have

.PA
t .S; �;F//.s/ D ..�1.s; t//.as;t// ŒF.s/�;

where I use square brackets to refer to the set-theoretic image of a set under a
function.PA

t .S; �;F/ is called the A-period mapping on S with basepoint t associated
to � and F.
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To make this definition somewhat clearer, observe the following. For all s 2 S,
we know that �1.s; t/.as;t/ is an element of HomA.�.s/; �.t//—that is, an A-linear
map from �.s/ to �.t/. As a matter of fact, since as;t is an isomorphism in ˘.S/,
the mapping �1.s; t/.as;t/ constitutes an isomorphism from �.s/ to �.t/ in Mod.A/.
Moreover, F.s/ is nothing but an A-linear subset of �.s/. Hence, the value of the
period mapping at s is nothing but an isomorphic image of F.s/ in the reference
module �.t/ sitting over the basepoint.

Construction 1.7.4 Let A be a ring and X a connected topological space. Let F be
a constant sheaf of AX-modules on X. We define a functor

� W ˘.X/ �! Mod.A/

as follows: In the first place, we let �0 be the unique function on .˘.X//0 (D jXj)
such that, for all x 2 X, we have

�0.x/ D Fx;

where the stalk Fx is understood to be equipped with its induced A-module structure.
In the second place, we observe that, for all x 2 X, the residue map

�x W F.X/ �! Fx

is a bijection since F is a constant sheaf on X and the topological space X is
connected. For all ordered pairs .x; y/ of elements of jXj, we define �1.x; y/ to be the
constant function on .˘.X//1.x; y/ with value �y ı .�x/

�1; that is, for all morphisms
a W x! y in ˘.X/ we have

.�1.x; y//.a/ D �y ı .�x/
�1:

Observe that the latter is an A-linear map from Fx to Fy. Now set � WD .�0; �1/.
Then clearly, � is a functor from˘.X/ to Mod.A/.

Remark 1.7.5 Construction 1.7.4 is a special case of a more general construction
which associates—given a ring A and an arbitrary topological space X—to a locally
constant sheaf F of AX-modules on X an A-representation � of the fundamental
groupoid of X. I briefly sketch how this can be achieved.

The object function of � is defined just as before; that is, we set �0.x/ WD Fx

for all x 2 X. The morphism function of �, however, is harder to define when F
is not a constant sheaf but only a locally constant sheaf on X. Let x; y 2 X and
a 2 .˘.X//1.x; y/. Let � 2 a; that is, � W I ! X is a path in X representing a, where
I stands for the Euclidean topologized unit interval Œ0; 1�. Then ��F is a constant
sheaf on I. Therefore, one obtains a mapping .��F/0 ! .��F/1 in the same fashion
as in Construction 1.7.4 by passing through the set of global sections of ��F on I.
Plugging in the canonical bijections .��F/0 ! Fx and .��F/1 ! Fy, we arrive at a
function Fx ! Fy. After checking that the latter function Fx ! Fy is independent of
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the choice � in a, we may define .�1.x; y//.a/ accordingly. As you might imagine,
verifying that .�1.x; y//.a/ is independent of � is a little tedious, hence I omit it.

Next, you have to verify that the so defined � is a functor from ˘.X/ to
Mod.A/. This, again, turns out to be a little less obvious than in the “baby case” of
Construction 1.7.4. Finally, you should convince yourself that in case F is a constant
sheaf on X and X is a connected topological space, the � defined here agrees with
the � of Construction 1.7.4.

Definition 1.7.6 Let S be a complex space and H a module on S.

1. Let g W S! T be a morphism of complex spaces. Thenr is called a g-connection
on H when r is a morphism in Mod.g/,

r WH �! ˝1
g ˝S H ;

such that for all open sets U of S, all � 2 OS.U/, and all � 2H .U/ the Leibniz
rule holds:

rU.� � �/ D .dg/U.�/˝ � C � � rU.�/:

2. r is called an S-connection on H when r is a aS-connection on H in the sense
of item 1, where aS W S ! e denotes the unique morphism of complex spaces
from S to the distinguished one-point complex space.

Construction 1.7.7 Let g W S! T be a morphism of complex spaces, H a module
on S, and r a g-connection on H . Put S0 WD .Stop; g�1OT/ and let c W S! S0 be the
morphism of ringed spaces given by

.idjSj; g] W g�1OT �! OS/:

Then r is a morphism of modules on S0 from c�.H / to c�.˝1
g ˝S H /. Thus, it

makes sense to set

Horg.H ;r/ WD kerS0.r W c�.H / �! c�.˝1
g ˝S H //:

Note that by definition, Horg.H ;r/ is a module on S0. We call Horg.H ;r/ the
module of horizontal sections of .H ;r/ relative g.

When instead of g W S ! T merely a single complex space S is given, and r is
an S-connection on H , we set

HorS.H ;r/ WD HoraS.H ;r/;

where the right-hand side is understood in the already defined sense. HorS.H ;r/
is then called the module of horizontal sections of .H ;r/ on S.

Definition 1.7.8 Let g W S ! T be a morphism of complex spaces, H a module
on S, and r a g-connection on H . Let p be a natural number. Then there exists a
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unique morphism

rp W ˝p
g ˝H �! ˝pC1

g ˝H

in Mod.g/ such that for all open sets U of S, all ˛ 2 ˝p
g .U/, and all � 2H .U/, we

have

.rp/U.˛ ˝ �/ D .dp
g/U.˛/˝ � C .�1/p�U.˛ ˝rU.�//;

where� stands for the composition of the following morphisms in Mod.S/:

˝p
g ˝ .˝1

g ˝H /
˛�1

�! .˝p
g ˝˝1

g /˝H
^p;1.˝1

g /˝idH���������! ˝pC1
g ˝H :

The existence of rp is not completely obvious [2, 2.10], yet we take it for granted
here. We say that r is flat as a g-connection on H when the composition

r1 ı r WH �! ˝2
g ˝H

is a zero morphism in Mod.g/.

Definition 1.7.9 Let S be a complex space.

1. By a vector bundle on S we understand a locally finite free module on S.
2. A flat vector bundle on S is an ordered pair .H ;r/ such that H is a vector

bundle on S and r is a flat S-connection on H .
3. Let H be a vector bundle on S. Then F is a vector subbundle of H on S when

F is a locally finite free submodule of H on S such that for all s 2 S the function

	.s/ W F .s/ �!H .s/

is one-to-one, where 	 W F !H denotes the inclusion morphism.

Proposition 1.7.10 Let S be a complex manifold and .H ;r/ a flat vector bundle
on S. Then:

1. H WD HorS.H ;r/ is a locally constant sheaf of CS-modules on Stop.
2. The sheaf map

OS ˝CS H �! OS ˝CS H �!H

induced by the inclusion H � H and the OS-scalar multiplication of H is an
isomorphism of modules on S.

Proof This is implied by Deligne [2, Théorème 2.17]. ut
Construction 1.7.11 Let S be a simply connected complex manifold, .H ;r/ a flat
vector bundle on S, F a submodule of H on S, and t 2 S. Put H WD HorS.H ;r/.
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Then by Proposition 1.7.10, H is a locally constant sheaf of CS-modules on Stop.
As the topological space Stop is simply connected, H is even a constant sheaf of CS-
modules on Stop. Thus, by means of Construction 1.7.4, we obtain a C-representation
� of ˘.S/:

� W ˘.S/ �! Mod.C/:

For all s 2 S, we set H .s/ WD C˝OS;s Hs (considered as a C-module) and denote by

 s W Hs �!H .s/

the evident morphism of C-modules. We define a functor

�0 W ˘.S/ �! Mod.C/

by composing � with the family . s/s2S; explicitly, this means we set

�0
0.s/ WDH .s/

for all s 2 S and

.�0
1.x; y//.a/ WD  y ı .�1.x; y//.a/ ı . x/

�1

for all x; y 2 S and all morphisms a W x ! y in ˘.S/. You will validate without
effort that the so declared �0 is in fact a functor from˘.S/ to Mod.C/.

Next, define F to be the unique function on jSj such that, for all s 2 S, we have

F.s/ D im.	.s/ W F .s/ �!H .s//;

where F .s/ WD C ˝OS;s Fs and 	.s/ stands for the morphism derived from the
inclusion morphism F ! H . Then clearly, F is a C-distribution in �0 (see item 2
of Definition 1.7.2). Therefore, it makes sense to set

Pt.S; .H ;r/;F / WD PC
t .Stop; �

0;F/;

where the right-hand side is to be understood in the sense of Construction 1.7.3.

Notation 1.7.12 Let V be a finite dimensional C-vector space. Then Gr.V/ denotes
the Grassmannian of V , regarded as a complex space. Let me amplify this a little.

First of all, set-theoretically, Gr.V/ is nothing but the set of all C-linear subsets
(i.e., C-vector subspaces) of V; that is,

jGr.V/j D fW W W is a C-linear subset of Vg:
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Note that many authors look only at subspaces W of V which are of a certain
prescribed dimension—I look at subspaces of all dimensions at once. Secondly,
you define a topology as well as a complex structure on jGr.V/j by means of charts
[14, Proposition 10.5]. I refrain from explaining the details. Lastly, as a technicality,
you transform the obtained manifold into a complex space by means of the standard
procedure; that is, OGr.V/ is the sheaf of holomorphic (in the chart sense) functions,
and the morphism of ringed spaces Gr.V/ ! e identifies the constant maps from
jGr.V/j to C.

Proposition 1.7.13 Let S be a simply connected complex manifold, .H ;r/ a flat
vector bundle on S, F a vector subbundle of H on S, and t 2 S. Then P WD
Pt.S; .H ;r/;F / is a holomorphic map from S to Gr.H .t//.

Proof Set H WD HorS.H ;r/. Then H is a locally constant sheaf of CS-modules on
S by item 1 of Proposition 1.7.10. Since S is simply connected, there exists thus a
natural number r as well as an isomorphism .CS/

˚r ! H of CS-modules on Stop.
Denote by e D .e0; : : : ; er�1/ the thereby induced ordered C-basis of H.S/. Let s0 be
an arbitrary element of S. Then, as F is a locally finite free module on S, there exist
an open neighborhood U of s0 in S, a natural number d, as well as an isomorphism

� W .OSjU/˚d �! F jU
of modules on SjU. Denote, for any j < d, by �j the image of the jth unit vector in
..OSjU/˚d/.U/ D .OS.U//˚d under the function �U. Then exploiting the fact that,
by item 2 of Proposition 1.7.10, the canonical sheaf map

OS ˝CS H �!H

is an isomorphism of modules on S, we see that there exists an r�d-matrix � D .�ij/

with values in OS.U/ such that, for all j < d, we have

�j D
X

i<r

�ij � .eijU/;

where we add and multiply in the OS.U/-module H .U/. Clearly, for all s 2 U, the
d-tuple .�0.s/; : : : ; �d�1.s// makes up an ordered C-basis for F .s/. Since F is a
vector subbundle of H on S, we know that, for all s 2 S, the map

	.s/ W F .s/ �!H .s/

is one-to-one, where 	 W F ! H stands for the inclusion morphism. Thus, for all
s 2 U, the d-tuple given by the association

j 7�!
X

i<r

�ij.s/ � ei.s/
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constitutes a C-basis of

F.s/ WD im.	.s/ W F .s/ �!H .s//:

Define

L W U �! Cr�d; L.s/ D .�ij.s//i<r;j<c:

Then, for all s 2 U, the columns of the matrix L.s/ are linearly independent. In
particular, without loss of generality, we may assume that the matrix L.s0/jd�d is
invertible. Since the functions s 7! �ij.s/ are altogether continuous (from U to C),
the set U0 of elements s of U such that L.s/jd�d is invertible, is an open neighborhood
of s0 in S. We define

L0 W U0 �! Cr�d; L0.s/ D L.s/ � .L.s/jd�d/
�1:

Then, for all s 2 U0, the space P.s/ is the linear span in H .t/ of the elements

ej.t/C
X

d�i<r

.L0.s//ij � ei.t/; j < d:

In other words, setting c WD r � d and

L00 W U0 �! Cc�d; .L00.s//ij D .L0.s//iCd;j;

when h signifies the mapping which associates to a matrix M 2 Cc�d the linear span
in H .t/ of the elements

ej.t/C
X

i<c

Mij � eiCd.t/; j < d;

the following diagram commutes in the category of sets:

Since the tuple .e0.t/; : : : ; er�1.t// forms a C-basis of H .t/, we find that h is
one-to-one, and h�1 composed with the canonical function Cc�d ! Ccd is a
holomorphic chart on the Grassmannian Gr.H .t// (see Notation 1.7.12). Moreover,
the components of L00 are holomorphic functions on SjU0 . This shows that PjU0 is a
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holomorphic map from SjU0 to Gr.H .t//. Since s0 was an arbitrary element of S,
we infer that P is a holomorphic map from S to Gr.H .t//. ut
Remark 1.7.14 Let S be a simply connected complex manifold, .H ;r/ a flat
vector bundle on S, F a vector subbundle of H on S, and t 2 S. Then
Proposition 1.7.13 implies that Pt.S; .H ;r/;F / is a holomorphic map from S to
Gr.H .t//. Therefore, since the complex space S is reduced, there exists one, and
only one, morphism of complex spaces

PC W S �! Gr.H .t//

such that the function underlying PC is precisely Pt.S; .H ;r/;F /. We agree
on denoting PC again by Pt.S; .H ;r/;F /. Observe that, in view of Construc-
tion 1.7.11, this notation is somewhat ambiguous. In fact, Pt.S; .H ;r/;F / may
refer to a morphism of complex spaces as well as to its underlying function now. I
am confident, however, that you are not irritated by this sloppiness.

Construction 1.7.15 Let S be a complex space and t 2 S. Moreover, let F and H
be two modules on S. We intend to fabricate a mapping

�S;t.F;H/ W HomS.F;˝
1
S ˝ H/ �! HomC.TS.t/;Hom.F.t/;H.t///:

For that matter, let

� W F �! ˝1
S ˝ H

be a morphism of modules on S. Then consider the composition

�S˝F
id�S ˝�����! �S˝ .˝1

S ˝H/
˛�1

�! .�S˝˝1
S/˝H

�.˝1
S ;OS/˝idH���������! OS˝H

�.H/���! H

in Mod.S/. By means of tensor-hom adjunction on S (with respect to the modules
�S, F, and H) the latter morphism corresponds to a morphism

�S �!Hom.F;H/

in Mod.S/. Evaluating at t and composing the result with the canonical map

.Hom.F;H//.t/ �! Hom.F.t/;H.t//;

we obtain a morphism of complex vector spaces

�S.t/ �! Hom.F.t/;H.t//:

Precomposing the latter with the inverse of the canonical isomorphism

�S.t/ �! TS.t/;
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we end up with a morphism

TS.t/ �! Hom.F.t/;H.t//

in Mod.C/. The latter, we define to be the image of � under �S;t.F;H/. This yields
our aspired function �S;t.F;H/. Letting .F;H/ vary, we may view �S;t as a function,
in the class sense, defined on the class of pairs of modules on S.

Proposition 1.7.16 Let S be a complex space, t 2 S. Then

�S;t W HomS.�;˝1
S ˝�/ �! HomC.TS.t/;Hom.�.t/;�.t///:

is a natural transformation of functors from Mod.S/op �Mod.S/ to Set.

Proof You verify that the individual steps taken in Construction 1.7.15 are alto-
gether natural transformations between appropriate functors from Mod.S/op �
Mod.S/ to Set. I dare omit the details. ut
Remark 1.7.17 I would like to give a more down-to-earth interpretation of Propo-
sition 1.7.16. So, let S be a complex space and t 2 S. Let .F;H/ and .F0;H0/ be two
ordered pairs of modules on S, and let

.˛; �/ W .F;H/ �! .F0;H0/

be a morphism in Mod.S/op �Mod.S/; that is, ˛ W F0 ! F and � W H ! H0 are
morphisms in Mod.S/. Moreover, let � and �0 be such that the following diagram
commutes in Mod.S/:

Then �0 is the image of � under the function

HomS.˛; id˝1
S
˝ �/ W HomS.F;˝

1
S ˝ H/ �! HomS.F

0;˝1
S ˝ H0/:

Therefore, by Proposition 1.7.16, .�S;t.F0;H0//.�0/ is the image of .�S;t.F;H//.�/
under the function

HomC.TS.t/;Hom.˛.t/; �.t/// W
HomC.TS.t/;Hom.F.t/;H.t/// �! HomC.TS.t/;Hom.F0.t/;H0.t///:
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This in turn translates as the commutativity, in Mod.C/, of the following diagram:

This line of reasoning will be exploited heavily in the proof of Proposition 1.8.7
in the upcoming Sect. 1.8.

Proposition 1.7.18 Let S be a complex space, 	 W F !H a morphism of modules
on S, and r an S-connection on H . Then

r	 WD .id˝1
S
˝ coker.	// ı r ı 	 (1.56)

is a morphism

r	 W F �! ˝1
S ˝ .H =F /

in Mod.S/.

Proof To begin with, r	 is a morphism from F to ˝1
S ˝ .H =F / in Mod.aS/.

That r	 is a morphism in Mod.S/ is equivalent to saying that it is compatible with
the OS-scalar multiplications of F and ˝1

S ˝ .H =F /. Let U be an open set of S,
� 2 F .U/, and � 2 OS.U/. Then we have

.r ı 	/U.� � �/ D rU.� � 	U.�// D dU.�/˝ 	U.�/C � � rU.	U.�//;

where d is short for the differential d0S W OS ! ˝1
S . Thus,

.r	/U.� � �/ D � � .r	/U.�/;

which proves our claim. ut
Construction 1.7.19 Let V be a finite dimensional C-vector space and F a C-linear
subset of V (i.e., F 2 Gr.V/). Then we write

�.V;F/ W TGr.V/.F/ �! Hom.F;V=F/

for the typical interpretation of the tangent space of the Grassmannian [14, Lemme
10.7].
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Let me indicate how you define �.V;F/. For that matter, let E be a C-vector
subspace of V such that V D F ˚ E. Then there exists a morphism of complex
spaces

gE W Hom.F;E/ �! Gr.V/

with the property that gE sends a homomorphism ˛ W F ! E to the image of the
function ˛0 W F ! V , ˛0.x/ WD x C ˛.x/. In fact, gE is an open immersion which
maps the 0 of Hom.F;E/ to F in Gr.V/. Hence, the tangent map

T0.gE/ W THom.F;E/.0/ �! TGr.V/.F/

is an isomorphism in Mod.C/. Moreover, we have a canonical isomorphism

THom.F;E/.0/ �! Hom.F;E/;

as well as the morphism

Hom.F;E/ �! Hom.F;V=F/

which is induced by the restriction of the quotient mapping V ! V=F to E.

Lemma 1.7.20 Let S be a simply connected complex manifold, .H ;r/ a flat vector
bundle on S, F a vector subbundle of H on S, and t 2 S. Set

P WD Pt.S; .H ;r/;F /

and define r	 by Eq. (1.56), where 	 W F ! H denotes the inclusion morphism.
Moreover, set

F.t/ WD im.	.t/ W F .t/ �!H .t//;

and write

� W F .t/ �! F.t/;

� WH .t/=F.t/ �! .H =F /.t/

for the evident mappings. Then � and � are isomorphisms in Mod.C/ and the
following diagram commutes in Mod.C/:

(1.57)
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Proof The fact that � and � are isomorphisms is pretty obvious: Since F is a vector
subbundle of H on S, we know that � is injective. � is surjective by the definition of
F.t/. � is an isomorphism since both H .t/!H .t/=F.t/ and H .t/! .H =F /.t/
are cokernels in Mod.C/ of 	.t/ W F .t/ ! H .t/, where we take into account in
particular the right exactness of the evaluation functor “�.t/”.

Set H WD HorS.H ;r/. Then by the same method as in the proof of Proposi-
tion 1.7.13, we deduce that there exist an ordered C-basis e0 D .e0

0; : : : ; e
0
r�1/ for

H.S/, an open neighborhood U of t in S, as well as a c � d-matrix �0 with values in
OS.U/ such that the d-tuple ˛ D .˛0; : : : ; ˛d�1/ given by

˛j D e0
jjU C

X

i<c

�0
ij � .e0

dCijU/

for all j < d, where we sum and multiply within the OS.U/-module H .U/,
trivializes the module F on S over U—that is, the unique morphism .OSjU/˚d !
F jU of modules on SjU which sends the standard basis of .OS.U//˚d to ˛ is an
isomorphism. Define a c-tuple e and a d-tuple f by setting

ei WD e0
dCi;

fj WD e0
j C

X

i<c

�0
ij.t/ � e0

dCi

for all i < c and j < d, respectively. Moreover, define a c � d-matrix � by

�ij WD �0
ij � �0

ij.t/

for all .i; j/ 2 c � d. Then the concatenated tuple

. f0; : : : ; fd�1; e0; : : : ; ec�1/

is an ordered C-basis for H.S/, and

˛j D fjjU C
X

i<c

�ij � .eijU/

for all j < d. Thus, for all s 2 U, the space P.s/ equals the C-linear span of the
elements

fj.t/C
X

i<c

�ij.s/ � ei.t/; j < d;
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in H .t/. Specifically, as �ij.t/ D 0 for all .i; j/ 2 c � d, we see that F.t/ equals
the C-linear span of f0.t/; : : : ; fd�1.t/ in H .t/. Define E to be the C-linear span of
e0.t/; : : : ; ec�1.t/ in H .t/. Let

g W Hom.F.t/;E/ �! Gr.H .t//

be the morphism of complex spaces which sends an element � 2 Hom.F.t/;E/ to
the range of the homomorphism idF.t/ C � W F.t/!H .t/. Let

NP W SjU �! Hom.F.t/;E/

be the morphism of complex spaces which sends s to the homomorphism F.t/! E
which is represented by the c � d-matrix

.i; j/ 7�! �ij.s/

with respect to the bases . f0.t/; : : : ; fd�1.t// and .e0.t/; : : : ; ec�1.t// of F.t/ and
E, respectively. Then the following diagram commutes in the category of complex
spaces:

Let v be an arbitrary element of TS.t/. Then by the explicit description of NP, we see
that the image of v under the composition

can: ı Tt. NP/ W TS.t/ �! THom.F.t/;E/.0/ �! Hom.F.t/;E/

is represented by the matrix

c � d 3 .i; j/ 7�! v C .dS/U.�ij/ (1.58)

with respect to the bases . f0.t/; : : : ; fd�1.t// and .e0.t/; : : : ; ec�1.t//, where, for any
! 2 ˝1

S .U/,

v C ! WD v.!.t//:

Note that v is a C-linear functional on ˝1
S .t/ D C ˝OS;s ˝

1
S;s. By the definition of

� in Construction 1.7.19, when  W H .t/ ! H .t/=F.t/ denotes the residue class
mapping, the following diagram commutes in Mod.C/:
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Hence, the image of v under the composition

�.H .t/;F.t// ı Tt.P/

is represented by the matrix in Eq. (1.58) with respect to the bases . f0.t/; : : : ; fd�1.t//
and ..e0.t//; : : : ; .ec�1.t///. On the other hand, for all j < d, we have

rU.˛j/ D
X

i<c

.dS/U.�ij/˝ .eijU/;

whence

.r	/U.˛j/ D
X

i<c

.dS/U.�ij/˝ Nei;

where Nei denotes the image of eijU under the mapping H .U/! .H =F /.U/. Put
A WD �S;t.F ;H =F /.r	/. Then by Construction 1.7.15, we have

Av.˛j.t// D
X

i<c

.v C .dS/U.�ij// � Nei.t/:

Evidently, for all j < d, the mapping 	.t/ W F .t/!H .t/ sends ˛j.t/ (evaluation in
F here) to

˛j.t/ D fj.t/C
X

i<c

�ij.t/ � ei.t/ D fj.t/

(evaluation in H ). Thus, �.˛j.t// D fj.t/. Likewise, for all i < c, the mapping
.coker	/.t/ W H .t/ ! .H =F /.t/ sends ei.t/ to Nei.t/. Thus, �..ei.t/// D Nei.t/.
This proves the commutativity of the diagram in Eq. (1.57). ut

1.8 Period Mappings of Hodge-de Rham Type

After the ground-laying work of the Sect. 1.7, we are now in the position to analyze
period mappings of “Hodge-de Rham type”; the concept will be made precise in the
realm of Notation 1.8.2 below. As a preparation we need the following result.
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Proposition 1.8.1 Let n be an integer.

1. Let . f ; g/ be a composable pair in the category of submersive complex spaces.
Then rn

GM. f ; g/ is a flat g-connection on H n. f /.
2. Let f W X ! S be a submersive morphism of complex spaces such that S is a

complex manifold. Then rn
GM. f / is a flat S-connection on H n. f /.

Proof Clearly, item 2 follows from item 1 letting g D aS. As to item 1, the Leibniz
rule and the flatness have been established by Katz and Oda [11, Sect. 2]. ut
Notation 1.8.2 Let f W X ! S be a submersive morphism of complex spaces such
that S is a simply connected complex manifold. Let n and p be integers and t 2 S.
Assume that H n. f / is a locally finite free module on S and FpH n. f / is a vector
subbundle of H n. f / on S.

1. We put

P
0p;n
t . f / WD Pt.S; .H

n. f /;rn
GM. f //;FpH n. f //; (1.59)

where the right-hand side is to be interpreted in the sense of Construction 1.7.11.
Note that Eq. (1.59) makes sense in particular because by item 2 of Proposi-
tion 1.8.1, rn

GM. f / is a flat S-connection on H n. f /, whence .H n. f /;rn
GM. f //

is a flat vector bundle on S. Note that by means of Proposition 1.7.13 we may
regard P

0p;n
t . f / as a morphism of complex spaces,

P
0p;n
t . f / W S �! Gr..H n. f //.t//:

2. Assume that for all s 2 S the base change maps

�n
f ;s W .H n. f //.s/ �!H n.Xs/

�
p;n
f ;s W .FpH n. f //.s/ �! FpH n.Xs/

are isomorphisms in Mod.C/. Write �0 for the C-representation of the fundamen-
tal groupoid of S which is defined for

.H ;r/ WD .H n. f /;rn
GM. f //

in Construction 1.7.11. Let

� W ˘.S/ �! Mod.C/

be the functor which is obtained by “composing” �0 with the family of isomor-
phisms � WD .�n

f ;s/s2S. Define F to be the unique function on S such that, for all
s 2 S, we have

F.s/ D FpH n.Xs/:
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Then clearly, F is a C-distribution in �. We set

P
p;n
t . f / WD PC

t .S; �;F/I

see Construction 1.7.3. Note that � is an isomorphism of functors from ˘.S/ to
Mod.C/ from �0 to �. Moreover, when F0 denotes the unique function on S such
that, for all s 2 S, we have

F0.s/ D im..	nf .p//.s/ W .FpH n. f //.s/ �! .H n. f //.s//;

then

�n
f ;sŒF

0.s/� D F.s/

for all s 2 S. Therefore, the following diagram commutes in the category of sets:

Since P
0p;n
t . f / is a holomorphic map from S to Gr..H n. f //.t// by Proposi-

tion 1.7.13 and since Gr.�n
f ;t/ is an isomorphism of complex spaces (as �n

f ;t is
an isomorphisms of C-vector spaces), we may view P

p;n
t . f / as a morphism of

complex spaces from S to Gr.H n.Xt//. We call Pp;n
t . f / the Hodge-de Rham

period mapping in bidegree .p; n/ of f with basepoint t.

Next, I introduce the classical concept of Kodaira-Spencer maps. My definition
shows how to construct these maps out of the Kodaira-Spencer class given by
Definition 1.6.3 and Construction 1.4.19. As an auxiliary means, I also introduce
“Kodaira-Spencer maps without base change”.

Notation 1.8.3 Let f W X ! S be a submersive morphism of complex spaces such
that S is a complex manifold. Then, by means of Definition 1.6.3, we may speak of
the Kodaira-Spencer class of f , written �KS. f /, which is a morphism

�KS. f / W OS �! ˝1
S ˝ R1f�.�f /

of modules on S. We write KSf for the composition of the following morphisms in
Mod.S/:

�S
�.�S/

�1

�����! �S ˝ OS

id�S ˝�KS. f /��������! �S ˝ .˝1
S ˝ R1f�.�f //
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˛.�S;˝
1
S ;R

1f
�

.�f //
�1

�������������! .�S ˝˝1
S /˝ R1f�.�f /

�1.˝1
S /˝idR1 f

�

.�f /�����������! OS ˝ R1f�.�f /
�.R1f

�

.�f //�������! R1f�.�f /:

Let t 2 S. Then define

KS0
f ;t W TS.t/ �! .R1f�.�f //.t/

to be the composition of the inverse of the canonical isomorphism �S.t/ ! TS.t/
with KSf .t/ W �S.t/ ! .R1f�.�f //.t/. We call KS0

f ;t the Kodaira-Spencer map
without base change of f at t.

Furthermore, define

KSf ;t W TS.t/ �! H1.Xt; �Xt /

to be the composition of KS0
f ;t with the evident base change morphism

ˇ1f ;t W .R1f�.�f //.t/ �! H1.Xt; �Xt /:

We call KSf ;t the Kodaira-Spencer map of f at t.

Construction 1.8.4 Let f W X ! S be an arbitrary morphism of complex spaces.
Let p and q be integers. We define

�
p;q
f W R1f�.�f /˝H p;q. f / �!H p�1;qC1. f /

to be the composition, in Mod.S/, of the cup product morphism

^
1;q
f .�f ;˝

p
f / W R1f�.�f /˝ Rqf�.˝p

f / �! RqC1f�.�f ˝˝p
f /

and the RqC1f�.�/ of the contraction morphism

�
p
X.˝

1
f / W �f ˝˝p

f �! ˝
p�1
f I

see Construction 1.4.11. �p;q
f is called the cup and contraction in bidegree .p; q/ for

f . As a shorthand, we write �p;q
X for �p;q

aX
.

By means of tensor-hom adjunction on S (with respect to the modules R1f�.�f /,
H p;q. f /, and H p�1;qC1. f /), the morphism �

p;q
f corresponds to a morphism

R1f�.�f / �!H omS.H
p;q. f /;H p�1;qC1. f //
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in Mod.S/. Let t 2 S. Then evaluating the latter morphism at t, and composing the
result in Mod.C/ with the canonical morphism

�
Hom.H p;q. f /;H p�1;qC1. f //

�
.t/ �! Hom

�
.H p;q. f //.t/; .H p�1;qC1. f //.t/

�
;

yields

�
0p;q
f ;t W .R1f�.�f //.t/ �! Hom

�
.H p;q. f //.t/; .H p�1;qC1. f //.t/

�
:

We refer to � 0p;q
f ;t as the cup and contraction without base change in bidegree .p; q/

of f at t.

The following two easy lemmata pave the way for the first essential statement of
Sect. 1.8—namely, Proposition 1.8.7.

Lemma 1.8.5 Let f W X ! S be a submersive morphism of complex spaces such
that S is a complex manifold. Let p and q be integers and t 2 S. Then the following
identity holds in Mod.C/:

�S;t.H
p;q. f /;H p�1;qC1. f //.�p;q

KS . f // D � 0p;q
f ;t ı KS0

f ;t: (1.60)

Proof We argue in several steps. To begin with, observe that the following diagram
commutes in Mod.S/:

Thus, by the naturality of the tensor-hom adjunction, the next diagram commutes in
Mod.S/, too:
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Evaluating at t, we deduce that the diagram

commutes in Mod.C/. Plugging in the inverse of the canonical isomorphism from
�S.t/ to TS.t/, and taking into account the definitions of �S;t and KS0

f ;t, we infer
Eq. (1.60). ut
Lemma 1.8.6 Let n and p be integers and f W X ! S be a submersive morphism of
complex spaces such that S is a complex manifold. Put H WD H n. f / and, for any
integer �, F � WD F�H n. f /. Denote by

N	 W F p�1=F p �!H =F p

the morphism in Mod.S/ obtained from 	nf .p � 1/ W F p�1 ! H by quotienting out
F p. Moreover, set

r	 WD .id˝1
S
˝ coker.	nf .p/// ı rn

GM. f / ı 	nf .p/:

Then the following diagram commutes in Mod.S/:

(1.61)

Proof By Proposition 1.6.11, there exists an ordered pair .�; N�/ of morphisms in
Mod.aS/ such that the following two identities hold in Mod.aS/:

rn
GM. f / ı 	nf .p/ D .id˝1

S
˝ 	nf .p� 1// ı �;

�
id˝1

S
˝ coker

�
	nf .p � 1; p/

�� ı � D N� ı coker.	nf .p; pC 1//:
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From this we deduce

r	 D
�

id˝1
S
˝ coker

�
	nf .p/

�� ı rn
GM. f / ı 	nf .p/

D
�

id˝1
S
˝ coker

�
	nf .p/

�� ı .id˝1
S
˝ 	nf .p � 1// ı �

D
�

id˝1
S
˝ �coker.	nf .p// ı 	nf .p � 1/

�� ı �

D
�

id˝1
S
˝ �N	 ı coker.	nf .p � 1; p//

�� ı �

D .id˝1
S
˝ N	/ ı

�
id˝1

S
˝ coker

�
	nf .p � 1; p/

�� ı �
D .id˝1

S
˝ N	/ ı N� ı coker.	nf .p; pC 1//:

Taking into account that, by Definition 1.6.12, rp;n
GM. f / D N�, we are finished. ut

Proposition 1.8.7 Let f W X ! S be a submersive morphism of complex spaces
such that S is a simply connected complex manifold. Let n and p be integers and
t 2 S. In addition, let  p and  p�1 be such that the following diagram commutes in
Mod.S/ for � D p; p � 1:

(1.62)

Let !p�1 be a left inverse of  p�1 in Mod.S/. Assume that H n. f / is a locally finite
free module on S and FpH n. f / is a vector subbundle of H n. f / on S. Put

˛0 WD 
n
f .�

Dp˝�
f / ı  p ı coker.	nf .p; pC 1//;

ˇ0 WD .	nf .p � 1/=FpH n. f // ı !p�1 ı .
n
f .�

Dp�1˝�
f //

�1:

Moreover, set

F0.t/ WD im..	nf .p//.t/ W .FpH n. f //.t/ �! .H n. f //.t//;

and write

� W .FpH n. f //.t/ �! F0.t/;

� W .H n. f //.t/=F0.t/ �! .H n. f /=FpH n. f //.t/
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for the evident morphisms. Then � and � are isomorphisms in Mod.C/. Besides, the
following diagram commutes in Mod.C/:

(1.63)

Proof Introduce the following notational shorthands:

H WDH n. f /; � WD �.H .t/;F0.t//;

F� WD F�H n. f /:

Furthermore, set

r	 WD .id˝1
S
˝ coker.	nf .p/// ı rn

GM. f / ı 	nf .p/:

Then by Lemma 1.7.20, � and � are isomorphisms in Mod.C/ and the following
diagram commutes in Mod.C/:

By Lemma 1.8.6, setting

N	 WD 	nf .p � 1/=F p W F p�1=F p �!H =F p;

the diagram in Eq. (1.61) commutes in Mod.S/. Therefore, with

NN	 WD coker.	nf .p; pC 1// W F p �! F p=F pC1;
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we have

�S;t.F
p;H =F p/.r	/

D Hom.NN	.t/; N	.t// ı �S;t.F
p=F pC1;F p�1=F p/.rp;n

GM. f //

according to Remark 1.7.17. Hence, the following diagram commutes in Mod.C/:

By Theorem 1.6.14, the following diagram commutes in Mod.S/:

Thus, making use of Remark 1.7.17 again, we obtain

�S;t.F
p=F pC1;F p�1=F p/.rp;n

GM. f //

D Hom
�
.
n

f .�
Dp˝�

f / ı  p/.t/; .!p�1 ı .
n
f .�

Dp�1˝�
f //

�1/.t/
�

ı �S;t.H
p;n�p;H p�1;n�pC1/.�p;n�p

KS . f //:

Hence, this next diagram commutes in Mod.C/:
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Employing Lemma 1.8.5, we infer the commutativity of the diagram in Eq. (1.63).
ut

The next theorem is basically a variant of Proposition 1.8.7 that incorporates base
changes.

Theorem 1.8.8 Let f W X ! S be a submersive morphism of complex spaces such
that S is a simply connected complex manifold. Let n and p be integers and t 2 S.
Let  p

Xt
and  p�1

Xt
be such that the following diagram commutes in Mod.C/ for

� D p; p� 1:

(1.64)

Let !p�1
Xt

be a left inverse of  p�1
Xt

in Mod.C/. Assume that H n. f / is a locally finite
free module on S, that FpH n. f / is a vector subbundle of H n. f / on S, and that the
base change morphisms

�n
f ;s W .H n. f //.s/ �!H n.Xs/;

�
p;n
f ;s W .FpH n. f //.s/ �! FpH n.Xs/

are isomorphisms in Mod.C/ for all s 2 S. Assume there exist  p,  p�1, and !p�1
such that firstly, the diagram in Eq. (1.62) commutes in Mod.S/ for � D p; p � 1
and secondly, !p�1 is a left inverse of  p�1 in Mod.S/. Moreover, assume that the
Hodge base change map

ˇ
p;n�p
f ;t W .H p;n�p. f //.t/ �!H p;n�p.Xt/

is an isomorphism in Mod.C/. Then, setting

˛ WD 
n
Xt
.�Dp˝�

Xt
/ ı  p

Xt
ı coker.	nXt

.p; pC 1//;
ˇ WD .	nXt

.p � 1/=FpH n.Xt// ı !p�1
Xt
ı .
n

Xt
.�Dp�1˝�

Xt
//�1;
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the following diagram commutes in Mod.C/:

(1.65)

Proof We set

� WD �n
f ;t W .H n. f //.t/ �!H n.Xt/:

Then by Notation 1.8.2, the following diagram commutes in the category of complex
spaces:

In consequence, letting

F0.t/ WD im..	nf .p//.t/ W .FpH n. f //.t/ �! .H n. f //.t//;

the following diagram commutes in Mod.C/:

(1.66)

Note that

.Gr.�//.F0.t// D �ŒF0.t/� D FpH n.Xt/
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due to the commutativity of the diagram

in Mod.C/ and the fact that �p;n
f ;t is an isomorphism. So, when we denote by

N� W .H n. f //.t/=F0.t/ �!H n.Xt/=FpH n.Xt/

the morphism which is induced by � the obvious way, the following diagram
commutes in Mod.C/ in virtue of the naturality of � :

(1.67)
Define

˛0 WD 
n
f .�

Dp˝�
f / ı  p ı coker.	nf .p; pC 1//;

ˇ0 WD .	nf .p � 1/=FpH n. f // ı !p�1 ı .
n
f .�

Dp�1˝�
f //

�1;

and introduce the evident morphisms

� W .FpH n. f //.t/ �! F0.t/;

� W .H n. f //.t/=F0.t/ �! .H n. f /=FpH n. f //.t/:

Then by Proposition 1.8.7, � and � are isomorphisms in Mod.C/, and the diagram
in Eq. (1.63) commutes in Mod.C/.

Let

N�1 W .H n. f /=FpH n. f //.t/ �!H n.Xt/=FpH n.Xt/
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be the morphism which is naturally induced by �, similar to N� above, using the fact
that

�
coker.	nf .p//

�
.t/ W .H n. f //.t/ �! .H n. f /=FpH n. f //.t/

is a cokernel for .	nf .p//.t/ in Mod.C/. The latter follows as the evaluation functor
“�.t/” is a right exact functor from Mod.S/ to Mod.C/. Then we obtain the
identities

�
p;n
f ;t D .�jF0.t// ı � and N� D N�1 ı �: (1.68)

Moreover, comparing ˛0 and ˛, and setting q WD n�p, we see that this next diagram
commutes in Mod.C/:

(1.69)

Similarly, comparing ˇ0 and ˇ, we see that

(1.70)

commutes in Mod.C/. Write

ˇ1f ;t W .R1f�.�f //.t/ �! H1.Xt; �Xt /

for the evident base change morphism. Then, since the cup product morphisms
^1;q as well as the contraction morphisms �p are compatible with base change,
the following diagram commutes in Mod.C/:
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Therefore, given that ˇp;q
f ;t is an isomorphism by assumption, the following diagram

commutes in Mod.C/ also:

(1.71)

According to the definition of the Kodaira-Spencer map KSf ;t in Notation 1.8.3, the
following diagram commutes in Mod.C/:

(1.72)

Taking all our previous considerations into account, we obtain

�.H n.Xt/;F
pH n.Xt// ı Tt.P

p;n
t . f //

(1.66)D �.H n.Xt/;FpH n.Xt// ı TF0.t/.Gr.�// ı Tt.P
0p;n
t . f //

(1.67)D Hom..�jF0.t//
�1; N�/ ı �..H n. f //.t/;F0.t// ı Tt.P

0p;n
t . f //

(1.63)D Hom..�jF0.t//
�1; N�/ ı Hom.˛0.t/ ı ��1; ��1 ı ˇ0.t// ı � 0p;n�p

f ;t ı KS0
f ;t

(1.68)D Hom.˛0.t/ ı .�p;n
f ;t /

�1; N�1 ı ˇ0.t// ı � 0p;n�p
f ;t ı KS0

f ;t
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(1.69)
(1.70)D Hom.˛; ˇ/ ı Hom..ˇp;q

f ;t /
�1; ˇp�1;qC1

f ;t / ı � 0p;q
f ;t ı KS0

f ;t

(1.71)D Hom.˛; ˇ/ ı �p;q
Xt
ı ˇ1f ;t ı KS0

f ;t

(1.72)D Hom.˛; ˇ/ ı �p;n�p
Xt

ı KSf ;t;

which implies precisely the commutativity of the diagram in Eq. (1.65). ut
When it comes to applying Theorem 1.8.8, you are faced with the problem

of deciding whether there exist morphisms  � (resp.  �Xt
) rendering commutative

in Mod.S/ (resp. Mod.C/) the diagram in Eq. (1.62) (resp. Eq. (1.64)). Let me
formulate two tangible criteria.

Proposition 1.8.9 Let n and � be integers and f W X ! S an arbitrary morphism of
complex spaces. Denote by E the Frölicher spectral sequence of f .

1. The following are equivalent:

a. E degenerates from behind in the entry .�; n � �/ at sheet 1 in Mod.S/;
b. there exists  � rendering commutative in Mod.S/ the diagram in Eq. (1.62).

2. The following are equivalent:

a. E degenerates in the entry .�; n � �/ at sheet 1 in Mod.S/;
b. there exists an isomorphism  � rendering commutative in Mod.S/ the

diagram in Eq. (1.62).

Proof Items 1 and 2 are special cases of standard interpretations of the degeneration
of a spectral sequence associated to a filtered complex; cf. [3, §1]. ut
Theorem 1.8.10 Let n be an integer and f W X ! S a submersive morphism of
complex spaces such that S is a simply connected complex manifold. Assume that

1. the Frölicher spectral sequence of f degenerates in the entries

I WD f.p; q/ 2 Z � Z W pC q D ng

at sheet 1 in Mod.S/;
2. for all .p; q/ 2 I, the module H p;q. f / is locally finite free on S;
3. for all s 2 S, the Frölicher spectral sequence of Xs degenerates in the entries I at

sheet 1 in Mod.C/;
4. for all s 2 S and all .p; q/ 2 I, the Hodge base change map

ˇ
p;q
f ;s W .H p;q. f //.s/ �!H p;q.Xs/

is an isomorphism in Mod.C/.
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Let t 2 S. Then there exists a sequence . Q �/�2Z of isomorphisms in Mod.C/,

Q � W F�H n.Xt/=F�C1H n.Xt/ �!H �;n��.Xt/;

such that, for all p 2 Z, the diagram in Eq. (1.65) commutes in Mod.C/, where
we set

˛ WD Q p ı coker.	nXt
.p; pC 1//;

ˇ WD .	nXt
.p � 1/=FpH n.Xt// ı . Q p�1/�1: (1.73)

Proof Using Proposition 1.8.9, item 1 tells us that, for all integers �, there exists
one, and only one, � such that the diagram in Eq. (1.62) commutes in Mod.S/ (note
that the uniqueness of  � follows from the fact that both �n

f .�/ and coker.	nf .�; � C
1//, and whence their composition, are epimorphisms in Mod.S/). Moreover,  � is
an isomorphism. Furthermore, for all integers �,


n
f .�

D�˝�
f / W RnNf�.�D� N̋ �

f / �! Rnf�.�D�˝�
f / D Rn�pf�.˝p

f /

is an isomorphism. Thus, for all � 2 Z, there exists an isomorphism

F�H n. f /=F�C1H n. f / �!H �;n��. f /

in Mod.S/. Now since, for all integers � � nC 1, the module F�H n. f / is zero on
S, and in particular locally finite free, we conclude by descending induction on �
starting at � D nC 1 that, for all integers �, the module F�H n. f / is locally finite
free on S. Along the way we make use of item 2. Specifically, since F0H n. f / D
H n. f /, we see that H n. f / is a locally finite free module (i.e., in the terminology
of Definition 1.7.9, a vector bundle) on S. Moreover, for all integers � and � such
that � � �, there exists a short exact sequence

0 �! F�=F� �! F��1=F� �! F��1=F� �! 0;

where we write F� as a shorthand for F�H n. f /. Therefore, we see, using
descending induction on �, that for all integers � and all integers � such that � � �
the quotient F�=F� is a locally finite free module on S. Specifically, we see that
for all integers �, the quotient H n. f /=F�H n. f / is a locally finite free module on
S. Thus, we conclude that F�H n. f / is a vector subbundle of H n. f / on S for all
integers �.

For the time being, fix an arbitrary element s of S. Then by item 3 and Proposi-
tion 1.8.9 we deduce that, for all integers �, there exists a (unique) isomorphism �Xs

such that the diagram in Eq. (1.64), where we replace t by s, commutes in Mod.C/.
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As the base change commutes with taking stupid filtrations, the following diagram
has exact rows and commutes in Mod.C/ for all integers �:

Therefore, using a descending induction on � starting at � D n C 1 together with
item 4 and the “short five lemma,” we infer that, for all � 2 Z, the base change map
�
�;n
f ;s is an isomorphism in Mod.C/. Specifically, since �0;nf ;s D �n

f ;s, we see that the
de Rham base change map �n

f ;s is an isomorphism in Mod.C/.
Abandon the fixation of s and define a Z-sequence Q by putting, for any � 2 Z,

Q � WD 
n
Xt
.�D�˝�

Xt
/ ı  �Xt

:

Let p be an integer. Then defining ˛ and ˇ according to Eq. (1.73), the commutativ-
ity of the diagram in Eq. (1.65) is implied by Theorem 1.8.8. ut
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Chapter 2
Degeneration of the Frölicher Spectral Sequence

2.1 Problem Description

Let X be a compact, Kähler type complex manifold. Then classical Hodge theory
tells us that the Frölicher spectral sequence of X degenerates at sheet 1—namely, as
a spectral sequence in Mod.C/; see [8, p. 176]. In particular, this means that, for all
integers p and q, there exists an isomorphism

Hq.X;˝p
X/ �! FpH pCq.X/=FpC1H pCq.X/

in Mod.C/. Next to the degeneration of the Frölicher spectral sequence, we know
that the so-called Hodge symmetry holds; that is, we have

Hq.X;˝p
X/ Š Hp.X;˝q

X/ (2.1)

as complex vector spaces for all integers p and q; cf. [9, p. 116].
When we drop the assumption that X be a complex manifold and require X to

be merely a complex space, these results break down. Note that we do have a well-
established generalization of the Kähler property to arbitrary complex spaces [7, 12].
Requiring that X be reduced, or normal, or otherwise nicely singular, does not help
to uphold the overall degeneration of the Frölicher spectral sequence of X. Luckily,
T. Ohsawa [13] provides a partial remedy. His trick is to pass back from the possibly
singular world to the nonsingular world by cutting away the singular points of X.
This cutting, however, makes the spectral sequence lose entries of degeneration.

Theorem 2.1.1 Let X be a compact, pure dimensional complex space of Kähler
type, A a closed analytic subset of X such that Sing.X/ � A. Then the Frölicher
spectral sequence of X n A degenerates in the entries

I WD f.p; q/ 2 Z � Z W pC qC 2 � codim.A;X/g (2.2)

© Springer International Publishing Switzerland 2015
T. Kirschner, Period Mappings with Applications to Symplectic Complex Spaces,
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at sheet 1 in Mod.C/. Moreover, for all .p; q/ 2 I, Eq. (2.1) holds in Mod.C/ for
X n A in place of X.

Theorem 2.1.1 can be seen as a generalization of the entire degeneration of the
Frölicher spectral sequence for compact, Kähler type manifolds. Indeed, when X
is a complex manifold, say connected, so that X becomes pure dimensional, then
A D ; is a closed analytic subset of X such that Sing.X/ � A. Moreover, the set in
Eq. (2.2) equals Z�Z, for the codimension of the empty set inside X equals1. So,
we receive back the classical degeneration theorem, as well as the classical Hodge
symmetry.

In the manifold cosmos, the degeneration of the Frölicher spectral sequence has
a so-called “relative” analogue; that is, instead of a single complex manifold X,
you consider a family of complex manifolds. In technical terms, let f W X ! S
be a proper, submersive morphism of complex manifolds such that, for all s 2 S,
the fiber Xs of f over s is of Kähler type. Then the Frölicher spectral sequence of f
degenerates at sheet 1—namely, as a spectral sequence in Mod.S/ [14]. Observe that
the original result about X alone is contained as a special case, for you can take S D e
with f W X ! e being the canonical morphism, where e denotes the distinguished
one-point complex space. Note that when X is compact, then f W X ! e is proper.
In addition, the fiber of f W X ! e over the single element 0 2 e is isomorphic to X
itself. Besides, the Frölicher spectral sequence of f W X ! e corresponds canonically
to the Frölicher spectral sequence of X, just as sheaves of modules on e correspond
canonically to modules over C.

The whole point of this chapter is to find and prove relative analogues of
Ohsawa’s Theorem 2.1.1. Thus, instead of a compact complex space X we might
want to consider a proper morphism f W X ! S of complex spaces. In passing from
the “absolute” to the relative situation, when X was a manifold, the smoothness of
X has translated as the submersiveness of f W X ! S. So, the natural singular locus
of f to look at should be the set of points of X at which f is not submersive. The
Kähler condition can be imposed fiberwise for f W X ! S—at least, in a first naive
approach. The pure dimensionality of X might be translated as f W X ! S being
equidimensional—that is, the function on X given by the assignment

x 7�! dimx.Xf .x//

is constant. The codimension condition in Eq. (2.2) should be replaced by something
like a relative (i.e., fiberwise) codimension condition. Taking all this into account,
we arrive at the following guiding problem.

Problem 2.1.2 Let f W X ! S be a proper, equidimensional morphism of complex
spaces such that, for all s 2 S, the fiber Xs of f over s is of Kähler type. Let A
be a closed analytic subset of X such that the set of points of X at which f is not
submersive is contained in A. Is it true then that, for all pairs of integers .p; q/ such
that

pC qC 2 � codim.A \ jXsj;Xs/
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holds for all s 2 S, the Frölicher spectral sequence of the restriction of f to X n A
degenerates in the entry .p; q/ at sheet 1 in Mod.S/?

The closest we get to solving Problem 2.1.2 will be Theorem 2.5.13. Concerning
the assumptions in Problem 2.1.2, we have to make several concessions. First of all,
we require f to be flat in Theorem 2.5.13. This allows us to drop the assumption
that f be equidimensional. Second of all, the fibers of f are required to be Cohen-
Macaulay. Last but not least, the space S is required to be nice (i.e., smooth). Yet,
even then, we can conclude only for pairs of integers .p; q/ satisfying

pC qC 3 � codim.A \ jXsj;Xs/

for all s 2 S that the Frölicher spectral sequence of f jXnA degenerates in the entry
.p; q/ at sheet 1. The degeneration in the critical entries .p; q/, where

pC qC 2 D codim.A \ jXsj;Xs/

holds for some elements s 2 S, remains subject to another condition.

2.2 Coherence of Direct Image Sheaves

Eventually, we shall look at a proper morphism f W X ! S of complex spaces
together with a closed analytic subset A � X such that the restriction g of f to X n A
is submersive. Our goal is to prove the coherence of the Hodge module H p;q.g/ D
Rqg�.˝p

g / subject to a condition that relates q to the codimension of A inside X. We
stipulate that S be Cohen-Macaulay for that matter.

To begin with, let me review some elements of the theory of the sheaves of local
cohomology.

Definition 2.2.1 Let X be a topological space (resp. a ringed space, or a complex
space), A a closed subset of X. We denote by

�A.X;�/ W Ab.X/ �! Ab.X/ .resp. Mod.X/ �! Mod.X//

the sheaf of sections with support functor for A on X.
Explicitly, for any abelian sheaf (resp. sheaf of modules) F on X, we define

�A.X;F/ to be the abelian subsheaf (resp. subsheaf of modules) of F on X such
that, for all open subsets U of X, the set .�A.X;F//.U/ comprises precisely those
elements of F.U/ which are sent to the zero element of the module F.U n A/ by the
restriction mapping F.U/! F.U n A/.

Definition 2.2.2 In the situation of Definition 2.2.1, note that the functor �A.X;�/
is additive as well as left exact. Let n be an integer. We write

Hn
A.X;�/ W Ab.X/ �! Ab.X/ .resp. Mod.X/ �! Mod.X//
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for the nth right derived functor (see Definition theorem A.3.8) of �A.X;�/. This is
called the nth sheaf of local cohomology functor for A on X.

Proposition 2.2.3 Let X be a topological space (resp. a ringed space, or a complex
space), A a closed subset of X. Write i W X n A ! X for the inclusion morphism.
Then, for all abelian sheaves (resp. sheaves of modules) F on X, there exists an
exact sequence in Ab.X/ (resp. Mod.X/),

0 �! H0
A.X;F/ �! F �! R0i�.i�.F// �! H1

A.X;F/ �! 0:

On top of that, for all integers q � 1, we have

Rqi�.i�.F// Š HqC1
A .X;F/:

Proof For the topological space case see [1, II, Corollary 1.10]. The case of ringed
spaces is proven along the exact same lines. The case of complex spaces is a mere
subcase of the latter. ut
Lemma 2.2.4 Let X be a ringed space.

1. For all morphisms � W F ! G in Mod.X/ such that F and G are coherent on X,
both ker.�/ and coker.�/ are coherent on X.

2. For all short exact sequences

0 �! F �! G �! H �! 0

in Mod.X/, when F and H are coherent on X, then G is coherent on X.

Proof See [15, I, §2, Théorème 1 and Théorème 2]. ut
Corollary 2.2.5 Let X be a ringed space, A a closed subset of X, and F a coherent
module on X. Then, for all n 2 Z, the following are equivalent:

1. For all q 2 Z such that q � n, the module Rqi�.i�.F// is coherent on X.
2. For all q 2 Z such that q � nC 1, the module Hq

A.X;F/ is coherent on X.

Proof This is clear from Proposition 2.2.3 and Lemma 2.2.4. ut
Next, we relate the coherence of the sheaves of local cohomology associated to

a given module to the depth of this module.

Definition 2.2.6

1. Let A be a commutative ring, I an ideal of A, and M an A-module. Then

profA.I;M/ WD supfn 2 N [ f!g W .8N 2 T/.8i < n/ExtiA.N;M/ D 0g;
(2.3)

where T denotes the class of all finite type A-modules for which there exists a
natural number m such that ImN D 0. Note that the set in Eq. (2.3) over which
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the supremum is taken certainly contains 0, whence is nonempty. profA.I;M/ is
called the I-depth of M over A; cf. [16, Tag 00LE].

2. Let A be a commutative local ring, M an A-module. Then the depth of M over A
is

profA.M/ WD profA.m.A/;M/:

3. Let X be a complex space, or a commutative locally ringed space, x an element
of the set underlying X, and F a module on X. Then the depth of F on X at x is

profX;x.F/ WD profOX;x
.Fx/:

Proposition 2.2.7 Let A be a commutative ring, I an ideal of A.

1. For all A-modules M and M0, we have:

profA.I;M ˚M0/ D min.profA.I;M/; profA.I;M
0//:

2. For all A-modules M and all r 2 N, we have profA.I;M
˚r/ D profA.I;M/.

Proof This follows from the fact that, for all A-modules N and all i 2 N, or all
i 2 Z, the slice ExtiA.N;�/ is an additive functor from Mod.A/ to Mod.A/, hence
commutes with the formation of finite sums. ut
Definition 2.2.8 Let X be a complex space, or a commutative locally ringed space,
F a module on X, and m an integer. Then we define

Sm.X;F/ WD fx 2 X W profX;x.F/ � mg:

Sm.X;F/ is called the mth singular set of F on X.

Theorem 2.2.9 Let X be a complex space, A a closed analytic subset of X, and F a
coherent module on X. Denote by i W X n A! X the inclusion morphism. Then, for
all natural numbers n, the following are equivalent:

1. For all integers k, we have

dim.A \ SkCnC1.X n A; i�.F/// � k; (2.4)

where the bar refers to taking the topological closure in Xtop. Instead of requiring
that Eq. (2.4) hold for all integers k < 0, one might require that

A \ Sn.X n A; i�.F// D ;:

2. For all q 2 N, or q 2 Z, such that q � n, the module Hq
A.X;F/ is coherent on X.

Proof See [1, II, Theorem 4.1]. ut
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Proposition 2.2.10 Let X be a locally pure dimensional complex space, A a closed
analytic subset of X, and F a coherent module on X. Assume that,

for all x 2 X n A; profX;x.F/ D dimx.X/: (2.5)

Denote by i the inclusion morphism of complex spaces from X nA to X. Then, for all
q 2 Z such that qC 2 � codim.A;X/, the module Rqi�.i�.F// is coherent on X.

Proof Assume that X is pure dimensional. When A D ;, the morphism i is the
identity on X, hence we have R0i�.i�.F// Š F and Rqi�.i�.F// Š 0 for all integers
q ¤ 0 in Mod.X/. Thus, for all integers q, the module Rqi�.i�.F// is coherent on X.

Now assume that A ¤ ; and put n WD codim.A;X/� 1. Write Sm as a shorthand
for Sm.X n A; i�.F//. For all x 2 X n A, we have

profXnA;x.i
�.F// D profX;x.F/ D dimx.X/ D dim.X/:

Therefore, Sm D ; for all integers m such that m < dim.X/. Let k be an arbitrary
integer. When dim.A/ � k, then

dim.A \ SkCnC1/ � dim.A/ � k:

For all x 2 A, we have

dimx.A/ D dimx.X/� codimx.A;X/ � dim.X/� codim.A;X/;

which implies that

dim.A/ � dim.X/� codim.A;X/:

In turn, when k < dim.A/, we have

kC nC 1 D kC codim.A;X/ < dim.X/;

whence SkCnC1 D ;. Thus, A \ SkCnC1 D ;, and we obtain again

dim.A \ SkCnC1/ � k:

We see that item 1 of Theorem 2.2.9 holds. Hence, precisely by the contents of
Theorem 2.2.9, item 2 of Theorem 2.2.9 holds too, so that, for all integers q with
q � n, the module Hq

A.X;F/ is coherent on X. Corollary 2.2.5 implies that, for all
integers q with q C 2 � codim.A;X/ (i.e., q � n � 1), the module Rqi�.i�.F// is
coherent on X.

Abandon the assumption that X is pure dimensional. Let q be an integer such
that q C 2 � codim.A;X/. Let x 2 X be any point. Then, since X is locally pure
dimensional, there exists an open neighborhood U of x in X such that the open
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complex subspace of X induced on U is pure dimensional. Put Y WD XjU, B WD
A \ U, and G WD FjU. By what we have already proven, and the fact that

qC 2 � codim.A;X/ � codim.B;Y/;

we infer that Rqj�.j�.G// is coherent on Y, where j stands for the canonical
morphism from Y n B to Y. Since Rqi�.i�.F//jU is isomorphic to Rqj�.j�.G// in
Mod.Y/, we see that Rqi�.i�.F// is coherent on X in x. As x was an arbitrary point
of X, the module Rqi�.i�.F// is coherent on X. ut
Corollary 2.2.11 Let X be a locally pure dimensional complex space, A a closed
analytic subset of X, and F a coherent module on X. Assume that X is Cohen-
Macaulay in X n A and F is locally finite free on X in X n A. Then Rqi�.i�.F//
is a coherent module on X for all integers q satisfying qC 2 � codim.A;X/, where
i denotes the canonical immersion from X n A to X.

Proof Let x 2 X n A. As F is locally finite free on X in x, there exists a natural
number r such that Fx is isomorphic to .OX;x/

˚r in the category of OX;x-modules.
Hence, using Proposition 2.2.7, we obtain:

profX;x.F/ D profOX;x
.Fx/ D profOX;x

..OX;x/
˚r/ D profOX;x

.OX;x/

D dim.OX;x/ D dimx.X/:

As x was an arbitrary element of X n A, we see that Eq. (2.5) holds. Thus our claim
follows readily from Proposition 2.2.10. ut

The following is Grauert’s famous direct image theorem.

Theorem 2.2.12 Let f W X ! S be a proper morphism of complex spaces. Then,
for all coherent modules F on X and all integers q, the module Rqf�.F/ is coherent
on S.

Proof See the original “Hauptsatz I” [6, p. 59], or one of its subsequent adaptions
[1, III, Theorem 2.1, 8, III, §4]. ut

On the basis of Grauert’s Theorem 2.2.12, the Grothendieck spectral sequence
permits us to prove the coherence of direct image sheaves under a nonproper
morphism given that the this morphism factors through a proper one.

Proposition 2.2.13 Let f W X ! S and i W Y ! X be morphisms of complex spaces.
Let G be a module on Y and n an integer. Put g WD f ıi. Suppose that f is proper and,
for all integers q � n, the module Rqi�.G/ is coherent on X. Then, for all integers
k � n, the module Rkg�.G/ is coherent on S.

Proof We employ a fact about spectral sequences—namely, there exists a spectral
sequence E with values in Mod.S/ such that these assertions hold:
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1. for all p; q 2 Z, we have Ep;q
2 Š Rpf�.Rqi�.G//;

2. for all k 2 Z, there exists a filtration F of Rkg�.G/ such that F0 D Rkg�.G/,
FkC1 Š 0, and, for all p 2 Z, there exists r 2 N�2 such that Fp=FpC1 Š Ep;k�p

r .

Given E, I claim: For all r 2 N�2 and all p; q 2 Z, the module Ep;q
r is coherent

on S when either one of the following conditions is satisfied:

1. pC q � n.
2. There exists a natural number� � 1 such that pC q D nC�, and

q � n �
0

@
min.�;r�1/X

�D2
.r � �/

1

A ; (2.6)

where the sum appearing on the right-hand side in Eq. (2.6) is defined to equal 0
in case min.�; r � 1/ < 2.

The claim is proven by means of induction. By Theorem 2.2.12 and item 1 above,
we know that, for all p; q 2 Z such that q � n or p < 0, the module Ep;q

2 is coherent
on S. Note that in case p < 0, item 1 implies that Ep;q

2 Š 0. Let p; q 2 Z be arbitrary.
When p C q � n, then either p < 0 or q � n. Furthermore, when there exists
� 2 N�1 such that Eq. (2.6) holds for r D 2, then q � n, as the value of the sum in
Eq. (2.6) is always � 0. Hence our claim holds in case r D 2.

Now let r 2 N�2 and assume that, for all p; q 2 Z, when either p C q � n or
Eq. (2.6) holds with � D pC q� n, then Ep;q

r is coherent on S. Since E is a spectral
sequence, we know that for all p; q 2 Z,

In particular, Lemma 2.2.4 implies that, for all p; q 2 Z, when Ep�r;qCr�1
r , Ep;q

r , and
EpCr;q�rC1

r are coherent on S, then Ep;q
rC1 is coherent on S. Let p; q 2 Z be arbitrary.

When pC q � n� 1, then

.p � r/C .pC r � 1/ � pC q � .pC r/C .q � rC 1/ D pC qC 1 � n;

so that Ep�r;qCr�1
r , Ep;q

r , and EpCr;q�rC1
r are coherent on S. Consequently, Ep;q

rC1 is
coherent on S by virtue of the preceding argument.

Assume that p C q D n. In case p < 0, we know Ep;q
r Š 0, whence Ep;q

rC1 Š 0.
In particular, Ep;q

rC1 is coherent on S. When p � 0, in addition to Ep�r;qCr�1
r and Ep;q

r ,
the module EpCr;q�rC1

r is coherent on S since

.pC r/C .q � rC 1/ D pC qC 1 D nC 1

and q � r C 1 � q � n, which means that Eq. (2.6) holds for � D 1. So, Ep;q
rC1 is

coherent on S.
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Assume that � WD pC q � n � 1 and

q � n �
0

@
min.�;.rC1/�1/X

�D2
..rC 1/� �/

1

A:

When � D 1,

.p � r/C .qC r � 1/ D pC q � 1 D nC� � 1 D n;

whence Ep�r;qCr�1
r is coherent on S. When� � 2, we have .p� r/C .qC r� 1/ D

nC�0 with �0 WD � � 1. Moreover,�0 � 1 and

qC r � 1 � n �
0

@
min.�;r/�1X

�D1
.r � �/

1

AC .r � 1/ D n �
0

@
min.�0;r�1/X

�D2
.r � �/

1

A ;

whence again, Ep�r;qCr�1
r is coherent on S. Similarly, as pCq D nC�, and� � 1,

and

q � n �
0

@
min.�;r/X

�D2
.rC 1 � �/

1

A � n �
0

@
min.�;r�1/X

�D2
.r � �/

1

A ;

Ep;q
r is coherent on S. Finally, as first,

.pC r/C .q � rC 1/ D pC qC 1 D nC�00;

where�00 WD �C 1, second,�00 � 1, and third, setting m WD min.�; r/, we have

q � rC 1 � n �
 

m�1X

�D1
.r � �/

!

� .r � 1/ � n �
mC1X

�D2
.r � �/

� n �
0

@
min.�00;r�1/X

�D2
.r � �/

1

A ;

the module EpCr;q�rC1
r is coherent on S. Therefore, Ep;q

rC1 is coherent on S. This
finishes the proof of the claim.

Now let k 2 Z such that k � n. Let F be a filtration of Rkg�.G/ as in item 2.
I claim that, for all p 2 Z�kC1, the module Fp is coherent on S. Indeed, FkC1 is
isomorphic to zero in Mod.S/, whence coherent on S. Let p 2 Z�k such that FpC1
is coherent on S. Then there exists r 2 N�2 such that Fp=FpC1 Š Ep;k�p

r . Thus there
exists an exact sequence

0 �! FpC1 �! Fp �! Ep;k�p
r �! 0
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in Mod.S/. As pC .k� p/ D k � n, the module Ep;k�p
r is coherent on S by what we

have already proven. In turn, by Lemma 2.2.4, Fp is coherent on S. ut
Definition 2.2.14 Let f W X ! S be a morphism of complex spaces. We set

Sing.f / WD fx 2 X W f is not submersive at xg

and call Sing.f / the singular locus of f .

Proposition 2.2.15 Let f W X ! S be a proper morphism of complex spaces, A
a closed analytic subset of X such that Sing.f / � A. Suppose that S is Cohen-
Macaulay and X is locally pure dimensional. Denote by g the restriction of f to
X n A. Then, for all integers q such that qC 2 � codim.A;X/ and all integers p, the
Hodge module H p;q.g/ D Rqg�.˝p

g / is coherent on S.

Proof In case A D ;, we have g D f . Hence, H p;q.g/ is coherent on S for all
integers p and q by Theorem 2.2.12, for f is proper and˝p

f is coherent on X.
So, assume that A ¤ ;. Let p 2 Z be arbitrary and put n WD codim.A;X/ �

2, which makes sense now given that codim.A;X/ 2 N. Write i for the inclusion
morphism from X n A to X. Since, for all x 2 X n A, the morphism f is submersive
at x and S is Cohen-Macaulay in f .x/, we see that X is Cohen-Macaulay in X n
A. Moreover, ˝p

f is coherent on X and locally finite free on X in X n A. Thus by
Corollary 2.2.11, the module Rqi�.i�.˝p

f // is coherent on X for all integers q such
that q � n. As i�.˝p

f / is isomorphic to ˝p
g in Mod.Y/, we deduce that Rqi�.˝p

g/ is
coherent on X for all integers q such that q � n. Therefore, our claim is implied by
Proposition 2.2.13. ut

2.3 The Infinitesimal Lifting of the Degeneration

In this section we consider a morphism of complex spaces f W X ! S together with
a point t 2 S. For the most partr, we shall assume f to be submersive at the points
of f �1.ftg/. We are interested in the degeneration behavior of the Frölicher spectral
sequences of the infinitesimal neighborhoods of the morphism f with respect to the
closed analytic subsets f �1.ftg/ � X and ftg � S.

Our main result—namely, Theorem 2.3.9, of which I have found no other
account in the literature—asserts that if the Frölicher spectral sequence of the zeroth
infinitesimal neighborhood of f degenerates in the entries of a certain total degree
n 2 Z, then the Frölicher spectral sequence of any infinitesimal neighborhood of f
degenerates in the entries of total degree n. The proof of Theorem 2.3.9 proceeds by
induction on the order of the infinitesimal neighborhood, which is why we call this
method the “infinitesimal lifting of the degeneration”.

Notation 2.3.1 Let f W X ! S be a morphism of complex spaces and t 2 S. We
set S0 WD ftg and X0 WD f �1.S0/ (set-theoretically, for now) and write I and J
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for the ideals of X0 and S0 on X and S, respectively. For any natural number m, we
define Xm (resp. Sm) to be the mth infinitesimal neighborhood of X0 (resp. S0) in X
(resp. S) [8, p. 32]. In other words, Xm (resp. Sm) is the closed complex subspace of
X (resp. S) defined by the ideal I mC1 (resp. J mC1). We write im W Xm ! X (resp.
bm W Sm ! S) for the induced canonical morphism of complex spaces. Moreover,
we let fm W Xm ! Sm signify the unique morphism of complex spaces satisfying
f ı im D bm ı fm—that is, making the diagram

(2.7)

commute in the category of complex spaces.
When l is a natural number such that l � m, then we denote by il;m W Xl ! Xm

the unique morphism of complex spaces satisfying im ı il;m D il. Similarly, we
denote by bl;m W Sl ! Sm the unique morphism of complex spaces which satisfies
bm ı bl;m D bl. Given this notation, we deduce that the diagram

(2.8)

commutes in the category of complex spaces.
When l and m are as above and n, p, and q are integers, we denote by

�n
m WH n.fm/ �!H n.f /; �n

l;m WH n.fm/ �!H n.fl/;

�p;n
m W FpH n.fm/ �! FpH n.f /; �

p;n
l;m W FpH n.fm/ �! FpH n.fl/;

ˇp;q
m WH p;q.fm/ �!H p;q.f /; ˇ

p;q
l;m WH p;q.fm/ �!H p;q.fl/

the de Rham base change maps in degree n, the filtered de Rham base change maps
in bidegree .p; n/, and the Hodge base change maps in bidegree .p; q/ associated
respectively to the commutative squares in Eqs. (2.7) and (2.8); see Appendix B.1.

In order to prove Theorem 2.3.9, we observe, to begin with, that the algebraic
de Rham module H n.fm/ of our infinitesimal neighborhood fm W Xm ! Sm (here
we speak in terms of Notation 2.3.1) is, for all n 2 Z and all m 2 N, free and
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“compatible with base change.” Note that even though you gain information about
the algebraic de Rham module H n.fm/ as a consequence of Theorem 2.3.9, it is
crucial to actually establish this information beforehand. The key lies the following
sort of universal coefficient, or topological base change, theorem.

Lemma 2.3.2 Let f W X ! S be a morphism of topological spaces and � W B ! A
a morphism of commutative sheaves of rings on S. Let

f A W .X; f �A/ �! .S;A/ .resp. f B W .X; f �B/ �! .S;B//

be the morphism of ringed spaces given by f and the adjunction morphism A !
f�f �A (resp. B! f�f �B). Moreover, let

u W .X; f �A/ �! .X; f �B/ .resp. w W .S;A/ �! .S;B//

be the morphism of ringed spaces given by idjXj and f �.�/ (resp. idjSj and �). Then
the following diagram commutes in the category of ringed spaces:

(2.9)

Furthermore, when � makes A into a locally finite free B-module on S, then, for all
integers n, the morphism

ˇn W w�.Rnf B� .f �B// �! Rnf A� .f �A/;

which is obtained from f �.�/ W f �B ! f �A by means of Construction B.1.4 with
respect to the square in Eq. (2.9), is an isomorphism of A-modules on S.

Proof It is clear that the diagram in Eq. (2.9) commutes in the category of ringed
spaces. Now fix an integer n. Consider the nth projection morphism relative f B,
denoted n

f B , which is a natural transformation between certain functors going
from Mod.S;B/�Mod.X; f �B/ to Mod.S;B/; see Construction 1.4.14. By Proposi-
tion 1.4.15, we know that, for all f �B-modules F on X, the projection morphism

n
f B.A;F/ W A˝.S;B/ Rnf B� .F/ �! Rnf B� ..f B/�A˝.X;f �B/ F/

is an isomorphism of B-modules on S given that A is a locally finite free module on
.S;B/. Therefore, writing

� W .f B/�A˝.X;f �B/ f �B D f �A˝.X;f �B/ f �B �! f �A
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for the canonical isomorphism of modules on .X; f �B/ (which is nothing but the
right tensor unit for f �A on .X; f �B/), we see that

Rnf B� .�/ ı n
f B .A; f

�B/ W A˝.S;B/ Rnf B� .f �B/ �! Rnf B� .f �A/

is an isomorphism of modules on .S;B/, too. Composing the latter morphism further
with the base change

Rnf B� .f �A/ �! w�.Rnf A� .f �A//

yields yet another isomorphism of modules on .S;B/,

A˝.S;B/ Rnf B� .f �B/ �! w�.Rnf A� .f �A//;

which can be seen to equal w�.ˇn/. I omit the verification of this very last assertion.
Since the functor w� W Mod.S;A/! Mod.S;B/ is faithful, we deduce that ˇn is an
isomorphism of modules on .S;A/. ut
Proposition 2.3.3 Let f W X ! S be a morphism of complex spaces and t 2 S such
that f is submersive in f �1.ftg/. Adopt Notation 2.3.1 and let n and m be an integer
and a natural number, respectively.

1. The algebraic de Rham module H n.fm/ is free on Sm.
2. For all l 2 N such that l � m, the de Rham base change map

�n
l;m W b�

l;m.H
n.fm// �!H n.fl/

is an isomorphism in Mod.Sl/.

Proof Item 1. By abuse of notation, we write X0 (resp. S0) also for the topological
space induced on X0 (resp. S0) by Xtop (resp. S>). We write f 0 W X0 ! S0 for the
corresponding morphism of topological spaces. Fix some natural number k. Set
B WD CS0 and Ak WD OSk , and write �k W B ! Ak for the morphism of sheaves
of rings on S0 which is induced by the structural morphism Sk ! e of the complex
space Sk. Define morphisms of ringed spaces

f 0Ak W .X0; f 0�Ak/ �! .S0;Ak/; uk W .X0; f 0�Ak/ �! .X0; f 0�B/;

f 0B W .X0; f 0�B/ �! .S0;B/; wk W .S0;Ak/ �! .S0;B/

just as in Lemma 2.3.2—here for f 0 W X0 ! S0 in place of f W X ! S and �k W B! Ak

in place of � W B ! A. Observe that f 0 D .fk/top and thus f 0� D f �1
k and f 0Ak D fk.

Therefore, by Lemma 2.3.2, as �k makes Ak into a finite free B-module on S0, there
exists an isomorphism

ˇk W w�
k .R

nf 0B� .f 0�B// �! Rnf 0Ak� .f 0�Ak/ D Rnfk�.f �1
k OSk/

of Ak-modules on S0.
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Since the morphism of complex spaces f W X ! S is submersive in f �1.ftg/, we
see that the morphism of complex spaces fk W Xk ! Sk is submersive. In conse-
quence, the canonical morphism f �1

k OSk ! N̋ �
fk

in KC.Xk/ is a quasiisomorphism.
Hence, the induced morphism

Rnfk�.f �1
k OSk/ �! Rnfk�. N̋ �

fk/ DH n.fk/

is an isomorphism in Mod.Sk/. Since Rnf 0B� .f 0�B/ is clearly free on .S0;B/, whence
w�

k .R
nf 0B� .f 0�B// is free on .S0;Ak/, this shows that H n.fk/ is free on Sk.

Item 2. Let l 2 N such that l � m. Define

il;m W .X0; f 0�Al/ �! .X0; f 0�Am/

to be the morphism of ringed spaces given by idX0 and the image of the canonical
morphism Am ! Al of sheaves of rings on S0 under the functor f 0�. Then evidently,
the diagram

(2.10)

commutes in the category of ringed spaces, and we have

um ı il;m D ul and wm ı bl;m D wl:

Define

ˇl;m W b�
l;m.R

nfm�.f �1
m OSm// �! Rnfl�.f �1

l OSl/

to be the base change in degree n with respect to the left-hand square in Eq. (2.10)
induced by the canonical morphism f 0�Am ! f 0�Al of sheaves on X0; see Con-
struction B.1.4. Then, by the associativity of base changes, the following diagram
commutes in Mod.Sl/:
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Since ˇl and ˇm are isomorphisms (by Lemma 2.3.2; see above), we infer that ˇl;m

is an isomorphism. By the functoriality of the morphisms f �1OS ! N̋ �
f in terms of

f , we know that the following diagram of complexes of modules commutes:

Therefore, due to the functoriality of Construction B.1.8, with respect to a fixed
square, the following diagram commutes in Mod.Sl/:

Here, the lower horizontal arrow is, by definition, nothing but the de Rham base
change map

�n
l;m W b�

l;m.H
n.fm// �!H n.fl/:

Hence, the latter is an isomorphism, which was to be demonstrated. ut
The upcoming series of results paves the way for the proof of Theorem 2.3.9.

Proposition 2.3.4 and Lemma 2.3.5 are rather general (we include them here for lack
of good references), whereas Proposition 2.3.6 and Lemma 2.3.7 are more specific
and fitted to our Notation 2.3.1 of infinitesimal neighborhoods. Lemma 2.3.8 recalls
a result that is closely related to Nakayama’s Lemma.

Proposition 2.3.4 Let X be a ringed space, I an ideal on X, and m a natural number.
Then, for all locally finite free modules F on X, the canonical morphism of sheaves

Im=ImC1 ˝X F �! ImF=ImC1F (2.11)

is an isomorphism in Mod.X/, or else an isomorphism in Mod.Xtop;OX=I/ when
you adjust the scalar multiplications of the modules in Eq. (2.11) appropriately.

Proof Frist of all, you observe that the associations

F 7�! Im=ImC1 ˝X F and F 7�! ImF=ImC1F;
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where F runs through the modules on X, are the object functions of certain additive
functors from Mod.X/ to Mod.X/, or else from Mod.X/ to Mod.Xtop;OX=I/. The
morphism in Eq. (2.11) may be defined for all modules F on X. As such it makes up
a natural transformation between the mentioned functors.

When F D OX , Eq. (2.11) is clearly an isomorphism in Mod.X/, or else
in Mod.Xtop;OX=I/. Thus, by means of “abstract nonsense,” Eq. (2.11) is an
isomorphism for all finite free modules F on X. When F is only locally finite free on
X, you conclude restricting X, I, and F to open subsets U of X over which F is finite
free. This works as the morphism in Eq. (2.11) is, in an obvious way, compatible
with the restriction to open subspaces. ut
Lemma 2.3.5 Let

(2.12)

be a pullback square in the category of ringed spaces such that f is flat at points
coming from u and w] W w�1OS ! OT is a surjective morphism of sheaves of rings
on Ttop. Denote by I (resp. J ) the ideal sheaf which is the kernel of the morphism
of rings u] W u�1OX ! OY on Ytop (resp. w] W w�1OS ! OT on Ttop). Then, for all
m 2 N, the canonical morphism

.u�1OX=I /˝.Ytop;g�1.w�1OS=J // g�1.J m=J mC1/ �! I m=I mC1 (2.13)

is an isomorphism of .u�1OX/=I -modules on Ytop.

Proof We formulate a sublemma. Let

be a pushout square in the category of commutative rings such that � W B ! B0 is
surjective and � makes A into a flat B-module. Denote by I (resp. J) the kernel of
� W A! A0 (resp. � W B! B0). Then, for all m 2 N, the canonical map

A=I ˝B=J Jm=JmC1 �! Im=ImC1
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is a bijection. This assertion can be proven by verifying inductively that, for all
m 2 N, the canonical maps A ˝B Jm ! Im and A ˝B .Jm=JmC1/ ! Im=ImC1 are
bijective. I omit the corresponding details.

In order to prove the actual lemma, let y be an arbitrary element of Y and m a
natural number. Then the image of the morphism in Eq. (2.13) under the stalk-at-y
functor on Ytop is easily seen to be isomorphic, over the canonical isomorphism of
rings ..u�1OX/=I /y ! OX;x=I, to the canonical map

OX;x=I ˝OS;s=J Jm=JmC1 �! Im=ImC1; (2.14)

where x WD u.y/, t WD g.y/, s WD f .x/ D w.t/, and I (resp. J) denotes the kernel of
u]y W OX;x ! OY;y (resp. w]t W OS;s ! OT;t). Now since the diagram in Eq. (2.12) is a
pullback square in the category of ringed spaces, we know that

is a pushout square in the category of commutative rings. Therefore, the map in
Eq. (2.14) is bijective according to the sublemma. As y 2 Y was arbitrary, we
conclude that Eq. (2.13) is an isomorphism of sheaves on Ytop. ut
Proposition 2.3.6 Assume we are in the situation of Notation 2.3.1. Let F0 be a
locally finite free module on .X0; i�OX/. Assume that f is flat along f �1.ftg/ and
denote by H the Hilbert function of the local ring OS;t . Define I to be the ideal on
.X0; i�OX/ which is given as the kernel of the morphism

.i0/
] W i�OX D i�10 OX �! OX0

of sheaves of rings on X0 D .X0/top. Then, for all m 2 N, we have

ImF0=ImC1F0 Š .F0=IF0/˚H.m/

as .i�OX/=I-modules on X0.

Proof Let m be a natural number. As F0 is a locally finite free module on the ringed
space .X0; i�OX/, the canonical morphism

Im=ImC1 ˝.X0;i�OX/ F0 �! ImF0=ImC1F0

of .i�OX/=I-modules on X0 is an isomorphism by Proposition 2.3.4. Set

b WD .b0/top W S0 D .S0/top �! Stop;
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and define J to be the ideal on .S0; b�OS/ which is the kernel of the morphism

.b0/
] W b�OS D b�1

0 OS �! OS0 :

Then by Proposition 2.3.5, for f was assumed to be flat in f �1.ftg/, the canonical
morphism

..i�OX/=I/˝.X0;f 0�..b�OS/=J// f 0�.Jm=JmC1/ �! Im=ImC1 (2.15)

is an isomorphism of .i�OX/=I-modules on X0. Since the local, or “idealized,” rings
.b�OS; J/ and .OS;t;m/ are isomorphic, Jm=JmC1 is isomorphic to ..b�OS/=J/˚H.m/

as a module on .S0; .b�OS/=J/. Therefore, by means of the isomorphism in
Eq. (2.15),

Im=ImC1 Š ..i�OX/=I/˚H.m/

as a module on .X0; i�OX=I/. Yet this implies that we have

Im=ImC1 ˝.X0;i�OX/ F0 Š ..i�OX=I/˝.X0;i�OX/ F0/˚H.m/ Š .F0=IF0/˚H.m/

in the category of .i�OX/=I-modules on X0. ut
Lemma 2.3.7 Assume we are in the situation of Notation 2.3.1 with f submersive
in f �1.ftg/. Denote by H the Hilbert function of the local ring OS;t . Then, for all
p; q 2 Z and all m 2 N, there exists ˛p;q

m such that

(2.16)

is an exact sequence in Mod.SmC1/, where the first and the last of the modules in
Eq. (2.16) need to be regarded respectively as modules on SmC1 via the canonical
morphisms of rings OSmC1

! OS0 and OSmC1
! OSm on S0.

Proof Let p; q 2 Z and m 2 N. Moreover, let k 2 N. Then the diagram

(2.17)

commutes in the category of complex spaces (see Notation 2.3.1) and thus induces
a morphism i�k .˝

p
f / ! ˝

p
fk

of modules on Xk, which is nothing but the i�k -ik�-
adjoint of the usual pullback of p-differentials˝p

f ! ik�.˝
p
fk
/. Since Eq. (2.17) is a

pullback square, the mentioned morphism i�k .˝
p
f /! ˝

p
fk

is, in fact, an isomorphism
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in Mod.Xk/. Now define I as in Proposition 2.3.6. Then .ik/] W i�OX ! OXk

factors uniquely through the quotient morphism i�OX ! .i�OX/=IkC1 to yield an
isomorphism .i�OX/=IkC1 ! OSk of rings on X0. In consequence, we obtain an
isomorphism of sheaves on X0,

..i�OX/=IkC1/˝.X0;i�OX/ i�.˝p
f / �! OXk ˝.X0;i�OX/ i�.˝p

f / D i�k .˝
p
f /:

Precomposing with the canonical morphism

F0=IkC1F0 �! ..i�OX/=IkC1/˝.X0;i�OX/ F0

of .i�OX/=IkC1-modules on X0, for F0 WD i�.˝p
f /, and composing with the already

mentioned i�k .˝
p
f /! ˝

p
fk

, we arrive at an isomorphism of modules on X0,

˛k W F0=IkC1F0 �! ˝
p
fk

over the isomorphism of rings i�OX=IkC1! OXk .
Since f is submersive in f �1.ftg/ D X0, the module ˝p

f is locally finite free on
X in X0. Consequently, F0 is a locally finite free module on .X0; i�OX/. Hence, by
Proposition 2.3.6, there exists an isomorphism

 W .F0=IF0/˚H.mC1/ �! ImC1F0=ImC2F0

of .i�OX/=I-modules on X0. Consider the following sequence of morphisms of
sheaves on X0:

.˝
p
f0
/˚H.mC1/ .˛�1

0 /˚H.mC1/

���������! .F0=IF0/˚H.mC1/  �! ImC1F0=ImC2F0

�! F0=ImC2F0 ˛mC1���! ˝
p
fmC1

; (2.18)

where the unlabeled arrow stands for the morphism obtained from the inclusion
morphism ImC1F0 ! F0 by quotienting out ImC2F0. Then, when ˝p

f0
is regarded as

an OXmC1
-module on X0 via the canonical morphism of sheaves of rings OXmC1

!
OX0 , the composition of sheaf maps in Eq. (2.18) is a morphism of sheaves of OXmC1

-
modules on X0. This is due to the fact that the following diagram of canonical
morphisms of sheaves of rings on X0 commutes:
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We define ˛p;q
m to be the composition of the following sheaf maps on S0:

.H p;q.f0//
˚H.mC1/ D .Rqf0�.˝

p
f0
//˚H.mC1/ �! Rqf0�..˝

p
f0
/˚H.mC1//

�! RqfmC1�..˝
p
f0
/˚H.mC1// �! RqfmC1�.˝

p
fmC1

/;

where the last arrow signifies the image of the composition in Eq. (2.18) under the
functor RqfmC1� (viewed as a functor from Mod.XmC1/ to Mod.SmC1/).

We show that, given this definition of ˛p;q
m , the sequence in Eq. (2.16) constitutes

an exact sequence in Mod.SmC1/. For that matter, consider the pullback of p-
differentials˝p

fmC1
! ˝

p
fm

associated to the square in Eq. (2.8) with l and m replaced
by m and mC1, respectively. Then the following diagram commutes in Mod.XmC1/:

(2.19)

In addition, the following sequence is exact in Mod.XmC1/:

0 �! ImC1F0=ImC2F0 �! F0=ImC2F0 �! F0=ImC1F0 �! 0:

Thus, as the diagram in Eq. (2.19) commutes in Mod.XmC1/, the vertical arrows
being isomorphisms, the sequence

0 �! ImC1F0=ImC2F0 �! ˝
p
fmC1
�! ˝

p
fm
�! 0;

where the second arrow denotes the composition of the canonical morphism

ImC1F0=ImC2F0 �! F0=ImC2F0

and ˛mC1, is exact in Mod.XmC1/. Therefore, applying the functor RqfmC1�, we
obtain an exact sequence in Mod.SmC1/,

RqfmC1�.ImC1F0=ImC2F0/ �!H p;q.fmC1/ �! RqfmC1�.˝
p
fm
/: (2.20)

Now by the definition of ˛p;q
m , there exists an isomorphism

.H p;q.f0//
˚H.mC1/ �! RqfmC1�.ImC1F0=ImC2F0/

of modules on SmC1 such that ˛p;q
m equals the composition of it and the first arrow in

Eq. (2.20). Likewise, by the definition of the Hodge base change map, there exists
an isomorphism

RqfmC1�.˝
p
fm
/ �!H p;q.fm/
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(over bm;mC1) such that ˇp;q
m;mC1 equals the composition of the second arrow in

Eq. (2.20) and this. Hence, the sequence in Eq. (2.16) is exact. ut
Lemma 2.3.8 Let A be a commutative local ring with maximal ideal m. Let E be
a finite, projective A-module, r a natural number, and x an r-tuple of elements of E
such that 
 ı x is an ordered A=m-basis for E=mE, where 
 W E ! E=mE denotes
the residue class map. Then x is an ordered A-basis for E.

Proof See [10, X, Theorem 4.4]. ut
Theorem 2.3.9 Let f W X ! S be a morphism of complex spaces, t 2 S such that f
is submersive in f �1.ftg/. Let n be an integer and

Dn D f.�; �/ 2 Z � Z W � C � D ng:

Adopt Notation 2.3.1 and assume that the Frölicher spectral sequence of X0
degenerates in the entries Dn at sheet 1 in Mod.C/. Moreover, assume that, for
all .p; q/ 2 Dn, the module H p;q.X0/ is of finite type over C.

Then, for all p 2 Z, we have

bp D
nX

�Dp

h�;n��; (2.21)

where

h�;� WD dimC.H
�;�.X0//; bp WD dimC.F

pH n.X0//:

Moreover, for all m 2 N, the following assertions hold:

1. The Frölicher spectral sequence of fm degenerates in Dn at sheet 1 in Mod.Sm/.
2. For all p 2 Z, the modules H p;n�p.fm/ and FpH n.fm/ are free of ranks hp;n�p

and bp on Sm, respectively.
3. For all p 2 Z and all l 2 N such that l � m, the base change maps

ˇ
p;n�p
l;m W b�

l;m.H
p;n�p.fm// �!H p;n�p.fl/

and

�
p;n
l;m W b�

l;m.F
pH n.fm// �! FpH n.fl/

are isomorphisms in Mod.Sl/.

Proof Let p be an integer. When p � n C 1, we have FpH n.X0/ Š 0 in Mod.C/
and thus bp D 0, so that Eq. (2.21) holds. For arbitrary p, Eq. (2.21) now follows
by means of descending induction on p (starting at p D n C 1) exploiting the fact
that FpH n.X0/=FpC1H n.X0/ is isomorphic to H p;n�p.X0/ in Mod.C/ since the
Frölicher spectral sequence of X0 degenerates in .p; n � p/ at sheet 1 in Mod.C/.
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In order to prove the second part of the theorem, we use induction on m. Denote
by e the distinguished one-point complex space and by aX0 (resp. aS0) the unique
morphism of complex spaces from X0 (resp. S0) to e. Then the following diagram
commutes in An, the horizontal arrows being isomorphisms:

Hence, the Frölicher spectral sequence of aX0 , which is by definition the Frölicher
spectral sequence of X0, is isomorphic to the Frölicher spectral sequence of f0
(over aS0). So, as the Frölicher spectral sequence of X0 degenerates in the entries
Dn at sheet 1 in Mod.C/ by hypothesis, the Frölicher spectral sequence of f0
degenerates in the entries Dn at sheet 1 in Mod.S0/. This is item 1 for m D 0.
By the functoriality of the conceptions ‘H p;q’ and ‘FpH n’, we see that, for all
integers p and q, the module H p;q.X0/ (resp. FpH n.X0/) is isomorphic to H p;q.f0/
(resp. FpH n.f0/) over aS0 . Thus for all integers p, the module H p;n�p.f0/ (resp.
FpH n.f0/) is free of rank hp;n�p (resp. bp) on S0, which proves item 2 for m D 0.
Assertion item 3 is trivially fulfilled for m D 0 since l 2 N together with l � 0

implies that l D 0. Moreover, we have i0;0 D idX0 and b0;0 D idS0 . Hence,
for all p 2 Z, the morphisms ˇp;n�p

0;0 and �p;n
0;0 are respectively the identities on

H p;n�p.f0/ and FpH n.f0/ in Mod.S0/ according to the functoriality of the base
changes.

Now, let m 2 N be arbitrary and assume that items 1–3 hold. For the time being,
fix .p; q/ 2 Dn. Denote by H the Hilbert function of the local ring OS;t . Then by
Lemma 2.3.7, there exists a morphism of modules on SmC1,

˛p;q
m W .H p;q.f0//

˚H.mC1/ �!H p;q.fmC1/;

such that the three-term sequence in Eq. (2.16) is exact in Mod.SmC1/. By item 2,
H p;q.fm/ is isomorphic to .OSm/

˚hp;q
in Mod.Sm/. Therefore, H p;q.fm/ is of finite

type over C and we have

dimC.H
p;q.fm// D hp;q dimC.OSm/:

Moreover, since aS0 W S0! e is an isomorphism, item 1 yields

dimC.H
p;q.f0// D dimS0 .H

p;q.f0// D hp;q:
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The exactness of the sequence in Eq. (2.16) implies that H p;q.fmC1/ is of finite type
over C with

dimC.H
p;q.fmC1// � H.mC 1/hp;q C hp;q dimC.OSm/

D hp;q.H.mC 1/C dimC.OSm// D hp;q dimC.OSmC1
/:

(2.22)

Here we employed the fact that, for all natural numbers k, firstly, OSk is isomorphic
to OS;t=m

kC1 as a C-algebra and secondly,

dimC.OS;t=m
kC1/ D

kX

�D0
H.�/:

Denote by E the Frölicher spectral sequence of fmC1 and by dr the differential of
Er. Then Ep;q

1 is isomorphic to H p;q.fmC1/ in Mod.SmC1/. In particular, we see that
Ep;q
1 is of finite type over C. Using induction, we deduce that Ep;q

r is of finite type
over C for all natural numbers r � 1. Moreover, for all r 2 N�1, we have

dimC.E
p;q
rC1/ � dimC.E

p;q
r /;

with equality holding if and only if both dp�r;qCr�1
r and dp;q

r are zero morphisms.
Now write F D .F�/�2Z for the Hodge filtration on the algebraic de Rham module
H n.fmC1/, so that for all � 2 Z we have F� D F�H n.fmC1/. Then by the definition
of the Frölicher spectral sequence, there exists a natural number r � 1 (e.g.,
r D max.1; q C 2/) such that Ep;q

r Š Fp=FpC1 in Mod.SmC1/ and such that E
degenerates in the entry .p; q/ at sheet r in Mod.SmC1/. Hence, we conclude that

dimC.F
p=FpC1/ � dimC.H

p;q.fmC1//; (2.23)

with equality holding if and only if E degenerates in the entry .p; q/ at sheet 1 in
Mod.SmC1/.

Let us abandon our fixation of .p; q/. By item 1 of Proposition 2.3.3,H n.fmC1/ is
a finite free module on SmC1 of rank dimC.H n.X0//. Since H n.X0/ D F0H n.X0/,
we have dimC.H n.X0// D b0. Thus,

dimC.H
n.fmC1// D b0 dimC.OSmC1

/:

Besides, since F is a filtration of H n.fmC1/ (by modules on SmC1) satisfying
FnC1 D 0 as well as F0 DH n.fmC1/, we have

dimC.H
n.fmC1// D

nX

pD0
dimC.F

p=FpC1/:
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Taking all of the above into account, we obtain:

b0 dimC.OSmC1
/ D dimC.H

n.fmC1// D
nX

pD0
dimC.F

p=FpC1/

�
nX

pD0
dimC.H

p;n�p.fmC1// �
nX

pD0
.hp;n�p dimC.OSmC1

//

D
0

@
nX

pD0
hp;n�p

1

A dimC.OSmC1
/

(2.21)D b0 dimC.OSmC1
/: (2.24)

By the antisymmetry of ‘�’, equality holds everywhere in Eq. (2.24). By the strict
monotony of finite sums, we infer that, for all .p; q/ 2 Dn with 0 � p � n, we have
equality in Eq. (2.23). Yet this is possible only if E degenerates in the entry .p; q/
at sheet 1 in Mod.SmC1/. Observing that, for all .p; q/ 2 Dn with p < 0 or n < p,
the spectral sequence E degenerates in the entry .p; q/ at sheet 1 in Mod.SmC1/, for
we have Ep;q

1 Š H p;q.fmC1/ Š 0 in Mod.SmC1/ in that case, we see that we have
proven item 1 for mC 1 in place of m.

As we have equality everywhere in Eq. (2.24), we deduce that, for all .p; q/ 2 Dn,
we have equality in Eq. (2.22). Note that when p < 0 or n < p, this is clear in
advance. Equality in Eq. (2.22), however, is possible only if Eq. (2.16) constitutes
a short exact triple in Mod.C/ (or equivalently in Mod.SmC1/). I claim that, for all
p 2 Z, the base change map

�
p;n
m;mC1 W FpH n.fmC1/ �! FpH n.fm/

is an epimorphism in Mod.SmC1/. When p � n C 1, this is obvious since then,
FpH n.fm/ Š 0. Now let p 2 Z be arbitrary and assume that �pC1;n

m;mC1 is an
epimorphism. By item 1 we know that the Frölicher spectral sequence of fm
degenerates in the entry .p; n � p/ at sheet 1 in Mod.Sm/, whence by item 1
of Proposition 1.8.9 there exists one, and only one,  p

m such that the following
diagram commutes in Mod.Sm/ (as far as notation is concerned, let me refer you
to Chap. 1):

(2.25)
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Furthermore, item 2 of Proposition 1.8.9 tells us that  p
m is isomorphic to the

quotient morphism

FpH n.fm/ �! FpH n.fm/=FpC1H n.fm/:

Note that in the above diagram 
n
fm
.�Dp˝�

fm
/ is an isomorphism. Similarly, by means

of item 1 for m C 1 in place of m, we dispose of a morphism  
p
mC1. Since any

of the solid arrows in Eq. (2.25) is compatible with base change (in the obvious
sense), we infer that the following diagram commutes in Mod.SmC1/, the rows being
exact:

Here, �pC1;n
m;mC1 is an epimorphism by assumption, and ˇp;q

m;mC1 is an epimorphism
as Eq. (2.16) constitutes a short exact triple. Hence, the Five Lemma implies that
�

p;n
m;mC1 is an epimorphism. Thus, our claim follows by descending induction on p

starting at p D nC 1.
By item 3, for all integers p, the morphism

�
p;n
0;m W FpH n.fm/ �! FpH n.f0/

is an epimorphism in Mod.Sm/. By the associativity of the base change construction
we have, for all integers p,

�
p;n
0;mC1 D �p;n

0;m ı �p;n
m;mC1:

So, we see that �p;n
0;mC1 is an epimorphism in Mod.SmC1/ for all p 2 Z. Since

the ring OS0 is a field—in fact, the structural map C ! OS0 is bijective—and
hn;0; hn�1;1; : : : ; h0;n are altogether natural numbers, there exists an ordered OS0-
basis (equivalently a C-basis) e D .e�/�2b0 for H n.f0/ such that, for all p 2 N
with p � n, the restricted tuple ejbp D .e0; : : : ; ebp�1/ makes up an OS0-basis for
FpH n.f0/. By the surjectivity of the maps �p;n

0;mC1 (for varying p), there exists a
b0-tuple x D .x�/ of elements of H n.fmC1/ such that, for all p 2 N with p � n
and all � 2 bp, we have x� 2 Fp and �n

0;mC1.x�/ D e� . As pointed out before,
H n.fmC1/ is a finite free OSmC1

-module (by item 1 of Proposition 2.3.3). Write m
for the unique maximal ideal of OSmC1

, and denote by

N�n
0;mC1 WH n.fmC1/=mH n.fmC1/ �!H n.f0/
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the unique map which factors

�n
0;mC1 WH n.fmC1/ �!H n.f0/

through the evident residue map. Then by item 2 of Proposition 2.3.3, N�n
0;mC1

is an isomorphism of modules over the isomorphism of rings OSmC1
=m ! OS0

which is induced by the canonical map OSmC1
! OS0—that is, by b0;mC1 W

S0 ! SmC1. In particular, since the tuple Nx D .x�/ of residue classes obtained
from x is sent to e by N�n

0;mC1, we see that Nx constitutes an OSmC1
=m-basis for

H n.fmC1/=mH n.fmC1/. Hence by Lemma 2.3.8, x constitutes an OSmC1
-basis

for H n.fmC1/. In consequence, the tuple x, and whence any restriction of it, is
linearly independent over OSmC1

. Thus for all integers p, there exists an injective
morphism

.OSmC1
/˚bp �! FpH n.fmC1/

of OSmC1
-modules. From item 1 for m C 1 in place of m we deduce, using a

descending induction on p 2 Z�nC1 as before, that

dimC.F
pH n.fmC1// D

nX

�Dp

dimC.H
�;n��.fmC1//

for all p 2 Z. We already noted that, for all .p; q/ 2 Dn, equality holds in Eq. (2.22).
As a result, we obtain

dimC.F
pH n.fmC1// D

nX

�Dp

.h�;n�� dimC.OSmC1
// D dimC..OSmC1

/˚bp
/

for all integers p. It follows that, for all p 2 Z, any injective morphism of OSmC1
-

modules (or yet merely C-modules) from .OSmC1
/˚bp

to Fp is indeed bijective.
We deduce that, for all integers p, the module Fp is free of rank bp on SmC1.
Furthermore, for all p 2 Z, the module Fp equals the OSmC1

-span of x0; : : : ; xbp�1
in H n.fmC1/. Consequently, for all p 2 Z, the quotient module Fp=FpC1 is free
of rank bp � bpC1 D hp;n�p on SmC1. As Fp=FpC1 Š H p;n�p.fmC1/ in Mod.SmC1/
according to item 1 for mC1 in place of m, this proves item 2 for mC1 in place of m.

It remains to prove item 3 for mC 1 in place of m. Let p be an arbitrary integer.
Put q WD n � p. Then, as already established above, the Hodge base change map

ˇ
p;q
m;mC1 W b�

m;mC1.H p;q.fmC1// �!H p;q.fm/

is surjective. Since by item 2 for mC1 in place of m, the module H p;q.fmC1/ is free
of rank hp;q on SmC1, we see that b�

m;mC1.H p;q.fmC1// is free of rank hp;q on Sm. By
item 2, the module H p;q.fm/ is free of rank hp;q on Sm too. Therefore, the surjection
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ˇ
p;q
m;mC1 is a bijection. Analogously, you show that the filtered de Rham base change

map

�
p;n
m;mC1 W b�

m;mC1.FpH n.fmC1// �! FpH n.fm/

is an isomorphism in Mod.Sm/. So, we have proven item 3 for mC 1 in place of m
and l D m. In case l D m C 1 that assertion is trivial. In case l < m, the assertion
follows from the corresponding assertion for l D m combined with item 3 and the
associativity of base changes. ut

2.4 Comparison of Formal and Ordinary Direct Image
Sheaves

Notation 2.4.1 Let f W X ! S be a morphism of complex spaces, I and J finite
type ideals on X and S, respectively, such that f ] W OS ! f�.OX/ maps J into
f�.I /. Let q be an integer and F a module on X. For all natural number m set

F.m/ WD F=I mC1F

and write

˛m W F �! F.m/

for the evident quotient morphism. For natural numbers l � m, denote by

˛lm W F.m/ �! F.l/

the unique morphism such that ˛l D ˛lm ı ˛m. Note that the data of the F.m/’s and
the ˛lm’s makes up an inverse system of modules on X. More formally, this data can
be collected into a functor Nop ! Mod.X/, which we refer to as ˛.

Set

G WD Rqf�.F/

and define G.m/, ˇm, ˇlm, and ˇ in analogy with F.m/, ˛m, ˛lm, and ˛ above. Observe
that, for all natural numbers m, the morphism

Rqf�.˛m/ W Rqf�.F/ �! Rqf�.F.m//

factors uniquely through a morphism

�m W G.m/ D Rqf�.F/=J mC1Rqf�.F/ �! Rqf�.F.m//
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(via ˇm W G! G.m/). Moreover, observe that the sequence � D .�m/m2N constitutes
a natural transformation

� W ˇ �! Rqf� ı ˛

of functors from Nop to Mod.S/. In consequence, we obtain a morphism of modules
on S,

lim.�/ W lim.ˇ/ �! lim.Rqf� ı ˛/; (2.26)

where we take the limits of Nop shaped diagrams in the category Mod.S/.

Theorem 2.4.2 In the situation of Notation 2.4.1, assume that S is a complex
manifold, f is submersive, J is the ideal of a point t 2 S, and I is the ideal
of f �1.ftg/ � X. Furthermore, assume that F is locally finite free on X such that
Rqf�.F/ and RqC1f�.F/ are coherent on S. Then the morphism in Eq. (2.26) is an
isomorphism.

Proof This follows from [1, VI, Theorem 4.1(i)] using an appropriate slight
modification of [1, VI, Proposition 4.2]. Note that the morphism of Eq. (2.26) is
denoted by �q in the reference [1, p. 218]. ut
Lemma 2.4.3 For all Noetherian commutative local rings A, the canonical ring
map from A to its formal completion OA makes OA into a faithfully flat A-module.

Proof Put I WD m.A/. As A is local, I is the only maximal ideal of A. Consequently,
the Jacobson radical of A equals I. In particular, I is a subset of the Jacobson radical
of A. Hence, we are finished taking into account that item (1) implies item (3) in
[11, Theorem 8.14]. ut
Proposition 2.4.4 Let � W A ! B be a morphism of commutative rings making B
into a faithfully flat A-module. Then, for all A-modules M, the module M is flat over
A if and only if B˝A M is flat over B.

Proof See [11, Exercises to §7, 7.1]. ut
Lemma 2.4.5 Let A be a Noetherian commutative local ring and M a finitely
generated A-module. Then M is (finite) free over A if and only if OA˝A M is (finite)
free over OA.

Proof Clearly, when M is free over A, then M is finite free over A and thus OA˝A M
is finite free over OA since the tensor product distributes over direct sums and we have
OA˝A A Š OA as OA-modules.

Conversely, assume that N WD OA ˝A M is free over OA. Then N is certainly flat
over OA. By Lemma 2.4.3, the canonical morphism of rings A ! OA makes OA into
a faithfully flat A-module. Thus, by Proposition 2.4.4, the fact that N is flat over OA
implies that M is flat over A. Therefore, since M is a finitely presented A-module, M
is projective over A. Since A is local, M is free over A. ut
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Lemma 2.4.6 Let F be a functor from Nop to the category of modules.1 For k; l;m 2
N such that l � m, let F0.k/ D .Ak;Mk/ and F1.m; l/ D .�l;m; �l;m/. Assume that,
for all k 2 N, the ring Ak is commutative local and the module Mk is finite free over
Ak. Moreover, assume that, for all l;m 2 N with l � m, the map �l;m W Am ! Al is
a surjection which takes the unique maximal ideal of Am into the unique maximal
ideal of Al. Besides, the morphism of Al-modules Al ˝Am Mm ! Ml induced by �l;m

shall be an isomorphism.

1. The limit .A1;M1/ of the Nop shaped diagram F in category of modules is finite
free—that is, M1 is finite free over A1.

2. For all l 2 N, the morphism of Al-modules Al ˝A
1

M1 ! Ml induced by the
canonical projections A1 ! Al and M1 ! Ml is an isomorphism.

Proof By hypothesis, there exists r 2 N as well as an r-tuple e.0/ with values in M0

such that e.0/ is an ordered A0-basis of M0. As, for all l 2 N, the map �l;lC1 is a
surjection from MlC1 onto Ml, there exists, for all i < r, a function ei with domain
of definition N such that ei.0/ D .e.0//i and, for all k 2 N, we have ei.k/ 2 Mk, and,
for all l 2 N, we have �l;lC1.ei.lC 1// D ei.l/. It follows that ei 2 M1 for all i < r.
I claim that the r-tuple e given by the ei’s, i < r, is an ordered A1-basis for M1.

As an intermediate step we show that, for all k 2 N, the r-tuple e.k/ given
by the ei.k/’s, i < r, is an ordered Ak-basis for Mk. In fact, by hypothesis, �0;k
factors to yield an isomorphism of modules from Mk=m.Ak/Mk to M0=m.A0/M0

over the isomorphism of rings Ak=m.Ak/ ! A0=m.A0/ induced by �0;k. As e.0/ is
a basis for M0 over A0, the residue class tuple Ne.0/ is a basis for M0=m.A0/M0 over
A0=m.A0/. Therefore, the residue class tuple Ne.k/ of e.k/ is a basis for Mk=m.Ak/Mk

over Ak=m.Ak/. Thus, e.k/ is a basis for Mk over Ak by Lemma 2.3.8.
Now let x 2 M1 be arbitrary. Then, for all k 2 N, we have x.k/ 2 Mk, whence

there exists a unique vector �.k/ 2 .Ak/
r such that

X

i<r

.�.k//iei.k/ D x.k/:

Therefore, for all l;m 2 N with l � m and all i < r, we have �l;m..�
.m//i/ D .�.l//i.

Thus, for all i < r, the function �i given by �i.k/ D .�.k//i is an element of A1.
Moreover,

P
i<r �iei D x. Hence, the tuple e generates M1 over A1. Apart from

that, assume we have given an element � 2 .A1/r such that
P

i<r �iei D 0 in M1.
Then, for all k 2 N, we know that

P
i2r �i.k/ei.k/ D 0 in Mk, whence �i.k/ D 0 in

Ak for all k 2 N and i < r. That is, for all i < r, we have �i D 0 in A1. So, we have
proven item 1.

Let l 2 N. In order to prove item 2, it suffices to note that as the ei’s, for i < r,
make up an A1-basis for M1, the elements 1˝ ei make up an Al-basis for Al ˝A

1

M1. In addition, the canonical morphism Al˝A
1

M1 ! Ml maps 1˝ ei to ei.l/ D
.e.l//i for all i < r. Moreover, the tuple e.l/ is an Al-basis for Ml (see above). ut

1Here, a module is pair .A;M/ consisting of a ring A and a module M over A.
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Proposition 2.4.7 Let f W X ! S be a submersive morphism of complex spaces
with smooth base, t 2 S, and p and q integers. We adopt Notation 2.3.1. Moreover,
we set n WD pC q and write Dn for the n-diagonal in Z � Z. Assume that

1. the Frölicher spectral sequence of X0 degenerates in Dn at sheet 1 in Mod.C/;
2. for all .�; �/ 2 Dn, the module H �;�.X0/ is of finite type over C;
3. both H p;q.f / and H p;qC1.f / are coherent modules on S.

Then the following assertions hold:

1. H p;q.f / is locally finite free on S in t.
2. For all m 2 N, the Hodge base change map

ˇp;q
m W b�

m.H
p;q.f // �!H p;q.fm/ (2.27)

is an isomorphism in Mod.Sm/.

Proof Item 1. Set F WD ˝p
f . Consider the inverse system of modules given by

Rqfm�.i�m.F// �! Rqfl�.i�l .F//

for natural numbers l and m with l � m. By Theorem 2.3.9 and Lemma 2.4.6, we
know that the limit of this inverse system is a finite free bOS;t-module (of rank equal
to the dimension of H p;q.X0/ over C). By Theorem 2.4.2, the latter limit is, in the
category of bOS;t-modules, isomorphic to the completion of the stalk

.Rqf�.F//t D .H p;q.f //t

with respect to the maximal ideal of OS;t. As the stalk .H p;q.f //t is of finite type
over OS;t, its completion is isomorphic to

bOS;t ˝OS;t .H
p;q.f //t:

Thus, by Lemma 2.4.5, we see that .H p;q.f //t is a finite free module over OS;t .
Since H p;q.f / is coherent on S by assumption, we deduce that H p;q.f / is locally
finite free on S in t.

Item 2. Let m be a natural number. Then the following diagram commutes:
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Tensoring the morphism in the upper row with OSm over bOS;t , the vertical maps
become isomorphisms. Thus, the arrow in the lower row is an isomorphism. Hence,
the Hodge base change map in Eq. (2.27) is an isomorphism. ut

2.5 Compactifiable Submersive Morphisms

In what follows, we bring the upshots of Sects. 2.2–2.4 together in order to prove
Theorem 2.5.13. As I have mentioned in Sect. 2.1, Theorem 2.5.13 presents a
relative analogue of a theorem of T. Ohsawa. We do not, however, reprove Ohsawa’s
theorem. We rather employ it.

Theorem 2.5.1 Let X be a compact, locally pure dimensional complex space of
Kähler type and A a closed analytic subset of X such that Sing.X/ � A. Then the
Frölicher spectral sequence of X n A degenerates in the entries

I WD f.p; q/ 2 Z � Z W pC qC 2 � codim.A;X/g

at sheet 1 in Mod.C/. Moreover, for all .p; q/ 2 I, we have

H p;q.X n A/ ŠH q;p.X n A/

in Mod.C/.

Proof When X is pure dimensional, our assertions follow from Ohsawa’s paper [13,
Theorem 1].

When X is only locally pure dimensional, due to the compactness of X, there
exists a natural number b and a b-tuple .X˛/ of complex spaces, such that the X˛’s
are precisely the connected components of X. For all ˛ < b, we know that X˛ is
pure dimensional, so that the Frölicher spectral sequence of Y˛ WD X˛ n .A \ jX˛j/
degenerates in the entries I at sheet 1. Note that, for all ˛ < b,

I � f.p; q/ 2 Z � Z W pC qC 2 � codim.A \ jX˛j;X˛/g;

for we have

codim.A;X/ � codim.A \ jX˛j;X˛/:

Therefore, since the Frölicher spectral sequence of X n A is isomorphic to the direct
sum of the Frölicher spectral sequences of the Y˛’s, ˛ < b, it degenerates in the
entries I at sheet 1 also.

Similarly, the Hodge symmetry for X nA follows from the Hodge symmetries for
the Y˛’s. ut
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It might be interesting to understand the connection between Ohsawa’s Theo-
rem 2.5.1 and Deligne-Fujiki’s theory of mixed Hodge structures.

Problem 2.5.2 Let X and A be as in Theorem 2.5.1, n an integer such that

nC 2 � codim.A;X/:

Does the Hodge filtration .FpH n.X n A//p2Z on the algebraic de Rham module
H n.X n A/ coincide with the Hodge filtration of the mixed Hodge structure on nth
cohomology, which we have associated to the compactification X nA! X in virtue
of the works of Deligne and Fujiki [2, 3, 5]?

Proposition 2.5.3 Let f W X ! S be a flat morphism of complex spaces with locally
pure dimensional base S. Then the following are equivalent:

1. f is locally equidimensional.
2. X is locally pure dimensional.

Proof Since the morphism f is flat, Theorem 3.3.11 tells us that

dimx.X/ D dimx.Xf .x//C dimf .x/.S/ (2.28)

for all x 2 X.
By assumption, the complex space S is locally pure dimensional, so that the

function given by the assignment s 7! dims.S/ is locally constant on S. Thus, by
the continuity of f , the function given by the assignment

x 7�! dimf .x/.S/

is locally constant on X. Therefore, by Eq. (2.28), we see that the assignment

x 7�! dimx.Xf .x//

yields a locally constant function on X if and only if the assignment

x 7�! dimx.X/

does. In other words, item 1 holds if and only if item 2 holds. ut
Proposition 2.5.4 Let f W X ! Y be a morphism of complex spaces and p 2 X.
Then

dimp.X/� dimp.Xf .p// � dimf .p/.S/:

Proof See [4, 3.9, Proposition (	)]. ut
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Definition 2.5.5 Let f W X ! S be a morphism of complex spaces, A a closed
analytic subset of X. Then we define

codim.A; f / WD inffcodim.A \ jXsj;Xs/ W s 2 Sg; (2.29)

where Xs denotes the fiber of f over s. We call codim.A; f / the relative codimension
of A with respect to f . The infimum in Eq. (2.29) is taken with respect to the strict
partial order on N [ f!g which is given by the 2-relation.

Proposition 2.5.6 Let f W X ! S be a morphism of complex spaces, A a closed
analytic subset of X.

1. For all p 2 A, when f is flat at p, we have

codimp.A \ jXf .p/j;Xf .p// � codimp.A;X/:

2. When f is flat, we have

codim.A; f / � codim.A;X/:

Proof Item 1. Let p 2 A and assume that f is flat at p. Put t WD f .p/. Then we have

dimp.Xt/C dimt.S/ D dimp.X/

by Theorem 3.3.11. By abuse of notation, we denote by A also the closed analytic
subspace of X induced on A. Write i W A ! X for the corresponding inclusion
morphism, and set g WD f ı i. Then Proposition 2.5.4, applied to g, implies that

dimp.A/� dimp.At/ � dimt.S/:

Thus, we obtain

codimp.A \ jXtj;Xt/ D dimp.Xt/ � dimp.At/

� .dimp.X/� dimt.S//C .dimt.S/� dimp.A//

D codimp.A;X/:

Note that implicitly we have used that the closed complex subspace of Xt induced
on A\jXtj is isomorphic to the reduction of the complex space At, where At denotes
the fiber of g over t.

Item 2. Noticing that, by Definition 2.5.5, we have

codim.A; f / D inffcodimp.A \ jXf .p/j;Xf .p// W p 2 Ag;

the desired inequality follows immediately from item 1. ut
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Proposition 2.5.7 Let f W X ! S be a proper flat morphism of complex spaces, A
a closed analytic subset of X such that Sing.f / � A, and t 2 S. Assume that S is
smooth, f is locally equidimensional, and Xt is of Kähler type. Define g to be the
restriction of f to Y WD X n A. Then, for all pairs of integers .p; q/ such that

pC qC 2 � c WD codim.A; f /; (2.30)

but not .p; q/ D .0; c � 2/, the following assertions hold.

1. The Hodge module H p;q.g/ is locally finite free on S in t.
2. The Hodge base change map

.H p;q.g//.t/ �!H p;q.Yt/

is an isomorphism in Mod.C/.

Proof Let .p; q/ be a pair of integers as above. When p < 0, items 1 and 2 are
trivially fulfilled. So, assume that p � 0. I contend that

.qC 1/C 2 � c D codim.A; f /: (2.31)

Indeed, when p D 0, we have qC 2 � c by Eq. (2.30), but also qC 2 ¤ c, so that
qC 2 < c. When p > 0, Eq. (2.31) follows directly from Eq. (2.30).

Using Eq. (2.31) in conjunction with item 2 of Proposition 2.5.6, we obtain

qC 2 � .qC 1/C 2 � codim.A;X/:

Moreover, by Proposition 2.5.3, the complex space X is locally pure dimensional.
Thus, by Proposition 2.2.15, the modules H p;qC1.g/ and H p;q.g/ are coherent on
S.

I contend that, for all integers � and � such that � C � D p C q, the Hodge
module H �;�.Yt/ is of finite type over C. When � < 0, this is clear. When � � 0,
we have

�C 2 � � C �C 2 D pC qC 2 � c � codim.A \ jXtj;Xt/:

In addition, the complex space Xt is compact and locally pure dimensional. Thus,
H �;�.Xt n .A\ jXtj// is of finite type over C in virtue of Proposition 2.2.15. Hence,
H �;�.Yt/ is of finite type over C, for

Yt Š Xt n .A \ jXtj/

as complex spaces.
Theorem 2.5.1 implies that, for all integers � and � such that � C � D p C q,

the Frölicher spectral sequence of Yt degenerates in the entry .�; �/ at sheet 1.
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Therefore, we deduce items 1 and 2 from items 1 and 2 of Proposition 2.4.7,
respectively. ut

Naturally, the formulation of Proposition 2.5.7 begs the following question.

Problem 2.5.8 Let f , A, and t be as in Proposition 2.5.7. Define g and c accordingly.
Assume that A \ jXtj ¤ ;, so that c becomes an element of N. Do items 1 and 2 of
Proposition 2.5.7 hold for .p; q/ D .0; c � 2/?

In Proposition 2.5.7, the singularities of the fibers of f W X ! S can, in principle,
be very nasty. We show that we can improve on Proposition 2.5.7 if we presuppose
the fibers of f to be Cohen-Macaulay. This happens in Proposition 2.5.12. We supply
some preparatory material beforehand.

Proposition 2.5.9 Let X be a Cohen-Macaulay complex space, A a closed analytic
subset of X, and F a locally finite free module on X.

1. For all integers q such that qC 1 � codim.A;X/, we have H q
A.X;F/ Š 0.

2. Denote by j W X n A ! X the inclusion morphism. When 2 � codim.A;X/, the
canonical morphism

F �! R0j�.j�.F// (2.32)

of modules on X is an isomorphism. Moreover, for all integers q ¤ 0 such that
qC 2 � codim.A;X/, we have Rqj�.j�.F// Š 0.

Proof Item 1. When q is an integer such that qC 1 � codim.A;X/, we have

qC 1C dimx.A/ � dimx.X/ D dim.OX;x/ D profX;x.F/

for all x 2 A. Thus, Hq
A.X;F/ Š 0 due to [1, II, Theorem 3.6, (b)) (c)]; see also

[1, II, Corollary 3.9].
Item 2. When 2 � codim.A;X/, we deduce from item 1 that H0

A.X;F/ Š 0 and
H1

A.X;F/ Š 0. Besides, by Proposition 2.2.3, there exists an exact sequence

0 �! H0
A.X;F/ �! F

can:��! R0j�.j�.F// �! H1
A.X;F/ �! 0

of sheaves of modules on X. Thus the canonical morphism in Eq. (2.32) is an
isomorphism.

Let q be an integer ¤ 0 such that qC 2 � codim.A;X/. When q < 0, we have
Rqj�.j�.F// Š 0 in Mod.X/, trivially. When q > 0, we have

Rqj�.j�.F// Š HqC1
A .X;F/

according to Proposition 2.2.3. Yet, HqC1
A .X;F/ Š 0 by means of item 1. ut

Proposition 2.5.10 Let f W X ! S be a morphism of complex spaces, A a closed
analytic subset of X, and F a locally finite free module on X. Assume that X is Cohen-
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Macaulay. Denote by j W X n A ! X the inclusion morphism, and set g WD f ı j.
Then, for all integers q such that qC 2 � codim.A;X/, the canonical morphism

Rqf�.F/ �! Rqg�.j�.F// (2.33)

of modules on S is an isomorphism.

Proof Let q be an integer as above. When q < 0, our assertion is clear. So assume
that q � 0. Denote by E the Grothendieck spectral sequence associated to the triple

of categories and functors and the object j�.F/ of Mod.X nA/. Then, for all integers
� and �, we have

E�;�2 Š R� f�.R�j�.j�.F///

in Mod.S/. In particular, item 2 of Proposition 2.5.9 implies that E�;�2 Š 0whenever
� ¤ 0 and � C 2 � codim.A;X/. Of course, we also have E�;�2 Š 0 whenever
� < 0. Therefore, E degenerates in the entries of total degree q at sheet 1, and the
edge morphism

Rqf�.R0j�.j�.F/// �! Rq.f� ı j�/.j�.F//

is an isomorphism in Mod.S/.
Observe that f� ı j� D g�. In addition, observe that the canonical morphism in

Eq. (2.33) factors through the latter edge morphism via the morphism

Rqf�.F/ �! Rqf�.R0j�.j�.F///;

which is obtained from Eq. (2.32) by applying the functor Rqf�. By item 2 of
Proposition 2.5.9, the morphism in Eq. (2.32) is an isomorphism in Mod.X/ since

2 � qC 2 � codim.A;X/:

Hence, we conclude that Eq. (2.33) is an isomorphism in Mod.S/. ut
Proposition 2.5.11 Let f W X ! S be a proper flat morphism of complex spaces,
t 2 S such that the fiber Xt of f over t is reduced. Then the module R0f�.OX/ is
locally finite free on S in t, and the base change map

C˝OS;t .R
0f�.OX//t �! H0.Xt;OXt /

is an isomorphism of complex vector spaces.
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Proof See [1, III, Proposition 3.12]. ut
Proposition 2.5.12 Let f W X ! S be a proper flat morphism of complex spaces,
A a closed analytic subset of X such that Sing.f / � A. Assume that S is smooth
and that the fibers of f are Cohen-Macaulay and of Kähler type. Define g to be the
restriction of f to Y WD X n A. Then, for all integers p and q such that

pC qC 2 � c WD codim.A; f /; (2.34)

the following assertions hold.

1. The Hodge module H p;q.g/ is locally finite free on S.
2. For all s 2 S, the Hodge base change map

.H p;q.g//.s/ �!H p;q.Ys/

is an isomorphism in Mod.C/.

Proof Let p and q be integers satisfying Eq. (2.34). When p < 0 or q < 0, items 1
and 2 are trivially fulfilled. So, assume that both p and q are � 0. Then,

2 � pC qC 2 � codim.A; f / � codim.A;X/ � codim.Sing.X/;X/;

where we have used that

Sing.X/ � Sing.f / � A:

Moreover, given that f W X ! S is flat and fiberwise Cohen-Macaulay with a
smooth base S, the complex space X is Cohen-Macaulay. Thus, X is normal, whence
locally pure dimensional by virtue of Proposition 3.3.13. By Proposition 2.5.3, the
morphism f is locally equidimensional. Therefore, as long as .p; q/ ¤ .0; c � 2/,
items 1 and 2 are implied by the corresponding assertions of Proposition 2.5.7.

Now assume that .p; q/ D .0; c � 2/ (and still q � 0). I claim that the module
Rqf�.OX/ is locally finite free on S and compatible with base change. In case q D 0,
this follows from Proposition 2.5.11. So, be q > 0. Let s 2 S be arbitrary. Then Xs

is a Cohen-Macaulay complex space and A \ jXsj is a closed analytic subset of Xs

such that

qC 2 � codim.A; f / � codim.A \ jXsj;Xs/:

Hence, by Proposition 2.5.10—applied to aXs W Xs ! e, A \ jXsj, and OXs in place
of f , A, and F, respectively—the canonical morphism

Hq.Xs;OXs/ �! Hq.Ys;OYs/ DH 0;q.Ys/
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is an isomorphism in Mod.C/. By Theorem 2.5.1, we have

H 0;q.Ys/ ŠH q;0.Ys/:

By what we have already proven, the module H q;0.g/ is locally finite free on S and
compatible with base change. So, in particular, when we abandon our fixation of s,
the assignment

s 7�! dimC.H
q;0.Ys//

makes up a locally constant function on S. As a consequence, the assignment

s 7�! dimC.H
q.Xs;OXs//

makes up a locally constant function on S too, so that Grauert’s continuity theorem
yields my claim.

We allow q D 0 again. By Proposition 2.5.10, the canonical morphism

Rqf�.OX/ �! Rqg�.OY/

is an isomorphism in Mod.S/. Therefore, Rqg�.OY/ DH p;q.g/ is locally finite free
on S. Furthermore, by the functoriality of base changes, the diagram

commutes in the category of complex vector spaces for all s 2 S. As the left base
change in the diagram is an isomorphism, the right one is as well. ut
Theorem 2.5.13 Let f W X ! S be a proper flat morphism of complex spaces, A a
closed analytic subset of X such that Sing.f / � A. Assume that S is smooth and that
the fibers of f are Cohen-Macaulay and of Kähler type. Define g to be the restriction
of f to Y WD X n A, and denote by E the Frölicher spectral sequence of g.

1. E degenerates from behind in the entries

I WD f.p; q/ 2 Z � Z W pC qC 2 � codim.A; f /g

at sheet 1 in Mod.S/.
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2. E degenerates in the entries I at sheet 1 in Mod.S/ if and only if either A D ;,
or A ¤ ; and the canonical morphism

H n.g/ �!H 0;n.g/ (2.35)

of modules on S, where n WD codim.A; f / � 2, is an epimorphism.

Proof Item 1. Let .p; q/ 2 I and put n WD pCq. When n < 0, we know that Ep;q
1 Š 0

in Mod.S/ so that E certainly degenerates in .p; q/ at sheet 1. So, we assume n � 0.
Define K to be the kernel of the morphism of modules on S,

Rng�.i�p˝�
g / W Rng�.��p˝�

g / �! Rng�.˝�
g /:

Let t 2 S be arbitrary. Adopt Notation 2.3.1 for infinitesimal neighborhoods (for
g W Y ! S in place of f W X ! S). Fix a natural number m and write Km for the
kernel of the morphism

Rngm�.i�p˝�
gm
/ W Rngm�.��p˝�

gm
/ �! Rngm�.˝�

gm
/

of modules on Sm. Then by the functoriality of base change maps the diagram

commutes in Mod.Sm/. Thus, there exists one, and only one, ˛m rendering commu-
tative in Mod.Sm/ the following diagram:

By Theorem 2.5.1, the Frölicher spectral sequence of Y0 D Yt degenerates in the
entries of total degree n at sheet 1, so that the Frölicher spectral sequence of Ym

degenerates in the entries of total degree n at sheet 1 by means of Theorem 2.3.9
am). In particular, the Frölicher spectral sequence of Ym degenerates from behind in
.p; q/ at sheet 1. Therefore, by item 1 of Proposition 1.8.9, there exists  m such that
the diagram
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commutes in Mod.Sm/. Thus the composition of the two arrows in the bottom row
of the following diagram is zero:

(2.36)

By item 2 of Proposition 2.4.7, the Hodge base change map which is the rightmost
vertical arrow in the diagram in Eq. (2.36) is an isomorphism. Moreover, by the
functoriality of base change maps and the definition of ˛m, the diagram in Eq. (2.36)
commutes. In consequence, we see that the composition of the two arrows in the top
row of Eq. (2.36) equals zero. Since m was an arbitrary natural naumber, we deduce
that the composition of stalk maps

Kt �! .Rng�.��p˝�
g //t �! .Rng�.�Dp˝�

g //t

equals zero. As t was an arbitrary element of S, we deduce further that the
composition

K �! Rng�.��p˝�
g / �! Rng�.�Dp˝�

g /

of morphisms of sheaves of modules on S equals zero. Thus there exists  such that
the diagram

commutes in Mod.S/ and, in turn, item 1 of Proposition 1.8.9 tells us that the
Frölicher spectral sequence of g degenerates from behind in .p; q/ at sheet 1.

Item 2. Note that by item 1, the spectral sequence E certainly degenerates in the
entries

f.p; q/ 2 Z � Z W pC qC 3 � codim.A; f /g
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at sheet 1. Therefore, our assertions holds in case A D ;. In case A ¤ ;, our
assertion follows readily from item 2 of Proposition 1.8.9. ut

The next proposition provides a sufficient criterion for the condition in item 2 of
Theorem 2.5.13 to hold. Proposition 2.5.14 turns out in our favor afterwards when
we assume the fibers of f to have rational singularities.

Proposition 2.5.14 Let f W X ! S and A be as in Theorem 2.5.13. Define g W Y ! S
accordingly. Assume that A ¤ ; and put n WD codim.A; f / � 2. Moreover, assume
that, for all s 2 S, the canonical mapping

Hn.Xs;C/ �! Hn.Xs;OXs/ DH 0;n.Xs/ (2.37)

is a surjection. Then the canonical morphism Eq. (2.35) is an epimorphism in
Mod.S/.

Proof Let s 2 S be arbitrary. As f is proper, the base change map

.Rnf�.CX//s �! Hn.Xs;C/

is a bijection. By assumption, the canonical map Eq. (2.37) is a surjection. As Xs is
Cohen-Macaulay and As WD A \ jXsj is a closed analytic subset of Xs such that

nC 2 D codim.A; f / � codim.As;Xs/;

the morphism

H 0;n.Xs/ �!H 0;n.Xs n As/

induced by the inclusion Xs n As ! Xs of complex spaces is a bijection. Now the
morphism Ys ! Xs of complex spaces which is induced on fibers over s by the
inclusion Y ! X is isomorphic to Xs n As ! Xs in the overcategory An=Xs , hence
by the functoriality of H 0;n, the morphism

H 0;n.Xs/ �!H 0;n.Ys/

induced by Ys ! Xs is a bijection. Combining these results, one infers that the
composition of functions

.Rnf�.CX//s �! Hn.Xs;C/ �!H 0;n.Xs/ �!H 0;n.Ys/ (2.38)

is a surjection.
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The diagram

(2.39)

commutes in Mod.C/ by the functoriality of the various base changes appearing
in it. By the commutativity of the diagram in Eq. (2.39) and the surjectivity of the
composition Eq. (2.38), we deduce that the composition

.H n.g//.s/ �! .H 0;n.g//.s/ �!H 0;n.Ys/

is a surjection. As the base change map

.H 0;n.g//.s/ �!H 0;n.Ys/

is a bijection by item 2 of Proposition 2.5.12, we see that

.H n.g//.s/ �! .H 0;n.g//.s/

is a surjection. By item 1 of Proposition 2.5.12, the module .H 0;n.g//s is finite free
over OS;s, whence Nakayama’s lemma tells us that

.H n.g//s �! .H 0;n.g//s

is a surjection. Taking into account that while conducting this argument, s was an
arbitrary point of S, we conclude that the canonical morphism Eq. (2.35) of sheaves
of modules on S is an epimorphism. ut
Corollary 2.5.15 Let f W X ! S be a proper flat morphism of complex spaces
such that S is smooth and the fibers of f have rational singularities, are of Kähler
type, and have singular loci of codimension � 4. Let g be the restriction of f to
Y WD X n Sing.f /, and set

I WD f.�; �/ 2 Z � Z W � C � � 2g:
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1. For all .p; q/ 2 I, the module H p;q.g/ is locally finite free on S.
2. For all .p; q/ 2 I and all s 2 S, the Hodge base change map

.H p;q.g//.s/ �!H p;q.Ys/ (2.40)

is an isomorphism in Mod.C/.
3. The Frölicher spectral sequence of g degenerates in the entries I at sheet 1 in

Mod.S/.

Proof Set A WD Sing.f /. Then A is a closed analytic subset of X which contains
Sing.f /. Moreover, we have Y D X n A, and g equals the restriction of f to Y. Since
a complex space that has rational singularities is Cohen-Macaulay, the fibers of f
are Cohen-Macaulay. Let .p; q/ 2 I. Then

pC qC 2 � 4 � codim.A; f /:

Thus, by Proposition 2.5.12, the Hodge module H p;q.g/ is locally finite free on S,
and, for all s 2 S, the Hodge base change map in Eq. (2.40) is an isomorphism in
Mod.C/. As .p; q/ was an arbitrary element of I, this proves items 1 and 2.

For proving item 3, we distinguish between two cases. Firstly, suppose that 5 �
codim.A; f /. Then clearly,

I � f.p; q/ 2 Z � Z W pC qC 3 � codim.A; f /g:

So, item 3 is implied by item 1 of Theorem 2.5.13.
Secondly, suppose that codim.A; f / < 5. Then as 4 � codim.A; f /, we have

codim.A; f / D 4. In particular, the set A is nonempty. For all s 2 S, the complex
space Xs has rational singularities, whence the canonical mapping

H2.Xs;C/ �! H2.Xs;OXs/ DH 0;2.Xs/

is a surjection. Therefore, item 3 is implied by Proposition 2.5.14 in conjunction
with item 2 of Theorem 2.5.13. ut
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Chapter 3
Symplectic Complex Spaces

3.1 Symplectic Structures on Complex Spaces

I intend to define a notion of symplecticity for complex spaces. My definition (see
Definition 3.1.12 below) is inspired by Y. Namikawa’s notions of a “projective sym-
plectic variety” and a “symplectic variety” [24, 25]—note that the two definitions
differ slightly—as well as by A. Beauville’s “symplectic singularities” [3, Definition
1.1]. These concepts rely themselves on the concept of symplectic structures on
complex manifolds. For the origins of symplectic structures on complex manifolds,
let me refer you to the works of F. Bogomolov [5, 6], where the term “Hamiltonian”
is used instead of “symplectic,” as well as to Beauville [2, §4, Définition].

In Definition 3.1.8, I coin the new term of a “generically symplectic structure”
on a complex manifold—not with the intention of actually studying the geometry
of spaces possessing these structures, but merely as a tool to define and study
the Beauville-Bogomolov form for possibly singular complex spaces in Sect. 3.2.
Furthermore, I introduce notions of “symplectic classes,” which seem new in the
literature too. Apart from giving definitions, I state several easy, or well-known,
consequences of the fact that a complex space is symplectic. Proposition 3.1.17
(mildness of singularities) and Proposition 3.1.21 (purity of the mixed Hodge
structure on the second cohomology) are of particular importance and fundamental
for the theory that I develop in the subsequent sections.

Let me point out that my view on symplectic structures is purely algebraic in the
sense that, to begin with, my candidates for symplectic structures are elements of
the sheaf of Kähler 2-differentials on a complex space. That way, my ideas and
terminology may be translated effortlessly into the framework of, say, (relative)
schemes, even though I refrain from realizing this translation here.

We start by defining nondegeneracy for a global Kähler 2-differential on a
complex manifold. The definition might seem a little unusual, yet I like it for its
algebraic nature.

© Springer International Publishing Switzerland 2015
T. Kirschner, Period Mappings with Applications to Symplectic Complex Spaces,
Lecture Notes in Mathematics 2140, DOI 10.1007/978-3-319-17521-8_3
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Definition 3.1.1 Let X be a complex manifold and � 2 ˝2
X.X/. Define � to be the

composition of the following morphisms in Mod.X/:

�X �! �X ˝ OX
id˝����! �X ˝˝2

X �! ˝1
X: (3.1)

Here, the first and last arrows stand for the inverse of the right tensor unit for�X on
X and the contraction morphism �2X.˝

1
X/ (see Construction 1.4.11), respectively. By

abuse of notation,

� W OX �! ˝2
X

denotes the unique morphism of modules on X sending the 1 of OX.X/ to the actual
� 2 ˝2

X.X/.

1. Let p 2 X. Then � is called nondegenerate on X at p when � is an isomorphism
of modules on X at p—that is, when there exists an open neighborhood U of p in
X such that i�.�/ is an isomorphism in Mod.XjU/, where i W XjU ! X denotes
the evident inclusion morphism.

2. � is called nondegenerate on X when � is nondegenerate on X at p for all p 2 X.
3. � is called generically nondegenerate on X when there exists a thin subset A of

X such that � is nondegenerate on X at p for all p 2 X n A.

Observe that allowing X to be an arbitrary complex space in Definition 3.1.1
would not cause any problems. However, as I do not see whether the thereby
obtained more general concept possesses an intriguing meaning—especially at the
singular points of X—I have desisted from admitting the further generality.

Remark 3.1.2 Let X and � be as in Definition 3.1.1. Define � accordingly.

1. By general sheaf theory, we see that � is nondegenerate on X if and only if

� W �X �! ˝1
X

is an isomorphism in Mod.X/.
2. Let p 2 X. Then � is nondegenerate on X at p if and only if there exists an open

neighborhood U of p in X such that the image of � under the canonical mapping

˝2
X.X/ �! ˝2

XjU .U/

is nondegenerate on XjU.
3. Define

D WD fp 2 X W � is not nondegenerate on X at pg

to be the degeneracy locus of � on X. Then D is a closed analytic subset of X.
Moreover, � is generically nondegenerate on X if and only if D is thin in X, and
� is nondegenerate on X if and only if D D ;.
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I briefly digress in order to establish, for later use, a typical characterization of
the nondegeneracy of a Kähler 2-differential � on a complex manifold X employing
the wedge powers of � (see Proposition 3.1.7). If you do not want to bother yourself
with the linear algebra, just proceed to Definition 3.1.8 straight.

Proposition 3.1.3 Let X be a complex manifold, � 2 ˝2
X.X/, and p 2 X. Let n be

a natural number and z W U ! Cn an n-dimensional holomorphic chart on X at p.
Then the following are equivalent:

1. � is nondegenerate on X at p.
2. �p W �X;p ! ˝1

X;p is an isomorphism in Mod.OX;p/, where � denotes the
composition of Eq. (3.1) in Mod.X/ (just as in Definition 3.1.1).

3. When A is the unique alternating n�n-matrix with values in the ring OX.U/ such
that

� jU D
X

i<j

Aij dzi ^ dzj;

then A.p/ 2 GLn.C/, where A.p/ denotes the composition of A with the
evaluation of sections in OX over U at p.

Proof Item 1 implies item 2 since, for any open neighborhood V of p in X, the stalk-
at-p functor Mod.X/ ! Mod.OX;p/ on X factors over i� W Mod.X/ ! Mod.XjV/,
where i W XjV ! X denotes the obvious inclusion morphism. That item 2 implies
item 1 is due to the fact that �X and˝1

X both are coherent modules on X.
Now let A be a matrix as in item 3. Then, essentially by the definition of the

contraction morphism, the matrix associated with the morphism of OX.U/-modules
�.U/ W �X.U/! ˝1

X.U/ relative to the bases .@z0 ; : : : ; @zn�1 / and .dz0; : : : ; dzn�1/
is the transpose A> of A. Thus the matrix associated with the morphism of OX;p-
modules �p W �X;p ! ˝1

X;p relative to the bases

..@z0 /p; : : : ; .@zn�1 /p/ and ..dz0/p; : : : ; .dzn�1/p/

is .A>/p, by which we mean the matrix of germs of A>. Hence, item 2 holds if
and only if .A>/p 2 GLn.OX;p/. Yet, we have .A>/p 2 GLn.OX;p/ if and only
if .A>/.p/ 2 GLn.C/, which we have if and only if A.p/ 2 GLn.C/. The latter
equivalence being true since .A>/.p/ D .A.p//>. ut
Corollary 3.1.4 Let X be a complex manifold, � 2 ˝2

X.X/, and p 2 X such that �
is nondegenerate on X at p. Then dimp.X/ is even.

Proof Set n WD dimp.X/. Then there exists an n-dimensional holomorphic chart
z W U ! Cn on X at p. There exists an alternating n � n-matrix A with values
in the ring OX.U/ such that � jU D P

i<j Aij dzi ^ dzj. By Proposition 3.1.3, as � is
nondegenerate on X at p, we have A.p/ 2 GLn.C/. But the existence of an invertible,
alternating complex n � n-matrix implies that n is even (e.g., by [20, XV, Theorem
8.1]). ut
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Remark 3.1.5 Let R be a commutative ring. We define the R-Pfaffian PfR as a
function on the set of alternating (quadratic) matrices of arbitrary size over R. The
function PfR is to take values in R.

Concretely, when A is an alternating n�n-matrix over R, where n is some natural
number, we set PfR.A/ WD 0 in case n is odd; in case n is even, we set

PfR.A/ WD
X

2˘
sgn./A.0/;.1/A.2/;.3/ � : : : � A.n�2/;.n�1/;

where˘ denotes the set of all permutations  of n such that we have

.0/ < .1/; .2/ < .3/; : : : ; .n � 2/ < .n � 1/

and

.0/ < .2/ < � � � < .n � 2/:

The R-Pfaffian enjoys the property [23] that, for any alternating n � n-matrix over
R, we have

detR.A/ D .PfR.A//
2: (3.2)

Proposition 3.1.6 Let R be a commutative ring, r a natural number, M an R-
module, v an ordered R-basis of length 2r for M, and A an alternating 2r�2r-matrix
with values in R. Set � WDPi<j Aij vi ^ vj.

1. We have �^r D rŠPfR.A/ v0 ^ � � � ^ v2r�1.
2. Assume that R is a field of characteristic zero. Then the following are equiva-

lent:

a. A 2 GL2r.R/;
b. �^r ¤ 0 in

V2r
R .M/.

Proof I omit the calculation leading to item 1. As to item 2: When A 2 GL2r.R/, we
have detR.A/ ¤ 0, hence PfR.A/ ¤ 0 by Eq. (3.2). Thus, as char.R/ D 0, we have
rŠPfR.A/ ¤ 0, so that item 2b follows from item 1.

Conversely, when item 2b holds, item 1 implies that PfR.A/ ¤ 0. Thus,
detR.A/ ¤ 0 by Eq. (3.2), which implies item 2a. ut
Proposition 3.1.7 Let X be a complex manifold, � 2 ˝2

X.X/, p 2 X, and r 2 N
such that dimp.X/ D 2r. Then the following are equivalent:

1. � is nondegenerate on X at p.
2. .�^r/.p/ ¤ 0 in the complex vector space .˝2r

X /.p/.
3. .� 0^r/.p/ ¤ 0 in

V2r
C .T

�
C;p.X//, where � 0 denotes the image of � under the

canonical mapping ˝2
X.X/ ! A 2;0.X/ and the wedge power is calculated in

A �.X;C/.
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Proof There exists a holomorphic chart z W U ! C2r on X at p. Denote by A
the unique alternating 2r � 2r-matrix over OX.U/ such that � jU D P

i<j Aij dzi ^
dzj. Then � 0.p/ D P

i<j Aij.p/ dzi.p/ ^ dzj.p/. Thus, by Proposition 3.1.6, we have

.� 0.p//^r ¤ 0 in
V2r

C .T
�
C;p.X// if and only if A.p/ 2 GL2r.C/. As .� 0^r/.p/ D

.� 0.p//^r, Proposition 3.1.3 implies that items 1 and 2 are equivalent.
Now let � 2 OX.U/ such that �^rjU D � dz0 ^ � � � ^ dz2r�1. Then item 2 holds if

and only if �.p/ ¤ 0. Yet, � 0^rjU D Œ�� dz0 ^ � � � ^ dz2r�1. Therefore, item 3 holds
if and only if Œ��.p/ ¤ 0. Since per definitionem Œ��.p/ D �.p/, items 2 and 3 are
equivalent, which was to be demonstrated. ut
Definition 3.1.8 Let X be a complex manifold.

1. � is called a (generically) symplectic structure on X when � 2 ˝2
X.X/ such that

� is (generically) nondegenerate on X and d2X W ˝2
X ! ˝3

X sends � to the zero
element of the module˝3

X.X/.
2. X is called (generically) symplectic when there exists � such that � is a

(generically) symplectic structure on X.
3. w is called (generically) symplectic class on X when there exists a (generically)

symplectic structure � on X such that w is the class of � in H2.X;C/. Note that it
makes sense to speak of the class of � in H2.X;C/ given that � is a closed Kähler
2-differential on X according to item 1.

Remark 3.1.9 For me, an interesting feature of the class of generically symplec-
tic complex manifolds—as opposed to the (strictly smaller) class of symplectic
complex manifolds—is presented by the fact that the former is stable under
modifications, precisely: When W and X are complex manifolds, f W W ! X is
a modification, and � is a generically symplectic structure on X, then the image of
� under the pullback of Kähler differentials ˝2

X.X/ ! ˝2
W.W/, which is induced

by f , is a generically symplectic structure on W. The proof is straightforward. In
consequence, when f W W ! X is a modification such that W is smooth and X
is a generically symplectic complex manifold, then W is a generically symplectic
complex manifold too.

In order to define what a symplectic structure on a complex space is—this will be
done in Definition 3.1.12 below—we need to talk about extensions, with respect to
a resolution of singularities, of Kähler 2-differentials defined on the regular locus of
a complex space. For that matter, we introduce the following convention of speech.

Definition 3.1.10 Let f W W ! X be a resolution of singularities, p a natural
number, and ˇ 2 ˝p

X.Xreg/. Then ˛ is called an extension as p-differential of ˇ
with respect to f when ˛ 2 ˝p

W.W/ such that the restriction of ˛ to f �1.Xreg/ within
the presheaf˝p

W equals the image of ˇ under the pullback of p-differentials

˝
p
X.Xreg/ �! ˝

p
W.f

�1.Xreg//;

which is induced by f .
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As the case where p D 2 is of primary—maybe even exclusive—interest for
us, we agree on using the word “extension” as a synonym for “extension as 2-
differential.”

Proposition 3.1.11 Let X be a complex space, p 2 N, and ˇ 2 ˝p
X.Xreg/.

1. Let f W W ! X be a resolution of singularities and ˛ and ˛0 extensions as
p-differentials of ˇ with respect to f . Then ˛ D ˛0.

2. When X is a reduced complex space, the following are equivalent:

a. there exists a resolution of singularities f0 W W0 ! X and ˛0 such that ˛0 is
an extension as p-differential of ˇ with respect to f0;

b. for all resolutions of singularities f W W ! X there exists ˛ such that ˛ is an
extension as p-differential of ˇ with respect to f .

Proof Item 1. Since f is a resolution of singularities, W n f �1.Xreg/ is a closed
thin subset of W, and W is a complex manifold. Hence, the restriction mapping
˝

p
W.W/ ! ˝

p
W.f

�1.Xreg// is one-to-one. As both ˛ and ˛0 restrict to the pullback
of ˇ along f , see Definition 3.1.10, we obtain ˛ D ˛0.

Item 2. Assume item 2a. Let f W W ! X be a resolution of singularities. Then
there exists a complex manifold V as well as proper modifications g0 W V ! W0 and
g W V ! W such that f0 ı g0 D f ı g DW h. Since g is a proper modification between
complex manifolds, the pullback function g� W ˝p

W.W/ ! ˝
p
V.V/ is a bijection.

Define ˛ to be the inverse image under g� of the image of ˛0 under the function
˝

p
W0
.W0/ ! ˝

p
V.V/. Then it is easily verified that ˛ restricts to the pullback of ˇ

under f within the presheaf ˝p
W . In fact, this is true on V so that it suffices to note

that the function

˝
p
W.f

�1.Xreg// �! ˝
p
V.h

�1.Xreg//

is injective. Therefore, ˛ is an extension as p-differential of ˇ with respect to f , and
we have proven item 2b.

Conversely, when you assume item 2b, item 2a follows instantly. You simply
have to note that there exists a resolution of singularities f0 W W0 ! X, for X is a
reduced complex space. ut
Definition 3.1.12 Let X be a complex space.

1. � is called a symplectic structure on X when � 2 ˝2
X.Xreg/ such that the following

assertions hold.

a. The image of � under the pullback function ˝2
X.Xreg/! ˝2

Xreg
.Xreg/ induced

by the canonical morphism of complex spaces Xreg ! X is a symplectic
structure on Xreg in the sense of Definition 3.1.8.

b. For all resolutions of singularities f W W ! X, there exists � such that � is an
extension as 2-differential of � with respect to f .

2. X is called symplectic when X is normal and there exists � such that � is a
symplectic structure on X.
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Proposition 3.1.13 Let X be a symplectic complex space and f W W ! X a
resolution of singularities. Then:

1. When � is a symplectic structure on X and � an extension as 2-differential of �
with respect to f , then � is a generically symplectic structure on W. In particular,
d2W W ˝2

W ! ˝3
W sends � to the zero of ˝3

W.W/.
2. W is a generically symplectic complex manifold.

Proof Item 1. Let � and � be as proposed. Then we have � 2 ˝2
W.W/ by

Definition 3.1.10. As f is a resolution of singularities, there exist closed thin subsets
A and B of W and X, respectively, such that f induces an isomorphism WnA! XnB.
As W n A is a complex manifold, we have X n B � Xreg. Hence, the pullback of �
along the inclusion morphism X n B! X is nondegenerate on X n B, and therefore,
for all p 2 W n A, � is nondegenerate on W at p. By item 3 of Definition 3.1.1, �
generically nondegenerate on W. As � is an extension as 2-differential of � with
respect to f , the restriction of � to f �1.Xreg/ within the presheaf ˝2

W equals the
pullback of � along f . As � is a symplectic structure on X, we have .d2X/Xreg.�/ D 0
in ˝3

X.Xreg/. Thus,

.d2W/f �1.Xreg/.�jf �1.Xreg// D 0

in ˝3
W.f

�1.Xreg//. As W n f �1.Xreg/ � A, we see that W n f �1.Xreg/ is thin in W. In
consequence, the restriction mapping˝3

W.W/! ˝3
W.f

�1.Xreg// is certainly one-to-
one. So, .d2W/W.�/ D 0 in ˝3

W.W/. By item 1 of Definition 3.1.8, � is a generically
symplectic structure on W.

Item 2. As X is a symplectic complex space, there exists a symplectic structure
� on X. By item 1b of Definition 3.1.12, there exists an extension as 2-differential �
of � with respect to f . Now by item 1, � is a generically symplectic structure on W.
Hence, W is a generically symplectic complex manifold in virtue of Definition 3.1.8,
item 2. ut
Proposition 3.1.14 Let X be a symplectic complex space.

1. Let p 2 X. Then dimp.X/ is an even natural number.
2. When X is nonempty and finite dimensional, then dim.X/ is an even natural

number.

Proof Item 1. As X is symplectic, X is normal, whence locally pure dimensional
by Proposition 3.3.13. So, there exists a neighborhood U of p in X such that, for all
x 2 U, we have dimx.X/ D dimp.X/. As X is reduced, there exists q 2 U \ Xreg.
Since X is symplectic, there exists a symplectic structure � on X. By item 1 of
Definition 3.1.12, the pullback of � to Xreg is a symplectic structure on Xreg in the
sense of Definition 3.1.8, item 1. Specifically, by Corollary 3.1.4, dimq.Xreg/ is an
even natural number. Since dimq.Xreg/ D dimq.X/ D dimp.X/, we obtain our claim.

Item 2. When X is nonempty and of finite dimension, there exists p 2 X such that
dimp.X/ D dim.X/. Hence, dim.X/ is an even natural number by item 1. ut
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We would like to get a somewhat better understanding of items 1a and 1b
of Definition 3.1.12 in order to understand when an element � of ˝2

X.Xreg/ is a
symplectic structure on the complex space X. Concerning item 1b, we recall a
result of H. Flenner on the existence of extensions of p-differentials with respect
to resolutions of singularities. Flenner’s result yields a criterion for item 1b of
Definition 3.1.12 to come for free.

Theorem 3.1.15 Let X be a normal complex space, f W W ! X a resolution of
singularities, p 2 N such that

pC 1 < codim.Sing.X/;X/;

and ˇ 2 ˝p
X.Xreg/. Then there exists ˛ such that ˛ is an extension as p-differential

of ˇ with respect to f .

Proof You work locally on X and apply Flenner’s [10, Theorem]. ut
Corollary 3.1.16 Let X be a normal complex space and � 2 ˝2

X.Xreg/. Assume that
codim.Sing.X/;X/ � 4. Then item 1b of Definition 3.1.12 holds.

Proof The assertion is an immediate consequence of Theorem 3.1.15 taking into
account that 2C 1 < 4 � codim.Sing.X/;X/. ut

The upshot of Corollary 3.1.16 is that for normal complex spaces X with singular
locus of codimension� 4, symplectic structures on X are, in virtue of the canonical
bijection ˝2

X.Xreg/ ! ˝2
Xreg
.Xreg/, nothing but symplectic structures—in the sense

of Definition 3.1.8—on the regular locus Xreg of X.
Quite generally, when the singularities of a complex space are mild, you might

expect p-differentials to extend with respect to resolutions of singularities. In
Theorem 3.1.15 the mildness of the singularities of the complex space X comes,
next to the normality of X, from the codimension of the singular locus. I would like
to hint at another form of mildness of singularities which plays a role in the theory
of symplectic spaces, due to the works of A. Beauville and Y. Namikawa.

Proposition 3.1.17 Let X be a symplectic complex space. Then X is Gorenstein and
has rational singularities.

Proof This follows from [3, Proposition 1.3]. ut
Inspired by Proposition 3.1.17 you might ask the following question.

Problem 3.1.18 Let X be a Gorenstein complex space which has rational singular-
ities. Is it true that, for all � 2 ˝2

X.Xreg/ (resp. all � 2 ˝2
X.Xreg/ such that item 1a of

Definition 3.1.12 holds) and all resolutions of singularities f W W ! X, there exists
an extension of � with respect to f ?

If the answer to (any of the two versions of) Problem 3.1.18 were positive,
a complex space X would be symplectic if and only if it was Gorenstein, had
rational singularities, and Xreg was a symplectic complex manifold. As it turns out,
Y. Namikawa was able to provide a partial positive answer for Problem 3.1.18.
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Theorem 3.1.19 Let X be a projective, Gorenstein complex space having rational
singularities, f W W ! X a resolution of singularities, and � 2 ˝2

X.Xreg/. Then
there exists an extension as 2-differential of � with respect to f .

Proof This is a consequence of [25, Theorem 4]. ut
We move on to investigate item 1a of Definition 3.1.12. Looking at item 1 of

Definition 3.1.8, we see that symplecticity consists of two components—namely,
nondegeneracy and closedness. We observe that for spaces of Fujiki class C for
which the extension of 2-differentials holds, the closedness part is automatic.

Proposition 3.1.20 Let X be a complex space of Fujiki class C and � 2 ˝2
X.Xreg/.

Assume that item 1b of Definition 3.1.12 holds (for X and �). Then � is sent to the
zero element of ˝3

X.Xreg/ by the differential d2X W ˝2
X ! ˝3

X.

Proof As X is of Fujiki class C , there exists a proper modification f W W !
X such that W is a compact complex manifold of Kähler type. As item 1b of
Definition 3.1.12 holds, there exists � 2 ˝2

W.W/ restricting to the pullback � 0 of
� within the presheaf ˝2

W . As W is a compact complex manifold of Kähler type,
.d2W/W.�/ D 0 in ˝3

W.W/. Hence, .d2W/f �1.Xreg/.�
0/ D 0 in ˝3

W.f
�1.Xreg//. As the

pulling back of differential forms commutes with the respective algebraic de Rham
differentials, we see that .d2X/Xreg.�/ is mapped to zero by the pullback function
˝3

X.Xreg/ ! ˝3
W.f

�1.Xreg//. As the latter function is one-to-one, we infer that
.d2X/Xreg.�/ D 0 in ˝3

X.Xreg/. ut
Proposition 3.1.21 Let X be a symplectic complex space of Fujiki class C . Then
the mixed Hodge structure H2.X/ is pure of weight 2. In particular, we have

H2.X;C/ D H0;2.X/˚ H1;1.X/˚ H2;0.X/; (3.3)

where Hp;q.X/ WD FpH2.X/\ F
q
H2.X/.

Proof By Proposition 3.1.17, X has rational singularities. Therefore, the mixed
Hodge structure H2.X/ is pure of weight 2 by Corollary B.2.8. Equation (3.3) is
a formal consequence of the purity of the mixed Hodge structure H2.X/ given that
its complex part equals H2.X;C/ by definition. ut

When X is a (generically) symplectic complex manifold, every (generically)
symplectic structure on X gives naturally rise to an element of H2.X;C/—namely,
via de Rham cohomology. Such an element is what I have decided on calling a
“(generically) symplectic class”; see item 3 of Definition 3.1.8. Hence, when X is
a symplectic complex space, every symplectic structure � on X gives naturally rise
to an element of H2.Xreg;C/ since � is mapped to a symplectic structure on the
complex manifold Xreg by the evident function˝2

X.Xreg/! ˝2
Xreg
.Xreg/.
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This is, however, somewhat unsatisfactory as, for reasons that will become clear
in Sect. 3.2, we would like � to correspond to an element in H2.X;C/, rather
than only to an element in H2.Xreg;C/—in the sense that any element of H2.X;C/
automatically procures an element of H2.Xreg;C/ via the pullback function

i� W H2.X;C/ �! H2.Xreg;C/;

which is induced by the inclusion i W Xreg ! X. It is a priori far from clear whether
there exists (a unique) w such that w is sent to the class of � in H2.Xreg;C/ by i�.
This observation motivates the next definition, though.

Definition 3.1.22 Let X be a symplectic complex space.

1. Let � be a symplectic structure on X. We say that w is a symplectic class of � on
X when, for all resolutions of singularities f W W ! X, the function

f � W H2.X;C/ �! H2.W;C/

induced by f maps w to the class of the extension of � with respect to f .
Observe that it makes sense to speak about the class of the extension of � here

since, by Proposition 3.1.13, we have .d2W/W.�/ D 0 in ˝3
W.W/ when � denotes

the extension of � with respect to f .
2. We say that w is a symplectic class on X when there exists a symplectic structure
� on X such that w is a symplectic class of � on X.

Proposition 3.1.23 Let X be a symplectic complex space and � a symplectic
structure on X. Then, for all w, the following are equivalent:

1. w is a symplectic class of � on X;
2. there exists a resolution of singularities f W W ! X such that f �.w/ is the class

of an extension of � with respect to f .

Proof Since the complex space X is reduced, there exists a resolution of singularities
f W W ! X. Hence, item 1 implies item 2.

Now suppose that item 2 holds. Let f 0 W W 0 ! X be a resolution of singularities.
Then there exist a complex space V as well as two morphisms of complex spaces
g W V ! W and g0 W V ! W 0 such that g and g0 both are resolutions of singularities
and f ı g D f 0 ı g0 DW h. By assumption, there exists a closed global 2-differential
� on W such that f �.w/ is the class of � and � is an extension of � with respect to
f . Hence, the image  of � under the canonical function ˝2

W.W/ ! ˝2
V.V/ is an

extension of � with respect to h. Similarly, as � is a symplectic structure on X, there
exists �0 such that �0 is an extension of � with respect to f 0. By Proposition 3.1.13,
�0 is closed. Moreover, the image  0 of �0 under the canonical mapping˝2

W0

.W 0/!
˝2

V.V/ is an extension of � with respect to h. As h is a resolution of singularities,
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we see that  D  0. Denoting by v, v0, and u the class of �, �0, and  , respectively,
we obtain

g0�.f 0�.w// D .f 0 ı g0/�.w/ D .f ı g/�.w/ D g�.f �.w// D g�.v/ D u D g0�.v0/:

Given that the function g0� W H2.W 0;C/ ! H2.V;C/ is one-to-one, we infer that
f 0�.w/ D v0. As f 0 was an arbitrary resolution of singularities of X, this shows that
w is a symplectic class of � on X—that is, item 1. ut
Remark 3.1.24 Let X be a symplectic complex space, w a symplectic class on X,
and f W W ! X a resolution of singularities. Then f �.w/ is a generically symplectic
class on W. This is because, by Definition 3.1.22, there exists a symplectic structure
� on X such that f �.w/ is the class of � on W, where � denotes the extension of
� with respect to f . By Proposition 3.1.13, � is a generically symplectic structure
on W.

Proposition 3.1.25 Let X be a symplectic complex space of Fujiki class C .

1. For all symplectic structures � on X there exists one, and only one, w such that
w is a symplectic class of � on X.

2. There exists w which is a symplectic class on X.

Proof Item 1. Let � be a symplectic structure on X. There exists a resolution of
singularities f W W ! X. As � is symplectic structure on X, there exists � such
that � is an extension of � with respect to f ; see item 1b of Definition 3.1.12. By
Proposition 3.1.13, � is a closed Kähler 2-differential on W. Define v to be the class
of �. Then we have v 2 F2H2.W/. Note that W is of Fujiki class C so that it makes
sense to speak of F2H2.W/ in the first place. By Proposition 3.1.17, the complex
space X has rational singularities. Thus by Proposition B.2.9, the function

f � W H2.X;C/ �! H2.W;C/

induces a bijection

f �jF2H2.X/ W F2H2.X/ �! F2H2.W/:

In particular, there exists w such that f �.w/ D v. Therefore, employing Proposi-
tion 3.1.23, we see that w is a symplectic class of � on X.

To see that w is unique, let w0 be another symplectic class of � on X. Then
f �.w0/ D v, for the extension of � with respect to f is unique. From this, it follows
that w0 D w as, by Proposition B.2.7, the function f � is one-to-one.

Item 2. As X is symplectic, there exists a symplectic structure on X, whence the
assertion is a consequence of item 1. ut
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3.2 The Beauville-Bogomolov Form

A. Beauville [2, p. 772] introduced a certain complex quadratic form on the complex
vector space H2.X;C/ whenever X is an irreducible symplectic complex manifold.
This quadratic form is nowadays customarily called the Beauville-Bogomolov
form1 of X (e.g., in [15, Abschnitt 1.9]).

In what follows, we generalize the concept of the Beauville-Bogomolov form in
two directions—namely, that of compact connected

1. generically symplectic complex manifolds,
2. possibly singular symplectic complex spaces.

The symplectic structures are, in both cases, assumed unique up to scaling.
I would like to point out that throughout Chap. 3, I aim at studying singular sym-

plectic complex spaces. In that regard, I view the concept of generically symplectic
complex manifolds, and thus the first generalization above, as an auxiliary tool. We
will not revisit the notion of “generic symplecticity” in subsequent sections.

Definition 3.2.1 Let .X;w/ be an ordered pair such that X is a compact, irreducible,
and reduced complex space of strictly positive, even dimension and w is an element
of H2.X;C/. Then we write q.X;w/ for the unique function from H2.X;C/ to C such
that, for all a 2 H2.X;C/, we have2

q.X;w/.a/ WD r

2

Z

X

�
wr�1 Nwr�1a2

�C .r � 1/
Z

X

�
wr�1 Nwra

�
Z

X

�
wr Nwr�1a

�
; (3.4)

where r denotes the unique natural number such that 2r D dim.X/.

Remark 3.2.2 Let .X;w/ be as in Definition 3.2.1 and � a complex number of
absolute value 1—that is, j�j2 D � N� D 1. Then q.X;�w/ D q.X;w/ as you will
readily deduce from the formula in Eq. (3.4).

Lemma 3.2.3 Let n be an even natural number, X a pure dimensional complex
manifold such that dim.X/ D n, and ˛ 2 A n;0

c .X/. Then the complex number I WDR
X.˛ ^ N̨ / is real and � 0. Moreover, we have I D 0 if and only if ˛ is the trivial

differential n-form on X.

Proof As n is even, there is a natural number r such that 2r D n. Let z W U ! Cn

be a holomorphic chart on X. Then there exists a C1 function f W U ! C such that

˛jU D f � dz1 ^ � � � ^ dzn:

1Less frequently the Beauville-Bogomolov-Fujiki form.
2I slightly deviate from Beauville’s original formula [2, p. 772] by writing wr�1 Nwr�1 instead of
.w Nw/r�1 as the former has a more natural feel in calculations.
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Therefore,

.˛ ^ N̨ /jU D f Nf � dz1 ^ � � � ^ dzn ^ dNz1 ^ � � � ^ dNzn

D jf j2.�1/ n.n�1/
2 � .dz1 ^ dNz1/ ^ � � � ^ .dzn ^ dNzn/

D jf j2.�1/ n.n�1/
2

1

.�2i/n
� .dx1 ^ dy1/ ^ � � � ^ .dxn ^ dyn/

D jf j2 1
4r
� .dx1 ^ dy1/ ^ � � � ^ .dxn ^ dyn/;

where zi D .xi; yi/ for i D 1; : : : ; n. This calculation shows that the 2n-form ˛ ^ N̨
is real and nonnegative, with respect to the canonical orientation of X, at every point
of X. Hence, I is real and � 0.

Assume that I D 0. Then ˛ ^ N̨ has to be trivial at each point of X (otherwise
˛^ N̨ would be strictly positive on a nonempty open subset of X, which would imply
I > 0). By the above calculation, ˛ ^ N̨ is trivial at a point of X (if and) only if ˛
is trivial at that point. So, I D 0 implies that ˛ is trivial. On the other hand, clearly,
when ˛ is trivial, then I D 0. ut
Proposition 3.2.4 Let X be a nonempty, compact, connected complex manifold and
w a generically symplectic class on X. Then the complex number

R
X .w

r Nwr/, where
r denotes half the dimension of X, is real and strictly positive.

Proof As w is a generically symplectic class on X, there exists a generically
symplectic structure � on X such that w is the class of � ; see Definition 3.1.8.
Abusing notation, we symbolize the image of � under the canonical mapping
˝2

X.X/ ! A 2;0.X/ again by � . Set n WD dim.X/ and ˛ WD �^r. Then ˛ 2
A 2r;0.X/ D A n;0

c .X/, and ˛ is not the trivial n-form on X as � is generically
nondegenerate on X; see Proposition 3.1.7. Moreover, n is even and X is pure n-
dimensional—specifically, as X is connected. Thus, applying Lemma 3.2.3, we see
that

R
X.˛ ^ N̨ / > 0. By the definition of the integral on cohomology,

Z

X
.wr Nwr/ D

Z

X
.˛ ^ N̨ /

since wr Nwr is clearly the class of ˛ ^ N̨ in H2n.X;C/. ut
Definition 3.2.5 Let X be a nonempty, compact, connected complex manifold. w is
called normed generically symplectic class on X when w is a generically symplectic
class on X such that

Z

X
wr Nwr D 1;

where r denotes half the dimension of X.
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Remark 3.2.6 Let X be a nonempty, compact, connected, generically symplectic
complex manifold. Then, according to Definition 3.1.8, there exists a generically
symplectic structure �0 on X. Let w0 be the class of �0. Then w0 is a generically
symplectic class on X, and, by Proposition 3.2.4, the complex number I WDR

X

�
wr
0 Nw0r

�
, where r WD 1

2
dim.X/, is real an strictly positive. Denote by � the

ordinary (positive) 2rth real root of I. Set w WD ��1w0. Then w is the class of a
generically symplectic structure on X—namely, of ��1�0—and we have

Z

X
wr Nwr D

Z

X
.��1w0/r. N��1w0/r D

Z

X
.��1w0/r.��1 Nw0/r D .�2r/�1

Z

X
wr
0 Nw0r

D I�1I D 1:

The upshot is that, for all X as above, there exists a normed generically
symplectic class on X. In fact, we can always rescale a given generically symplectic
class (by a strictly positive real number) to procure a normed generically symplectic
class.

Definition 3.2.7 Let X be a compact, connected, generically symplectic complex
manifold such that dimC.˝

2
X.X// D 1. I claim there exists a unique function

q W H2.X;C/ �! C

such that, for all normed generically symplectic classes w on X, we have

q.X;w/ D q:

Note that the expression “q.X;w/” makes sense here since X is a compact, connected
complex manifold whose dimension is a strictly positive, even natural number and
w 2 H2.X;C/; compare this to Definition 3.2.1.

In fact, by Remark 3.2.6, there exists a normed generically symplectic class w1
on X. Obviously, q.X;w1/ is a function from H2.X;C/ to C. Let w be any normed
generically symplectic class on X. Then there is a generically symplectic structure
� on X such that w is the class of � . Besides, there is a generically symplectic
structure �1 on X such that w1 is the class of �1. Now as dimC.˝

2
X.X// D 1, the

dimension of X is strictly positive so that �1 ¤ 0 in ˝2
X.X/. Thus �1 generates

˝2
X.X/ as a complex vector space. In particular, there exists a complex number �

such that � D ��1. It follows that w D �w1. In turn, setting r WD 1
2

dim.X/,

j�j2r D j�j2r
Z

X
wr
1 Nw1r D

Z

X
.�w1/

r. N�w1/
r D

Z

X
wr Nwr D 1:

As 2r is a natural number¤ 0, we infer that j�j D 1. Thus,

q.X;w/ D q.X;�w1/ D q.X;w1/:
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This proves, on the one hand, the existence of q. On the other hand, the uniqueness
of q is evident by the fact that there exists a normed generically symplectic class w1
on X (any q has to agree with q.X;w1/).

In what follows, we refer to the unique q satisfying the condition stated above as
the Beauville-Bogomolov form of X. The Beauville-Bogomolov form of X will be
denoted qX .

Lemma 3.2.8 Let n be a natural number and f W W ! X a proper modification
such that W and X are reduced complex spaces of pure dimension n. Then we have

Z

W
f �.c/ D

Z

X
c (3.5)

for all c 2 H2n
c .X;C/, where

f � W H2n
c .X;C/ �! H2n

c .W;C/

signifies the morphism induced by f on the complex cohomology with compact
support.

Proof Since f W W ! X is a proper modification, there exist thin, closed analytic
subsets A and B of W and X, respectively, such that f induces an isomorphism of
complex spaces

W n A �! X n B

by restriction. Define

X0 WD X n .B [ Sing.X// and W 0 WD Wjf �1.X0/nA:

Write i W W 0 ! W and j W X0 ! X for the canonical morphisms, f 0 W W 0 ! X0 for
the restriction of f . Then the diagram
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commutes in the category of complex spaces, whence the diagram

commutes in the category of complex vector spaces.
Observe that X0 � Xreg. So, j� factors as follows:

H2n
c .X

0;C/
.j0/����! H2n

c .Xreg;C/
.j1/����! H2n

c .X;C/:

Realizing the pushforward morphism

.j0/� W H2n
c .X

0;C/ �! H2n
c .Xreg;C/

as well as the integrals on X0 and Xreg by means of C 1 differential 2n-forms (via de
Rham’s theorem), we obtain that

Z

X0

c0 D
Z

Xreg

.j0/�.c0/ D
Z

X
.j1/�..j0/�.c0// D

Z

X
j�.c0/

for all c0 2 H2n
c .X

0;C/. Similarly, we have

Z

W0

b0 D
Z

W
i�.b0/

for all b0 2 H2n
c .W

0;C/. Furthermore, we have

Z

W0

f 0�.c0/ D
Z

X0

c0

for all c0 2 H2n
c .X

0;C/ since f 0 is an isomorphism.
By the long exact sequence in the complex cohomology with compact support,

we see that there exists an exact sequence of complex vector spaces

H2n
c .X

0;C/
j
��! H2n

c .X;C/ �! H2n
c .B [ Sing.X/;C/:

Since X is reduced and pure dimensional and B is thin in X, we have

dim.B [ Sing.X// < dim.X/ D n:
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Thus,

H2n
c .B [ Sing.X/;C/ Š 0:

Now let c 2 H2n
c .X;C/. Then there exists an element c0 of H2n

c .X
0;C/ such that

j�.c0/ D c. So, we deduce Eq. (3.5) from the already established identities. ut
Proposition 3.2.9 Let X be a nonempty, compact, connected, generically symplec-
tic complex manifold and f W X0 ! X a proper modification such that X0 is a complex
manifold.

1. X0 is a nonempty, compact, connected, generically symplectic complex manifold.
2. When w is a normed generically symplectic class on X, then f �.w/ is a normed

generically symplectic class on W.
3. When dimC.˝

2
X.X// D 1, then dimC.˝

2
X0

.X0// D 1, and we have

qX D qX0 ı f �;

where

f � W H2.X;C/ �! H2.X0;C/

signifies the morphism induced by f on the second complex cohomology.

Proof Item 1. Clearly, X0 is nonempty, compact, and connected. X0 is generically
symplectic by means of Remark 3.1.9.

Item 2. Let w be a normed generically symplectic class on X. Then f �.w/ is a
generically symplectic class on X0 by Remark 3.1.9. f �.w/ is a normed generically
symplectic class on X0 since by Lemma 3.2.8 we have

Z

X0

f �.w/r. Nf �.w//r D
Z

X0

f �.wr Nwr/ D
Z

X
wr Nwr D 1:

Item 3. As f is a proper modification between complex manifolds, the pullback
of Kähler differentials

˝2
X.X/ �! ˝2

X0

.X0/

induced by f furnishes an isomorphism of complex vector spaces. Specifically, when
dimC.˝

2
X.X// D 1, then dimC.˝

2
X0

.X0// D 1.
Looking at the formula in Eq. (3.4), Lemma 3.2.8 implies that, for all w 2

H2.X;C/, we have

q.X;w/ D q.X0;f �.w// ı f �:
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Observe here that f � is compatible with the respective multiplications and conjuga-
tions on H�.X;C/ and H�.X0;C/. Moreover, observe that dim.X0/ D dim.X/. By
Remark 3.2.6, there exists a normed generically symplectic class w on X. Thus, we
deduce

qX D q.X;w/ D q.X0;f �.w// ı f � D qX0 ı f �

from item 2 recalling Definition 3.2.7. ut
Proposition 3.2.10 Let X be a (compact, connected) symplectic complex space
such that dimC.˝

2
X.Xreg// D 1. Then, for all resolutions of singularities f W W ! X,

the space W is a (compact, connected) generically symplectic complex manifold
with ˝2

W.W/ of dimension 1 over the field of complex numbers.

Proof Let f W W ! X be a resolution of singularities. Then W is a generi-
cally symplectic complex manifold according to Proposition 3.1.13. The restriction
mapping ˝2

W.W/ ! ˝2
W.f

�1.Xreg// is surely one-to-one. The pullback function
˝2

X.Xreg/ ! ˝2
W.f

�1.Xreg// is a bijection. As the complex space X is symplectic,
there exists a symplectic structure � on X. Since ˝2

X.Xreg/ is 1-dimensional, �
generates ˝2

X.Xreg/ as a complex vector space. Thus, as � has an extension � with
respect to f , we see that the restriction mapping ˝2

W.W/ ! ˝2
W.f

�1.Xreg// is, in
addition to being one-to-one, onto. Therefore, we have dimC.˝

2
W.W// D 1. Of

course, when X is compact and connected, then W is compact and connected. ut
Definition 3.2.11 Let X be a compact, connected, symplectic complex space such
that dimC.˝

2
X.Xreg// D 1. I contend there exists a unique function

q W H2.X;C/ �! C

such that, for all resolutions of singularities f W W ! X, we have

q D qW ı f �;

where

f � W H2.X;C/ �! H2.W;C/

signifies the pullback function induced by f , or better by ftop, on the second complex
cohomology. Note that it makes sense to write “qW” above as by Proposition 3.2.10,
for all resolutions of singularities f W W ! X, the space W is a compact, connected,
and generically symplectic complex manifold with 1-dimensional ˝2

W.W/. Hence,
Definition 3.2.7 tells us what is to be understood by the Beauville-Bogomolov form
of W.
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As there exists a resolution of singularities f W W ! X, we see that q is
uniquely determined. Now for the existence of q it suffices to show that for any
two resolutions of singularities f W W ! X and f 0 W W 0 ! X, we have

qW ı f � D qW0 ı .f 0/�:

Given such f and f 0, there exist a complex manifold V as well as proper modifica-
tions g W V ! W and g0 W V ! W 0 such that the following diagram commutes in the
category of complex spaces:

Therefore, by item 3 of Proposition 3.2.9, we have

qW ı f � D qV ı g� ı f � D qV ı .g0/� ı .f 0/� D qW0 ı .f 0/�:

The unique q satisfying the condition stated above will be called the Beauville-
Bogomolov form of X. We denote the Beauville-Bogomolov form of X by qX.

Remark 3.2.12 In case X is a compact, connected, symplectic complex manifold
with 1-dimensional ˝2

X.X/, both Definitions 3.2.7 and 3.2.11 are applicable in
order to tell us what the Beauville-Bogomolov form of X is. Gladly, employing
Proposition 3.2.9, you infer that the Beauville-Bogomolov form of X in the sense of
Definition 3.2.7 satisfies the condition given for q in Definition 3.2.11. Hence, it is
the Beauville-Bogomolov form of X in the sense of Definition 3.2.11.

Our philosophy in defining the Beauville-Bogomolov form on possibly sin-
gular complex spaces X (see Definition 3.2.11) is to make use of the Beauville-
Bogomolov form for generically symplectic complex manifolds (Definition 3.2.7)
together with a resolution of singularities.

An alternative approach might be to employ Eq. (3.4) directly on X, rather than
passing to a resolution first. Then, of course, for w we should plug a suitably
normed symplectic class on X into Eq. (3.4). Unfortunately, as we have already
noticed in Sect. 3.1, it is not clear whether on a given arbitrary compact, symplectic
complex space X, there exists one (and only one) symplectic class for every
symplectic structure � on X (see Proposition 3.1.25). Therefore, we cannot pursue
this alternative in general. If, however, we are lucky and there do exist symplectic
classes on X, calculating the Beauville-Bogomolov form on X is as good as
calculating it on a resolution. Let me briefly explain the details.
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Definition 3.2.13 Let X be a nonempty, compact, connected, and symplectic
complex space. Then w is called normed symplectic class on X when w is a
symplectic class on X (see Definition 3.1.22) and we have

Z

X
wr Nwr D 1;

where r is short for half the dimension of X.

Proposition 3.2.14 Let X be a nonempty, compact, connected, and symplectic
complex space, w a normed symplectic class on X, and f W W ! X a resolution
of singularities. Then f �.w/ is a normed generically symplectic class on W.

Proof By Remark 3.1.24, f �.w/ is a generically symplectic class on W. Moreover,
W is a nonempty, compact, connected complex manifold. Set r WD 1

2
dim.W/. Then

by means of Lemma 3.2.8, we obtain

Z

W
.f �.w//r. Nf �.w//r D

Z

W
f �.wr Nwr/ D

Z

X
wr Nwr D 1:

The very last equality holds since w is a normed symplectic class on X and we have
1
2

dim.X/ D 1
2

dim.W/ D r. ut
Proposition 3.2.15 Let X be a compact, connected, symplectic complex space such
that dimC.˝

2
X.Xreg// D 1. Let w be a normed symplectic class on X. Then qX D

q.X;w/.

Proof There exists a resolution of singularities f W QX ! X. Set Qw WD f �.w/. By
Definition 3.2.11, we have qX D q QX ı f �. By Definition 3.2.7, we have q QX D q.QX;Qw/
since by Proposition 3.2.14, Qw is a normed generically symplectic class on QX.
Employing Lemma 3.2.8 (three times) as well as the fact that dim.X/ D dim. QX/,
you easily deduce q.X;w/ D q.QX;Qw/ ı f � from Eq. (3.4). So, qX D q.X;w/. ut

Having introduced the notion of a Beauville-Bogomolov form for two (over-
lapping) classes of complex spaces, we are now going to establish—essentially
in Propositions 3.2.16 and 3.2.18 below—two important formulae for qX . These
formulae are classically due to Beauville [2, Théoréme 5, Démostration de (b)].
The proofs are pretty much straightforward.

A crucial point is that we require that the complex spaces in question be of Fujiki
class C so that their cohomologies carry mixed Hodge structures.

Proposition 3.2.16 Let X be a compact, connected, and generically symplectic
complex manifold of Fujiki class C such that˝2

X.X/ is 1-dimensional over C. Let w
be a normed generically symplectic class on X, c 2 H1;1.X/, and �; �0 2 C. Then,
setting

a WD �wC cC �0 Nw;
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where we calculate in H2.X;C/, and setting r WD 1
2

dim.X/, we have

qX.a/ D r

2

Z

X

�
wr�1 Nwr�1c2

�C ��0: (3.6)

Proof As w is the class of a closed holomorphic 2-form on X, we have w 2 F2H2.X/
by the definition of the Hodge structure H2.X/. Thus, for all d 2 F1H2.X/, we have
wrd 2 F2rC1H2rC2.X/ by the compatibility of the Hodge filtrations with the cup
product on H�.X;C/. Since 2r C 1 > 2r D dim.X/, we know that F2rC1H2rC2.X/
is the trivial vector subspace of H2rC2.X;C/. Hence, wrd D 0 in H�.X;C/ for
all d 2 F1H2.X/. It follows that Nwrd0 D 0 in H�.X;C/ for all d0 2 F1H2.X/. In
particular, we have

wrC1 D NwrC1 D wrc D Nwrc D 0

in H�.X;C/ as w 2 F1H2.X/, and c 2 F1H2.X/\ F1H2.X/.
Note that the subring H2�.X;C/ of H�.X;C/ is commutative. Exploiting the

above vanishings, we obtain

wr�1 Nwra D wr�1 Nwr.�wC cC �0 Nw/
D .wr�1 Nwr/.�w/C .wr�1 Nwr/cC .wr�1 Nwr/.�0 Nw/
D �wr Nwr C wr�1. Nwrc/C �0wr�1 NwrC1

D �wr Nwr:

That is,

Z

X

�
wr�1 Nwra

� D
Z

X
.�wr Nwr/ D �

Z

X
.wr Nwr/ D �1 D �; (3.7)

specifically since
R

X wr Nwr D 1 as w is a normed generically symplectic class on X;
see Definition 3.2.5. Likewise, you show that

Z

X

�
wr Nwr�1a

� D �0: (3.8)

Furthermore, we compute that

wr�1 Nwr�1a2

D wr�1 Nwr�1.�wC cC �0 Nw/2

D wr�1 Nwr�1 �.�w/2 C c2 C .�0 Nw/2 C 2.�w/bC 2.�w/.�0 Nw/C 2c.�0 Nw/�

D �2.wrC1 Nwr�1/C wr�1 Nwr�1c2 C �02.wr�1 NwrC1/C 2�..wrc/ Nwr�1/
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C 2��0.wr Nwr/C 2�0.wr�1 Nwrc/

D wr�1 Nwr�1c2 C 2��0.wr Nwr/:

That is,

Z

X
wr�1 Nwr�1a2 D

Z

X

�
wr�1 Nwr�1c2 C 2��0.wr Nwr/

� D
Z

X

�
wr�1 Nwr�1c2

�C 2��0:
(3.9)

By the definition of the Beauville-Bogomolov form of X (Definition 3.2.7), we have
qX.a/ D q.X;w/.a/. So, plugging Eqs. (3.7) to (3.9) into Eq. (3.4), we infer

qX.a/ D r

2

�Z

X

�
wr�1 Nwr�1c2

�C 2��0
�

C .1 � r/��0 D r

2

Z

X

�
wr�1 Nwr�1c2

�C ��0;

which is nothing but Eq. (3.6). ut
Corollary 3.2.17 Let X be a compact, connected, symplectic complex space of
Fujiki class C such that ˝2

X.Xreg/ is of dimension 1 over the field of complex
numbers. Let w a normed symplectic class on X, c 2 H1;1.X/, and �; �0 2 C. Define
a and r as before. Then Eq. (3.6) holds.

Proof There exists a resolution of singularities f W QX ! X. By Proposition 3.2.10, QX
is a compact, connected, and generically symplectic complex manifold with ˝2

QX. QX/
of dimension 1 over the field of complex numbers. As X is of Fujiki class C , the
space QX is of Fujiki class C too. Set Qw WD f �.w/ and Qc WD f �.c/. Then Qw is a
normed generically symplectic class on QX, and Qc 2 H1;1. QX/, for f � respects the
Hodge filtrations. By Definition 3.2.11, we have qX D q QX ı f �. Thus, as 1

2
dim. QX/ D

1
2

dim.X/ D r, invoking Proposition 3.2.16 in particular, we obtain

qX.a/ D q QX.f
�.a// D q QX.f

�.�wC cC �0 Nw// D q QX.� QwC QcC �0 NQw/

D r

2

Z

QX
� Qwr�1 NQwr�1 Qc2�C ��0 D r

2

Z

X

�
wr�1 Nwr�1c2

�C ��0:

For the very last equality we use Lemma 3.2.8 together with the fact that

f �.wr�1 Nwr�1c2/ D Qwr�1 NQwr�1 Qc2:

Evidently, this shows Eq. (3.6). ut
Proposition 3.2.18 Let X and w be as in Proposition 3.2.16. Furthermore, let a 2
H2.X;C/ and � 2 C such that a.2;0/ D �w. Then, setting r WD 1

2
dim.X/, the

following identity holds:

Z

X

�
arC1 Nwr�1� D .rC 1/�r�1qX.a/: (3.10)
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Proof We know that w generates F2H2.X/ as a C-vector space. Hence, Nw generates
F2H2.X/ as a C-vector space. Thus, there exists a complex number �0 such that
a.0;2/ D �0 Nw. Setting b WD a.1;1/, we have

a D �wC bC �0 Nw:

As the subring H2�.X;C/ of H�.X;C/ is commutative, we may calculate as
follows, employing the “trinomial formula”:

arC1 Nwr�1 D .�wC bC �0 Nw/rC1 Nwr�1

D
X

.i;j;k/2N3
iCjCkDrC1

 
rC 1
i; j; k

!

.�w/ibj.�0 Nw/k Nwr�1: (3.11)

Since the product on H�.X;C/ is “filtered” with respect to the Hodge filtrations on
the graded pieces of the cohomology ring, we have

NwrC1 D b Nwr D b3 Nwr�1 D wrC1 D wrb D 0

in H�.X;C/. Therefore, wibj NwkCr�1 D 0 in H�.X;C/ for all .i; j; k/ 2 N3 such that
either k > 1, or k D 1 and j > 0, or k D 0 and j > 2. Moreover, when .i; j/ 2 N2

such that iC j D rC 1 and j < 2, we have wibj D 0 in H�.X;C/.
Thus, from Eq. (3.11) we deduce

arC1 Nwr�1 D
 

rC 1
r � 1; 2; 0

!

.�w/r�1b2 Nwr�1 C
 

rC 1
r; 0; 1

!

.�w/r.�0 Nw/ Nwr�1

D r.rC 1/
2

�r�1wr�1 Nwr�1b2 C .rC 1/�r�0wr Nwr

D .rC 1/�r�1� r

2
.wr�1 Nwr�1b2/C ��0.wr Nwr/

�
:

So,

Z

X

�
arC1 Nwr�1� D .rC 1/�r�1

�
r

2

Z

X

�
wr�1 Nwr�1b2

�C ��0
�

D .rC 1/�r�1qX.a/;

where we eventually plug in
R

X .w
r Nwr/ D 1 as well as Eq. (3.6). ut

Corollary 3.2.19 Let X be a compact, connected, symplectic complex space of
Fujiki class C such that dimC.˝

2
X.Xreg// D 1. Furthermore, let w be a normed

symplectic class on X, a 2 H2.X;C/, and � 2 C such that a.2;0/ D �w. Then,
setting r WD 1

2
dim.X/, Eq. (3.10) holds.
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Proof There exists a resolution of singularities f W QX ! X. Put Qw WD f �.w/ and
Qa WD f �.a/, where f � denotes the pullback on the second complex cohomology
induced by f . As f � preserves Hodge types, we have

Qa.2;0/ D f �.a.2;0// D f �.�w/ D � Qw:

Moreover, QX is a compact, connected complex manifold of Fujiki class C with
˝2

QX. QX/ of dimension 1 over the field of complex number and, according to

Remark 3.1.24, Qw is a normed generically symplectic class on QX. Thus, as r D
1
2

dim. QX/, we obtain, using Lemma 3.2.8 and Proposition 3.2.18,

Z

X

�
arC1 Nwr�1� D

Z

QX
�QarC1 NQwr�1� D .rC 1/�r�1q QX.Qa/ D .rC 1/�r�1qX.a/:

Observe that the very last equality holds in virtue of the definition of the Beauville-
Bogomolov form on X (Definition 3.2.11). ut
Remark 3.2.20 We review the definition of a quadratic form on a module [18, (2.1)
Definition a)]. Let R be a ring and M an R-module. Then q is called an R-quadratic
form on M when q is a function from M to R such that:

1. for all � 2 R and all x 2 M, we have q.� � x/ D �2 � q.x/;
2. there exists an R-bilinear form b on M such that, for all x; y 2 M, we have

q.xC y/ D q.x/C q.y/C b.x; y/: (3.12)

In case R equals the ring of complex numbers (resp. real numbers, resp. rational
numbers, resp. integers), we use the term complex (resp. real, resp. rational, resp.
integral) quadratic form as a synonym for the term “R-quadratic form.” Observe that
when 2 ¤ 0 in R and 2 is not a zero divisor in R, then, for all functions q W M ! R,
item 2 implies item 1 above; that is, q is an R-quadratic form on M if and only if
item 2 is satisfied.

Given an R-quadratic form q on M, there is one, and only one, R-bilinear form b
on M such that Eq. (3.12) holds for all x; y 2 M. We call this so uniquely determined
b the associated R-bilinear form of q on M. Note that the bilinear form b is always
symmetric.

When R is a field and M is a finite dimensional R-vector space, we have, for
any R-bilinear form b on M, a well-defined concept of an R-rank of b on M—for
instance, given as the R-rank of a matrix associated with b relative to an ordered
R-basis of M. In that context, we define the R-rank of q on M as the R-rank of b on
M, where b is the associated R-bilinear form of q on M.
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Proposition 3.2.21

1. Let .X;w/ be as in Definition 3.2.1. Then q.X;w/ is a complex quadratic form on
H2.X;C/.

2. Let X be a compact, connected, generically symplectic complex manifold such
that ˝2

X.X/ is 1-dimensional. Then qX is a complex quadratic form on H2.X;C/.
3. Let X be a compact, connected, symplectic complex space such that ˝2

X.Xreg/ is
1-dimensional. Then qX is a complex quadratic form on H2.X;C/.

Proof Item 1. Denote by r the unique natural number such that dim.X/ D 2r. Then
r ¤ 0 since dim.X/ > 0. Define

s W H2.X;C/ � H2.X;C/ �! C

to be the function given by

s.a; b/ D r
Z

X

�
wr�1 Nwr�1ab

�

C .r � 1/
�Z

X

�
wr�1 Nwra

�
Z

X

�
wr Nwr�1b

�C
Z

X

�
wr�1 Nwrb

�
Z

X

�
wr Nwr�1a

�
�

:

Then s surely is a C-bilinear form on H2.X;C/, and, for all a; b 2 H2.X;C/, we
have

q.X;w/.aC b/ D q.X;w/.a/C q.X;w/.b/C s.a; b/;

as you easily verify looking at Eq. (3.4). Hence, q.X;w/ is a complex quadratic form
on H2.X;C/ according to Remark 3.2.20.

Item 2. There exists a normed generically symplectic class w on X by
Remark 3.2.6. Now by Definition 3.2.11, we have qX D q.X;w/. Thus qX is a complex
quadratic form on H2.X;C/ by item 1.

Item 3. There exists a resolution of singularities f W W ! X. By Propo-
sition 3.2.10, W is a compact, connected, and generically symplectic complex
manifold with ˝2

W.W/ of dimension 1 over the field of complex numbers. By
Definition 3.2.11, we have qX D qW ı f �. So, qX is a complex quadratic form on
H2.X;C/ since qW is a complex quadratic form on H2.W;C/ by item 2 and f � is a
homomorphism of complex vector spaces from H2.X;C/ to H2.W;C/. It is a general
fact that quadratic forms pull back to quadratic form under module homomorphisms.

ut
Proposition 3.2.22 Let X be a compact, connected, symplectic complex space such
that˝2

X.Xreg/ is of dimension 1 over C. Let w be a normed symplectic class on X and
denote by b the associated C-bilinear form of qX on H2.X;C/ (see Remark 3.2.20).
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1. Setting r WD 1
2

dim.X/, we have, for all c; d 2 H1;1.X/ and all �; �0; �; �0 2 C,

b.�wCcC�0 Nw; �wCdC�0 Nw/ D r
Z

X

�
wr�1 Nwr�1cd

�C .��0C��0/: (3.13)

2. w and Nw are perpendicular to H1;1.X/ in .H2.X;C/; qX/.
3. b.w;w/ D b. Nw; Nw/ D 0 and b.w; Nw/ D b. Nw;w/ D 1.

Proof Item 1 is an immediate consequence of Corollary 3.2.17 (applied three times)
and the fact that, for all x; y 2 H2.X;C/, we have

b.x; y/ D qX.xC y/� qX.x/� qX.y/:

Both items 2 and 3 are immediate corollaries of item 1. ut
Definition 3.2.23 Let X be a compact, connected, and symplectic complex space
satisfying dimC.˝

2
X.Xreg// D 1. We set

QX WD fp 2 P.H2.X;C// W .8c 2 p/ qX.c/ D 0g

and call QX the Beauville-Bogomolov quadric of X.
Since X is compact, H2.X;C/ is a finite dimensional complex vector space, so

that we may view its projectivization P.H2.X;C// as a complex space. Obviously,
as qX is a complex quadratic form on H2.X;C/ by item 3 of Proposition 3.2.21, QX

is a closed analytic subset of P.H2.X;C//. By an abuse of notation, we signify the
closed complex subspace of P.H2.X;C// induced on QX again by QX . Besides, the
latter QX (complex space) will go by the name of Beauville-Bogomolov quadric of
X also. I hope this ambivalent terminology will not irritate you.

In order to prove in Sect. 3.5 that certain—consult Theorem 3.5.11 for the
precise statement—compact connected symplectic complex spaces of Kähler type
satisfy the so-called “Fujiki relation” (see Definition 3.5.1), we need to know in
advance that, for these X, the Beauville-Bogomolov quadric QX is an irreducible
closed analytic subset of P.H2.X;C//. Strictly speaking, the irreducibility of QX is
exploited in the proof of Lemma 3.5.7. Hence, we set out to investigate the rank of
the quadratic form qX .

Proposition 3.2.24 Let .V; g; I/ D ..V; g/; I/ be a finite dimensional real inner
product space endowed with a compatible (i.e., orthogonal) almost complex struc-
ture I. Let p and q be natural numbers such that

k WD pC q � n WD 1

2
dimR.V/:
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Denote by ! the complexified fundamental form of .V; g; I/. Then, for all primitive
forms ˛ of type .p; q/ on V, we have

ip�q.�1/ k.k�1/
2 � ˛ ^ N̨ ^ !n�k � 0 (3.14)

in
V2n

C ..VC/
_/, with equality holding if and only if ˛ is the trivial k-form on VC.

Proof See [16, Corollary 1.2.36]. ut
Proposition 3.2.25 Let X be a compact, connected, symplectic complex space of
Kähler type such that dimC.˝

2
X.Xreg// D 1, and let c be the image of a Kähler class

on X under the canonical mapping H2.X;R/! H2.X;C/. Then we have qX.c/ > 0
(in the sense that qX.c/ is in particular real).

Proof There exists a resolution of singularities f W W ! X. In particular, there
are thin closed subsets A and B of W and X respectively such that f induces, by
restriction, an isomorphism of complex spaces W nA! X nB. Since c is (the image
in H2.X;C/ of) a Kähler class on X, there exists an element ! 2 A 1;1.W/ such
that ! is a de Rham representative of f �.c/ and the restriction of ! (as a differential
2-form) to W n A is (the complexification of) a Kähler form on W n A.

We know there exists a normed generically symplectic class v on W. Thus, there
exists a generically symplectic structure � on W such that v is the class of �. Denote
the image of � under the canonical mapping ˝2

W.W/ ! A 2;0.W/ again by �. Set
r WD 1

2
dim.W/ and ˛ WD �^.r�1/ (calculated in A �.W;C/). Then ˛ is a differential

form of type .2r � 2; 0/ on W, whence in particular a primitive form. Thus, by
Proposition 3.2.24, we see that the differential 2n-form ˛ ^ N̨ ^!^2 on W is, for all
p 2 W n A, strictly positive in p. As W n A is a nonempty, open, and dense subset of
W, it follows that

Z

W
˛ ^ N̨ ^ !^2 > 0:

Now obviously, ˛^ N̨ ^!^2 is a de Rham representative of vr�1 Nvr�1.f �.c//2. Since
f �.c/ 2 H1;1.W/, we obtain

qX.c/ D qW.f
�.c// D r

2

Z

W
vr�1 Nvr�1.f �.c//2 D r

2

Z

W
˛ ^ N̨ ^ !^2 > 0

by means of Definition 3.2.11 and Proposition 3.2.16, which was to be demon-
strated. ut
Corollary 3.2.26 Let X be as in Proposition 3.2.25.

1. The C-rank of the quadratic form qX on H2.X;C/ is at least 3.
2. QX is an irreducible closed analytic subset of P.H2.X;C//.

Proof There exists a normed symplectic class w on X. Moreover, as X is of Kähler
type, there exists a Kähler class on X. Denote by c the image of this Kähler class
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under the canonical mapping H2.X;R/! H2.X;C/. Set V WD c? \H1;1.X/, where
c? signifies the orthogonal complement of c in .H2.X;C/; qX/. Moreover, let v be an
ordered C-basis of V . I claim that the tuple b obtained by concatenating .w; Nw; c/ and
v is an ordered C-basis of H2.X;C/. Indeed, this follows as w is a basis for H2;0.X/,
and Nw is a basis for H0;2.X/ D NH2;0.X/, and c is a basis for Cc (i.e., c ¤ 0)—and
we have H1;1.X/ D Cc˚ V (since qX.c/ ¤ 0) as well as

H2.X;C/ D H2;0.X/˚ H0;2.X/˚ H1;1.X/:

Let b be the associated C-bilinear form of qX on H2.X;C/. As

.H2;0.X/C H0;2.X// ? H1;1.X/;

the matrix M associated to b with respect to the basis b looks as follows:

0

B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
@

0 1 0 0 � � � 0
1 0 0 0 � � � 0
0 0 2qX.c/ 0 � � � 0
0 0 0 	 � � � 	
:::
:::

:::
:::
: : :

:::

0 0 0 	 � � � 	

1

C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
A

Clearly, taking into account that 2qX.c/ ¤ 0, the C-rank of M, which equals per
definitionem the rank of the C-bilinear form b on H2.X;C/, is � 3. This proves
item 1.

Item 2 follows from item 1 by means of the general fact that given a finite
dimensional complex vector space V and a C-quadratic form q of rank � 3 on
V , the zero set defined by q in P.V/ is an irreducible closed analytic subset of P.V/.

ut

3.3 Deformation Theory of Symplectic Complex Spaces

In what follows, we prove that the quality of a complex space to be connected,
symplectic, of Kähler type, and with a singular locus of codimension greater than or
equal to four is stable under small proper and flat deformation (see Theorem 3.3.17
and Corollary 3.3.19).

This result is originally due to Y. Namikawa [25, Theorem 7’]. I include its proof
here for two reasons. First and foremost, I feel that several points of Namikawa’s
exposition—in particular, the essence of what I am going to say in Lemma 3.3.16—
are a bit shrouded. Second, the proof blends in nicely with the remainder of my
presentation. Observe that Theorem 3.3.17, used in conjunction with the likewise
crucial Theorem 3.3.18, makes up a key ingredient for proving, in Sect. 3.5, that
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the Fujiki relation holds for compact connected symplectic complex spaces X with
1-dimensional ˝2

X.Xreg/ and a singular locus of codimension at least four (see
Theorem 3.5.11).

Before delving into the deformation stability of symplecticity, we review some
preliminary stability results for complex spaces. To speak about the “stability” under
deformation of certain properties of a complex space, or similar geometric object,
is pretty much folklore in algebraic geometry. To this day, however, I have not seen
a rigorous definition of the notion of stability in the literature. Therefore, I move
forward and suggest a definition—mainly for conceptual purposes.

Definition 3.3.1 Let C be a class—preferably, yet not necessarily, a subclass of the
class of complex spaces, or the class of compact complex spaces. Then we say that
C is stable under small proper and flat deformation when, for all proper and flat
morphisms of complex spaces f W X ! S and all t 2 S such that Xt 2 C , there exists
a neighborhood V of t in S such that Xs 2 C for all s 2 V .

Similarly, when � D �.v/ is a property (i.e., a formula in the language of set
theory with one free variable v), we say that � is stable under small proper and flat
deformation if the class fv W �.v/g is.

In the same spirit, you may define a local variant of the notion of stability. Given
a class C (resp. a property � D �.v0; v1/) we say that C (resp. �) is stable under
small flat deformation when, for all flat morphisms of complex spaces f W X ! S
and all p 2 X such that .Xf .p/; p/ 2 C (resp. such that �.Xf .p/; p/ holds), there exists
a neighborhood U of p in X such that .Xf .x/; x/ 2 C (resp. such that �.Xf .x/; x/
holds) for all x 2 U.

Remark 3.3.2 Let C be any class (imagine C to be a subclass of the class of pointed
complex spaces), and define C 0 to be the class containing precisely the complex
spaces X such that, for all p 2 X, we have .X; p/ 2 C . Speaking in terms of
properties, this means that C reflects a local, or pointwise, property � of a complex
space whereas C 0 stands for property that a complex space satisfies � at each of its
points. Assume that C is stable under small flat deformation. Then it is easy to see
that C 0 is stable under small proper and flat deformation.

Here goes an overview of classically stable properties.

Theorem 3.3.3 For a complex space X and p 2 X, let � D �.X; p/ signify one of
the following properties:

1. X is reduced in p.
2. X is normal in p.
3. X is Cohen-Macaulay in p.
4. X is Gorenstein in p.
5. X has a rational singularity in p.

Then � is stable under small flat deformation.

Proof Items 1 and 2 can be deduced from [14, Thm. 1.101 (2)] by first passing,
respectively, to the reduction or normalization of the base of the deformation in
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question. Item 3 follows from [1, V, Theorem 2.8]. Item 4 follows from item 3 by
considering the relative dualizing sheaf. Item 5 is treated transferring R. Elkik’s
argument [8, Théoréme 4] to the analytic category (Elkik proves the exact same
assertion for finite type k-schemes, where k is a field of characteristic zero). ut
Corollary 3.3.4 For a complex space X, let � D �.X/ denote one of the following
properties:

1. X is reduced.
2. X is normal.
3. X is Cohen-Macaulay.
4. X is Gorenstein.
5. X has rational singularities.

Then � is stable under small proper and flat deformation.

Proof This is immediate from Theorem 3.3.3 and the “local to global principle”
outlined in Remark 3.3.2. ut

We move on to a property which is more delicate as concerns stability—namely,
the “Kählerity” of a complex space. In general, small proper and flat deformations
of complex spaces of Kähler type need not be of Kähler type, even if you assume
them to be, say, normal in addition; cf. [22, Section 2]. Nevertheless, we have the
following result due to B. Moishezon and J. Bingener.

Theorem 3.3.5 Let f W X ! S be a proper, flat morphism of complex spaces and
t 2 S. Assume that Xt is of Kähler type and that the function

H2.Xt;R/ �! H2.Xt;OXt / (3.15)

induced by the canonical sheaf map RXt ! OXt on Xt is a surjection. Then f is
weakly Kähler at t—that is, there exists an open neighborhood V of t in S such that
fV is weakly Kähler.

Proof This is a consequence of [4, Theorem (6.3)]. As a matter of fact, Bingener
mentions our Theorem 3.3.5 in his introduction [4, p. 506]. ut
Corollary 3.3.6

1. Let f W X ! S be a proper and flat morphism of complex spaces and t 2 S such
that Xt is of Kähler type and has rational singularities. Then there exists an open
neighborhood V of t in S such that Xs is of Kähler type for all s 2 V.

2. The class of Kähler type complex spaces with rational singularities is stable
under small proper and flat deformation.

Proof Item 1. As Xt is a compact complex space of Kähler type having rational
singularities, the canonical mapping in Eq. (3.15) is a surjection in virtue of
Proposition B.2.10. Hence, by Theorem 3.3.5, there exists an open neighborhood
V of t in S such that the morphism fV W XV ! SjV is weakly Kähler. In consequence,
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for all s 2 V , the complex space .XV/s is Kähler. Thus, Xs is Kähler as we have
.XV/s Š Xs in An.

Item 2 follows from item 1 coupled with item 5 of Corollary 3.3.4. ut
Next, we discuss the property that the codimension of the singular locus of a

complex space does not drop below a given fixed number.

Definition 3.3.7 Let c 2 N [ f!g. We introduce the following classes.

Cc WD
�

.X; p/ W .X; p/ is a pointed complex space such that c �
codimp.Sing.X/;X/

	

:

C 0
c WD fX W X is a complex space such that c � codim.Sing.X/;X/g:

Note that C 0
c is the globalization of Cc in the sense of Remark 3.3.2; that is, for any

complex space X, we have X 2 C 0
c if and only if, for all p 2 X, we have .X; p/ 2 Cc.

We ask whether the class Cc (resp. C 0
c ) is stable under small flat deformation

(resp. small proper and flat deformation). In fact, we will briefly sketch how to
deduce that the intersection of Cc with the class of normal pointed complex spaces
is stable under small flat deformation.

Proposition 3.3.8 For all morphisms of complex spaces f W X ! Y and all p 2 X
there exists a neighborhood U of p in X such that, for all x 2 U, we have

dimx.Xf .x// � dimp.Xf .p//:

Proof See [9, Proposition in 3.4]. ut
Definition 3.3.9 Let f W X ! Y be a morphism of complex spaces.

1. Let p 2 X. We say that f is locally equidimensional in p when there exists a
neighborhood U of p in X such that, for all x 2 U, we have

dimx.Xf .x// D dimp.Xf .p//:

2. We say that f is locally equidimensional when f is locally equidimensional at p
for all p 2 X.

Proposition 3.3.10 Let f W X ! S be a morphism of complex spaces, A a closed
analytic subset of X, and p 2 X. Suppose that f is locally equidimensional at p. Then
there exists a neighborhood U of p in X such that, for all x 2 U, we have

codimp.A \ jXf .p/j;Xf .p// � codimx.A \ jXf .x/j;Xf .x//: (3.16)

Proof When p … A, we put U WD jXjnA. Then U is open in X and p 2 U. Moreover,
for all x 2 U, we have A\jXf .x/j D ;, whence codimx.A\jXf .x/j;Xf .x// D !. Thus,
for all x 2 U, Eq. (3.16) holds.
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Now, assume that p 2 A. Denote by Y the closed complex subspace of X induced
on A. Denote by i W Y ! X the corresponding inclusion morphism. Set g WD f ı i.
By Proposition 3.3.8 (applied to g), there is a neighborhood V of p in Y such that,
for all y 2 V , we have

dimy.Yg.y// � dimp.Yg.p//:

By the definition of the subspace topology, there exists a neighborhood QV of p
in X such that QV \ A � V . As f is locally equidimensional at p, there exists a
neighborhood U0 of p in X such that, for all x 2 U0, we have

dimx.Xf .x// D dimp.Xf .p//I

see Definition 3.3.9. Set U WD U0 \ QV . Then U is a neighborhood of p in X, and, for
all x 2 U \ A, we have

codimp.A \ jXf .p/j;Xf .p// D dimp.Xf .p// � dimp.Yg.p//

� dimx.Xf .x// � dimx.Yg.x//

D codimx.A \ jXf .x/j;Xf .x//:

Here we use that, for all s 2 S, the complex subspace of Xs induced on A \ jXsj is
isomorphic in An to the complex subspace of Y induced on jYsj. For all x 2 U n A,
Eq. (3.16) holds since codimx.A \ jXf .x/j;Xf .x// D ! as A \ jXf .x/j D ;. ut

Looking at Proposition 3.3.10, we wish to find criteria for a (possibly flat)
morphism of complex spaces to be locally equidimensional at a certain point of
its source space. We content ourselves with treating the case where the fiber passing
through the given point is normal.

Theorem 3.3.11 Let f W X ! Y be a morphism of complex spaces and p 2 X.
Assume that f is flat at p. Then

dimp.X/ D dimp.Xf .p//C dimf .p/.Y/: (3.17)

Proof See [9, Lemma in 3.19]. ut
Theorem 3.3.12 Let f W X ! Y be a flat morphism of complex spaces and p 2 X.
When Xf .p/ and Y are normal (resp. reduced) in p and f .p/, respectively, then X is
normal (resp. reduced) in p.

Proof See [14, Thm. 1.101 (2)]. ut
Proposition 3.3.13 Let X be a complex space and p 2 X. When X is normal in p,
then X is pure dimensional at p.

Proof See [13, Kapitel 6, §4, Abschnitt 2]. ut
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Proposition 3.3.14 Let f W X ! S be a flat morphism of complex spaces and p 2 X.
Assume that Xf .p/ and S are normal in p and f .p/, respectively. Then f is locally
equidimensional at p.

Proof By Proposition 3.3.13, S is pure dimensional at f .p/—that is, there exists a
neighborhood V of f .p/ in S such that, for all s 2 V , we have dims.S/ D dimf .p/.S/.
By Theorem 3.3.12, X is normal in p, whence again by means of Proposition 3.3.13,
X is pure dimensional at p. Accordingly, there exists a neighborhood U0 of p in X
such that, for all x 2 U0, we have dimx.X/ D dimp.X/. Set U WD f �1.V/\U0. Then
clearly, U is a neighborhood of p in X. Moreover, by Theorem 3.3.11, we have

dimx.Xf .x// D dimx.X/� dimf .x/.S/ D dimp.X/� dimf .p/.S/ D dimp.Xf .p//

for all x 2 U. In consequence, f is locally equidimensional at p. ut
Corollary 3.3.15

1. Let f W X ! S be a flat morphism of complex spaces and p 2 X. Suppose that Xf .p/

and S are normal in p and f .p/, respectively. Then there exists a neighborhood
U of p in X such that, for all x 2 U, we have

codimp.Sing.Xf .p//;Xf .p// � codimx.Sing.Xf .x//;Xf .x//: (3.18)

2. For all c 2 N [ f!g, the class f.X; p/ 2 Cc W .X; p/ is normalg is stable under
small flat deformation.

3. For all c 2 N [ f!g, the class fX 2 C 0
c W X is normalg is stable under small

proper and flat deformation.

Proof Item 1. Set A WD Sing.f /. Then A is a closed analytic subset of X. By Proposi-
tion 3.3.14, f is locally equidimensional at p. Therefore, by Proposition 3.3.10, there
exists a neighborhood U of p in X such that, for all x 2 U, Eq. (3.16) holds. Due to
the flatness of f , we have A \ jXsj D Sing.Xs/ for all s 2 S. Thus, for all x 2 U, we
have Eq. (3.18).

Item 2. This is an immediate consequence of item 1—at least, in case the base
space of the deformation is normal in its basepoint. For arbitrary (i.e., not necessarily
normal) base spaces the result traced back to the result for normal base spaces by
pulling the deformation back along the normalization of the base space. I refrain
from explaining the details of this argument as we will apply the result only in case
the base of the deformation is normal.

Item 3. This follows from item 2 by means of Remark 3.3.2. ut
For the remainder of Sect. 3.3 we deal with the stability of symplecticity.

Lemma 3.3.16 Let f W X ! S be a proper, flat morphism of complex spaces with
normal, or Cohen-Macaulay, base S and normal, Gorenstein fibers. Let t 2 S and
� 2 ˝2

f .U/, where

U WD jXj n Sing.f /:
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For all s 2 S, denote by is W Xs ! X the inclusion of the fiber of f over s, denote by

�s W ˝2
f �! is�.˝2

Xs
/

the pullback of 2-differentials induced by is, and set

�s WD .�s/U.�/ 2 ˝2
Xs
..Xs/reg/:

Assume that �t is nondegenerate on .Xt/reg. Then there exists a neighborhood V of t
in S such that �s is nondegenerate on .Xs/reg for all s 2 V.

Proof Let us assume that the space X is connected and Xt ¤ ;—the general case
can be traced back easily to this special case by restricting f to the connected
components of X having nonempty intersection with f �1.ftg/. Since Xt ¤ ; and Xt is
normal, there exists an element p0 2 .Xt/reg. Furthermore, since �t is nondegenerate
on .Xt/reg at p0, by Corollary 3.1.4, there exists a natural number r such that
dimp0 .Xt/ D 2r. Obviously, the spaces X and S are locally pure dimensional so that
the morphism f is locally equidimensional by Proposition 2.5.3. For X is connected,
the morphism f is even equidimensional, and we have

dimx.Xf .x// D dimp0 .Xf .p0// D 2r

for all x 2 X. Denote by !f the relative dualizing sheaf for f . Then since the
morphism f is submersive in U with fibers pure of dimension 2r, we have a canonical
isomorphism

 W !f jU �! ˝2r
f jU

of modules on XjU. Set A WD Sing.f /. Then A is a closed analytic subset of X, and
due to the flatness of f , we have

Sing.Xs/ D A \ jXsj
for all s 2 S. As the fibers of f are normal, we obtain

2 � codim.Sing.Xs/;Xs/ D codim.A \ jXsj;Xs/

for all s 2 S. Thus,

2 � codim.A; f / � codim.A;X/

by item 2 of Proposition 2.5.6. Since the fibers of f are Gorenstein, we know that
the module !f is locally free of rank 1 on X (e.g., by [7, Theorem 3.5.1]). So, by
Riemann’s extension theorem, the restriction map

!f .X/ �! !f .X n A/ D !f .U/
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is bijective. In particular, there exists one (and only one) ˛ 2 !f .X/ which restricts
to �^r 2 ˝2r

f .U/ via  U W !f .U/! ˝2r
f .U/.

Let s 2 S and p 2 .Xs/reg. Then, by Proposition 3.1.7, �s is nondegenerate on
.Xs/reg at p if and only if we have .�^r

s /.p/ ¤ 0 in

.˝2r
Xs
/.p/ D C˝OXs ;p

˝2r
Xs;p:

The pullback of differentials

˝2r
f �! is�.˝2r

Xs
/

induces an isomorphism

OXs;p ˝OX;p ˝
2r
f ;p �! ˝2r

Xs;p;

whence an isomorphism

C˝OX;p ˝
2r
f ;p �! C˝OXs ;p

˝2r
Xs;p;

under which .�^r/.p/ is mapped to .�^r
s /.p/. Moreover,  gives rise to an

isomorphism

 .p/ W !f .p/ �! ˝2r
f .p/

which sends ˛.p/ to .�^r/.p/. In conclusion, we see that �s is nondegenerate on
.Xs/reg at p if and only if ˛.p/ ¤ 0 in !f .p/.

Set

Z WD fx 2 X W ˛.x/ D 0 in !f .x/g:

Then as �t is nondegenerate on .Xt/reg by assumption, we have Z \ .Xt/reg D ;. In
other words, setting Zt WD Z \ jXtj, we have Zt � Sing.Xt/. So, for all p 2 Zt,

2 � codim.Sing.Xt/;Xt/ � codimp.Sing.Xt/;Xt/ � codimp.Zt;Xt/:

Clearly, Zt is the zero locus, in the module i�t .!f / on Xt, of the image of ˛ under the
canonical mapping

!f .X/ �! .i�t .!f //.Xt/:

As !f is locally free of rank 1 on X, we see that i�t .!f / is locally free of rank 1 on
Xt. Hence, for all p 2 Zt, we have

codimp.Zt;Xt/ � 1:
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Therefore, Zt D ;. This implies that jXtj � jXj n Z. As Z is a closed subset of X,
we infer, exploiting the properness of f , that there exists a neighborhood V of t in S
such that f �1.V/ � jXj n Z. From what we have noticed earlier, it follows that �s is
nondegenerate on Xs for all s 2 V . ut
Theorem 3.3.17 Let f W X ! S be a proper, flat morphism of complex spaces with
smooth base, t 2 S. Assume that Xt is symplectic, of Kähler type, and an element of
the class C 0

4 . Then there exists a neighborhood V of t in S such that Xs is symplectic,
of Kähler type, and an element of C 0

4 for all s 2 V.

Proof As the space Xt is symplectic, we know that Xt is Gorenstein and has rational
singularities; see Proposition 3.1.17. By items 2 and 4 of Theorem 3.3.3, item 1 of
Corollary 3.3.6, and item 3 of Corollary 3.3.15, there exists an open neighborhood
V 0 of t in S such that Xs is normal, Gorenstein, of Kähler type, and in C 0

4 for all
s 2 V 0. Therefore, without loss of generality, we may assume that the fibers of f are
altogether normal, Gorenstein, of Kähler type, and in C 0

4 to begin with.
Set A WD Sing.f / and define g W Y ! S to be the composition of the inclusion

Y WD X n A! X and f . Then due to the flatness of f , we have

A \ jXsj D Sing.Xs/

for all s 2 S and thus

.2C 0/C 2 D 4 � codim.A; f /:

Therefore, by Proposition 2.5.7, the Hodge module H 2;0.g/ is locally finite free on
S in t and the Hodge base change map

C˝OS;t .H
2;0.g//t �!H 2;0.Yt/ (3.19)

is an isomorphism of complex vector spaces.
Since Xt is symplectic, there exists a symplectic structure �t on Xt. By the

surjectivity of the base change map in Eq. (3.19), there exists an open neighborhood
V 00 of t in S and an element � 2 ˝2

f .f
�1.V 00/ nA/ such that � is mapped to �t by the

pullback of Kähler 2-differentials

˝2
f �! it�.˝2

Xt
/;

which is induced by the inclusion it W Xt ! X. Passing from f W X ! S to

fV00 W Xjf �1.V00/ �! SjV00;

we may assume, again without loss of generality, that � 2 ˝2
f .jXj n A/.

By Lemma 3.3.16, there exists a neighborhood V of t in S such that �s, which is
to be defined as in the formulation of the lemma, is nondegenerate on .Xs/reg for all
s 2 V . Let s 2 V . Then by Proposition 3.1.16, we know that, for all resolutions of
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singularities h W W ! Xs, there exists � such that � is an extension as 2-differential
of �s with respect to h—that is, item 1b of Definition 3.1.12 holds, for Xs and �s

in place of X and � , respectively. Since Xs is a reduced, compact, and Kähler type
complex space, Xs is of Fujiki class C , so that Proposition 3.1.20 implies that �s

induces a closed 2-differential on .Xs/reg. Thus, �s is a symplectic structure on Xs

and Xs is symplectic. ut
Theorem 3.3.18 Let f W X ! S be a proper, flat morphism of complex spaces and
t 2 S such that f is semi-universal in t and Xt is a symplectic complex space of
Kähler type such that codim.Sing.Xt/;Xt/ � 4. Then the complex space S is smooth
at t.

Proof In case the complex space Xt is projective, the statement follows from
Namikawa’s [24, Theorem (2.5)]. Namikawa’s proof, however, remains valid
without requiring Xt to be projective in virtue of Theorem 2.5.1. ut
Corollary 3.3.19 The class

C WD
�

X W X is a symplectic, Kähler type complex space such
that codim.Sing.X/;X/ � 4

	

is stable under small proper and flat deformation.

Proof Let f W X ! S be a proper, flat morphism of complex spaces and t 2 S
such that Xt 2 C . Then by Theorem 3.5.10, there exists a proper, flat morphism
f 0 W X0 ! S0 and an element t0 2 S0 such that Xt Š X0

t0 and f 0 is semi-universal
in t0. By Theorem 3.3.18, the complex space S0 is smooth at t0. In consequence, by
Theorem 3.3.17, there exists an open neighborhood V 0 of t0 in S0 such that, for all
s 2 V 0, we have X0

s 2 C . Without loss of generality, we may assume that X0
s 2 C

for all s 2 S0. By the semi-universality of f 0 in t0, there exists an open neighborhood
V of t in S and morphisms of complex spaces

b W SjV �! S0 and i W XV �! X0

such that b.t/ D t0 and such that

is a pullback square in the category of complex spaces. In particular, for all s 2 V ,
the morphism i induces an isomorphism Xs Š X0

s. Hence, Xs 2 C . ut
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3.4 The Local Torelli Theorem

In this section, I state and prove my version of the local Torelli theorem for compact,
connected, and symplectic complex spaces X of Kähler type such that for one,
˝2

X.Xreg/ is 1-dimensional and for another, the codimension of the singular locus
of X does not deceed the number four (see Theorem 3.4.5).

Observe that Y. Namikawa [25, Theorem 8] has proposed a local Torelli theorem
for a slightly smaller class of spaces. My statement is more general in the following
respects:

1. My spaces need neither be projective, nor Q-factorial, nor do they have to satisfy
a condition replacing the Q-factoriality in the nonprojective case.

2. I do not require H1.X;OX/ to be trivial.

Besides, I feel that Namikawa’s line of reasoning [25] misses out on a crucial
point. Indeed, as a proof for the decisive item (3) of his theorem, Namikawa contents
himself with referring to Beauville’s classic on irreducible symplectic manifolds [2].
Beauville’s proof of the local Torelli theorem for irreducible symplectic manifolds
certainly provides the basis for my line of reasoning below, too. Nonetheless, I
emphasize that in guise of Theorem 1.8.10 and Corollary 2.5.15, the upshots of the
entire Chaps. 1 and 2 enter the proof of Theorem 3.4.5.

Proposition 3.4.1 Let X be a Cohen-Macaulay complex space and A a closed
analytic subset of X such that Sing.X/ � A and codim.A;X/ � 3. Put Y WD X n A.
Then the evident restriction mapping

Ext1.˝1
X;OX/ �! Ext1.˝1

Y ;OY/

is bijective.

Proof This follows from the analytic counterpart of [19, Lemma (12.5.6)]. ut
Corollary 3.4.2 Let f W X ! S be a proper, flat morphism of complex spaces, A
a closed analytic subset of X such that Sing.f / � A, and t 2 S. Assume that S is
smooth, f is semi-universal in t, the fiber Xt is Cohen-Macaulay, and

codim.A \ jXtj;Xt/ � 3:
Define g to be the restriction of f to Y WD X n A. Then the Kodaira-Spencer map of
g at t (see Notation 1.8.3),

KSg;t W TS.t/ �! H1.Yt; �Yt / (3.20)

is an isomorphism of complex vector spaces.

Proof Denote by T1Xt
the first (co-)tangent cohomology [17, 27, 28] of Xt and by

Df ;t W TS.t/ �! T1Xt
(3.21)
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the accompanying “Kodaira-Spencer map” for f in t. The construction of the latter
Kodaira-Spencer map is functorial so that the inclusion Y ! X gives rise to a
commutative diagram of complex vector spaces:

The lower horizontal arrow in the diagram is the morphism induced on (co-)tangent
cohomology by Yt ! Xt.

Since the complex spaces Xt and Yt are reduced, the canonical maps

Ext1.˝1
Xt
;OXt / �! T1Xt

;

Ext1.˝1
Yt
;OYt / �! T1Yt

are isomorphisms [29, (III.3.1), (iv) and (v)]. Moreover, the following diagram
commutes:

Since the morphism f W X ! S is semi-universal in t, the Kodaira-Spencer map
in Eq. (3.21) is a bijection. Therefore, by Proposition 3.4.1 and the commutativity
of the above diagrams, we see that Dg;t is an isomorphism. However, through the
composition of canonical maps

Ext1.˝1
Yt
;OYt / �! Ext1.OYt ; �Yt / �! H1.Yt; �Yt /;

the morphism Dg;t is isomorphic to the ordinary Kodaira-Spencer map in Eq. (3.20).
Hence, Eq. (3.20) is an isomorphism, which was to be demonstrated. ut
Lemma 3.4.3 Let X be a symplectic complex manifold. Then the adjoint cup and
contraction map

� WD �2;0X W H1.X; �X/ �! Hom.H 2;0.X/;H 1;1.X//

(see Construction 1.8.4) is injective. Moreover, whenH 2;0.X/ is 1-dimensional over
the field of complex numbers, then � is an isomorphism.
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Proof Let c be an element of H1.X; �X/ such that �.c/ D 0. Observe that, by
definition, � arises from the ordinary cup and contraction

� 0 W H1.X; �X/˝C H0.X;˝2
X/ �! H1.X;˝1

X/

by means of tensor-hom adjunction over C; see Construction 1.8.4. In particular, for
all d 2 H0.X;˝2

X/, we have

� 0.c˝ d/ D .�.c//.d/ D 0:

As X is a symplectic complex manifold, according to Definition 3.1.8, there exists
a symplectic structure � on X. Denote by s the image of � under the canonical map

˝2
X.X/ �! H0.X;˝2

X/:

Moreover, denote by � the composition

�X �! �X ˝X OX
id˝����! �X ˝X ˝

2
X �! ˝1

X

of morphisms of modules on X, where the first arrow stands for the inverse of
the right tensor unit for �X on X, the � stands—by abuse of notation—for the
unique morphism OX ! ˝2

X of modules on X which sends the 1 of OX.X/ to the
actual � , and the last arrow stands for the sheaf-theoretic contraction morphism (see
Construction 1.4.11)

�2X.˝
1
X/ W �X ˝X ˝

2
X �! ˝1

X:

Then, since � is nondegenerate on X,

� W �X �! ˝1
X

is an isomorphism of modules on X (see item 1 of Remark 3.1.2), whence

H1.X; �/ W H1.X; �X/ �! H1.X;˝1
X/

is an isomorphism of complex vector spaces by functoriality. By the definition of
the cup product morphism, we have

.H1.X; �//.c/ D � 0.c˝ s/:

Thus, .H1.X; �//.c/ D 0. And in consequence, c D 0. This proves the injectivity
of � .
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Suppose that H 2;0.X/ is 1-dimensional, and let

f 2 Hom.H 2;0.X/;H 1;1.X//

be an arbitrary element. By the surjectivity of H1.X; �/, there exists c 2 H1.X; �X/

such that

.�.c//.s/ D .H1.X; �//.c/ D f .s/:

As H 2;0.X/ is nontrivial, we have dim.X/ > 0, whence s ¤ 0 in H 2;0.X/.
Accordingly, as H 2;0.X/ is 1-dimensional, s generates H 2;0.X/ over C. Thus,
�.c/ D f , which proves that � is surjective. ut
Definition 3.4.4 Let f W X ! S be a morphism of complex spaces. Then the
submersive share of f is the restriction of f to the open subspace X n Sing.f /.

Theorem 3.4.5 Let f W X ! S be a proper, flat morphism of complex spaces such
that S is smooth and simply connected and the fibers of f have rational singularities,
are of Kähler type, and have singular loci of codimension� 4. Furthermore, let t 2
S be an element such that f is semi-universal in t and Xt is symplectic and connected
with ˝2

Xt
..Xt/reg/ of dimension 1 over the field of complex numbers. Define g W Y !

S to be the submersive share of f .
Then the period mapping

P2;2t .g/ W S �! Gr.H 2.Yt//

(see item 2 of Notation 1.8.2) is well-defined and the tangent map

Tt.P
2;2
t .g// W TS.t/ �! TGr.H 2.Yt//.F

2H 2.Yt// (3.22)

is an injection with 1-dimensional cokernel.

Proof By Corollary 2.5.15, we know that the Frölicher spectral sequence of g
degenerates in the entries

I WD f.�; �/ 2 Z � Z W � C � D 2g

at sheet 1 in Mod.S/. Moreover, for all .p; q/ 2 I, the Hodge module H p;q.g/ is
locally finite free on S and compatible with base change in the sense that, for all
s 2 S, the Hodge base change map

ˇp;q
g;s W .H p;q.g//.s/ �!H p;q.Ys/

is an isomorphism of complex vector spaces. Let s 2 S. Then as Xs has rational
singularities, Xs is normal, whence locally pure dimensional according to Proposi-
tion 3.3.13. Thus, by Theorem 2.5.1, the Frölicher spectral sequence of XsnSing.Xs/
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degenerates in the entries I at sheet 1 in Mod.C/. Since the morphism f is flat, the
inclusion Y ! X induces an isomorphism of complex spaces

Ys �! Xs n Sing.Xs/:

Therefore, the Frölicher spectral sequence of Ys degenerates in the entries I at sheet
1 in Mod.C/.

By Theorem 1.8.10 for n D 2, and applied to g in place of f , the period mapping
P
2;2
t .g/ is well-defined—this is implicit in the theorem—and there exists a sequence
Q D . Q �/�2Z such that firstly, for all � 2 Z,

Q � W F�H 2.Yt/=F�C1H 2.Yt/ �!H �;2��.Yt/

is an isomorphism in Mod.C/ and secondly, setting

˛ WD Q 2 ı coker.	2Yt
.2; 3// W F2H 2.Yt/ �!H 2;0.Yt/;

ˇ WD .	2Yt
.1/=F2H 2.Yt// ı . Q 1/�1 WH 1;1.Yt/ �!H 2.Yt/=F2H 2.Yt/;

the following diagram commutes in Mod.C/:

(3.23)

For the definition of � , see Construction 1.7.19.
Since Xt has rational singularities, Xt is Cohen-Macaulay. Put A WD Sing.f /.

Then clearly, A is a closed analytic subset of X and, due to the flatness of f , we have
A \ jXtj D Sing.Xt/, whence

3 < 4 � codim.Sing.Xt/;Xt/ D codim.A \ jXtj;Xt/:

Applying Corollary 3.4.2, we see that the Kodaira-Spencer map

KSg;t W TS.t/ �! H1.Yt; �Yt /
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is an isomorphism in Mod.C/. As Xt is a symplectic complex space, .Xt/reg is a
symplectic complex manifold. As ˝2

Xt
..Xt/reg/ is a 1-dimensional complex vector

space, ˝2
.Xt/reg

..Xt/reg/ is a 1-dimensional complex vector space. Since Yt Š .Xt/reg

(see above), the same assertions hold for Yt instead of .Xt/reg. Therefore, by
Lemma 3.4.3, the cup and contraction

�
2;0
Yt
W H1.Yt; �Yt / �! Hom.H 2;0.Yt/;H

1;1.Yt//

is an isomorphism in Mod.C/. Since F3H 2.Yt/ Š 0, we know that the cokernel of
the inclusion

	2Yt
.2; 3/ W F3H 2.Yt/ �! F2H 2.Yt/

is an isomorphism. Thus, ˛ is an isomorphism. The morphism � in Eq. (3.23) is an
isomorphism anyway. By its very definition, ˇ is certainly injective. So, Hom.˛; ˇ/
is injective. Exploiting the commutativity of Eq. (3.23), we conclude that the tangent
map in Eq. (3.22) is injective.

Moreover, the dimension of the cokernel of Eq. (3.22) equals the dimension of
the cokernel of the injection Hom.˛; ˇ/, which in turn equals the dimension of the
cokernel of ˇ, for H 2;0.Yt/, and likewise F2H 2.Yt/, is 1-dimensional. Now the
cokernel of ˇ is obviously isomorphic to H 2.Yt/=F1H 2.Yt/, and via Q 0—that is,
by the degeneration of the Frölicher spectral sequence of Yt in the entry .0; 2/ at
sheet 1—we have

H 2.Yt/=F1H 2.Yt/ ŠH 0;2.Yt/:

According to Theorem 2.5.1, we have

H 0;2.Yt/ ŠH 2;0.Yt/:

Thus, we infer that the cokernel of Eq. (3.22) is 1-dimensional. ut
Reviewing the statement of Theorem 3.4.5, let me draw your attention to the

fact that the period mapping P WD P
2;2
t .g/ depends exclusively on the submersive

share g of the original family f . Note that the submersive share g of f is nothing
but the family of the smooth loci of the fibers of f . Moreover, note that the local
system with respect to which P is defined assigns to a point s in S in principle the
second complex cohomology H2..Xs/reg;C/ of .Xs/reg. Thus, P encompasses Hodge
theoretic information of .Xs/reg, not, however, a priori of Xs.

The upcoming series of results is aimed at shedding a little light on the
relationship between X and Xreg, for X a compact symplectic complex space of
Kähler type, in terms of the Hodge structures on the second cohomologies. I also
discuss ramifications of this relationship for the deformation theory of X. To begin
with, we introduce terminology capturing the variation of the mixed Hodge structure
in a family of spaces of Fujiki class C .
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Construction 3.4.6 Let f W X ! S be a morphism of topological spaces, A a ring,
n an integer. Our aim is to construct, given that f satisfies certain conditions (see
below), an A-representation of the fundamental groupoid of S which parametrizes
the A-valued cohomology modules in degree n of the fibers of f .

Recall that we denote by

f A W .X;AX/ �! .S;AS/

the canonical morphism of ringed spaces induced by f . Moreover, we set

Rn.f ;A/ WD Rn.f A/�.AX/:

Thus, Rn.f ;A/ is a sheaf of AS-modules on S. Assume that Rn.f ;A/ is a locally
constant sheaf on S. Then by means of Remark 1.7.5, the sheaf Rn.f ;A/ induces an
A-representation

�0 W ˘.S/ �! Mod.A/:

Assume that, for all s 2 S, the evident base change map

ˇs W .Rn.f ;A//s �! Hn.Xs;A/

is a bijection. Then define

�n.f ;A/ W ˘.S/ �! Mod.A/

to be the unique functor such that we have first, for all s 2 S,

.�n.f ;A//0.s/ D Hn.Xs;A/

and second, for all .s; t/ 2 S � S and all morphisms a W s! t in ˘.S/,

..�n.f ;A//1.s; t// .a/ D ˇt ı ..�0/1.s; t//.a/ ı .ˇs/
�1:

As a matter of fact, it would be more accurate to simply define �0 and �1 as indicated
above, then set �n.f ;A/ WD .�0; �1/ and assert that the so defined � is a functor from
˘.S/ to Mod.S/.

When f W X ! S is not a morphism of topological spaces, but a morphism
of complex spaces, or a morphism of ringed spaces, we write �n.f ;A/ in place of
�n.ftop;A/ in case the latter makes sense.

Definition 3.4.7 Let f W X ! S be a proper morphism of complex spaces such that
Xs is of Fujiki class C for all s 2 S. Let n and p be integers. We define FpRn.f / to be
the unique function on the underlying set jSj of S such that, for all s 2 S, we have

.FpRn.f //.s/ D FpHn.Xs/:

We call FpRn.f / the system of Hodge filtered pieces in bidegree .p; n/ for f .
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Assume further that Stop is simply connected and Rn.f ;C/ is a locally constant
sheaf on Stop. Then, for any t 2 S, we set

P
p;n
t .f /MHS WD PC

t .Stop; �
n.f ;C/;FpRn.f //:

For the period mapping on the right-hand side, see Construction 1.7.3. Observe that
the definition makes sense. In fact, �n.f ;C/ is a well-defined complex representation
of ˘.Stop/, and FpRn.f / is a complex distribution in � WD �n.f ;C/, for clearly,

.FpRn.f //.s/ D FpHn.Xs/

is a complex vector subspace of �0.s/ D Hn.Xs;C/ for all s 2 S.

Lemma 3.4.8 Let X be a complex space of Fujiki class C having rational
singularities and satisfying 4 � codim.Sing.X/;X/.

1. The mapping

j� W H2.X;C/ �! H2.Xreg;C/

induced by the inclusion morphism j W Xreg ! X is one-to-one.
2. The composition

H2.X;C/ �! H2.Xreg;C/ �!H 2.Xreg/

restricts to a bijection

F2H2.X/ �! F2H 2.Xreg/:

Proof Item 1. Let f W W ! X be a resolution of singularities such that the
exceptional locus E of f is a simple normal crossing divisor in W and f induces
by restriction an isomorphism

f 0 W W n E �! Xreg

of complex spaces. Then, by Proposition B.2.7, since X has rational singularities,
we know that f induces a one-to-one map

f � W H2.X;C/ �! H2.W;C/

on the second complex cohomology. Denote by

i W W n E �! W;

i0 W .W;;/ �! .W;W n E/
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the respective inclusion morphisms. Then the sequence

is exact in Mod.C/. Thus, the kernel of i� is precisely the C-linear span of the
fundamental cohomology classs ŒE�� of the irreducible components E� of E. So,
since

f �ŒH2.X;C/� \ChŒE��i D f0g;

we see that

.f ı i/� D i� ı f � W H2.X;C/ �! H2.W n E;C/

is one-to-one. Therefore, j� is one-to-one taking into account that f 0 furnishes an
isomorphism f ı i! j in the overcategory An=X .

Item 2. By Proposition B.2.9, we know that

f �jF2H2.X/ W F2H2.X/ �! F2H2.W/

is a bijection. By the functoriality of base change maps, we know that the following
diagram, where the vertical arrows denote the respective inclusions, commutes in
Mod.C/:

(3.24)

Let p 2 f1; 2g and c 2 H p;0.W n E/. Then by Theorem 3.1.15, there exists
one, and only one, element b 2 H p;0.W/ such that b is sent to c by the restriction
mapping

H p;0.W/ �!H p;0.W n E/:

Since W is a complex manifold of Fujiki class C , the Frölicher spectral sequence
of W degenerates at sheet 1, whence, specifically, b corresponds to a closed Kähler
p-differential on W. In consequence, c corresponds to a closed Kähler p-differential
on W n E. Varying c and p, we deduce that the Frölicher spectral sequence of W n E
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degenerates in the entry .2; 0/ at sheet 1. Thus, there exist isomorphisms such that
the diagram

commutes in Mod.C/.
As we have already noticed, the Hodge base change

H 2;0.W/ �!H 2;0.W n E/

is an isomorphism. Thus, from the commutativity of the diagram in Eq. (3.24), we
deduce that the composition of morphisms

H2.W;C/ �!H 2.W/ �!H 2.W n E/

restricts to an isomorphism

F2H2.W/ �! F2H 2.W n E/:

Note here that by the definition of the Hodge structure H2.W/, the Hodge filtered
piece F2H2.W/ is the inverse image of F2H 2.W/ under the canonical map

H2.W;C/ �!H 2.W/:

Finally, we observe that since f 0 W W n E ! Xreg is an isomorphism of complex
spaces, f 0 induces an isomorphism

f 0� W F2H 2.Xreg/ �! F2H 2.W n E/

of complex vector spaces. Thus, the commutativity in Mod.C/ of the diagram

yields our claim. ut
Proposition 3.4.9 Let f W X ! S be a proper, flat morphism of complex spaces
such that S is smooth and simply connected, R2.f ;C/ is a locally constant sheaf on
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Stop, and the fibers of f have rational singularities, are of Kähler type, and have
singular loci of codimension � 4. Moreover, let t 2 S. Define f 0 W X0 ! S to be the
submersive share of f , set

P WD P2;2t .f /MHS and P0 WD P2;2t .f 0/;

and denote by

�t W H2.Xt;C/ �! H2.X0
t ;C/ �!H 2.X0

t/

the composition of the canonical mappings. Then, for all s 2 S, we have

P0.s/ D �tŒP.s/�:

Proof Set � WD �2.f ;C/ (see Construction 3.4.6); note that this makes sense as
R2.f ;C/ is a locally constant sheaf on Stop and f is proper. By items 1 and 3 of
Corollary 2.5.15, the algebraic de Rahm module H 2.f 0/ is locally finite free on S.
Let H0 be the module of horizontal sections of

r2GM.f
0/ WH 2.f 0/ �! ˝1

S ˝S H
2.f 0/

on S (see Definition 1.6.8 and Construction 1.7.7). Then by item 2 of Proposi-
tion 1.8.1 and item 1 of Proposition 1.7.10, H0 is a locally constant sheaf on S. Define
�00 to be the C-representation of ˘.S/ associated to H0; see Construction 1.7.4 and
Remark 1.7.5. For any s 2 S, define ˇ0

s to be the composition of the following
morphisms

.H0/s �! .H 2.f 0//s �! .H 2.f 0//.s/ �!H 2.X0
s/

in Mod.C/, where the first arrow stands for the stalk-at-s morphism on Stop

associated to the inclusion morphism H0 !H 2.f 0/, the second arrow is the evident
“quotient morphism,” and the third arrow stands for the de Rham base change in
degree 2 for f 0 at s. Define .�0/0 to be the function on the underlying set jSj of S
which takes s 2 S to H 2.X0

s/. Define .�0/1 to be the unique function on jSj � jSj
such that, for all r; s 2 S, the value of .�0/1 at .r; s/ is the unique function on
.˘.S//1.r; s/ satisfying, for all arrows a 2 .˘.S//1.r; s/,

..�0/1.r; s//.a/ D ˇ0
s ı ..�00/1.r; s//.a/ ı .ˇ0

r/
�1:

Set �0 WD ..�0/0; .�0/1/. Then �0 is functor from˘.S/ to Mod.C/.
Define  to be the composition

R2.f ;C/ �! R2.f 0;C/ �! H0
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of morphisms of sheaves of CS-modules on S, where the first arrow signifies the
evident base change map and the second arrow denotes the unique morphism from
R2.f 0;C/ to H0 which factors the canonical morphism R2.f 0;C/!H 2.f 0/ through
the inclusion H0 !H 2.f 0/. Let � D .�s/s2S be the family of morphisms

�s W H2.Xs;C/ �! H2.X0
s;C/ �!H 2.X0

s/I

note that this fits with the notation “�t” introduced in the statement of the
proposition. Then by the functoriality of the base change maps, the following
diagram commutes in Mod.C/ for all s 2 S:

In consequence,

� W � �! �0

is a natural transformation of functors from ˘.S/ to Mod.C/. Thus, employing
Lemma 3.4.8, we see that, for all s 2 S, when a denotes the unique element of
.˘.S//1.s; t/, we have

�tŒP.s/� D �tŒ�1.s; t/.a/ŒF
2H2.Xs/�� D .�t ı �1.s; t/.a//ŒF2H2.Xs/�

D .�0
1.s; t/.a/ ı �s/ŒF2H2.Xs/� D �0

1.s; t/.a/Œ�sŒF2H2.Xs/��

D �0
1.s; t/.a/ŒF

2H 2.X0
s/� D P0.s/;

which was to be demonstrated exactly. ut
Corollary 3.4.10 Let f and t be as in Proposition 3.4.9. Then there exists a unique
morphism of complex spaces

PC W S �! G WD Gr.H2.Xt;C//

such that the underlying function of PC is precisely P WD P
2;2
t .f /MHS. In particular,

P is a holomorphic mapping from S to G. Moreover, when f 0, P0, and �t have the
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same meaning as in Proposition 3.4.9 and .�t/� WD Gr.�t/, the following diagram
commutes in the category of complex spaces:

Proof By Proposition 3.4.9, we know that jP0j D j.�t/�j ı P, in the plain set-
theoretic sense, since, for all l 2 Gr.H2.Xt;C//, we have j.�t/�j.l/ D �tŒl� by
the definition of .�t/�. Therefore, P0.S/ � .�t/�ŒG�. As �t is a monomorphism
of complex vector spaces, .�t/� is a closed embedding of complex spaces. Hence,
given that the complex space S is reduced (for it is smooth by assumption), there
exists a morphism of complex spaces PC W S! G such that .�t/� ıPC D P0. From
this, we obtain

j.�t/�j ı jPCj D jP0j D j.�t/�j ı P;

which implies jPCj D P, for j.�t/�j is a one-to-one function. This proves the
existence of PC.

When PC
1 is another morphism of complex spaces from S to G such that jPC

1 j D
P, we have jPC

1 j D jPCj, and thus PC
1 D PC by the reducedness of S. This shows

the uniqueness of PC. ut
Proposition 3.4.11 Let f W X ! S be a proper, flat morphism of complex spaces
and t 2 S such that Xt is connected and symplectic,˝2

Xt
..Xt/reg/ is 1-dimensional, S

is simply connected, R2.f ;C/ is a locally constant sheaf on S, and f is fiberwise of
Fujiki class C .

1. When P WD P2;2t .f /MHS is a continuous mapping from S to

G1 WD Gr.1;H2.Xt;C//;

there exists a neighborhood V of t in S such that P.V/ � QXt .
2. When S is smooth and P is a holomorphic mapping from S to G1, we have

P.S/ � QXt .

Proof Item 1. Let r be half the dimension of Xt. As Xt is nonempty, connected,
symplectic, and of Fujiki class C , there exists a normed symplectic class w on Xt;
see Proposition 3.1.25 and Definition 3.2.13. We know that w is a nonzero element of
F2H2.Xt/. Since P has image lying in the Grassmannian of 1-dimensional subspaces
of H2.Xt;C/ and P.t/ D F2H2.Xt/, we see that F2H2.Xt/ is 1-dimensional, whence
generated by w. By Proposition 3.1.21, we have

H2.Xt;C/ D H0;2.Xt/˚ H1;1.Xt/˚ H2;0.Xt/:
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Define E to be the hyperplane in G1 which is spanned by H0;2.Xt/ ˚ H1;1.Xt/.
Moreover, put V WD P�1.G1 n E/.

Let s 2 V be arbitrary. Since F2H2.Xs/ is 1-dimensional, there exists a nonzero
element v 2 F2H2.Xs/. As H WD R2.f ;C/ is a locally constant sheaf on S and S is
simply connected, the stalk map H.S/! Hs is one-to-one and onto. As f is proper,
the base change map Hs ! H2.Xs;C/ is one-to-one and onto, too. Thus, there exists
a unique element � 2 H.S/ which is sent to v by the composition of the latter two
functions. Write a for the image of � in H2.Xt;C/. Then, by the definition of P, we
have

P.s/ D Ca � H2.Xt;C/:

Thus, by the definition of QXt (Definition 3.2.23), we have P.s/ 2 QXt if and only if
qXt.a/ D 0.

According to the Hodge decomposition on H2.Xt;C/, there exist complex
numbers � and �0 as well as an element b 2 H1;1.Xt/ such that

a D �wC bC �0 Nw:

By Proposition 3.2.18, the following identity holds:

Z

Xt

.arC1 Nwr�1/ D .rC 1/�r�1qXt.a/: (3.25)

Denote by ı the unique lift of Nw with respect to the function H.S/ ! H2.Xt;C/.
Denote by c the image of ı under H.S/! H2.Xs;C/. As dim.Xs/ D 2r (due to the
flatness of f ) and v 2 F2H2.Xs/, we see that vrC1 D 0 in H�.Xs;C/. In consequence,
we have vrC1cr�1 D 0 in H�.Xs;C/. As the mapping

.H�.f ;C//.S/ �! H�.Xs;C/

is a morphism of rings, it sends � rC1ır�1 to vrC1cr�1. Therefore, as the map

.H4r.f ;C//.S/ �! H4r.Xs;C/

is one-to-one, we see that � rC1ır�1 D 0 in .H�.f ;C//.S/. But then, arC1 Nwr�1 D 0

in H�.Xt;C/ as this is the image of � rC1ır�1 under

.H�.f ;C//.S/ �! H�.Xt;C/:

Thus, the left-hand side of Eq. (3.25) equals zero. As P.s/ D Ca … E, we have
� ¤ 0. So, we obtain qXt.a/ D 0, whence P.s/ 2 QXt . As s was an arbitrary element
of V , we deduce P.V/ � QXt .

Item 2. We apply item 1 and conclude by means of the Identitätssatz for
holomorphic functions. ut
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Theorem 3.4.12 Let f W X ! S be a proper, flat morphism of complex spaces such
that S is smooth and simply connected and the fibers of f have rational singularities,
are of Kähler type, and have singular loci of codimension � 4. Moreover, let t 2 S
and suppose that Xt is connected and symplectic with ˝2

Xt
..Xt/reg/ of dimension 1

over C. Define g W Y ! S to be the submersive share of f , set P0 WD P
2;2
t .g/, and

assume that the tangent map

Tt.P
0/ W TS.t/ �! TGr.H 2.Yt//.F

2H 2.Yt//

is an injection with 1-dimensional cokernel. Moreover, assume that R2.f ;C/ is a
locally constant sheaf on Stop, and set P WD P2;2t .f /MHS.

1. There exists one, and only one, morphism of complex spaces

PC W S �! G WD Gr.H2.Xt;C//

such that jPCj D P.
2. There exists one, and only one, morphism of complex spaces

NP W S �! QXt

such that j ı NP D PC, where j W QXt ! G denotes the inclusion morphism.
3. NP is locally biholomorphic at t.
4. The tangent map

Tt.P
C/ W TS.t/ �! TG.F2H2.Xt//

is an injection with 1-dimensional cokernel.
5. The mapping

H2.Xt;C/ �! H2..Xt/reg;C/

induced by the inclusion .Xt/reg ! Xt is a bijection.

Proof Item 1 is an immediate consequence of Corollary 3.4.10.
Let us write �t for the composition of the following canonical morphisms in

Mod.C/:

H2.Xt;C/ �! H2.Yt;C/
��!H 2.Yt/:

Then by item 1 of Lemma 3.4.8, noting that, due to the flatness of f , the morphism
it W Yt ! Xt induces an isomorphism Yt ! .Xt/reg, we infer that �t is a
monomorphism of complex vector spaces. Denote by

.�t/� W G D Gr.H2.Xt;C// �! Gr.H 2.Yt// DW G0:
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the induced morphism of Grassmannians. By Corollary 3.4.10, we have P0 D
.�t/� ı PC. Since ˝2

Xt
..Xt/reg/ is of dimension 1 over C by assumption, we see

that F2H 2.Yt/ is of dimension 1 over C. Thus, the range of P0 is a subset of the
Grassmannian of lines in H 2.Yt/. In consequence, the range of PC is a subset of
the Grassmannian G1 of lines in H2.Xt;C/, whence P D jPCj is a holomorphic map
from S to G1. As the fibers of f are compact, reduced, and of Kähler type, the fibers
of f are of Fujiki class C . Therefore, by Proposition 3.4.11, we have item 2.

From item 2, we deduce that P0 D .�t/� ı j ı NP. Thus, by the functoriality of the
tangent maps, we obtain

Tt.P
0/ D TP.t/..�t/�/ ı T NP.t/.j/ ı Tt. NP/:

By assumption, Tt.P
0/ is a monomorphism with cokernel of dimension 1. There-

fore, Tt. NP/ is certainly a monomorphism. Besides, T NP.t/.j/ and TP.t/..�t/�/ are
monomorphisms, for j and .�t/� are closed immersions. Since the quadric QXt is
smooth at P.t/ D NP.t/, the cokernel of T NP.t/.j/ has dimension 1. Thus, both Tt. NP/
and TP.t/..�t/�/ are isomorphisms. Since S is smooth at t, we deduce item 3.

As

Tt.P
C/ D T NP.t/.j/ ı Tt. NP/;

we see that Tt.P/ is an injection with 1-dimensional cokernel, which proves item 4.
Furthermore, TP.t/..�t/�/ is an isomorphism (if and) only if �t is an isomor-

phism. Therefore, as H2.Yt;C/ ! H 2.Yt/ is an isomorphism anyway, we infer
that

i�t W H2.Xt;C/ �! H2.Yt;C/

is an isomorphism. As already pointed out, the morphism it is isomorphic to the
inclusion morphism .Xt/reg ! Xt in the overcategory An=Xt . Hence, we obtain
item 5 by virtue of the functoriality of H2.�;C/. ut

3.5 The Fujiki Relation

Let X be a nonempty, compact, reduced, and irreducible complex space. Then the
dimension n of X is a natural number, and we may define a function tX on H2.X;C/
by means of the assignment

a 7�!
Z

X
an:

The Fujiki relation reveals how, in case X is symplectic and with ˝2
X.Xreg/ of

complex dimension 1, the Beauville-Bogomolov form of X (see Definition 3.2.11)
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relates to the function tX . We introduce an appropriate rigorous terminology in
Definition 3.5.1 below. Note that the fact that every irreducible symplectic complex
manifold “satisfies the Fujiki relation” is due to A. Fujiki [11]—hence the name.
The main result of this section is Theorem 3.5.11, which generalizes Fujiki’s result
to a class of certain, possibly singular, symplectic complex spaces.

Let me mention that D. Matsushita has advertised a very similar result [21, The-
orem 1.2]. I feel, however, that several points of Matsushita’s line of reasoning are
considerably harder to establish than his exposition makes you believe. Moreover,
his proof relies on Namikawa’s [25, Theorem 8], which I reprehend, as explained
at the outset of Sect. 3.4. I stress that I do not think that Matsushita’s intermediate
conclusions are wrong. On the contrary, I reckon that his argument can be amended
by occasionally invoking techniques of one of Namikawa’s later papers [26].

Anyhow, Theorem 3.5.11 below is stronger than Matsushita’s theorem in pre-
cisely the respects that the results of Sect. 3.4 are stronger than Namikawa’s local
Torelli theorem. Specifically, our spaces need not be projective and Q-factorial.

Definition 3.5.1 Let X be a compact, connected, symplectic complex space such
that ˝2

X.Xreg/ is of dimension 1 over the field of complex numbers. We say that X
satisfies the Fujiki relation when, for all a 2 H2.X;C/, we have

Z

X
a2r D

 
2r

r

!

.qX.a//
r; (3.26)

where r WD 1
2

dim.X/.

Proposition 3.5.2 Let X be a compact, connected, symplectic complex space of
Kähler type such that˝2

X.Xreg/ is of dimension 1 over the field of complex numbers.
Then the following are equivalent:

1. X satisfies the Fujiki relation.
2. There exists � 2 C� such that, for all a 2 H2.X;C/,

R
X a2r D �.qX.a//r, where

r WD 1
2

dim.X/.
3. QX D fl 2 Gr.1;H2.X;C// W .8v 2 l/ vdim.X/ D 0 in H�.X;C/g.
Proof Item 1 implies item 3. On the one hand, let l 2 QX . Then l 2 Gr.1;H2.X;C//
and qX.v/ D 0 for all v 2 l. As X satisfies the Fujiki relation, we infer that

R
X v

2r D
0 for all v 2 l (note that r ¤ 0); see Definition 3.5.1. Thus vdim.X/ D v2r D 0

in H�.X;C/ since as X is a compact, irreducible, and reduced complex space of
dimension 2r, the function

Z

X
W H2 dim.X/.X;C/ �! C

is one-to-one. On the other hand, when l 2 Gr.1;H2.X;C// is an element such that,
for all v 2 l, we have vdim.X/ D 0 in H�.X;C/, then we have

R
X v

2r D 0, and whence
qX.v/ D 0, for all v 2 l in virtue of Eq. (3.26).
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Item 3 implies item 2. As X is compact, H2.X;C/ is finite dimensional. Thus there
exists a natural number d as well as a C-linear isomorphism � W Cd ! H2.X;C/.
Furthermore, there exist complex polynomials f and g in d variables such that
fC.x/ D qX.�.x// and gC.x/ D

R
X.�.x//

dim.X/ for all x 2 Cd, where fC and gC

denote the polynomial functions on Cd associated to f and g, respectively. Clearly,
f and g are homogeneous of degrees 2 and dim.X/, respectively. By item 3, we have
Z.f / D Z.g/ as, for all v 2 H2.X;C/, we have vdim.X/ D 0 in H�.X;C/ if and only
if
R

X v
dim.X/ D 0. Thus,

p
.f / D p

.g/ by elementary algebraic geometry. Hence,
f j D hg. By Corollary 3.2.26, f is irreducible in the polynomial ring. Therefore,
there exist an element � 2 C� and i such that g D �f i. By comparison of degrees,
i D r. Thus, for all x 2 Cd, we have

gC.x/ D .�f r/C.x/ D �.fC.x//r:

Plugging in ��1, we obtain item 2.
Item 2 implies item 1. As X is a compact, reduced complex space of Kähler type,

X is of Fujiki class C . Hence, X being in addition symplectic, there exists a normed
symplectic class w on X by Proposition 3.1.25, Lemma 3.2.8, Propositions 3.2.14
and 3.2.4. By Corollary 3.2.17, we have qX.wC Nw/ D 1. There exists a resolution
of singularities f W QX ! X. Set Qw WD f �.w/. Then

f �..wC Nw/2r/ D .f �.wC Nw//2r D . QwC NQw/2r:

By Proposition 3.2.14, Qw is a normed generically symplectic class on QX. In particu-
lar, Qw is the class of a global 2-differential on QX. Thus, we have Qwi D 0 in H�. QX;C/
for all i 2 N such that i > r, and likewise NQwj D 0 for all j 2 N such that j > r. In
consequence, since the subring H2�. QX;C/ of H�. QX;C/ is commutative, calculating
with the binomial formula yields

. QwC NQw/2r D
2rX

jD0

 
2r

j

!

Qw2r�j NQwj D
 
2r

r

!

Qwr NQwr

in H�. QX;C/. Applying Lemma 3.2.8, we obtain (recall that Qw is normed on QX):

Z

X
.wC Nw/2r D

Z

QX
. QwC NQw/2r D

 
2r

r

!Z

QX
Qwr NQwr D

 
2r

r

!

:

Now,

� D �.qX.wC Nw//r D
Z

X
.wC Nw/2r D

 
2r

r

!

:

In turn, for all a 2 H2.X;C/, Eq. (3.26) holds. This implies item 1. ut
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Lemma 3.5.3 Let V be a finite dimensional complex vector space, Q a quadric in
P.V/, and p 2 P.V/ n Q. Denote by Gp the set of all lines in P.V/ passing through
p. Then there exist a hyperplane H in P.V/ and a quadric Q0 in H such that p … H,
rk.Q0/ D rk.Q/� 1, and

[
fL 2 Gp W # .L \Q/ ¤ 2g D K; (3.27)

where K denotes the cone in P.V/ with base Q0 and vertex p.

Proof As p 2 P.V/ n Q, we have Q ¤ P.V/. Thus, dimC.V/ � 2. Put N WD
dimC.V/ � 1. We fix a coordinate system in P.V/—that is, an ordered C-basis of
V—such that p D Œ1 W 0 W � � � W 0�. Let f 2 CŒX0; : : : ;XN � be homogeneous of degree
2 such that

Q D fx 2 P.V/ W f .x/ D 0g:

There are a0; : : : ; aN 2 C and bij 2 C, .i; j/ 2 f0; : : : ;Ng2, i < j, such that

f D a0X
2
0 C � � � C aNX2N C 2

X

0�i<j�N

bijXiXj

in CŒX0; : : : ;XN �. We define H WD fx 2 P.V/ W x0 D 0g and

f 0 WD .b201�a0a1/X
2
1C� � �C.b20N�a0aN/X

2
NC2

X

1�i<j�N

.b0ib0j�a0bij/XiXj (3.28)

in CŒX1; : : : ;XN �. Furthermore, we set Q0 WD fx 2 H W f 0.x/ D 0g. Clearly, H is
a hyperplane in P.V/, and Q0 is a quadric in H, and p … H. I contend that, for all
q 2 H, the cardinality of pq\ Q is different from 2 if and only if q 2 Q0.

For that matter, let q 2 H be an arbitrary element. Set L WD pq. Let .0; q1; : : : ; qN/

be a representative of q (written in our fixed basis of V). Then .1; 0; : : : ; 0/ and
.0; q1; : : : ; qN/ make up a coordinate system in l. The coordinates corresponding to
the points p and q will be denoted by Y0 and Y1, respectively. Thus, the point Œy0 W y1�
of L equals the point Œy0 W y1q1 W � � � W y1qN � of P.V/. That is, in coordinates of L, the
set L \Q is the zero set of the polynomial

g D f .Y0; q1Y1; : : : ; qNY1/

D a0Y
2
0 C

NX

iD1
ai.qiY1/

2 C 2
NX

jD1
b0jY0.qjY1/C 2

X

1�i<j�N

bij.qiY1/.qjY1/

D a0Y
2
0 C

0

@2

NX

jD1
b0jqj

1

A Y0Y1 C
0

@
NX

iD1
aiq

2
i C 2

X

1�i<j�N

bijqiqj

1

AY21
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in CŒY0;Y1�.2/. Hence, we have # .L\ Q/ ¤ 2 if and only if the discriminant of g
vanishes, in symbols:

0

@
NX

jD1
b0jqj

1

A

2

� a0

0

@
NX

iD1
aiq

2
i C 2

X

1�i<j�N

bijqiqj

1

A D 0: (3.29)

Recalling Eq. (3.28), we see that the left-hand side of Eq. (3.29) equals
f 0.q1; : : : ; qN/. Therefore, we have established my claim.

Let us deduce Eq. (3.27) from the claim. K is to denote the cone in P.V/ with
base Q0 and vertex p, as in the formulation of the lemma. Let L 2 Gp such that
# .L \ Q/ ¤ 2. There exists q 2 H such that L D pq. The claim implies q 2 Q0.
Thus, L � K. For the other inclusion let x 2 K be arbitrary. By the definition of the
cone K, there exists q 2 Q0 such that x 2 pq, whence # .pq\ Q/ ¤ 2 again by the
claim. Therefore, x is contained in the left-hand side of Eq. (3.27).

It remains to show that rk.f 0/ D rk.f / � 1. Denote by A and A0 the symmetric
coefficient matrices associated to f and f 0, respectively. The rows of A are numbered
starting with 0. When first multiplying each of the rows 1 to N of A by �a0 and then
adding, for i D 1; : : : ;N, b0i-times the 0th row to the ith row, one obtains the matrix

B WD
�

a0 b0�
0 A0

�

:

As p D Œ1 W 0 W � � � W 0� ¤ Q, we have a0 ¤ 0. In consequence, rk.A/ D rk.B/, and
rk.B/ D rk.A0/C 1. Noting that rk.f / D rk.A/ and rk.f 0/ D rk.A0/, we are finished.

ut
Corollary 3.5.4 Let V be a finite dimensional complex vector space, Q a quadric
of rank � 2 in P.V/, and p 2 P.V/ n Q. Then there exists a nonempty, Zariski-open
subset U of P.V/ such that p … U and, for all q 2 U, we have # .L \ Q/ D 2, where
L denotes the line in P.V/ joining p and q.

Proof By Lemma 3.5.3 there exist a hyperplane H in P.V/ and a quadric Q0 in H
such that p … H, rk.Q0/ D rk.Q/ � 1, and Eq. (3.27) holds, where Gp and K
stand for the set of all lines in P.V/ passing through p and the cone with base Q0
and apex p, respectively. Set U WD P.V/ n K. Then as K is an algebraic set in
P.V/, the set U is Zariski-open in P.V/. Since rk.Q/ � 2 by assumption, we have
rk.Q0/ D rk.Q/ � 1 � 1, whence H n Q0 ¤ ;. Thus, U ¤ ; as H n Q0 � U. Since
Q0 ¤ ;, we have p 2 K. Consequently, p … U. Now let q be an arbitrary element of
U. Let L be the line in P.V/ joining p and q. Then if # .L \Q/ ¤ 2, we would have
L � K by Eq. (3.27), and therefore q 2 K, which is clearly not the case looking at
the definition of U. In conclusion, # .L\ Q/ D 2. ut
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Lemma 3.5.5 Let A be a commutative C-algebra, V a finite dimensional C-vector
subspace of A, r 2 N n f0g, and Q a quadric of rank � 2 in P.V/. Assume that there
exists an element c 2 V such that c2r ¤ 0 in A. Moreover, assume that

Q � R WD fp 2 P.V/ W .8x 2 p/ xrC1 D 0 in Ag:

Then we have

Q D R D S WD fp 2 P.V/ W .8x 2 p/ x2r D 0 in Ag:

Proof Obviously we have Q � R � S since rC 1 � 2r (and thus, for all x 2 A, the
equality xrC1 D 0 in A implies x2r D 0 in A). Hence, it suffices to show that S � Q.
For that matter, let p be an arbitrary element of S. Assume that p is not an element of
Q. Then by Corollary 3.5.4, there exists a nonempty, Zariski-open subset U of P.V/
such that p … U and, for all q 2 U, you have # .L \ Q/ D 2, where L signifies the
line in P.V/ joining p and q. Observe that S is an algebraic set in P.V/. Since there
exists c 2 V such that c2r ¤ 0 in A, we know P.V/ n S ¤ ;. Thus, U n S ¤ ; and
there exists an element q 2 UnS. Denote the line in P.V/ joining p and q by L. Then
# .L \ Q/ D 2; that is, there exist p0 and q0 such that p0 ¤ q0 and L \ Q D fp0; q0g.
Since Q � R, we have p0; q0 2 R, whence there exist x 2 p0 and y 2 q0 such that
xrC1 D yrC1 D 0 in A. As the multiplication of A is commutative, we infer, using
the binomial theorem, that for all �;� 2 C,

.�xC �y/2r D
2rX

jD0

 
2r

j

!

.�x/2r�j.�y/j D
 
2r

r

!

.�r�r/xryr: (3.30)

Let v 2 p and w 2 q. Since x and y span the line L, there are �;�; �1; �1 2 C
such that v D �x C �y and w D �1x C �1y. Since q … S, we have w2r ¤ 0 in A.
Therefore, substituting �1 and �1 for � and �, respectively, in Eq. (3.30), we see
that xryr ¤ 0 in A. As p 2 S, we have v2r D 0. Thus now, Eq. (3.30) yields that
�r�r D 0. In turn, � D 0. Consequently, we have p D q0, or else � D 0 and thus
p D p0. Either way, p 2 Q. This argument shows that indeed, for all p 2 S, we have
p 2 Q. In other words, S � Q, quod erat demonstrandum. ut
Proposition 3.5.6 Let X be a compact, connected, and symplectic complex space
of Kähler type such that ˝2

X.Xreg/ is of dimension 1 over C. Assume that

QX � fl 2 Gr.1;H2.X;C// W .8v 2 l/ vrC1 D 0 in H�.X;C/g; (3.31)

where r WD 1
2

dim.X/. Then X satisfies the Fujiki relation.

Proof Define A to be the complex subalgebra H2�.X;C/ of H�.X;C/ and V to be
the C-submodule of A which is given by the canonical image of H2.X;C/ in A. Then
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A is a commutative C-algebra and V is a finite dimensional C-submodule of A (as X
is compact). Evidently, r is a natural number different from 0. Set

Q WD fp 2 P.V/ W .8x 2 p/ qX. .x// D 0g;

where  denotes the inverse function of the canonical isomorphism H2.X;C/! V .
Then Q is a quadric of rank� 2 in P.V/ by Corollary 3.2.26. By Proposition 3.1.25,
there exists a symplectic class w on X. We identify w with its image in V . Like in
the proof of Proposition 3.5.2, we calculate in A (or H�.X;C/):

.wC Nw/2r D
 
2r

r

!

wr Nwr:

By Proposition 3.2.4,
R

X wr Nwr > 0; in particular, .wC Nw/2r ¤ 0 in A. By Eq. (3.31),
we see that

Q � fp 2 P.V/ W .8x 2 p/ xrC1 D 0 in Ag:

Hence, by Lemma 3.5.5,

Q D fp 2 P.V/ W .8x 2 p/ x2r D 0 in Ag:

This implies that item 3 of Proposition 3.5.2 holds. Applying Proposition 3.5.2, you
infer that X satisfies the Fujiki relation. ut
Lemma 3.5.7 Let f W X ! S be a proper, equidimensional morphism of complex
spaces and t 2 S such that Xt is connected and symplectic, ˝2

Xt
..Xt/reg/ is

of dimension 1 over the field of complex numbers, S is irreducible and simply
connected, and the fibers of f are of Fujiki class C . Moreover, assume that, for all
i 2 N, the sheaf Ri.f ;C/ is locally constant on Stop. Set P WD P

2;2
t .f /MHS. Suppose

that the mapping

P W S �! G WD Gr.1;H2.Xt;C//

is holomorphic and there exists a neighborhood W of P.t/ in G such that

QXt \W � P.S/:

Then Xt satisfies the Fujiki relation.

Proof Define r to be the unique natural number such that 2r D dim.Xt/.
Furthermore, introduce the following notation, where we exponentiate in the ring
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H�.Xt;C/, into which H2.Xt;C/ embeds canonically, and 0 stands for the zero
element of the ring H�.Xt;C/:

Rt WD fl 2 jGj W .8v 2 l/ vrC1 D 0g;
St WD fl 2 jGj W .8v 2 l/ v2r D 0g:

By assumption, the sheaf

R�.f ;C/ WD
M

i2N

Ri.f ;C/

is locally constant on Stop. Thus, since S is locally connected, there exists a
connected open neighborhood V of t in S such that the restriction of H�.f ;C/ to
V is constant. In particular, for all s 2 V , the canonical maps

.H�.f ;C//.V/ �! .H�.f ;C//s

are bijective.
Let now s 2 V be arbitrary and v 2 P.s/. Put � WD �2.f ;C/. Since Stop is

simply connected, there exists a unique element a in .˘.Stop//1.s; t/. Put �s;t WD
.�1.s; t//.a/ and recall that thus

�s;t W H2.Xs;C/ �! H2.Xt;C/

is an isomorphism of complex vector spaces. Therefore, there exists a unique
element u 2 H2.Xs;C/ such that �s;t.u/ D v. Note that P.s/ � H2.Xt;C/, whence
v 2 H2.Xt;C/. By the definition of P2;2t .f /MHS, we have

P.s/ D �s;tŒF
2H2.Xs/�;

which tells us that u 2 F2H2.Xs/. Since f is equidimensional, we have dim.Xs/ D
dim.Xt/ D 2r. Consequently, we have urC1 D 0 in H�.Xs;C/ since the cohomolog-
ical cup product is filtered with respect to the Hodge filtrations on the cohomology
of Xs. As the morphism f is proper, the base change map

.R2.f ;C//t �! H2.Xt;C/

is a bijection. Therefore, there exists one, and only one, � 2 .R2.f ;C//.V/ which is
sent to v by the following composition of functions:

.R2.f ;C//.V/ �! .R2.f ;C//t �! H2.Xt;C/: (3.32)

By the definition of �2.f ;C/, we know that � is sent to u by the composition of
functions in Eq. (3.32), where we replace t by s. Clearly, the following diagram of
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sets and functions commutes:

(3.33)

Thus the canonical image of � in .H�.f ;C//.V/ is mapped to the canonical image of
u in H�.Xs;C/ by the composition of the two arrows in the bottom row of Eq. (3.33).
In addition, the composition of the two arrows in the bottom row of Eq. (3.33)
is a morphism of rings from .H�.f ;C//.V/ to H�.Xs;C/. Thus, the composition
of the two functions in the bottom row of Eq. (3.33) sends � rC1 to urC1, where
� and u denote the canonical images of � and u in .H�.f ;C//.V/ and H�.Xs;C/,
respectively. Employing the fact that the composition of the two functions in the
bottom row of Eq. (3.33) is one-to-one (it is a bijection actually), we further infer
that � rC1 D 0 in .H�.f ;C//.V/. Playing the same game as before with t in place of
s, we see that � rC1 is sent to vrC1 by the composition of functions

.H�.f ;C//.V/ �! .H�.f ;C//t �! H�.Xt;C/:

Hence, vrC1 D 0 in H�.Xt;C/. As v was an arbitrary element of P.s/ and s was an
arbitrary element of V , we obtain that P.V/ � Rt.

As P W S ! G is a holomorphic mapping, S an irreducible complex space,
Rt a closed analytic subset of G, and V an open subset of S, the Identitätssatz
for holomorphic mappings yields P.S/ � Rt. We know there exists an open
neighborhood W of P.t/ in G such that QXt \ W � P.S/. In consequence,
QXt \ W � Rt. As P.t/ 2 QXt , we know that QXt \ W is nonempty. Thus, since
QXt is an irreducible closed analytic subset of G and Rt is a closed analytic subset of
G, we have QXt � Rt. Consulting Proposition 3.5.6, we deduce that Xt satisfies the
Fujiki relation. ut
Definition 3.5.8

1. Let f W E ! B be a morphism of topological spaces and b 2 B. Then f is said to
be a (topological) fiber bundle at b when there exist an open neighborhood V of
b in B, a topological space F, and a homeomorphism

h W Xjf �1.V/ �! BjV � F

such that f D p1 ı h, where p1 denotes the projection to BjV .
2. Let f W X ! S be a morphism of ringed spaces, or else complex spaces, and

t 2 S. Then f is said to be locally topologically trivial at t when ftop W Xtop ! Stop

is a fiber bundle at t.
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Lemma 3.5.9 Let f W X ! S be a proper, flat morphism of complex spaces and t 2 S
such that Xt is connected and symplectic,˝2

Xt
..Xt/reg/ is of dimension 1 over the field

of complex numbers, S is smooth and simply connected, and the fibers of f have
rational singularities, are of Kähler type, and have singular loci of codimension
� 4. Denote by g W Y ! S the submersive share of f and set P0 WD P

2;2
t .g/. Assume

that the tangent map

Tt.P
0/ W TS.t/ �! TGr.H 2.Yt//.F

2H 2.Yt//

is an injection with 1-dimensional cokernel and that f is locally topologically trivial
at t. Then Xt satisfies the Fujiki relation.

Proof As S is smooth (at t) and f is locally topologically trivial at t, there exists an
open neighborhood V of t in S such that SjV is isomorphic to the d-dimensional
complex unit ball for some d 2 N and .fV/top is isomorphic to the projection
.SjV/top � F ! .SjV/top for some topological space F. This last condition implies
that, for all i 2 N, the sheaf Ri.fV ;C/ is a constant sheaf on SjV . Moreover,
fV W XV ! SjV is a proper, flat morphism of complex spaces, SjV is smooth and
simply connected, and the fibers of fV have rational singularities, are of Kähler
type, and have singular loci of codimension � 4. Besides, .XV/t is connected and
symplectic, and

dimC

�
˝2
.XV /t

...XV/t/reg/
�
D 1:

Let gV W YV ! SjV be the submersive share of fV and set P0
V WD P2;2t .gV/. Let

it W .YV/t ! Yt be the canonical morphism of complex spaces, which is induced by
the fact that YV is an open complex subspace of Y. Write

i�t WH 2.Yt/ �!H 2..YV/t/

for the associated morphism in algebraic de Rham cohomology. As it is an
isomorphism of complex spaces, i�t is an isomorphism in Mod.C/. Hence, i�t gives
rise to an isomorphism of complex spaces

Gr.H 2.Yt// �! Gr.H 2..YV/t//

that we sloppily denote i�t , too. Given this notation, we find that

P0
V D i�t ı P0jV :

Thus, as Tt.P
0/ is an injection with 1-dimensional cokernel, Tt.P

0
V/ is an injection

with 1-dimensional cokernel. Define P WD P
2;2
t .fV/MHS in the sense that

P W SjV �! G WD Gr.H2..XV/t;C//
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is a morphism of complex spaces. Then by Theorem 3.4.12, there exists a morphism
of complex spaces NP W SjV ! Q.XV /t such that P D i ı NP, where i denotes the
inclusion morphism Q.XV/t ! G, and NP is biholomorphic at t. In particular, there
exist open neighborhoods V 0 of t in SjV and W 0 of NP.t/ in Q.XV/t such that NP induces
an isomorphism from .SjV/jV0 to Q.XV/t jW0 . Specifically, we have NP.V 0/ D W 0. Since
.Q.XV/t /top is a topological subspace of Gtop, there exists an open subset W of Gtop

such that W 0 D Q.XV /t \ W. Therefore, exploiting the fact that P and NP agree set-
theoretically, W is an open neighborhood of P.t/ in Gtop and

Q.XV /t \W D P.V 0/ � P.S/:

Now from Lemma 3.5.7 (applied to fV and t), we infer that .XV/t satisfies the Fujiki
relation. As .XV/t Š Xt in An, we deduce that Xt satisfies the Fujiki relation. ut
Theorem 3.5.10 For all compact complex spaces X there exist a proper, flat
morphism of complex spaces f W X ! S and t 2 S such that X Š Xt in An and
the morphism f is semi-universal in t and complete in s for all s 2 S.

Proof This is Grauert’s “Hauptsatz” in [12, §5].3 ut
Theorem 3.5.11 Let X be a compact, connected, and symplectic complex space of
Kähler type such that

dimC.˝
2
X.Xreg// D 1

and

codim.Sing.X/;X/ � 4:

Then X satisfies the Fujiki relation.

Proof By Theorem 3.5.10, as X is compact complex space, there exist a proper, flat
morphism of complex spaces f0 W X0 ! S0 and t 2 S0 such that f0 is semi-universal
in t and X Š .X0/t in An. By Theorem 3.3.18, the complex space S0 is smooth at
t. By Corollary 3.3.19 (or else Theorem 3.3.17), there exists a neighborhood V0 of
t in S0 such that, for all s 2 V0, the complex space .X0/s is connected, symplectic,
of Kähler type, and with codimension of its singular locus not deceeding 4. By the
smoothness of S0 at t, there exists an open neighborhood V 0

0 of t in S0 such that V 0
0 �

V0 and S0jV0

0
is isomorphic, in An, to some complex disk. Define f1 W X1 ! S1 to be

the morphism of complex spaces obtained from f0 by shrinking the base to V 0
0. Then

3I should note that Grauert [12] calls “versell” what we call “semi-universal.” This might be
confusing given that nowadays people use the English word “versal” as a synonym for “complete,”
which is a condition strictly weaker than that of semi-universality. In other words, Grauert’s
(German) “versell” is not equivalent to, but strictly stronger than the contemporary (English)
“versal.”
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by Theorem 3.4.5, the tangent map Tt.P
0
1/ is an injection with cokernel of dimension

1, where P0
1 WD P

2;2
t .g1/ and g1 denotes the submersive share of f1. Since P0

1 is a
morphism between two complex manifolds, there exists an open neighborhood V1
of t in S1 such that Ts.P

0
1/ is an injection with cokernel of dimension 1 for all s 2 V1.

Let V 0
1 be an open neighborhood of t in S1 such that V 0

1 � V1 and S1jV0

1
is isomorphic

in An to some complex disk. Furthermore, define f W X! S to be the morphism of
complex spaces obtained from f1 by shrinking the base to V 0

1.
Define g W Y! S to be the submersive share of f and set P0 WD P

2;2
t .g/. Then g

equals the morphism obtained from g1 by shrinking the base to V 0
1. In consequence,

P0 is isomorphic to P0
1jV0

1
as an arrow under S D S1jV0

1
in An. In particular, for

all s 2 jSj D V 0
1, as Ts.P

0
1/ is an injection with cokernel of dimension 1, the map

Ts.P
0
1jV0

1
/ is an injection with cokernel of dimension 1, whence Ts.P

0/ is an injection

with cokernel of dimension 1. Note that P2;2s .g/ is isomorphic to P
2;2
t .g/ as an arrow

under S in An for all s 2 S. Thus, Ts.P
2;2
s .g// is an injection with cokernel of

dimension 1 for all s 2 S. Note that on account of Proposition 3.1.17, for all s 2 S, as
the complex space Xs Š .X0/s is symplectic, it has rational singularities. Therefore,
by Corollary 2.5.15, the moduleH 2;0.g/ is locally finite free on S, and, for all s 2 S,
the Hodge base change

.H 2;0.g//.s/ �!H 2;0.Ys/

is an isomorphism in Mod.C/. Observe that, for all s 2 S, we have Ys Š .Xs/reg due
to the flatness of f . Thus, we have

H 2;0.Ys/ ŠH 2;0..Xs/reg/ Š ˝2
.Xs/reg

..Xs/reg/ Š ˝2
Xs
..Xs/reg/

in Mod.C/. Since S is connected and ˝2
Xt
..Xt/reg/ is 1-dimensional (given that

Xt Š .X0/t Š X), we infer that the module H 2;0.g/ is locally free of rank 1 on
S. Moreover, for all s 2 S, the complex vector space ˝2

Xs
..Xs/reg/ is 1-dimensional.

By stratification theory and Thom’s First Isotopy Lemma, as f is proper, there exists
a connected open subset T of S such that t lies in the topological closure of T and f
is locally topologically trivial at s for all s 2 T. Employing Lemma 3.5.9, we obtain
that, for all s 2 T, the space Xs satisfies the Fujiki relation.

Now let a 2 H2.Xt;C/. Since f is proper, the base change map

.R2.f ;C//t �! H2.Xt;C/

is a surjection (a bijection, in fact). Therefore, there exists a connected open
neighborhood V of t in S and Qa 2 .R2.f ;C//.V/ such that Qa is sent to a by the
composition of the evident functions

.R2.f ;C//.V/ �! .R2.f ;C//t �! H2.Xt;C/: (3.34)
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As t lies in the closure of T and the topological space Stop is first-countable at t, there
exists a sequence .s˛/˛2N of elements of T \ V such that .s˛/ converges to t in Stop.
When s 2 V , let us write as for the image of Qa under the composition of functions
in Eq. (3.34), where we replace t by s. Set r WD 1

2
dim.Xt/—which makes sense as

the complex space Xt is nonempty, connected, and symplectic—and define

� WD f.s;
Z

Xs

.as/
2r/ W s 2 Vg;  WD f.s; qXs.as// W s 2 Vg:

Then � is a locally constant function from StopjV to C. In particular, we have

lim.�.s˛// D �.t/:

In a separate proof below we show that

lim. .s˛// D  .t/:

For all ˛ 2 N, since s˛ 2 T, the space Xs˛ satisfies the Fujiki relation. Thus, since
1
2

dim.Xs˛ / D 1
2

dim.Xt/ D r, we have

�.s˛/ D
 
2r

r

!

. .s˛//
r:

Remarking that by the definition of at we have a D at, we obtain

Z

Xt

a2r D
Z

Xt

.at/
2r D �.t/ D lim.�.s˛// D lim

  
2r

r

!

. .s˛//
r

!

D
 
2r

r

!

. .t//r D
 
2r

r

!

.qXt.at//
r D

 
2r

r

!

.qXt.a//
r: (3.35)

Since in the deduction of Eq. (3.35) a was an arbitrary element of H2.Xt;C/, we
infer that Xt satisfies the Fujiki relation. In consequence, as we have X Š .X0/t Š
Xt in An, we infer that X satisfies the Fujiki relation, which was to be demonstrated.

ut
Proof (that lim. .s˛// D  .t/) Assume that a D 0 in H2.Xt;C/. Then we have
.Qa/t D 0 in the stalk .R2.f ;C//t. Thus, there exists an open neighborhood W of t in
S such that W � V and Qa restricts to the zero element of .R2.f ;C//.W/ within the
presheaf R2.f ;C/. This implies that, for all s 2 W, we have as D 0 in H2.Xs;C/
and consequently qXs.as/ D 0. Therefore clearly, lim. .s˛// D  .t/.

Now, assume that a ¤ 0 in H2.Xt;C/. Then there exists a natural number k ¤ 0
as well as a k-tuple b such that b is an ordered C-basis for H2.Xt;C/ and b0 D a.
For any s 2 S, denote by is the inclusion morphism complex spaces .Xs/reg ! Xs
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and set

i�s WD H2.is;C/ W H2.Xs;C/ �! H2..Xs/reg;C/:

Since i�t is injective, there exists a natural number l � k and an l-tuple b0 such
that b0 is an ordered C-basis for H2..Xt/reg;C/ and b0jk D i�t ı b. Define H0 to be
the module of horizontal sections of r2GM.g/. By Proposition 1.7.10, H0 is a locally
constant sheaf on S. Since S is simply connected, H0 is a constant sheaf on S and
the stalk map H0.S/ ! .H0/t is a bijection. Therefore, there exists a unique l-tuple
v of elements of H0.S/ which is pushed forward to b0 by the following composition
of functions:

H0.S/ �! .H0/t �! b�
t .H

2.g// �!H 2..Xt/reg/ �! H2..Xt/reg;C/: (3.36)

By Corollary 2.5.15, we have H 2;0.g/ Š F2H 2.g/ in Mod.S/. Thus, as the
moduleH 2;0.g/ is locally free of rank 1 on S, the module F2H 2.g/ is locally free of
rank 1 on S, and as S is contractible, we even have OS Š F2H 2.g/ in Mod.S/. Since
v is an ordered OS.S/-basis for .H 2.g//.S/, we may write the image of 1 2 OS.S/
under the composition

OS �! F2H 2.g/ �!H 2.g/

as
P

i2l �ivi for some l-tuple � with values in OS.S/. For the time being, fix an
element s 2 S. Define b0

s to be the pushforward of v under the composition of
functions in Eq. (3.36), where one replaces t by s. Set

v0
s WD �0.s/.b0

s/0 C � � � C �l�1.s/.b0
s/l�1:

Then v0
s is a symplectic class on .Xs/reg. Hence, there exists one, and only one,

vs 2 H2.Xs;C/ such that i�s .vs/ D v0
s. Moreover, vs is a symplectic class on

Xs. Therefore, Is WD
R
Xs
vs

rvs
r > 0 (note that 1

2
dim.Xs/ D r since dim.Xs/ D

dim.Xt/). Assume that s 2 T. Then i�s is an isomorphism of C-vector spaces.
Thus there exists one, and only one, l-tuple bs of elements of H2.Xs;C/ such that
i�s ı bs D b0

s. We have vs DPi2l �i.s/.bs/i. Therefore,

Is D
X

�;�02Nl

j�jDj�0jDr

 
r

�

! 
r

�0

!

.�.s//�.�.s//�
0

Z

Xs

.bs/
�.bs/

�0

:

Since, for all i < l, the .bs/i’s are induced by a section in R2.f ;C/ over T, we know
that, for all �; �0 2 Nl, the function assigning

R
Xs
.bs/

�.bs/
�0

to s 2 T, is locally
constant on S. As T is a connected open subset of S, the latter functions are even
constant. As T ¤ ;, there exists, for all �; �0 2 Nl, a unique complex number C�;�0

such that, for all s 2 T, we have
R
Xs
.bs/

�.bs/
�0 D C�;�0 .
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Since b is a basis for H2.Xt;C/, we may write vt as linear combination of the
.bi/, i < k. Applying i�t to this linear combination, comparing with the definition of
v0

t , and noting that b0
t D b0, we see that

vt D �0.t/b0 C � � � C �k�1.t/bk�1:

Moreover,

�k.t/ D � � � D �l�1.t/ D 0:

Since the base change map

.R2.f ;C//t �! H2.Xt;C/

is a surjection (it is a bijection indeed), there exists a connected open neighborhood
W of t in S as well as a k-tuple u of elements of .R2.f ;C//.W/ such that the
pushforward of u under the composition of functions

.R2.f ;C//.W/ �! .R2.f ;C//t �! H2.Xt;C/ (3.37)

yields b. Since t lies in the closure of T, there exists an element s� 2 W \ T. It
is an easy matter to verify that composing u with the composition of functions in
Eq. (3.37), where one replaces t by s�, you obtain bs� jk. Therefore, for all �; � 2 Nk

such that j�j C j�j D 2r, we have

Z

Xt

b�b
� D

Z

Xs�

.bs� jk/�.bs� jk/� D
Z

Xs�

.bs�/�.bs�/� D C�;�:

Thus,

It D
X

�;�02Nk

j�jDj�0jDr

 
r

�

! 
r

�0

!

.�.t//�.�.t//�
0

C�;�0 :

For any i < l, the function that assigns �i.s/ to s 2 S, is a holomorphic function on
S; in particular, it is a continuous function from Stop to C, and lim.�i.s˛// D �i.t/.
In consequence, we see that

lim.Is˛ / D
X

�;�02Nl

j�jDj�0jDr

 
r

�

! 
r

�0

!

.�.t//�.�.t//�
0

C�;�0

D
X

�;�02Nk

j�jDj�0jDr

 
r

�

! 
r

�0

!

.�.t//�.�.t//�
0

C�;�0 D It:
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Now, for any s 2 S, set ws WD . 2r
p

Is/
�1vs in H2.Xs;C/. Then, for all s 2 S,

clearly ws is a normed symplectic class on Xs. Define � to be the unique function
on S which sends s 2 S to the l-tuple �s such that, for all i < l, we have

.�s/i D . 2r
p

Is/
�1�i.s/:

Then, for all s 2 T,

ws D .�s/0.bs/0 C � � � C .�s/l�1.bs/l�1

and

wt D .�t/0b0 C � � � C .�t/k�1bk�1:

Since a D b0 and V is connected and open in S, we have as D .bs/0 for all s 2 V\T.
Hence, applying Proposition 3.2.15, we deduce that, for all s 2 V \ T,

qXs.as/ D r

2

Z

Xs

ws
r�1ws

r�1a2s C .1 � r/
Z

Xs

ws
r�1ws

ras

Z

Xs

ws
rws

r�1as

D r

2

X

�;�02Nl

j�jDj�0jDr�1

 
r � 1
�

! 
r � 1
�0

!

.�s/
�.�s/

�0

C�C.2;0;:::;0/;�0

C .1 � r/

0

B
B
@

X

�;�02Nl

j�jDr�1;j�0jDr

 
r � 1
�

! 
r
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1

C
C
A

Therefore, since we have lim.�s˛ / D �t,

lim.qXs˛
.as˛ //

D r

2

X

�;�02Nl

j�jDj�0jDr�1

 
r � 1
�

! 
r � 1
�0

!

.�t/
�.�t/

�0

C�C.2;0;:::;0/;�0
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.�t/
�.�t/

�0

C�C.1;0;:::;0/;�0
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C
C
A

�

0

B
B
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X

�;�02Nl

j�jDr;j�0jDr�1
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�0
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�0

C�C.1;0;:::;0/;�0
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C
C
A

D r

2

X

�;�02Nk

j�jDj�0jDr�1
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�

! 
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�0

!

.�t/
�.�t/

�0

C�C.2;0;:::;0/;�0

C .1 � r/

0

B
B
@

X

�;�02Nk

j�jDr�1;j�0jDr

 
r � 1
�

! 
r

�0

!

.�t/
�.�t/

�0

C�C.1;0;:::;0/;�0

1

C
C
A

�

0

B
B
@

X

�;�02Nk

j�jDr;j�0jDr�1

 
r

�

! 
r � 1
�0

!

.�t/
�.�t/

�0

C�C.1;0;:::;0/;�0

1

C
C
A

D qXt.at/:

This shows that lim. .s˛// D  .t/, which was to be demonstrated. ut
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Appendix A
Foundations and Conventions

A.1 Set Theory

Remark A.1.1 Our exposition is formally based upon the Zermelo-Fraenkel
axiomatic set theory with axiom of choice, “ZFC” [12, Chap. I.1]. All statements
we make can be formulated in ZFC. All proofs can be executed in ZFC.

Remark A.1.2 Note that occasionally we do work with classes. For instance, we
consider the large categories Mod.X/ of modules on a given ringed space X or the
large category An of complex spaces. I feel that the reader has two choices of how
to deal with occurrences of such concepts. The first possibility is to strictly stick to
ZFC and interpret classes not as objects of the theory but as metaobjects—that is,
whenever a class occurs, the reader replaces this class by a formula in the language
of ZFC which describes it. The second possibility would be to use a conservative
extension of ZFC, such as the von Neumann-Bernay-Gödel set theory (NBG), which
can deal with classes as an additional type of the theory, as an overall foundation for
the text. This second approach has the advantage that classes can be quantified over,
so that, for instance, “for all (large) abelian categories the five lemma holds” or “for
all (large) abelian categories C, D, and E, all functors f W C ! D and g W D ! E,
and all objects X of C such that (. . . ) there exists a Grothendieck spectral sequence”
become valid statements. Some sources we refer to make (implicitly or explicitly)
use of statements where classes are quantified over.

Let me point out that we do not presuppose any sort of universe axiom like,
for instance, the existence of Grothendieck universes. Mind that, even though
many authors in modern algebraic geometry seem to have forgotten about this, the
standard construction of a (bounded) derived category [18, Tag 05RU] fails for an
arbitrary large abelian category, in both ZFC and NBG, since hom-sets, and not
even hom-classes, do exist [cf. 18, Tag 04VB]. Therefore, we cannot (and won’t)
talk about the DC of Mod.X/, for example. Yet we do fine without it.

© Springer International Publishing Switzerland 2015
T. Kirschner, Period Mappings with Applications to Symplectic Complex Spaces,
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Notation A.1.3 In our set theoretic notation (

2; �; fx W : : :g; fxg; fx; yg; ;; [; \;
�; dom; XY ; inf; sup;

etc.) and terminology (“relation”, “function”, “domain”, etc.) we basically follow
Jech [12]. We use the words mapping and map as synonyms for the word function.
When f is a function and A is a set, we might write the image of A under f with
square brackets instead of round brackets for sake of better readability in formulas
that already contain several round brackets; that is, we write f ŒA� instead of f .A/. The
inverse image of A under f will be written f �1.A/ as opposed to Jech’s suggestion
of f�1.A/. The restriction of f to A is denoted f jA as opposed to Jech’s f j A.

Definition A.1.4 We denote N the set of natural numbers. N is, by definition, the
least nonzero limit ordinal [12, Definition 2.13]. Equivalently, N is the smallest
inductive set, which is in turn nothing but the intersection of the class of inductive
sets. The elements of N are also called finite ordinals. For the first finite ordinals we
have

0 D ;; 1 D 0 [ f0g; 2 D 1 [ f1g; 3 D 2 [ f2g; : : :

In that respect, we note that for ordinal numbers, the <-relation coincides (by
definition) with the 2-relation.

Sometimes, when we would like to stress the interpretation of N as the first
infinite ordinal number, we will write! instead of N. For instance, when a nonempty
complex space X is not of finite dimension, we have dim.X/ D !. Frequently the
latter statement is written as dim.X/ D1 or dim.X/ D C1, which is however not
language immanent.

Definition A.1.5 By an ordered pair we mean a Kuratowski pair. The ordered pair
formed by sets x and y is written .x; y/. We define (ordered) triples, quadruples, etc.
by iteration of Kuratowski pairs—that is,

.a; b; c/ WD ..a; b/; c/; .a; b; c; d/ WD ..a; b; c/; d/; : : :

In contrast, when r is a set (e.g., a natural number), an r-tuple is nothing but a
function whose domain of definition is equal to r; in this context we occasionally
use the words family and sequence as synonyms for the word tuple. Note that we
obtain the competing notions of “2-tuple” versus “ordered pair”, “3-tuple” versus
“ordered triple”, etc.

Remark A.1.6 Sometimes, especially when working with “large” categories and
functors (see Sect. A.2 in this Appendix A), one is in need of notions of ordered
pairs, triples, quadruples, etc. for classes rather than for sets. Let I be any class or
set. Then an I-tuple of classes or I-family of classes or I-tuple in the class sense is
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a class F with the property that every element of F can be written in the form .i; x/,
where i is an element of I. When F is an I-tuple of classes and i 2 I, then the i(-th)
component of F is defined to be the class

Fi WD fx W .i; x/ 2 Fg:

Now we use the words ordered pair, triple, quadruple, etc. of classes as synonyms
for a 2-tuple, 3-tuple, 4-tuple, etc. of classes, respectively. Mind the differences
between the notions of an ordered pair (in the ordinary sense), a 2-tuple (in the
ordinary sense), and a 2-tuple in the class sense.

Notation A.1.7 We use the symbols Z, Q, R, and C to denote the set of integers,
the set of rational numbers, the set of real numbers, and the set of complex numbers,
respectively, where we follow their standard constructions [2] out of the set of
natural numbers.

As is customary, we freely interpret any one of the canonical injections

N �! Z �! Q �! R �! C

as an actual inclusion.
By abuse of notation, we denote by Z, Q, R, and C also the ring of integers,

the field of rational numbers, the field of real numbers, and the field of complex
numbers, respectively.

A.2 Category Theory

Our primary view on categories is the one which uses a family of hom-sets [13,
Definition 1.2.1], [14, Sect. 1.1.1], [18, Tag 0014].

Definition A.2.1 A set (resp. class) C is a category when there exist sets (resp.
classes) O, H, I, and V such that the following assertions hold:

1. C D .O;H; I;V/ (where the ordered quadruple possibly needs to be interpreted
in the class sense, see Remark A.1.6).

2. H is a function on O � O.
3. I is a function on O such that, for all x 2 O, we have I.x/ 2 H.x; x/.
4. V is a function on O�O�O such that, for all .x; y; z/ 2 O�O�O, the value of

V at .x; y; z/ is a function

V.x; y; z/ W H.y; z/ �H.x; y/ �! H.x; z/:
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5. (Units) For all x; y 2 O and all f 2 H.x; y/, we have

.V.x; x; y//.f ; I.x// D f ;

.V.x; y; y//.I.y/; f / D f :

6. (Associativity) For all x; y; z;w 2 O and all

.h; g; f / 2 H.z;w/ � H.y; z/ � H.x; y/;

we have

.V.x; y;w//
�
.V.y; z;w//.h; g/; f

� D .V.x; z;w//�h; .V.x; y; z//.g; f /�:

From time to time, when we would like to stress the fact that a given category
is either a set or a class, we use the following terminology: By a small category we
always mean a set C which is a category; by a large category we mean a class—
which might or might not be a set—C which is a category.

Definition A.2.2 Let C be a category. Then C is a quadruple and, in particular, its
four components C0, C1, C2, and C3 are well-defined. The component C0 is called
the set (or class) of objects of C. The component C1 of C is called the family of
hom-sets of C. The components C2 and C3 are called the identity (function) and the
composition (function) of C, respectively.

We say that x is an object of C when x 2 C0. We say that f is a morphism from x
to y in C when x and y are objects of C and f 2 C1.x; y/. Sometimes we paraphrase
the latter statement saying that “f W x! y is a morphism in C”.

Notation A.2.3 When C is a category, we sometimes write sloppily x 2 C instead
of x 2 C0. Sometimes we write sloppily C.x; y/ instead of C1.x; y/. Dropping the
reference to C, we write idx in place of C2.x/. Moreover, we employ the customary
infix notation

g ı f WD .C3.x; y; z//.g; f /;

where the reference to the objects x, y, and z of C is dropped, too.

Remark A.2.4 The alternative to our definition of a category is the definition with a
single set, or class, of morphisms together with a domain function and a codomain
function [16]. We call this perspective the “absolute view”. It is a standard technique
to switch from the point of view of Definition A.2.1 to the absolute view. Namely,
given a category C, one defines the set (or class) of absolute morphisms of C as

f.x; y; f / W x; y 2 C0 and f 2 C1.x; y/g:

The domain function and the codomain function are the obvious ones. We call a
triple .x; y; f / as above an absolute morphism in C.
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Throughout our text, the trick of switching to the absolute view will be
ubiquitous. Let us illustrate this with two prototypical examples. For one, consider
two topological spaces X and Y as well as a continuous map—that is, a morphism
of topological spaces f W X ! Y. To this situation we have associated a direct image
functor

f� W Sh.X/ �! Sh.Y/I

see Definition A.4.11. Consequently, when F is a sheaf (of sets) on X, we denote
f�.F/ the direct image sheaf under f . The catch is that the notation f�.F/ (or f� alone)
is abusive since f�.F/ certainly depends on the topology of Y, which is, however,
implied neither by f nor by F. The solution to this problem lies in switching
to the absolute view: instead of regarding f as a mere function between the sets
underlying X and Y, we regard f as a triple .X;Y; f /. Then the notation for the direct
image functor is certainly justified—in fact, the 	 symbol can itself be seen as a
“metafunctor” from the category of topological spaces Top to the metacategory of
all (possibly large) categories.

For another, let X and Y be two complex spaces and f W X ! Y a morphism of
complex spaces, so that f is, by the naive definition, an ordered pair . ; �/ such that
 is a continuous map between the topological spaces underlying X and Y and �
is a certain morphism of sheaves on Y. Then one considers the associated sheaf of
Kähler differentials, denoted ˝1

X=Y or ˝1
f . Both notations are obviously abusive as

the first one lacks the reference to f , whereas the second one lacks the reference to X
and Y. The latter notation ˝1

f can, however, be amended regarding f as an absolute
morphism; that is, when we take f to be .X;Y; f /, we are fine.

Definition A.2.5 Very frequently throughout the text we will paraphrase certain
(set-theoretic, categorical, or algebraic) statements by saying that a “diagram
commutes” in a given category. We exemplify this by looking at the picture (or
“diagram”):

(A.1)

Note that we do not formalize what a diagram is. Rather, we content ourselves with
saying that a diagram is a picture (like Eq. (A.1), resembling a directed graph), in
which one should be able to recognize a finite number of vertices as well as a finite
number of directed edges (or arrows) which are drawn between the vertices; that is,
for each arrow in the picture, it should be clear which of the vertices is the starting
point and which of the vertices is the end point of the arrow. At each of the vertices
in the picture we draw a symbolic expression corresponding to a term in our usual
language. The arrows may or may not be labeled by similar symbolic expressions.
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Let C be a category (class or set). Then we say that the diagram in Eq. (A.1)
commutes in C when the following assertions hold:

1. x, y, x0, y0 are objects of C.
2. We have f 2 C1.x; y/, g 2 C1.x; x0/, g0 2 C1.y; y0/, and f 0 2 C1.x0; y0/.
3. We have

.C3.x; y; y
0//.g0; f / D .C3.x; x0; y0//.f 0; g/:

From this we hope it is clear how to translate the phrase “the diagram . . . commutes
in C” into a valid formula of our set theoretic language for an arbitrary diagrammatic
picture in place of the dots. Notice that the above items 1 and 2 correspond
respectively to the facts that (the labels at) the vertices of the diagram are objects
of C and that, for every ordered pair of vertices of the diagram, every (label at an)
arrow drawn between the given vertices is a matching morphism in C. So to speak,
items 1 and 2 taken together say that Eq. (A.1) is a diagram in C. The final item 3
says that the diagram is actually commutative in C.

Observe that, strictly speaking, the phrase “the diagram . . . commutes in C”
makes sense only if all the arrows in the given diagram are actually labeled.
Therefore, when we say the phrase referring to a diagram with some arrows
unlabeled, we ask our readers to kindly guess the missing arrow labels from the
individual context. Usually, in this regard, an unlabeled arrow corresponds to some
sort of canonical morphism. At times, we will stress this point by labeling the arrow
with a “can:”.

Sometimes the concrete arrow labels (or corresponding morphisms) rendering a
given diagram commutative in a category are irrelevant. In these cases we use the
phrase “there exists a commutative diagram . . . in C”. For instance, when we say
there exists a commutative diagram

in C, we mean that there exist f 0 and f 00 such that the diagram

commutes in C. In particular, we see that x, y, and z need to be objects of C and f 0
needs to be an element of C1.x; y/, etc.
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In some cases, where we want to draw attention to specific arrows in a diagram.
Mostly this happens when we assert that the morphisms corresponding to the arrows
exist or exist in a unique way. We print these arrows dotted as in:

Statementwise, the dotted style of an arrow has no impact whatsoever.
Occasionally, instead of an ordinary arrow we will draw a stylized, elongated

equality sign as, for example, in:

These “equality sign arrows” go without label. Then, to the interpretation of the
discussed commutativity statements, we have to add the requirement that x D y;
moreover, in order to check the actual commutativity of the diagram (see item 3
above), one simply merges (successively) any two vertices in the diagram which
are connected by an equality sign arrow into a single vertex until one ends up with
an equality sign free diagram. As an alternative, one replaces each occurrence of
an equality sign arrow with an ordinary arrow, choosing the direction at will, and
attaches the label id� D C2.	/ to it, where 	 is to be replaced by the label at the
chosen starting point. So, the previous diagram becomes either

Last but not least, we occasionally draw “
” signs at arrows in diagrams
(possibly in addition to already existing labels)—for instance, in:

In these cases, we add the requirement that f be an isomorphism from x to y in C to
the interpretation of any commutativity statement.

Notation A.2.6 We use the following notation for the “standard categories”, where
the respective rigorous definitions are to be modeled after Definition A.2.1:

Set the category of sets
Top the category of topological spaces
Sp the category of ringed spaces
An the category of complex spaces

Definition A.2.7 Let .X;�/ be a preordered set. Define

H W X � X �! f0; 1g
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to be the unique function such that, for all x; y 2 X, we have H.x; y/ D 1 D f0g if
and only if x � y. Define I WD X � f0g. Moreover, define

V W X � X � X �! f0; .1 � 1/ � 1g

be the unique function such that, for all x; y; z 2 X, we have V.x; y; z/ D .1� 1/� 1
if and only if x � y and y � z. Then the quadruple .X;H; I;V/ is a small category,
which we call the preorder category associated to .X;�/.

Let r be a natural number (or, more generally, an arbitrary ordinal number). Then
the 2-relation induces a preorder on r, so that, from the preceding construction, we
obtain a preorder category whose set of objects equals r. For the natural numbers 0,
1, 2, 3 we denote the so associated preorder categories by 0, 1, 2, 3, respectively.

Notation A.2.8 When C is a category, we denote Cop the opposite category of C
[13, Notation 1.2.2]; see also [18, Tag 001L].

Definition A.2.9 In the spirit of Definition A.2.1, when C and D are categories
(both either classes or sets), for us, a functor from C to D is formally an ordered pair
F D .F0;F1/ (possibly in the class sense), where

F0 W C0 �! D0

is a function and F1 is a function defined on C0 � C0 D dom.C1/ such that, for all
.x; y/ 2 C0 � C0,

F1.x; y/ W C1.x; y/ �! D1.F0.x/;F0.y//

is a function such that the well-known compatibilities with the identities and
compositions of C and D are fulfilled [13, Definition 1.2.10], [18, Tag 001B]. We
will also use the notation

F W C �! D

for the fact that F is a functor from C to D.
When F is a functor from C to D, we denote the uniquely determined components

of F by F0 and F1, respectively. We call F0 the object function of F. We call F1 the
morphism function of F or the family of morphism functions of F.

Most of the time, we will sloppily write F.x/ instead of F0.x/. Moreover, we
write Fx;y instead of F1.x; y/. When x and y are objects of C and f W x ! y is a
morphism in C (i.e., when f 2 C1.x; y/), we might ambiguously write F.f / instead
of Fx;y.f /. When x and y are objects of C such that there exists a unique morphism
f W x! y in C, we might sloppily write Fx;y instead of Fx;y.f /.

Definition A.2.10 Let C and D be two categories. Let F and G be two functors
from C to D. Then ˛ is a natural transformation of functors from C to D from F to
G when ˛ is a function on C0 such that, for all x; y 2 C0 and all f 2 C1.x; y/, the
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following diagram commutes in C:

In particular, for all x 2 C0, we need to have

˛.x/ 2 D1.F0.x/;G0.x//:

We will also write “˛ W F ! G is a natural transformation of functors from C to D”
for the fact that ˛ is a natural transformation of functors from C to D from F to G.

Remark A.2.11 When C is a small category and D is an arbitrary (large) category,
any functor from C to D is a set, and we can consider the class of all functors
from C to D. Moreover, for two fixed functors F and G from C to D, any natural
transformation of functors from C to D from F to G is a set and the class of all
natural transformations of functors from C to D from F to G is a set, too. Thus, we
can consider the functor category, denoted by DC [13, Notation 1.3.3].

Definition A.2.12 Let C be a category. Then the functor category C3 is called the
category of triples in C. A triple in C is an object of C3—that is, a functor

t W 3 �! C:

Sometimes we write a triple t in C in the form t W x! y! z. By this we mean that
t.0/ D x, t.1/ D y, and t.2/ D z.

A.3 Homological Algebra

To begin with, we review our notational and terminological conventions as far as
categories of complexes are concerned.

Definition A.3.1 Let C and D be categories, y an object of D. Then F is called the
constant functor from C to D with value y, when F.x/ D y for all objects x of C and
Fx;x0.a/ D idy for all objects x and x0 of C and all a 2 C1.x; x0/.

Definition A.3.2 Let C be a category. Then the category of graded objects of C
has as its objects precisely the families x D .xi/i2Z of objects of C. When x and y
are such graded objects, a morphism from x to y is a family � D .�i/i2Z such that
�i 2 C.xi; yi/ for all i 2 Z. Composition and identities are defined componentwise.
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Note that the category of graded objects of C is in principle the functor category
CZ, where Z denotes, by abuse of notation, the discrete category on the set Z. The
identification comes about as follows. Let F be an object of the functor category
CZ—that is, a functor F W Z! C. Then the object component F0 of F is a function
from the set Z to the class of objects of C—that is, it is a graded object of C in the
above sense. Conversely, given a family x D .xi/i2Z of objects of C, there exists
a unique functor F W Z ! C which has x as its object function. Indeed, as Z is a
discrete category, its morphism sets Z.j; k/ are singletons containing idj if j D k,
and Z.j; k/ D ; if j ¤ k. Thus the morphism component of F is already determined
by its object component.

The category of graded objects of C comes equipped with a shift functor T, an
endofunctor such that .Tx/i D xiC1 for all objects x and all integers i. Likewise,
.Tx;y�/i D �iC1 for all objects x and y, all morphisms � W x! y, and all integers i.

Definition A.3.3 Let C be an Ab-enriched category. Then the category of graded
objects of (being pedantic, the underlying category of) C becomes an Ab-enriched
category defining the addition componentwise—that is, .� C  /i D �i C  i for all
� and  and all integers i.

1. A cochain complex in C, or simply a complex in C, is then a pair .x; ı/, where
x is a graded object of C and ı W x ! Tx is a morphism of graded objects such
that Tı ı ı D 0. When K D .x; ı/ is a complex in C, we write dK for the second
component ı of K. This dK is called the differential of K. Similarly, x is called
the underlying graded object of K.1

2. When K D .x; ı/ and K0 D .x0; ı0/ are complexes in C, a morphism of complexes
in C from K to K0 is a morphism of graded objects � W x ! x0 of C such that
ı0 ı � D T� ı ı. We denote by Com.C/ the thus obtained category of complexes
of C.

3. We say that a graded object x of C is bounded below when there exists an integer
j such that xi is a zero object of C for all integers i < j. Likewise, we say that a
complex K in C is bounded below when its underlying graded object is bounded
below. We denote by ComC.C/ the full subcategory of Com.C/ whose objects
are precisely the bounded below complexes in C.

Definition A.3.4 Let C be an Ab-enriched category. Then we denote by K.C/ the
homotopy category of complexes in C. We denote by KC.C/ the full subcategory
of K.C/ whose objects are precisely the bounded below complexes in C [18, Tag
05RN].

As pointed out in Remark A.1.2, I refrain from considering derived categories
as I refrain from anticipating any sort of universe axiom. Nevertheless, I would
like to talk about derived functors. My solution is to define the derived functors on
the homotopy category of complexes without localizing the latter at the system of

1Observe that this notation and terminology is independent of the category C.
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quasi-isomorphisms. That way, the problem of forming too big equivalence classes
is bypassed.

Moreover, I do not want to speak of “a” right derived functor of a given functor,
but of “the” right derived functor of a given functor. Therefore, I restrict my attention
to functors between categories of modules on ringed spaces (see Sect. A.5 in this
Appendix A). For these, everything can be made explicit by means of canonical
injective resolutions.

Construction A.3.5 Let X be a ringed space. Moreover, let F be an object of
ComC.X/. We fabricate a canonical injective resolution of F on X. Here, by a
resolution, I simply mean a quasi-isomorphism to another complex of modules
on X. First of all, let me refer you to Bredon [1, Chap. II, 3.5] who explains how
to construct, for a given module G on X (i.e., a sheaf of OX-modules on Xtop), a
canonical monomorphism

˛ W G �! I

to an injective module I on X. As a matter of fact, Bredon further explains how
to construct a canonical injective resolution for G in the traditional sense (i.e., not
working with quasi-isomorphisms of complexes). As I, however, would like to work
with complexes, I propose the following.

As the complex F is bounded below, we know there exists an integer m such that
Fi Š 0 in Mod.X/ for all integers i < m. When the complex F is completely trivial
(i.e., when Fi Š 0 holds for all integers i), then we define I to be the canonical zero
complex of modules on X and � W F ! I to be the unique morphism of complexes.
When F is not entirely trivial, we choose m maximal with the mentioned property.
For all integers i < m, we define Ii to be the canonical zero module on X and
�i W Fi ! Ii to be the zero morphism. From i D m onwards, we define Ii together
with the differential di�1 W Ii�1 ! Ii and the morphism �i W Fi ! Ii by the inductive
procedure layed out by Iversen [11, I, Theorem 6.1], where we plug in our canonical
monomorphism to an injective module at the appropriate stage. That way, we obtain
a bounded below complex I of injective modules on X together with a morphism

� W F �! I

of complexes of modules on X which is a quasi-isomorphism of complexes of
modules on X.

The so defined �, viewed as an absolute morphism in ComC.X/, as well as its
canonical image in KC.X/, are called the canonical injective resolution of F on X.

Lemma A.3.6 Let C be an abelian category, � W F ! G a quasi-isomorphism
in K.C/, and I a bounded below complex of injective objects of C. Then, for all
morphisms ˛ W F! I in K.C/, there exists one, and only one, morphism ˇ W G! I
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in K.C/ such that we have ˇ ı � D ˛; that is, such that the diagram

commutes in K.C/. Equivalently, the function

HomK.C/.�; I/ W HomK.C/.G; I/ �! HomK.C/.F; I/

is a bijection.

Proof The equivalence of the two statements is clear. For the proof of any one of
them, consult Iversen [11, I, Theorem 6.2]. ut
Construction A.3.7 With the help of Lemma A.3.6, we construct an injective
resolution functor on X,

I W KC.X/ �! KC.X/;

together with a natural transformation

� W idKC.X/ �! I

of endofunctors on KC.X/ as follows. As to the object function of I, for a given
object F of KC.X/, we define I.F/ to be the canonical injective resolution of F on
X as disposed of in Construction A.3.5. We define

�.F/ W F �! I.F/

to be the corresponding resolving morphism. As to the family of morphism
functions of I, when F and G are objects of KC.X/ and ˛ W F ! G is a morphism,
Lemma A.3.6 implies that there exists a unique ˇ such that the diagram

commutes in KC.X/ (or equivalently in K.X/). We set

IF;G.˛/ WD ˇ:
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Definition A.3.8 Let X and Y be ringed spaces,

T W Mod.X/ �! Mod.Y/

an additive functor. Then we define the (bounded below) right derived functor of T
with respect to X and Y as the composition of functors

where I denotes the injective resolution functor on X.
As is customary, we denote the right derived functor of T by R.T/, or RT, even

though one better incorporate the references to X and Y into the notation and write
something like RX;Y.T/. Moreover, writing RC.T/ instead of R.T/ would surely be
more conceptual.

Composing the natural transformation � W id! I with the functor

KC.T/ W KC.X/ �! KC.Y/;

we obtain a natural transformation

KC.T/ ı � W KC.T/ �! R.T/

of functors from KC.X/ to KC.Y/.
Precomposing R.T/ with the (composition of) canonical morphism(s)

�
Mod.X/ �!�ComC.X/ �! KC.X/;

we establish two variants of the right derived functor of T that will go under the
same denomination of R.T/.

Furthermore, for any integer n, we define

Rn.T/ WD Hn ı R.T/ W KC.X/ �! Mod.Y/;

where

Hn W KC.Y/ �! Mod.Y/

denotes the evident cohomology in degree n functor on Y. Just as before, we
fabricate the two variants

Rn.T/ W ComC.X/ �! Mod.Y/;

Rn.T/ W Mod.X/ �! Mod.Y/

which go by the same denomination.
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Remark A.3.9 In the situation of Definition A.3.8, you may define, for any integer
n, a connecting homomorphism in degree n, denoted by ın

T or simply by ın, which we
would like to view as a function defined either on the class of short exact triples in
ComC.X/ or the class of short exact triples in Mod.X/ without making a notational
distinction.

Finally we consider spectral sequences. My formalization of these is inspired by
McCleary [17, Definition 2.2].

Definition A.3.10 Let C be a (possibly large) abelian category. Then a spectral
sequence (with values) in C is a sequence E indexed, for some natural number r0,
by the set N�r0 such that, for all r 2 N�r0 , the term Er of E is a differential bigraded
object of C with differential of bidegree .r; 1 � r/. Moreover, for all r 2 N�r0 and
all .p; q/ 2 Z � Z, we require that

Hp;q.Er/ WD .H.Er//
p;q Š .ErC1/p;q

in C. Differential bigraded objects are to be understood in the spirit of Defini-
tions A.3.2 and A.3.3.

Remark A.3.11 Note that many authors tend to incorporate additional data into a
spectral sequence—for instance, a choice of isomorphisms

�p;q
r W Hp;q.Er/ �! Ep;q

rC1

in C [4, III.7.3], [19, Definition 5.2.1], [15, XI.1]. This makes sense, however, only if
the category C is sufficiently concrete (so that C is equipped with a canonical functor
H calculating the cohomology). For our purposes the incorporation of additional
data is unnecessary.

Definition A.3.12 Let C be an abelian category, E a spectral sequence in C. Denote
by r0 the starting term of E (i.e., the smallest element of the domain of definition of
the sequence E) and let r1 be a natural number� r0.

1. Let .p; q/ 2 Z � Z. Then we say that E degenerates from behind (resp.
degenerates forwards) in the entry .p; q/ at sheet r1 in C when, for all natural
numbers r � r1, the differential

dp�r;qCr�1
r W Ep�r;qCr�1

r �! Ep;q
r (resp. dp;q

r W Ep;q
r �! EpCr;q�rC1

r )

of Er is a zero morphism in C.
We say that E degenerates in the entry .p; q/ at sheet r1 in C when E

degenerates both from behind and forwards in the entry .p; q/ at sheet r1 in C.
2. Let I be a subset of Z � Z. Then we say that E degenerates (resp. degenerates

from behind, resp. degenerates forwards) in entries I at sheet r1 in C when, for all
.p; q/ 2 I, the spectral sequence E degenerates (resp. degenerates from behind,
resp. degenerates forwards) in the entry .p; q/ at sheet r1 in C.
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A.4 Sheaves

A presheaf is generally a functor from a certain (small) category C, or better Cop, to
another, typically large, category D. This is what is commonly called a presheaf on
C with values in D [18, Tag 00V3]. For us, D will always be the (large) category of
sets, which is denoted Set. Presheaves with values in categories other than Set will
not appear in this text, at least not explicitly.

Nonetheless, we are going to deal with abelian sheaves, sheaves of rings, and
sheaves of modules. These concepts will, however, be based upon the notion
of presheaves of sets and defined “internally” rather than “externally”; see
Definition A.4.8 below. Furthermore, for us the category C will always be the
preorder category of open subsets associated to some topological space—that is, we
deal only with presheaves on topological spaces.

Until the end of this section, let X be a topological space.

Definition A.4.1 A presheaf on X (without further specification) is a presheaf of
sets on X. A morphism of presheaves on X is a morphism of presheaves of sets on
X. We denote PSh.X/ the large category of presheaves on X [18, Tag 006D].

Likewise, a sheaf on X is a sheaf of sets on X, a morphism of sheaves on X is a
morphism of sheaves of sets on X, and Sh.X/ denotes the large category of sheaves
on X [18, Tag 006T]. Note that Sh.X/ is a full subcategory of PSh.X/.

Notation A.4.2 As a functor, a presheaf F on X has two components—namely, its
object component F0 and its morphism component F1. As usual we write F.U/
instead of F0.U/. Moreover, we write FU;V for the unique element in the range of
the function

F1.U;V/ W .Cop/1.U;V/ �! Set1.F.U/;F.V// D F.V/F.U/

whenever V � U. When V is not contained in U, the morphism set Cop.U;V/ is the
empty set anyways so that F1.U;V/must be the empty function (i.e., too, the empty
set), thus not interesting. When ˛ is a morphism of presheaves on X (i.e., a natural
transformation of functors from Cop to Set, which is in turn a function defined on
the set of objects of Cop), we usually write ˛U instead of ˛.U/.

Remark A.4.3 I would like to point out that a presheaf determines the space it is
defined on. In formal terms this means: when F is a presheaf on X and F is a presheaf
on Y, then X D Y. The proof of this is easy. Indeed, when F is a presheaf on X (resp.
on Y), then the domain of definition of the object function of F equals the topology
of X (resp. of Y)—that is, dom.F0/ D �X (resp. D �Y ). Hence �X D �Y . But then,
X D .S �X; �X/ D .S �Y ; �Y/ D Y, which was to be proven.

This consideration might seem peculiar. Mind, however, that it is this remark that
allows us to perform constructions on presheaves without any reference whatsoever
to the space the presheaves are defined on. Besides, mind that when working with
presheaves on arbitrary categories, the analogous assertion is wrong. As a matter
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of fact, denote C the category with one object, say o, and morphism set C.o; o/ D
f0; 1g. Take the composition in C to be as in Z=2Z—that is, 0 ı 0 D 1 ı 1 D 0

and 0 ı 1 D 1 ı 0 D 1. Take 0 2 C.o; o/ to be the identity of the object o of C.
Next, pick any set x you like—for example, pick x D ;—and define F to be the
constant functor from Cop to Set with value x. Explicitly, F.o/ D x and Fo;o is the
constant function on Cop.o; o/ D C.o; o/ with value idx. Then F is a presheaf on C.
Now define C0 just as C, except for letting 1 ı 1 WD 1. Observe that C0 is a category.
Furthermore, observe that the previously defined F is a presheaf on C0, too (i.e., F
is a functor from .C0/op to Set). We cannot, however, conclude C D C0.

Definition A.4.4 When F and G are presheaves on X, the product presheaf of F
and G satisfies .F � G/.U/ D F.U/ � G.U/ for all open sets U of X.

More generally, when F D .Fi/i2I is a family of presheaves on X, the product
presheaf of the family, denoted

Q
F or

Q
i2I Fi, satisfies .

Q
F/.U/ D Q

i2I Fi.U/
for all open sets U of X.2 Note that when F and G are sheaves on X, then F �G is a
sheaf on X. Similarly

Q
i2I Fi is a sheaf on X when Fi is a sheaf on X for all i 2 I.

Definition A.4.5 Let U be an open subset of X. Then for all presheaves F on X we
denote FjU the restriction, in the sense of presheaves, of F to U.3 Note that FjU is a
presheaf on the restricted topological space

XjU WD .U; fV \ U W V is an open set of Xg/:

The restriction of a presheaf on X to U can be made into a functor

�jU W PSh.X/ �! PSh.XjU/:

Observe that the denomination �jU for this functor is sloppy as it depends well on
X, besides U. Restricting the latter functor to the subcategory Sh.X/ of PSh.X/, we
obtain a functor

�jU W Sh.X/ �! Sh.XjU/:

The inaccurate denomination stays the same. In down-to-earth terms we can say that
FjU is a sheaf on XjU whenever F is a sheaf on X.

Next we come to the important device of “sheafification”. The sheafification of
a presheaf F on X will be denoted F#. The most popular way of constructing F#

out of F seems to be the following [18, Tag 007X]. First, you pass from F to the

2When F is the empty family (i.e., F D ;), then X is clearly not determined by F. The productQ
F, neglecting the now necessary reference to X in the notation, makes sense nonetheless. Indeed

we have .
Q

F/.U/ D f;g for all open sets U of X.
3Observe that FjU can be defined impeccably without reference to X whatsoever.
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family .Fx/x2X of stalks of F on X.4 Then, for a given open subset U of X, you
define F#.U/ as the set of elements s of

Q
x2U Fx such that, for all y 2 U, there

exists an open neighborhood V of y in X as well as an element t 2 F.V/ such that V
is contained in U and, for all z 2 V , the value of s at z equals the class of t, or more
precisely the class of .V; t/, in Fz. Note that s is formally a function with domain of
definition U. Thus the restriction in F# can be defined by means of the traditional
restriction of functions.

In my view, the outlined construction has a decisive drawback—namely, it is not
entirely local. What do I mean by “not entirely local”? The problem is that the above
construction of F# rests upon the construction of stalks, and stalks, though local in
a canonical bijection sense, are no local objects in a rigorous set-theoretic sense.
Concretely, when constructing the stalk of F at a point x 2 X, information from F
that is “far away” from x in X will enter the construction—for example, every global
section s of F (i.e., every s 2 F.X/) has a canonical image inside Fx. In consequence,
when U is an open neighborhood of x in X and FjU denotes the presheaf-theoretic
restriction of F to U, the respective stalks of FjU and F on XjU and X at x will
generally not be equal. They won’t be equal if, for instance, U ¤ X and F.X/ is
inhabited. In turn, the constructed sheafification does generally not commute with
the restriction to an open subspace.

In case you would like to object at this point, I concede: yes, we have a
canonical bijection .FjU/x ! Fx, and yes, we have a canonical isomorphism
.FjU/# ! F#jU of sheaves on XjU. Sometimes, however, I feel it’s worthwhile to
have a sheafification procedure at one’s disposal which does commute—in the strict
sense—with the restriction to open subspaces.

Definition A.4.6 Let F be a presheaf on X. We review the plus construction [18,
Tag 00W1], which associates to F another presheaf on X, denoted FC. Let U be an
open subset of X. Then

.FC/.U/ WD
�

c W .9V an open cover of U/
�

c 2
Y

V2V
F.V/;

.8V 0;V 00 2 V/ FV0;V0\V00.c.V 0// D FV00;V0\V00.c.V 00//
�	.


;

where we have c 
 Nc if and only if c and Nc agree on a common refinement of their
domains of definition.

When U0 is another open subset of X such that U0 � U, we define .FC/U;U0

as follows. Take an equivalence class Œc� 2 FC.U/ with representative c having
domain of definition V. Define V0 WD fV \ U0 W V 2 Vg to be the restriction of
the cover V of U to U0. This is then an open cover of U0. Moreover, there exists a
unique element c0 2 QV02V0

F.V 0/ such that c0.V \ U0/ D FV;V\U0.c.V// holds for

4Observe that we haven’t actually introduced the notion of stalks.
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all V 2 V. Note that this is due to the condition on c given in the above formula. I
contend that .FC/U;U0 can be defined, in a unique way, such that

.FC/U;U0.Œc�/ D Œc0�

holds for all c. I contend further that the so defined FC is a presheaf on X. The
verification of these assertions is omitted.

The definition of the plus construction can be extended so as to create a functor

C W PSh.X/ �! PSh.X/:

The reference to the topological space X is suppressed in the notation. When ˛ W
F ! G is a morphism of presheaves on X, then the functorially associated ˛C W
FC ! GC satisfies

.˛C/U.Œc�/ D Œd�

for all U and all c, where the representative c has domain of definition V and d is
given by d.V/ D ˛V.c.V// for all V 2 V.

The sheafification of F is defined to be F# WD FCC D .FC/C. Just as the plus
construction, the sheafification can be viewed as an endofunctor on PSh.X/ setting
# WD C ı C in the sense of a composition of functors.

Remark A.4.7 Let U be an open subset of X. Then the plus construction commutes
with the restriction of presheaves to U. More rigorously put, for all presheaves F on
X, we have .FjU/C D FCjU. Interpreting the plus construction as a functor, we can
say that the following diagram of large categories and functors commutes:

The same assertions hold if we replace C by #.

We turn to presheaves and sheaves with algebraic structure.

Definition A.4.8 1. By an abelian (pre)sheaf on X we mean a pair .F; ˛/, where
F is a (pre)sheaf on X and

˛ W F � F �! F

is a morphism of presheaves on X such that, for all open sets U of X, the map

˛U W .F � F/.U/ D F.U/� F.U/ �! F.U/
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is the addition of an abelian group structure on F.U/. Note that there are other
common ways to formalize the notion of an abelian presheaf [18, Tag 006J].
When A D .F; ˛/ is an abelian presheaf on X, we write A.U/ for the pair
.F.U/; ˛U/.

2. A (pre)sheaf of rings on X is a triple .F; ˛; �/, where F is a (pre)sheaf on X
and ˛ and � are morphisms of presheaves on X from F � F to F such that, for
all open sets U of X, the triple .F.U/; ˛U; �U/ is a ring in the ordinary sense.
When R D .F; ˛; �/ is a presheaf of rings on X, we write R.U/ for the triple
.F.U/; ˛U ; �U/.

3. When R is a presheaf of rings on X, a (pre)sheaf of R-modules on X is a triple
.F; ˛; �/ such that .F; ˛/ is an abelian (pre)sheaf on X and

� W R � F �! F

is a morphism of presheaves on X such that, for all open sets U of X, the triple
.F.U/; ˛U ; �U/ is a left5 R.U/-module in the ordinary sense [18, Tags 006Q and
0076].

Definition A.4.9 Let A and B be abelian presheaves on X. Then � is a morphism of
abelian presheaves on X from A to B when � W F ! G is a morphism of presheaves
on X, where A D .F; ˛/ and B D .G; ˇ/, such that �U is a group homomorphism
from A.U/ to B.U/ for all open subsets U of X [18, Tag 006K].

Using the composition and the identities of PSh.X/, we can form the large
category of abelian presheaves on X, denoted PAb.X/. We denote Ab.X/ the full
subcategory of PAb.X/ whose class of objects comprises precisely the abelian
sheaves on X. This is the category of abelian sheaves on X.

In a similar vein we define the large category of (pre)sheaves of rings on X as
well as, for all presheaves of rings R on X, the large category of (pre)sheaves of
R-modules on X [cf. 18, Tag 006Q].

Remark A.4.10 The plus construction, and whence the sheafification, carry over
to presheaves with algebraic structure. We exemplify this looking at abelian
presheaves. Let A be an abelian presheaf on X. Write A D .F; ˛/. Then AC WD
.FC; Q̨ /, where Q̨ is uniquely determined requiring that the diagram

5As a matter of fact, right modules do not occur in our text. The word “module” (without further
qualification) will always refer to a left module.
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commute in PSh.X/. Here � denotes the canonical morphism of presheaves on X
from F to its plus construction FC; that is, for U an open subset of X and a 2 F.U/,
we have �U.a/ D Œc�, where c is defined on the one-element set fUg, which makes
up an open cover of U, such that c.U/ D a.

The unique existence of Q̨ can be verified directly (using the idea that any two
open covers admit a common refinement). It is, however, an instance of the more
general fact that the plus construction commutes, up to isomorphism, with finite
limits in PSh.X/ [cf. 18, Tag 00WJ].

Definition A.4.11 Let Y be another topological space and f W X ! Y a continuous
map. Then, as usual, we denote

f� W PSh.X/ �! PSh.Y/

the induced direct image functor [18, Tag 008C]. Observe that the notation f� is a
priori bad since f�.F/, for a presheaf F on X, not only depends on the function f ,
but depends at least on the targeting topological space Y too. The dependence of
f�.F/ on the source space X is debatable. In my view, the best practice for ridding
oneself of this malice is to interpret f as an absolute morphism (see Remark A.2.4)
in the category of topological spaces Top. That way, f is not merely a function from
the underlying set of X to the underlying set of Y, but f is a triple .X;Y; Qf / that
contains both topological spaces X and Y as well as the actual continuous function,
which is denoted Qf here. Apart from this subtlety, note that f� transforms sheaves
into sheaves—that is, f� restricts to a functor from Sh.X/ to Sh.Y/ [18, Tag 008D].

Next to the direct image functor, we have an inverse image functor associated to
the situation (i.e., to the absolute morphism f ):

f �1 W Sh.Y/ �! Sh.X/:

As a matter of fact, f �1 comes about as the composition, in the sense of large
functors, of an inverse image functor fp for presheaves [18, Tag 008F] and the
sheafification functor on X. We won’t go into details about this. Recall, however,
that f �1 is a left adjoint for the functor f�, where you restrict the latter to the level
of sheaves. Explicitly, we have a family � (in the class sense) of bijections

�G;F W Sh.X/1.f �1G;F/ �! Sh.Y/1.G; f�F/;

where G is a sheaf on Y and F is a sheaf on X. The family � also satisfies a certain
naturality property in terms of G and F.

Remark A.4.12 We proceed in the situation of Definition A.4.11 and contend that
the functors f� and f �1 extend nicely to appropriate functors for abelian presheaves
or sheaves, presheaves or sheaves of rings, and presheaves or sheaves of modules.
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For the direct image functor this is very easy to see. The gist is to note that f�
commutes with forming the Cartesian product of presheaves—that is,

f�.G � H/ D f�.G/ � f�.H/

for all presheaves G and H on X. Therefore, when A D .F; ˛/ is an abelian presheaf
on X, we infer that f�A WD .f�F; f�˛/ is an abelian presheaf on Y. Analogously,
when R D .F; ˛; �/ is a presheaf of rings on X, we infer that f�R WD .f�F; f�˛; f��/
is a presheaf of rings on Y. Furthermore, when R is a presheaf of rings on X and
M D .F; ˛; �/ is a presheaf of R-modules on X, then f�M WD .f�F; f�˛; f��/ is a
presheaf of f�R-modules on Y.

In accordance we fabricate firstly a new functor f� from the category of abelian
presheaves on X to the category of abelian presheaves on Y, secondly a new functor
f� going from the category of presheaves of rings on X to the category of presheaves
of rings on Y, and thirdly, for every presheaf of rings R on X, a new functor f�
from the category of presheaves of R-modules on X to the category of presheaves of
f�R-modules on Y. Though imprecise, we do not distinguish notationally between
these functors. Observe that any one of the introduced functors f� yields a functor
between the corresponding categories of sheaves by means of restriction (in the
sense of functors).

For the inverse image functor f �1 the game is in principle the same. The only
problem is that f �1 does not commute in the strict sense with the formation of
the Cartesian product of presheaves. Nevertheless, the next best thing happens—
namely, for all sheaves H and F on Y, the canonical morphism of sheaves

.f �1; f �1 0/ W f �1.H � F/ �! f �1H � f �1F

on X is an isomorphism. Here  W H � F ! H and  0 W H � F ! F denote
the projections of the Cartesian product sheaf on Y. Thus, when B D .G; ˇ/ is an
abelian sheaf on Y, we infer that f �1B WD .f �1G; f �1ˇ ı  / is an abelian sheaf on
X, where  denotes the inverse of the canonical isomorphism

f �1.G � G/ �! f �1G � f �1G:

Note that one has to verify that, for all open sets U of X, the pair .f �1B/.U/ D
..f �1G/.U/; .f �1ˇ ı  /U/ is an abelian group (in the ordinary sense of the word)
[cf. 18, Tag 008N].

The latter f �1 can be made into a functor from the category of abelian sheaves on
Y to the category of abelian sheaves on X. Analogously, we fabricate functors f �1,
all being denoted by the same symbol, from the category of sheaves of rings on Y to
the category of sheaves of rings on X and, for every sheaf of rings S on Y, from the
category of sheaves of S-modules on Y to the category of sheaves of f �1S-modules
on X.
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A.5 Ringed Spaces

Definition A.5.1 A ringed space is a pair .T;O/, where T is a topological space and
O is a sheaf of rings on T [7, Chap. 0, (4.1.1)], [18, Tag 0091]. When X D .T;O/ is
a ringed space, we write Xtop for T (the underlying topological space of X) and OX

for O (the structure sheaf of X). We write jXj WD jXtopj for the underlying set of X.
Let Y, next to X, be another ringed space. Then a morphism of ringed spaces

from X to Y is a pair .c; �/, where c is a continuous map from Xtop to Ytop and � is a
c-map of sheaves of rings from OY to OX—that is, a morphism

� W OY �! c�.OX/

of sheaves of rings on Ytop [18, Tag 0091]. When f D .c; �/ is a morphism of ringed
spaces from X to Y, we write ftop for c (the underlying continuous map) and f ] for �
(the structure map), respectively.

We denote the large category of ringed spaces by Sp.

Notation A.5.2 Formalized the right way,�top becomes a functor from the category
of ringed spaces Sp to the category of topological spaces Top. Thus when f is a
morphism of ringed spaces in the absolute sense, ftop is a morphism of topological
spaces in the absolute sense. In this regard, we write f� as a shorthand for any of the
direct image functors .ftop/� introduced above (for sheaves of sets, abelian sheaves,
sheaves of rings, and sheaves of modules). We write f �1 for .ftop/

�1.
By abuse of notation, occasionally, we write

f ] W f �1.OY/ �! OX

for the morphism of sheaves of rings on Xtop derived from the original f ] by means
of adjunction between the functors f �1 and f�.

Until the end of this section, let X be a ringed space.
For my taste expressions like “sheaf of OX-modules on Xtop” and “morphism of

sheaves of OX-modules on Xtop” are a tad lengthy. Therefore I will use the following
shorthands.

Definition A.5.3

1. A presheaf of modules on X is a presheaf of OX-modules on Xtop. A morphism of
presheaves of modules on X is a morphism of presheaves of OX-modules on Xtop.

2. A sheaf of modules on X, or simply a module on X, is a sheaf of OX-modules on
Xtop. A morphism of sheaves of modules on X, or simply a morphism of modules
on X, is a morphism of sheaves of OX-modules on Xtop.

3. Let F be a module on X. Then a subsheaf of modules of F on X, or simply a
submodule of F on X, is a subsheaf of OX-modules of F on Xtop.

4. We denote PMod.X/ the large category of presheaves of modules on X. Compare
this to Definition A.4.9. Similarly, we denote Mod.X/ the large category of
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modules on X. When A is a plain ring, we denote Mod.A/ the large category
of modules over A.

Notation A.5.4 Let f W X ! Y be a morphism of ringed spaces in the absolute
sense (see Remark A.2.4). Assume that X is commutative.6 Then we denote by

f� W Mod.X/ �! Mod.Y/;

f � W Mod.Y/ �! Mod.X/

the direct and inverse image functors for modules, respectively [18, Tag 0094].

Definition A.5.5 Let H be a module on X. A decreasing filtration (resp. increasing
filtration) of H by submodules on X is a sequence .Fi/i2Z of submodules of H on X
such that, for all integers i and j with i � j, we have Fj � Fi (resp. Fi � Fj).

Definition A.5.6 Let U be an open subset of X. We write XjU for the open ringed
subspace of X induced on U; that is, when X D .T;O/, we have

XjU D .TjU ;OjU/;

where TjU denotes the restricted topological space and OjU denotes the restriction
of O in the sense of presheaves of rings (see Definition A.4.5).

When F is a presheaf of modules on X, we denote FjU the restriction of F to U
in the sense of presheaves of modules. Observe that the latter �jU gives rise to a
functor

�jU W PMod.X/ �! PMod.XjU/:

A notational reference to X is suppressed. Further observe that FjU is a sheaf of
modules on XjU when F is a sheaf of modules on X.

Definition A.5.7 Let F and G be presheaves of modules on X.

1. We denote HomX.F;G/ the set of morphisms of presheaves of modules on X,
equipped with its canonical7 OX.X/-scalar multiplication. Observe that HomX

can be made into a functor

HomX W PMod.X/op � PMod.X/ �! Mod.OX.X//:

6Let G be a module on Y. In order to define the usual OX-module multiplication on the f �1OY -
module f �G D OX ˝f �1OY f �1G the morphism f ] W f �1OY ! OX ought to map into the center of
the ring OX .
7Let f 2 OX.X/ and � 2 HomX.F;G/. Then f 	� is defined by .f 	�/U.s/ D �U.f jU 	s/ D f jU 	�U.s/,
where U is an open subset of X and s 2 F.U/, and we use either the OX-scalar multiplication of F
(precomposing) or the OX-scalar multiplication of G (postcomposing).
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2. We denote H omX.F;G/ the sheaf hom, or internal hom, of F and G on X [18,
Tag 01CM]. Note that we have

.H omX.F;G//.U/ D HomXjU.FjU;GjU/

as OX.U/-modules for all open sets U of X. Also note that H omX.F;G/ is a
sheaf in case G is a sheaf [18, Tag 03EM]. Similar as HomX above, H omX can
be made into a functor

H omX W PMod.X/op � PMod.X/ �! PMod.X/:

Definition A.5.8 We denote by �.X;�/ the global section functor on X. Observe
that this is a functor

�.X;�/ W PMod.X/ �! Mod.OX.X//:

Explicitly, �.X;F/ D F.X/ when F is a presheaf of modules on X.

Remark A.5.9 We have

HomX D �.X;�/ ıH omX

in the sense of composing large functors.

Definition A.5.10 Let F and G be presheaves of modules on X. We denote F � G
the product presheaf in the sense of modules—that is, .F�G/.U/ D F.U/�G.U/,
equipped with its componentwise OX.U/-scalar multiplication, for all open sets U
of X. Note that when F and G are sheaves, then so is F�G. Further note that F�G,
together with the evident projections  W F � G ! F and  0 W F � G ! G, is a
product of F and G in PMod.X/. It is a product of F and G in Mod.X/ when F and
G are objects of Mod.X/. When H is another presheaf of modules on X, and ˛ W
H ! F and ˇ W H ! G are morphisms, we write .˛; ˇ/ for the induced morphism
of presheaves of modules H ! F�G on X.8 Note that we have .˛; ˇ/U D .˛U ; ˇU/

for all open subsets U of X.
When we want to emphasize that F � G comes endowed with coprojections 	 W

F ! F � G and 	0 W G ! F � G, in addition to the projections  and  0, we write
F ˚ G instead of F � G. The coprojections are given respectively by 	U.s/ D .s; 0/
and 	0U.s/ D .0; s/, where U is an open subset of X and 0 signifies respectively
the zero element of the module G.U/ and the zero element of the module F.U/.
That way, F ˚ G becomes a direct sum in PMod.X/, or in Mod.X/ when F and G
are objects of Mod.X/ [18, Tag 01AF]. When ˛ W F ! H and ˇ W G ! H are
morphisms of presheaves of modules on X, we denote ˛Cˇ the induced morphism

8In a sense, this notation is bad since .˛; ˇ/ also denotes the ordered pair made up of ˛ and ˇ. The
two concepts are certainly related, yet essentially different.
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F ˚ G ! H. We have .˛ C ˇ/U.s; t/ D ˛U.s/ C ˇU.t/ for all open sets U of X,
where the addition is performed within the module H.U/.

Definition A.5.11 Let I be a set and F D .Fi/i2I a family of presheaves of modules
on X.

1. We denote
Q

F, or
Q

i2I Fi, the product presheaf in the sense of modules of the
family F on X. Explicitly,

.
Y

F/.U/ D .
Y

i2I

Fi/.U/ D
Y

i2I

Fi.U/

as an OX.U/-module, where the addition and the scalar multiplication are
executed componentwise. Observe that when Fi is a sheaf for all i 2 I, thenQ

F is a sheaf too. The presheaf of modules
Q

F on X, together with the family
 D .i/i2I of projections i W QF ! Fi, is a product for the family F in
PMod.X/—in Mod.X/ in case F is a family of sheaves of modules on X.

2. We denote NLF, or NLi2I Fi, the direct sum presheaf of the family F on X. Note
that for all open sets U of X we have

.
NM

F/.U/ D . N
M

i2I
Fi/.U/ D

M

i2I

Fi.U/ �
Y

i2I

Fi.U/:

In particular, NLF is a subpresheaf of
Q

F. In case the index set I is finite, we
even have NLF D QF. Thus if I is finite and all of the Fi are sheaves, the direct
sum presheaf NLF is a sheaf. Observe that the direct sum presheaf, together with
its family N	 D .N	i/i2I of coprojections N	i W Fi ! NLF, is a coproduct of the family
F in PMod.X/.

3. We denote
L

F, or
L

i2I Fi, the direct sum sheaf of the family F on X. The direct
sum sheaf is defined as the sheafification, in the sense of modules, of the direct
sum presheaf—that is,

M
F D . N

M
F/#:

When F is a family in Mod.X/, the direct sum sheaf, together with its family
	 D .	i/i2I of coprojections, is a coproduct for the family F in Mod.X/. Observe
that 	i D � ı N	i for all i 2 I, where � denotes the canonical morphism from NLF
to its sheafification. When G is a sheaf of modules on X and ˛ D .˛i/i2I is a
family of morphisms of modules ˛i W Fi ! G on X, we denote

X
˛ D

X

i2I

˛i W
M

F D
M

i2I

Fi �! G

the induced morphism.
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Definition A.5.12 Let F be a presheaf of modules on X.

1. F is said to be free on X (resp. finite free on X) when there exists a set I (resp.
a finite set I) such that F is isomorphic in Mod.X/ to the direct sum moduleL

i2I OX .
2. F is called locally free on X (resp. locally finite free on X) when there exists an

open cover U of X such that, for all U 2 U, the restriction FjU is free on XjU
(resp. finite free on XjU).

Definition A.5.13 The distinguished zero module on X is the unique module on X
whose underlying sheaf of sets is the constant functor with value the distinguished
one-element set 1 D f0g D f;g.

A.6 Multilinear Algebra

In the bulk of our text we have to perform a lot of multilinear algebra on ringed
spaces. Below we briefly review the concepts that we employ—namely, various
tensor product functors as well as exterior powers. We start by looking at modules
over rings.

Definition A.6.1 Let A be a ring, M and N modules over A.9 Then we define the
tensor product of M and N over A as

M ˝A N WD F=U;

where F denotes the free A-module on the set M � N—that is,

F D
M

g2M�N

A D f� 2 AM�N W the set fg W �.g/ ¤ 0g is finiteg

with its componentwise addition and scalar multiplication. Moreover, U is the
submodule of F generated by all elements

ı.xCx0;y/ � ı.x;y/ � ı.x0;y/; ı.ax;y/ � aı.x;y/;

ı.x;yCy0/ � ı.x;y/ � ı.x;y0/; ı.x;ay/ � aı.x;y/;

where x; x0 2 M, y; y0 2 N, a 2 A, and ıg signifies the unique function on M � N
with values in A satisfying ıg.g/ D 1 and ıg.g0/ D 0 for all g0 ¤ g. Observe that we

9Textbooks usually require the base ring A over which tensor products are formed to be com-
mutative. This requirement is, however, superfluous as you will realize following my exposition.
Caution! There is a notion of a “balanced” tensor product over A which takes a right module M and
a left module N as its arguments. We do not consider this kind of tensor product here. Our modules
are, without exception, left modules.
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have a canonical map

M � N �! M ˝A N

given by assigning to g the class Œıg� D ıg C U � F of ıg in the quotient module
F=U. It is customary to write x ˝ y for image of .x; y/ under this map.10 Further,
observe that˝A can be made into a functor

˝A W Mod.A/ �Mod.A/ �! Mod.A/:

Let B be another ring, P and Q modules over B. Let � W B! A be a morphism of
rings. Moreover, let ˛ W P! M and ˇ W Q! N be �-morphisms of modules—that
is, additive morphisms such that ˛.b � z/ D �.b/ � ˛.z/ and ˇ.b � w/ D �.b/ � ˇ.w/
for all b 2 B, all z 2 P, and all w 2 Q. Then we have an induced map

˛ ˝� ˇ W P˝B Q �! M ˝A N;

which can be characterized as the unique map that sends z˝w in P˝B Q to ˛.z/˝
ˇ.w/ in M ˝A N for all z 2 P and all w 2 Q.

Definition A.6.2 Let A be a ring, M D .Mi/i2I an arbitrary family of modules
over A. Then, analogous to and generalizing Definition A.6.1, you define the tensor
product of the family M over A, denoted

N
A M, or

N
A;i2I Mi, as a quotient of the

free A-module on the set
Q

M. Just like the binary tensor product, the tensor product
for families comes equipped with a canonical map

Y

i2I

Mi �!
O

A;i2I

Mi

from the product of the family. The tensor product
N

A M, together with the
canonical map from

Q
M, is initial among all I-multilinear maps from

Q
M to an

A-module N.
Fixing the index set I, the tensor product of families can be made into a functor

OI

A
W Mod.A/I �! Mod.A/:

When B is another ring, � W B ! A a morphism of rings, P D .Pi/i2I a family of
modules over B, and ˛ D .˛i/i2I a family of �-morphisms of modules, ˛i W Pi ! Mi,
we obtain an induced �-morphism of modules

O

�

˛ W
O

B

P �!
O

A

M:

10This notation is ambiguous, of course, since x ˝ y depends well on A, M, and N.
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The latter morphism can be characterized by the fact that it sends, for all z 2 QP,
the canonical image of z in

N
B P to the canonical image of .

Q
˛/.z/ in

N
A M.

Here, .
Q
˛/.z/ denotes the I-tuple that has the value ˛i.zi/ at i, for all i 2 I.

Definition A.6.3 Let A be a ring, I an arbitrary set. Then the tensor power functor
for the exponent I over A, denoted TI

A, is, by definition, the composition of the I-
diagonal functor

�I W Mod.A/ �! Mod.A/I

and the I-fold tensor product functor
NI

A as given in Definition A.6.2 above.
For every module M over A, the tensor power TI

A.M/ comes equipped with a
canonical map

MI D
Y

i2I

M �!
O

A;i2I

M D TI
A.M/:

When B is another ring, � W B ! A a morphism of rings, P a module over B,
and ˛ W P ! M a �-morphism of modules, we obtain an induced �-morphism of
modules

TI
� .˛/ W TI

B.P/ �! TI
A.M/:

Remark A.6.4 We use the tensor power functor exclusively in case the exponent I
is a natural number (i.e., when I 2 N; see Definition A.1.4). Observe that in case
I D 0 D ;, the functor T0A D TI

A is the constant endofunctor on Mod.A/ with value
the quotient module A1=f0g. As a matter of fact, the product

Q; over the empty
family of modules is, by definition, the set 1 D f;g. Thus the free A-module on the
set of generators

Q; is A1, and the tensor product
N

A ; is obtained quotienting
out the trivial submodule f0g � A1. Evidently we have a canonical isomorphism
A ! A1=f0g of modules over A. Therefore it makes sense to redefine T0A as the
constant endofunctor on Mod.A/ having the value A [cf. 18, Tag 00DM].

Quite similarly, you notice that in case I D 1 D f0g, for all modules M over A,
the canonical mappings M ! M1 and M1 ! T1A.M/ are isomorphisms of modules
over A. The latter mappings are in addition “natural” in M. Thus, again, it makes
sense to redefine T1A—namely, as the identity functor on Mod.A/.

Definition A.6.5 Let A be a ring, I a set. Let M be a module over A. Then we define

^I

A
M WD TI

A.M/=V;

where V is the A-submodule of TI
A.M/ which is generated by the images under the

canonical map

MI �! TI
A.M/
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of those elements x 2 MI for which there exist indices i; j 2 I such that i ¤ j and
xi D xj [cf. 18, Tag 00DM].11

Denote 
.M/ the quotient morphism from TI
A.M/ to

VI
A M. Then there is a

unique way to make
VI

A into an endofunctor on Mod.A/ such that 
 is a natural
transformation between TI

A and
VI

A—that is, such that the diagram

commutes in Mod.A/ for all modules N, next to M, and all morphisms of modules
� W M ! N over A.

Just as explained for the tensor power in Remark A.6.4, it makes sense to redefineV1
A—namely, as the identity functor on Mod.A/. Further it makes sense to redefine

V0
A as the constant endofunctor on Mod.A/ with value A.
Note that when � W B ! A is a morphism of rings and ˛ W P ! M is a

�-morphism of modules—that is, P is a module over B and ˛ is an additive map
such that ˛.b � z/ D �.b/ � ˛.z/ for all b 2 B and all z 2 P—we obtain an induced
morphism

Î

�

˛ W
Î

B

P �!
Î

A

M:

The latter morphism, too, is characterized by its commuting with the respective
quotient morphisms from TI

B.P/ and TI
A.M/ as well as with TI

� .˛/.

Now we simply transfer the previous constructions—namely, ˝,
N

, or betterNI , TI , and
VI—to the sheaf-theoretic setting. We exemplify this procedure

looking at the binary tensor product and the exterior power functors.

Definition A.6.6 Let X be a ringed space, F and G presheaves of modules on X.
Then we denote F N̋ X G the tensor product presheaf of F and G on X [18, Tag
01CA]. Note that

.F N̋ X G/.U/ D F.U/˝OX.U/ G.U/

for all open sets U of X. Moreover,

.F N̋ X G/U;V D FU;V ˝.OX/U;V WOX.U/!OX.V/ GU;V

11Observe that in case I is a natural number, the submodule V is generated already by the images
of the elements x 2 MI for which there exists an index i such that xi D xiC1.
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for all open sets U and V of X such that V � U; see Definition A.6.1 concerning the
notation on the right-hand side.

The tensor product sheaf of F and G on X is, by definition,

F ˝X G D .F N̋ X G/#;

where the sheafification is performed in the sense of modules on X.
Both N̋ X and˝X can be made into functors

PMod.X/ � PMod.X/ �! PMod.X/:

The functor˝X takes values in Mod.X/, of course. As a matter of fact, when .F0;F1/
and .G0;G1/ are two pairs of presheaves of modules on X and ˛i W Fi ! Gi, for
i D 0; 1, are two morphisms of presheaves of modules on X, the assignment

˛0 N̋ X ˛1 W U 7�! .˛0/U ˝OX .U/ .˛1/U;

with U varying through the set of open subsets of X, makes up a morphism of
presheaves of modules on X between F0 N̋ X F1 and G0 N̋ X G1. That way, N̋ X becomes
a functor. In the functorial sense, ˝X is then defined as the composition of N̋ X and
the sheafification functor for modules on X.

Definition A.6.7 Let X be a ringed space, I a set, F a presheaf of modules on X.

Then we denote NVI

X F the I-th exterior power presheaf of F on X. Explicitly we
have

.
N̂ I

X
F/.U/ D

^I

OX.U/
F.U/;

as OX.U/-modules, for all open sets U of X. Moreover, we have

.
N̂ I

X
F/U;V D

^I

.OX/U;V WOX.U/!OX.V/
FU;V

for all open sets U and V of X such that V � U.
We define the I-th exterior power sheaf, or exterior power module, of F on X as

the sheafification, in the sense of modules on X, of the I-th exterior power presheaf—
that is,

^I

X
F WD . N̂

I

X
F/#:

Both NVI

X and
VI

X can be made into endofunctors on PMod.X/, with
VI

X taking
values in the subcategory Mod.X/ of PMod.X/. As explained in Definition A.6.5, it

makes sense to redefine both NV0

X and
V0

X as the constant endofunctor on PMod.X/
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with value OX . Note that since OX already is a sheaf, the passage from OX to O#
X

seems superfluous. Similarly it makes sense to redefine NV1

X as the identity functor
on PMod.X/. Further, it makes sense to redefine the restriction of

V1
X to Mod.X/ as

the identity functor on Mod.X/.

Having chosen the sheafification functors so that they are strictly compatible
with the restriction to open subspaces, we obtain the following as a corollary of
Remark A.4.7.

Remark A.6.8 Let X be a ringed space and U an open subset of X.

1. The following diagram of large categories and functors commutes:

The same holds if we replace N̋ by˝.
2. Let I be a set. Then the following diagram of large categories and functors

commutes:

The same holds if we replace NV by
V

.12

A.7 Complex Spaces

I briefly explain how we formalize the notion of a complex space (i.e., the notion of
an analytic space over the complete valued field of complex numbers). Besides, we
review a couple of constructions performed on, or with, complex spaces.

12In case I D 1 and if we make use of the redefinition of
V1 as being the identity on sheaves, we

should also replace PMod by Mod.
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Notation A.7.1 We write e for the distinguished one-point ringed space with
structure sheaf C; that is, the underlying topological space of e is the distinguished
one-point topological space .f0g; f;; f0gg/, and the structure sheaf of e satisfies
Oe.;/ D f0g as sets and Oe.f0g/ D C as rings. This data can be made into a
ringed space in a unique way.

Definition A.7.2 An object X of the overcategory Sp=e is called a complex space
when the underlying topological space of X is Hausdorff and X is locally isomor-
phic, in Sp=e, to a complex model space [8, Definition 2.1].13

When X is a complex space, then X can, per definitionem, be written uniquely
as a pair .Y; g/, where Y is a ringed space and g W Y ! e is a morphism of ringed
spaces. We call Y the underlying ringed space of X and g the structural morphism of
X. We agree to denote the underlying ringed space of X by X, too.14 The structural
morphism of X is denoted by aX .

The category of complex spaces is the full subcategory of the category Sp=e
whose class of objects is the class of complex spaces. The category of complex
spaces receives the (meta-)denomination An. A morphism of complex spaces
is a morphism in this category. Recall that a morphism of complex spaces is
automatically a morphism of locally ringed spaces between the underlying ringed
spaces [8, Proposition 2.5].

Remark A.7.3 Many authors take complex spaces to be “C-ringed” or “C-algebra-
ized” spaces. These are topological spaces equipped with a sheaf of C-algebras.

For my taste, however, it feels more natural to use the idea of the overcategory.
After all, in the scheme-theoretic setting, for a field k, a variety over k, is an object
of the overcategory of schemes over the spectrum of k also. One appeal of the
overcategory is that it allows to express the “new” C-algebraized structure purely in
terms of the “old” structure of ringed spaces and morphisms of ringed spaces.

Remark A.7.4 Observe that the ordered pair consisting of the ringed space e and the
identity morphism of ringed spaces from e to e is a complex space. We call this the
distinguished one-point complex space and occasionally denote it by e, too.

Note that e is terminal in An—indeed, e is terminal in all of Sp=e. Besides, note
that for all complex spaces X, the structural morphism of X is likewise the unique
morphism from X to e in An.

Until the end of this section, let X be a complex space.

Definition A.7.5 Let p 2 X. Then by Definition A.7.2, the stalk OX;p is a
commutative local ring. We denote by mX;p its unique maximal ideal.

13Note that Grothendieck does not require an “espace analytique” to be Hausdorff. A “complex
space”, however, is typically assumed Hausdorff in the literature [6, Chap. I, §3], [5, §1, Definition
2], so we follow that convention.
14This harmless seeming convention has far reaching potential. For instance, when X is a complex
space, we can speak of a module on X, of Mod.X/, HomX , ˝X , etc., without further ado.
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Now let F be a module on X. Then we define

FX.p/ WD .OX;p=mX;p/˝OX;p Fp;

where the quotient OX;p=mX;p is viewed as a module over OX;p in order for the
tensor product to make sense. Thus, FX.p/ is a module over OX;p. We will, however,
regard FX.p/ as a module over the field of complex numbers by relaxing its scalar
multiplication via the composition of ring maps

C D Oe.f0g/ �! OX.X/ �! OX;p:

Observe that the action of forming FX.p/ can be made into a functor

�X.p/ W Mod.X/ �! Mod.C/:

The latter is called the evaluation functor on X at p. When the complex space X in
question is be clear from the context, we write F.p/ in place of FX.p/.

Definition A.7.6 Let f W X ! S be a morphism in An, viewed in the absolute
sense. Let p 2 X. Then we say that f is submersive at p when, locally around p, the
morphism f is isomorphic to a product with fiber an open complex subspace of Cn

for some natural number n [3, (2.18)]. f is called submersive when, for all x 2 X,
the morphism f is submersive at x.

Definition A.7.7 We say that X is smooth at p when there exist an open neighbor-
hood U of p in X and a natural number n such that the open complex subspace of
X induced on U is isomorphic to an open complex subspace of Cn. The space X is
called smooth when X is smooth at x for all x 2 X.

A complex manifold is a smooth complex space.

Definition A.7.8 Let f W X ! S be a morphism in An, in the absolute sense. Then
we write ˝1

f for the sheaf of Kähler differentials relative f [9, §2, p. 8].15 Observe
the analogy to the probably more established scheme theoretic setting [10, (16.3.1)].

For any natural number, or else integer, p, we define

˝
p
f WD

p̂

X

˝1
f :

15For some reason it seems popular to write ˝1
X=S instead of ˝1

f . I try to avoid this as writing ˝1
f

is shorter, for one, as well as more to the point, for another.
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This is the sheaf of p-differentials relative f . Since
V1

X is the identity functor on
Mod.X/ (see Sect. A.6 in this Appendix A), there is no notational contradiction in
case p D 1. Moreover, for every integer p, we denote by

dp
f W ˝p

f �! ˝
pC1
f

the differential in degree p relative f .
We denote by ˝�

f the complex of Kähler differentials, also called the algebraic
de Rham complex, relative f ; that is, we set

˝�
f WD

�
.˝

p
f /p2Z; .d

p
f /p2Z

�
:

Beware that ˝�
f is not a complex of modules on X, even though ˝p

f is a module
on X for all p 2 Z. The problem is that the differentials dp

f are not OX-linear. The
differentials are, however, f �1OS-linear. Thus, ˝�

f is a complex over Mod.f /. In

other words, ˝�
f is an object of Com.f /—it is even an object of ComC.f /; see

Definition 1.5.1.
We write respectively˝p

X , ˝�
X , and dp

X for˝p
aX

, ˝�
aX

, and dp
aX

.

Remark A.7.9 Every commutative square

(A.2)

in the category of complex spaces induces a morphism

�1 W ˝1
f �! u�.˝1

f 0

/

of sheaves of modules on X [9, §2], which we call the pullback of Kähler
differentials associated to the square in Eq. (A.2). Taking exterior powers, the latter
morphism induces, for any integer p, a morphism

�p W ˝p
f �! u�.˝p

f 0

/

of modules on X, which we call the pullback of p-differentials associated to
Eq. (A.2). The pullbacks of differentials are compatible with the differentials of the
algebraic de Rham complexes in the sense that, for all integers p, the following
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diagram of sheaves on Xtop commutes [cf. 10, (16.4.3)]:

Proposition A.7.10 In addition to Remark A.7.9, let

(A.3)

be another commutative square in the category of complex spaces, p an integer.
Denote by

�0p W ˝p
f 0

�! u0�.˝p
f 00

/

the pullback of p-differentials associated to Eq. (A.3). Then the composition

u�.�0p/ ı �p W ˝p
f �! u�.u0�.˝p

f 00

// D .u ı u0/�.˝p
f 00

/

equals the pullback of p-differentials associated to the square obtained by compos-
ing Eqs. (A.3) and (A.2) horizontally.

Proof In case p D 1 you employ Grothendieck’s line of argument for schemes
[10, (16.4.2)]. The general statement then follows noticing that the action of taking
exterior powers is a functor. ut
Definition A.7.11 Let p 2 X. Then we define

TX.p/ WD .˝1
X.p//

_ D HomC.˝
1
X.p/;C/

to be the tangent space of X at p, where we employ the evaluation functor of
Definition A.7.5. When f W X ! Y is a morphism of complex spaces, we write

Tp.f / W TX.p/ �! TY.f .p//

for the tangent map of f at p. The latter is induced by the pullback of Kähler
differentials as given in Remark A.7.9.
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Definition A.7.12 We write dimp.X/ for the dimension of X at p. As usual, we set

dim.X/ WD supfdimx.X/ W x 2 Xg;

where the supremum is taken with respect to the extended integers OZ WD f�1g [
Z [ f1g, equipped with their canonical ordering so that �1 � a and a � 1 hold
for all a 2 OZ.

Specifically, we have dim X D �1 if and only if X is an empty space (i.e., if the
underlying set of X is the empty set).
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Appendix B
Tools

B.1 Base Change Maps

Base change maps for higher direct image sheaves are ubiquitous throughout
Chaps. 1–3. Two types of base change maps are of particular importance—namely,
the base change maps for the bidegree .p; q/ Hodge modules H p;q.f / D Rqf�.˝p

f /

(see Definition 1.6.13) and the base change maps for the degree n algebraic de Rham
modules H n.f / D RnNf�. N̋ �

f / (see Definition 1.6.9).
For lack of an adequate reference in the literature, we review the constructions

of both of these base change maps below (Constructions B.1.10 and B.1.13). The
Hodge base change and the de Rham base change, as I call them, are, however,
embedded in a more general base change framework. The essential construction is
Construction B.1.4. All subsequent base change constructions refer to it.

A couple of preparations are in order. We start by recalling how the action of
right deriving a functor interacts with the composition of functors.

Construction B.1.1 Let X, Y, and Z be ringed spaces and

S W Mod.X/ �! Mod.Y/;

T W Mod.Y/ �! Mod.Z/

additive functors. Define the bounded below right derived functors RS, RT, and
R.T ı S/ as explained in Definition A.3.8. Then we dispose of a natural transforma-
tion

� W R.T ı S/ �! RT ı RS (B.1)

of functors from KC.X/ to KC.Z/. The definition is, in fact, straightforward.

© Springer International Publishing Switzerland 2015
T. Kirschner, Period Mappings with Applications to Symplectic Complex Spaces,
Lecture Notes in Mathematics 2140, DOI 10.1007/978-3-319-17521-8
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Denote by IX and IY the canonical injective resolution functors on X and Y,
respectively, as given in Construction A.3.7. Moreover, denote by

�Y W idKC.Y/ �! IY

the accompanying resolving natural transformation on Y. Then, set

� WD .T 	 �Y/ 	 .S ı IX/ W .T ı idKC.Y// ı .S ı IX/ �! .T ı IY/ ı .S ı IX/;

where the ‘	’ signifies the horizontal composition of a natural transformation and a
functor, no matter which comes first.

Observe that � constitutes a natural transformation of functors as in Eq. (B.1),
for

R.T ı S/ D .T ı S/ ı IX D .T ı idKC.Y// ı .S ı IX/

and

RT ı RS D .T ı IY/ ı .S ı IX/

by the definition of the derived functors.

The following proposition is a variant of either [6, Proposition 13.3.13] or [5,
III.7.1].

Proposition B.1.2 In the situation of Construction B.1.1, assume that the functor
T is left exact and S takes injective modules on X to right T-acyclics module on Y.
Then Eq. (B.1) is a natural quasi-equivalence of functors from KC.X/ to KC.Z/.

Proof The assertion is implied by the following general fact. When A is bounded
below complex of right T-acyclic modules on Y, and I a bounded below complex
of injective modules on Y, and � W A ! I a quasi-isomorphism of complexes of
modules on Y, then

T.�/ W T.A/ �! T.I/

is a quasi-isomorphism of complexes of modules on Z. ut
As a final preparation for Construction B.1.4, we recall in what sense the action

of taking the cohomology of a complex (in a certain degree) commutes with the
action of applying a left exact additive functor, or its right derived.

Construction B.1.3 Let X and Y be ringed spaces,

T W Mod.X/ �! Mod.Y/
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a left exact additive functor, n an integer, F a complex of modules on X. Denote by
Zn.F/ � Fn and Zn.TF/ � TFn the null spaces of the differential maps

dn
F W Fn �! FnC1;

dn
TF W .TF/n �! .TF/nC1

of the complexes F and TF, respectively. Then due to the universal property of a
kernel, there exists one, and only one, ˛ such that the diagram

commutes in Mod.Y/. Moreover, since the functor T is left exact, ˛ is an
isomorphism. Thus, by the universal property of a cokernel, there exists one, and
only one, ˇ.F/ such that the diagram

commutes in Mod.Y/, where n
F and n

TF denote the respective quotient morphisms
to cohomology. An easy argument shows that the family ˇ D .ˇ.F//F constitutes a
natural transformation

ˇ W Hn ı T �! T ı Hn

of functors from K.X/ to Mod.Y/. Denote by ˇC the restriction of ˇ to KC.X/.
Denote by IX the canonical injective resolution functor on X (see Construc-

tion A.3.5) and by

�X W idKC.X/ �! IX

the accompanying resolving natural transformation. We know that �X is a natural
quasi-equivalence of endofunctors on KC.X/, so that

Hn ı �X W Hn �! Hn ı IX
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is a natural equivalence of functors from KC.X/ to Mod.X/. In consequence, we
obtain a natural transformation

� WD .T 	 .Hn 	 �X/
�1/ ı .ˇC 	 IX/ W RnT D Hn ı T ı IX �! T ı Hn

of functors from KC.X/ to Mod.Y/, where ‘	’ denotes the horizontal composition of
a natural transformation and a functor whereas ‘ı’ denotes the vertical composition
of two natural transformations.

Construction B.1.4 Let the following be a commutative square in the category of
ringed spaces:

(B.2)

Let n be an integer, F and F0 bounded below complexes of modules on X and X0,
respectively, ˛ W F ! F0 a u-morphism of complexes modules modulo homotopy—
that is, a morphism F ! u�.F0/ in KC.X/, where, as usual, we agree on writing u�
instead of KC.u�/.

Denote by

� W u� �! Ru�

the natural transformation of functors from KC.X0/ to KC.X/ which comes about
with the right derived functor; see Definition theorem A.3.8. Composing ˛ with
�.F0/ in KC.X/ yields a morphism

F �! Ru�.F0/

in KC.X/. Applying the functor Rf�, we obtain a morphism

Rf�.F/ �! Rf�.Ru�.F0//

in KC.S/. Let

� W R.f� ı u�/ �! Rf� ı Ru�;

 W R.w� ı f 0�/ �! Rw� ı Rf 0�
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be the natural transformations of functors from KC.X0/ to KC.S/ which are
associated to the triples of categories and functors

respectively, by means of Construction B.1.1.
Since

f� ı u� D .f ı u/� D .w ı f 0/� D w� ı f 0�;

we obtain the following diagram of morphisms in KC.S/:

By Proposition B.1.2, we know that �.F0/ is a quasi-isomorphism of complexes of
modules on S. In particular,

Hn.�.F0// W HnR.f�u�/.F0/ �! HnRf�.Ru�.F0//

is an isomorphism in Mod.S/. Denote its inverse by Hn.�.F0//�1. Then we have the
following composition of morphisms in Mod.S/:

Hn. .F0// ı Hn.�.F0//�1 ı Rnf�.�.F0/ ı ˛/ W Rnf�.F/ �! HnRw�.Rf 0�.F0//:
(B.3)

Let

� W Hn ı Rw� �! w� ı Hn

be the natural transformation of functors from KC.S0/ to Mod.S/ which is given by
Construction B.1.3. Then composing, in Mod.S/, the morphism in Eq. (B.3) with
�.Rf 0�.F0//, we arrive at a morphism

ˇn W Rnf�.F/ �! w�.Rnf 0�.F0//

in Mod.S/—that is, at a w-morphism of modules Rnf�.F/! Rnf 0�.F0/.

In a sense, Construction B.1.4 generalizes the operation of the functor Rnf� on
the morphisms of complexes.
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Proposition B.1.5 In the situation of Construction B.1.4, assume that X0 D X,
S0 D S, f 0 D f , u D idX, and w D idS. Then ˛ W F ! F0 is an ordinary morphism in
KC.X/, and we have

ˇn D Rnf�.˛/ W Rnf�.F/ �! Rnf�.F0/:

Proof Omitted. ut
The next two results describe the “functoriality” of Construction B.1.4.

Proposition B.1.6 Let

(B.4)

be a commutative diagram in the category of ringed spaces, n an integer. Let F, F0,
and F00 be objects of KC.X/, KC.X0/, and KC.X00/, respectively. Let ˛ W F ! F0
and ˛0 W F0 ! F00 be a u- and a u0-morphism of modules, respectively. Write ˛00 for
the composition of ˛ and ˛0—that is, set

˛00 WD u�.˛0/ ı ˛

in KC.X/—and note that ˛00 is a .uu0/-morphism of modules F ! F00. Denote by

ˇn W Rnf�.F/ �! w�.Rnf 0�.F0//;

ˇ0n W Rnf 0�.F0/ �! w0�.Rnf 00� .F00//;

ˇ00n W Rnf�.F/ �! .ww0/�.Rnf 00� .F00//

the morphisms in Mod.S/, Mod.S0/, and Mod.S/ which are, by means of Construc-
tion B.1.4, associated to ˛, ˛0, and ˛00 with respect to the right, left, and outer
subsquares of the diagram in Eq. (B.4), respectively. Then ˇ00n is the composition of
ˇn and ˇ0n, in the sense that we have

ˇ00n D w�.ˇ0n/ ı ˇn

in Mod.S/.

Proof Omitted. ut
Proposition B.1.7 Let Eq. (B.2) be a commutative square in the category of ringed
spaces, n an integer. Let F;G 2 KC.X/ and F0;G0 2 KC.X0/, let ˛ W F ! F0
and � W G ! G0 be u-morphisms of complexes of modules modulo homotopy, and
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� W F ! G and �0 W F0 ! G0 morphisms in KC.X/ and KC.X0/, respectively, such
that the diagram

commutes in KC.X/. Denote by

ˇn W Rnf�.F/ �! w�.Rnf 0�.F0//;

ın W Rnf�.G/ �! w�.Rnf 0�.G0//

the morphisms in Mod.S/ obtained from ˛ and ˇ, respectively, by means of
Construction B.1.4. Then the following diagram commutes in Mod.S/:

Proof This is an immediate consequence of Propositions B.1.5 and B.1.6. ut
The classical base change maps for higher direct image sheaves (e.g., as in [1,

XII (4.2)]) are derived from Construction B.1.4 as follows.

Construction B.1.8 Let Eq. (B.2) be a commutative square in the category of
ringed spaces, n an integer, F be a bounded below complex of modules on X. Then
the unit of the adjunction between the functors u� and u� yields a u-morphism

˛ W F �! u�.F/

of complexes of modules modulo homotopy. Applying Construction B.1.4, we
obtain, in turn, a w-morphism of modules

ˇn W Rnf�.F/ �! Rnf 0�.u�.F//:

The latter yields a morphism of modules on S0,

Q̌n.F/ W w�.Rnf�.F// �! Rnf 0�.u�.F//;
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by means of the adjunction between the functors w� and w�. This Q̌n.F/ is called
the base change morphism, or base change map, in degree n for F with respect to
the square in Eq. (B.2).

Proposition B.1.9 Let Eq. (B.2) be a commutative square in the category of ringed
spaces, n an integer. Then the family Q̌n WD . Q̌n.F//F, which is indexed by the class
of bounded below complexes of modules on X, constitutes a natural transformation

Q̌n W w� ı Rnf� �! Rnf 0� ı u�

of functors from KC.X/ to Mod.S0/.

Proof Let F and G be bounded below complexes of modules on X and � W F ! G
a morphism in KC.X/. Denote

� W G �! u�.G/

the u-morphism of complexes of modules modulo homotopy given by the unit of
the adjunction between the functors u� and u�. Then, due to the naturality of the
adjunction unit, the diagram

commutes in the category of modules on X. Thus, in virtue of Proposition B.1.7,
and taking into account the naturality of the adjunction between the functors w� and
w�, we see that the diagram

commutes in the category of modules on S0, which was to be demonstrated. ut
We call the family Q̌n of Proposition B.1.9 the base change natural transfor-

mation in degree n associated to the square in Eq. (B.2). If you prefer the term
“morphism of functors” over the term “natural transformation”, you might want
to call Q̌n the base change morphism in degree n associated to Eq. (B.2).
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Finally, we turn to base change maps for complex spaces—namely, to the Hodge
base change and, after that, to the de Rham base change.

Construction B.1.10 Let Eq. (B.2) be a commutative square in the category of
complex spaces, p and q be integers. As explained in Eq. (A.7), the commutative
square in Eq. (B.2) induces a pullback of relative p-differentials, which is a u-
morphism of modules

˛p W ˝p
f �! ˝

p
f 0

:

By means of Construction B.1.4, viewing Eq. (B.2) as a square in the category of
ringed spaces, the morphism ˛p induces a w-morphism of modules

ˇp;q W Rqf�.˝p
f / �! Rqf 0�.˝

p
f 0

/: (B.5)

We call ˇp;q the Hodge base change in bidegree .p; q/ associated to Eq. (B.2)
Note that by means of the adjunction between the functors w� and w�, the

morphism ˇp;q procures a morphism

Q̌p;q W w�.Rqf�.˝p
f // �! Rqf 0�.˝

p
f 0

/

of modules on S0. By slight abuse of terminology, we call the latter morphism the
Hodge base change in bidegree .p; q/ associated to Eq. (B.2) too. It had better be
called the “adjoint Hodge base change” instead, though.

Proposition B.1.11 Let Eq. (B.4) be a commutative diagram in the category of
complex spaces, p and q integers. Denote by ˇp;q, ˇ0p;q, and ˇ00p;q the Hodge base
changes in bidegree .p; q/ associated to the right, left, and outer subsquares of the
diagram in Eq. (B.4), respectively. Then ˇ00p;q is the composition of ˇp;q and ˇ0p;q;
that is, we have

ˇ00p;q D w�.ˇ0p;q/ ı ˇp;q:

Proof Denote by ˛p, ˛0p, and ˛00p the pullbacks of Kähler p-differentials associated
to the right, left, and outer subsquares of the diagram in Eq. (B.4), respectively. Then
we have

˛00p D u�.˛0p/ ı ˛p

according to Sect. A.7 in Appendix A. Thus, our claim follows from Proposi-
tion B.1.6. ut
Construction B.1.12 Let f W X ! S be a morphism of ringed spaces. Define

NX WD .Xtop; f
�1.OS//
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and

Nf WD .jf j; �OS W OS �! f�f �1.OS//;

where � denotes the natural transformation given by the adjunction between the
functors f �1 and f�. The latter functors are understood in the sense of sheaves of
rings. Then NX is a ringed space, and Nf is a morphism of ringed spaces from NX to S.

Let Eq. (B.2) be a commutative square in the category of ringed spaces now.
Define Nf 0 W NX0 ! S0 for f 0 as we have defined Nf for f . Moreover, define

Nu WD .juj; N� W f �1OS �! u�f 0�1.OS0//;

where N� is obtained from the composition

by means of the adjunction between the functors f �1 and f�. Here, �0 denotes the
natural transformation associated to the adjunction between the functors f 0�1 and f 0�.
Then the following diagram commutes in the category of ringed spaces:

(B.6)

In fact, the described construction may be interpreted as an endofunctor on
the arrow category Sp2 of the category of ringed spaces. As you will notice, this
endofunctor has the property of commutating with the functor

p1 W Sp2 �! Sp

which projects to the target of an arrow.

Construction B.1.13 Let Eq. (B.2) be a commutative square in the category of
complex spaces. Then, viewing Eq. (B.2) temporarily as a commutative square in
the category of ringed spaces, Construction B.1.12 yields the commutative square
of ringed spaces Eq. (B.6). According to Remark A.7.9, the pullback of Kähler
differentials associated to the square of complex spaces in Eq. (B.2) gives rise to
a Nu-morphism of complexes of modules

˛ W N̋ �
f �! N̋ �

f 0

:
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Let n be an integer. Then Construction B.1.4 produces a w-morphism of modules

�n W RnNf�. N̋ �
f / �! Rn Nf 0�. N̋ �

f 0

/:

We call �n the de Rham base change in degree n associated to Eq. (B.2).
Just as we did in Construction B.1.10 for the Hodge base change, we call the

morphism

Q�n W w�.Rn Nf�. N̋ �
f // �! Rn Nf 0�. N̋ �

f 0

/

of modules on S0, which is obtained from �n by means of the adjunction between the
functors w� and w�, the de Rahm base change in degree n associated to Eq. (B.2),
too. It had better be called the “adjoint de Rahm base change”, though.

Proposition B.1.14 Let Eq. (B.4) be a commutative diagram in the category of
complex spaces, n an integer. Denote by �n, �0n, and �00n the de Rahm base changes
in degree n associated to the right, left, and outer subsquares of the diagram in
Eq. (B.4), respectively. Then �00n is the composition of �n and �0n; that is, we have

�00n D w�.�0n/ ı �n:

Proof First of all, by the functoriality of Construction B.1.12, we see that the
diagram

commutes in the category of ringed spaces. Denote by ˛, ˛0, and ˛00 the pullbacks of
Kähler differentials associated to the right, left, and outer subsquares of the diagram
in Eq. (B.4), respectively. Then we have

˛00 D Nu�.˛0/ ı ˛

in virtue of Sect. A.7 in Appendix A. Thus, our claim is implied by Proposi-
tion B.1.6. ut
Proposition B.1.15 In the situation of Construction B.1.13, let p be another integer.
Then the de Rahm base change �n restricts to a w-morphism of modules

�p;n W FpH n.f / �! FpH n.f 0/:
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Recall here, from Construction 1.6.10, that we have

FpH n.f / �H n.f / D RnNf�. N̋ �
f /;

and likewise for f 0 in place of f .

Proof This follows from Proposition B.1.7 by considering the following commuta-
tive diagram of complexes of modules modulo homotopy:

I dare omit the details. ut
Definition B.1.16 In the situation of Proposition B.1.15, the morphism �p;n is
called the filtered de Rham base change in bidegree .p; n/ with respect to the square
in Eq. (B.2).

B.2 Hodge Theory of Rational Singularities

Since symplectic complex spaces have rational singularities, the notion of a rational
singularity is of great importance for us throughout Chap. 3. In the following, I
review a couple of basic properties of complex spaces with rational singularities,
focussing on the Hodge theoretic aspects.

Definition B.2.1 We feel that, over Deligne’s original conception [2, Definition
(2.3.1)], it has certain technical advantages to define a mixed Hodge structure to
be an ordered septuple

H D .HZ;HQ;W; ˛;HC;F; ˇ/ (B.7)

such that HZ, HQ, and HC are finite type Z-, Q-, and C-modules, respectively, W is a
finite increasing filtration of HQ by rational vector subspaces, F is a finite decreasing
filtration of HC by complex vector subspaces, and ˛ W HZ ! HQ and ˇ W HQ ! HC

are mappings inducing isomorphisms Q ˝Z HZ ! HQ and C ˝Q HQ ! HC,
respectively, such that the triple .WC;F; NF/ is a triple of “opposed” filtrations on HC

by complex vector subspaces.
The gist is that Deligne’s definition forces the Q-vector space HQ to be Q˝Z HZ,

just as it forces the C-vector space HC to be C˝Z HZ, whereas our definition grants
us some freedom there.
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When H is a mixed Hodge structure as in Eq. (B.7), we set

FpH WD Fp; FpH WD NFp; WiH WD Wi

for all integers p and i.

Remark B.2.2 We will make use of Fujiki’s idea [4, (1.4)] that Deligne’s construc-
tion of a mixed Hodge theory for complex algebraic varieties [2, 3] carries over
naturally to the category of complex spaces X endowed with a compactification
X � X� such that X� is of class C ; the morphisms in this category are morphisms
f W X ! Y of complex spaces extending to meromorphic maps X� ! Y� between
the respective given compactifications. Concretely, when X is as above and n is an
integer, we denote Hn.X/ the mixed Hodge structure of cohomology in degree n of
X. In view of Eq. (B.7), we have

Hn.X/Z D Hn.X;Z/; Hn.X/Q D Hn.X;Q/; Hn.X/C D Hn.X;C/I

the mappings ˛ and ˇ are induced respectively by the canonical injections Z! Q
and Q! C.

Definition B.2.3 By a resolution of singularities we mean a proper modification
f W W ! X of complex spaces such that W is a complex manifold.

The following lemma, which is a variation of Namikawa’s [7, Lemma (1.2)],
turns out to be fundamental.

Lemma B.2.4 Let X be a complex space having a rational singularity at p 2 X and
let f W W ! X be a resolution of singularities such that the fiber E of f over p is a
complex space of Fujiki class C whose underlying set is a simple normal crossing
divisor in W. Then we have

gr0F.H
n.E// WD F0Hn.E/=F1Hn.E/ Š 0

for all natural numbers n > 0.

Proof Fix a natural number n > 0. By stratification theory, there exists an open
neighborhood U of E in W such that E is a deformation retract of U. Thus, by
means of shrinking the base of f around p, we may assume that the complex space
X is Stein and has rational singularities and that the function

i� W Hn.W;C/ �! Hn.E;C/

induced by the inclusion i W E! W is a surjection.
Denote by F D .Fp/p2Z the filtration on Hn.W;C/ induced by the stupid

filtration of the algebraic de Rham complex ˝�
W via the canonical isomorphism

Hn.W;C/! Hn.W;˝�
W/. Then the morphism i� is filtered with respect to F and the

Hodge filtration .FpHn.E//p2Z of the mixed Hodge structure Hn.E/. In particular, i�
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induces a surjective mapping

F0=F1 �! F0Hn.E/=F1Hn.E/:

Looking at the Frölicher spectral sequence of W, we see that there exists a
monomorphism

F0=F1 �! Hn.W;OW/;

yet

Hn.W;OW/ Š Hn.X;OX/ Š 0

since X is Stein and has rational singularities, whence we conclude that F0=F1 Š 0.
Thus, gr0F.H

n.E// Š 0. ut
Corollary B.2.5 Under the hypotheses of Lemma B.2.4, we have H1.E;C/ Š 0.

Proof By Lemma B.2.4, we know that

gr0F.H
1.E// Š 0:

Thus grW
0 .H

1.E// is certainly trivial—and so is grW
1 .H

1.E// as a result of Hodge
symmetry. The remaining weights (i.e., those in Z n f0; 1g) of the mixed Hodge
structure H1.E/ are trivial from the start, hence our claim. ut
Proposition B.2.6 Let X be a complex space having rational singularities, f W W !
X a resolution of singularities. Then we have R1f�.CW/ Š 0.

Proof Let p 2 X be arbitrary. Since the morphism f is proper, we have

.R1f�.CW//p Š H1.Wp;C/;

so that it suffices to show that H1.Wp;C/ Š 0. Since any resolution of singularities
of X can be dominated by a projective one, we may assume that f is projective from
the start. We know there exists a projective embedded resolution g W W 0 ! W for
Wp such that g�1.Wp/ DW E is a simple normal crossing divisor in W 0. Thus, by
Corollary B.2.5 (applied to f 0 WD f ı g in place of f ), we have H1.E;C/ Š 0. As the
Leray spectral sequence for gjE W E! Wp implies that the pullback function

H1.Wp;C/ �! H1.E;C/

is one-to-one, we deduce that H1.Wp;C/ Š 0. ut
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Proposition B.2.7 Let X be a complex space having rational singularities, f W W !
X a resolution of singularities. Then the function

f � W H2.X;C/ �! H2.W;C/ (B.8)

is one-to-one.

Proof Denote by E the Grothendieck spectral sequence, or more specifically the
Leray spectral sequence, associated to the triple

of categories and functors. Then, since we have R1f�.CW/ Š 0 by virtue of
Proposition B.2.6, the spectral sequence E degenerates in the entry .2; 0/ at sheet 2
in Mod.C/. Hence, the canonical map

H2.X; f�CW/ �! H2.W;CW/ (B.9)

is one-to-one. As the function in Eq. (B.8) factors through Eq. (B.9) via the H2.X;�/
of the canonical isomorphism CX ! f�CW of sheaves on Xtop, we deduce that
Eq. (B.8) is one-to-one. ut
Corollary B.2.8 Let X be a complex space of Fujiki class C having rational
singularities. Then the mixed Hodge structure H2.X/ is pure of weight 2.

Proof Let f W W ! X be a projective resolution of singularities. Then by
Proposition B.2.7, the pullback

f � W H2.X;Q/ �! H2.W;Q/

is a monomorphism of Q-vector spaces. Note that f � is filtered with respect to the
weight filtrations .WnH2.X//n2Z and .WnH2.W//n2Z of the mixed Hodge structures
H2.X/ and H2.W/, respectively; that is, we have

f �ŒWnH2.X/� �WnH2.W/

for all integers n. Since W is a complex manifold, we know that

WnH2.W/ D
(
f0g for all n < 2;

H2.W;Q/ for all n � 2:

Thus, using the injectivity of f �, we deduce that

WnH2.X/ D f0g
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for all integers n < 2. Since f � is strictly compatible with the weight filtrations, we
further deduce that

f �ŒW2H2.X/� D f �ŒH2.X;Q/�\W2H2.W/ D f �ŒH2.X;Q/�;

whence

W2H
2.X/ D W3H

2.X/ DW4H
2.X/ D � � � D H2.X;Q/:

Thus, the mixed Hodge structure H2.X/ is pure of weight 2. ut
Proposition B.2.9 Let X be a complex space of Fujiki class C having rational
singularities, f W W ! X a resolution of singularities. Then the pullback function in
Eq. (B.8) restricts to a bijection

f �jF2H2.X/ W F2H2.X/ �! F2H2.W/: (B.10)

Proof First of all, we know that the pullback in Eq. (B.8) is filtered with respect
to the Hodge filtrations .FpH2.X//p2Z and .FpH2.W//p2Z of the mixed Hodge
structures H2.X/ and H2.W/, respectively. Therefore, f � certainly restricts to yield
a function as in Eq. (B.10).

According to Proposition B.2.7, the function in Eq. (B.10) is injective. It remains
to show that Eq. (B.10) is surjective. For that matter, let c be an arbitrary element of
F2H2.W/. I contend that c is sent to zero by the canonical morphism

˛ W H2.W;C/ �! H0.X;R2f�.CW//:

So, fix an element p 2 X. Let g W W 0 ! W be an embedded resolution of
Wp � W such that E WD g�1.Wp/ is a simple normal crossing divisor in W 0. Then,
Lemma B.2.4 implies that gr0F.H

2.E// Š 0. Given that grW
n .H

2.E// Š 0 for all
n > 2, we deduce that

F2H2.E/ Š 0;

exploiting the Hodge symmetry of the weight-2 Hodge structure grW
2 .H

2.E//. Since
the composition of mappings

H2.W;C/ �! H2.Wp;C/ �! H2.E;C/

is filtered with respect to the Hodge filtrations of the mixed Hodge structures
H2.W/ and H2.E/, respectively, it sends c to zero. As W has rational singularities,
Proposition B.2.6 implies that R1g�.CW0/ Š 0. In consequence, the pullback
mapping

H2.Wp;C/ �! H2.E;C/
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is one-to-one, whence c is already sent to zero by the restriction

H2.W;C/ �! H2.Wp;C/:

Since the morphism f is proper, the topological base change map

.R2f�.CW//p �! H2.Wp;C/

is a bijection (and in particular one-to-one), so that the canonical image of ˛.c/ in
the stalk .R2f�.CW//p vanishes. As p 2 X was arbitrary, we see that ˛.c/ D 0.

Now, since R1f�.CW/ Š 0 by Proposition B.2.6, the Leray spectral sequence for
f implies that

is an exact sequence of complex vector spaces. Hence, there exists an element d 2
H2.X;C/ such that f �.d/ D c. Accordingly, since f � is strictly compatible with the
Hodge filtrations, there exists an element d0 2 F2H2.X/ such that f �.d0/ D c—in
fact, we have d D d0 as f � is one-to-one. This proves the surjectivity of Eq. (B.10).

ut
Proposition B.2.10 Let X be a complex space of Fujiki class C having rational
singularities. Then the mapping

H2.X;R/ �! H2.X;OX/; (B.11)

which is induced by the canonical morphism RX ! OX of sheaves on Xtop, is a
surjection.

Proof Let f W W ! X be a resolution of singularities. Then, essentially by
Proposition B.1.7, the diagram

(B.12)

commutes in the category of complex vector spaces, where ˛ and ˇ are induced
by the structural sheaf maps CW ! OW and CX ! OX , respectively. Restricting
the domains of definition of the functions corresponding to the vertical arrows in
Eq. (B.12), we obtain the following diagram, which commutes in the category of
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complex vector spaces too:

(B.13)

By Proposition B.2.9, the upper horizontal arrow in Eq. (B.13) is an isomorphism.
Since W is a complex manifold, ˛0 is an isomorphism in virtue of classical Hodge
theory. The lower horizontal arrow in Eq. (B.13) is an isomorphism since the
complex space X has rational singularities. Thus, ˇ0 is an isomorphism by the
commutativity of the diagram in Eq. (B.13).

Furthermore, we have

F1H2.X/ � ker.ˇ/

since, for all c 2 F1H2.X/, we certainly have f �.c/ 2 F1H2.W/, whence ˛.f �.c// D
0 looking at the Frölicher spectral sequence of W. Therefore, ˇ.c/ D 0 due to the
injectivity of

f � W H2.X;OX/ �! H2.W;OW/:

Let d 2 H2.X;OX/ be arbitrary. Then there exists an element c 2 F2H2.X/ such
that ˇ.c/ D ˇ0.c/ D d. Since Nc 2 F2H2.X/ and F2H2.X/ � F1H2.X/, we deduce
that

ˇ.cC Nc/ D d:

Clearly, c C Nc is real in H2.X;C/; that is, there exists an element c0 2 H2.X;R/
which is mapped to cC Nc by the function

H2.X;R/ �! H2.X;C/

induced by the canonical sheaf map RX ! CX on Xtop. In consequence, c0 is mapped
to d by the function in Eq. (B.11). This shows that the function Eq. (B.11) is a
surjection as d was an arbitrary element of H2.X;OX/. ut
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Terminology

A
abelian category An additive category in which every morphism has a kernel and a

cokernel. Moreover, for every morphism the canonical morphism from its
coimage to its image is to be an isomorphism. 7

absolute sense See Remark A.2.4. 234, 245
acyclic 19, 32, 250
additive category An Ab-enriched category that admits finite coproducts. 45
adjoint interior product See Construction 1.4.9. 36
adjunction morphism 39, 46, 48, 63, 110
algebraic de Rham complex See Definition A.7.8. 246, 261
algebraic de Rham module See Definition 1.6.9. 65, 111
analytic subset A subset of a complex space which is locally, at each of its points,

given as the zero set of a finite number of holomorphic functions. 103, 144
augmented connecting homomorphism See Construction 1.5.5. 48
augmented triple See Definition 1.5.4. 47

B
Beauville-Bogomolov form See Definitions 3.2.7 and 3.2.11. 157, 161
Beauville-Bogomolov quadric See Definition 3.2.23. 168

C
canonical injective resolution See Construction A.3.5. 31, 223, 250
category 6, 44, 62, 68
category of augmented triples See Definition 1.5.4. 47
category of complex spaces See Definition A.7.2. 60, 80, 91, 244, 257
category of ringed spaces See Definition A.5.1. 47, 64, 110, 252
category of submersive complex spaces The subcategory of the category of

complex spaces where the morphisms are precisely the submersive ones.
61, 82

coherent Of finite type and of relation finite type. 102, 145
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coimage 10
cokernel 9
commutative square in a category C. Formally, a functor from the so-called square

category to C. The square category has four objects, say 0, x, y and 1, and
precisely one arrow 0 ! x, 0 ! y, x ! 1, y ! 1 and 0 ! 1, except for
the identity arrows. 47, 109, 246, 252

complex manifold See Definition A.7.7. 82, 144, 245
complex space See Definition A.7.2. 101, 103, 244, 261

Cohen-Macaulay All local rings are Cohen-Macaulay. 105, 133, 171, 172, 180
Fujiki class C Bimeromorphic to a compact, Kähler type space. 151, 179, 186,

261
Gorenstein All local rings are Gorenstein. 150, 171, 172
irreducible Not the union of two proper closed analytic subsets. 154
Kähler type There exists a Kähler metric. 129, 151, 172, 183
locally pure dimensional The local dimension is locally constant. 104, 149, 183
normal All local rings are normal. 148, 171, 172, 183
projective Isomorphic to a closed complex subspace of a projective space. 151,

179
pure dimensional The local dimension is constant. 104, 154
rational singularities 140, 150, 172, 183, 206, 261
reduced All local rings are reduced—that is, without nonzero nilpotent elements.

134, 148, 171, 172
reduction The closed complex subspace defined by the nilradical, or the

corresponding inclusion morphism. 131
smooth See Definition A.7.7. 61, 245
Stein 261
symplectic See Definitions 3.1.8 and 3.1.12. 147, 148, 181

composable pair A pair .f ; g/ of absolute morphisms in a category such that the
codomain of f equals the domain of g (i.e., such that f and g can be
composed in the sense of absolute categories; see Remark A.2.4). 45, 60,
82

connecting homomorphism See Remark A.3.9. 17, 23, 29, 226
connection See Definition 1.7.6. 70, 82

flat See Definition 1.7.8. 71, 82
constant functor See Definition A.3.1. 221
constant sheaf A sheaf isomorphic to the sheafification of a constant presheaf. 69
contraction morphism See Construction 1.4.11. 38, 84, 144, 182
cup and contraction See Construction 1.8.4. 84, 181
cup and contraction without base change See Construction 1.8.4. 85
cup and contraction with the Kodaira-Spencer class See Definition 1.6.4. 62
cup and contraction with the Kodaira-Spencer class See Construction 1.4.20. 42,

44
cup product 202
cup product morphism See Construction 1.4.5. 31, 84, 182
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D
decreasing filtration See Definition A.5.5. 6
degenerates See Definition A.3.12. 95
degenerates from behind See Definition A.3.12. 95, 136, 226
depth See Definition 2.2.6. 103
de Rham base change See Construction B.1.13. 97, 109, 111, 190, 259
distinguished one-point complex space See Remark A.7.4. 61, 70, 244
distribution See Definition 1.7.2. 68

E
epimorphism 6
equidimensional The local dimension of the fiber is a constant function on the total

space. 201
evaluation functor See Definition A.7.5. 79, 93, 245
evaluation morphism See Construction 1.4.7. 33
exact 7, 10
exceptional locus 187
extension as p-differential See Definition 3.1.10. 147

F
faithfully flat 126
fiber bundle See Definition 3.5.8. 203
fiber product category See Remark 1.4.17. 40, 46
filtered de Rham base change See Definition B.1.16. 109, 260
finite type 102, 119, 125, 132, 260
flasque 19, 32
flat Tensoring on the left is an exact functor. 56–58
flat vector bundle See Definition 1.7.9. 71, 82
framework for the Gauß-Manin connection See Definition 1.5.3. 45, 64
full subcategory 46
functor 6, 249

additive Respecting the addition on hom-sets. 101, 114, 225, 249, 251
exact Both left exact and right exact. 12
left exact Preserves finite limits. 18, 22, 101, 250, 251
right exact Preserves finite colimits. 79, 93

functor category See Remark A.2.11. 12, 46
fundamental cohomology class 188
fundamental groupoid See Construction 1.7.1. 68, 82, 186

G
Gauß-Manin connection See Definition 1.6.8. 65
Godement resolution 31
Grassmannian See Notation 1.7.12. 72
groupoid 68
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H
Hodge-de Rham period mapping See Notation 1.8.2. 83
Hodge base change See Construction B.1.10. 90, 109, 128, 129, 132, 178, 183,

189, 206, 257
Hodge decomposition 193
Hodge module See Definition 1.6.13. 66, 108, 178
horizontal composition Given categories C, C0 and C00, functors F;G W C! C0 and

F0;G0 W C0 ! C00, and natural transformations ˛ W F ! G and ˛0 W F0 !
G0, a means to form a natural transformation ˛0 	˛ W F0 ıF! G0 ıG. Can
be applied to compose a natural transformation and a functor when either
F D G and ˛ D id, or F0 D G0 and ˛0 D id. 250

I
Identitätssatz 193, 203
image 9
inclusion morphism 9, 55, 65, 71
injective module 19, 223, 250
injective resolution functor See Construction A.3.7. 224, 225
interior product morphism See Construction 1.3.11. 25, 36
inverse system 125
irreducible component 188
isomorphism 6

J
Jacobson radical 126

K
Kähler class The class in H2.X;R/ corresponding to a Kähler metric. 169
kernel 13
Kodaira-Spencer class See Construction 1.4.19 and Definition 1.6.3. 41, 61, 83
Kodaira-Spencer map See Notation 1.8.3. 84, 180
Kodaira-Spencer map without base change See Notation 1.8.3. 84
Koszul filtration See Construction 1.2.1. 6, 8, 16, 26, 63

L
�p construction See Construction 1.2.8. 11, 26, 46, 63
Leibniz rule See Definition 1.7.6. 70, 82
locally biholomorphic 194
locally constant sheaf A sheaf that, restricted to the elements of an open cover, is a

constant sheaf on the corresponding restricted spaces. 69, 186
locally equidimensional See Definition 3.3.9. 173
locally finite free See Definition A.5.12. 39, 45, 61, 71, 82, 105, 110, 128, 132, 178,

183, 206, 238
locally split extension class See Construction 1.3.3. 17, 29
locally topologically trivial See Definition 3.5.8. 203
local right splitting See Definition 1.3.1. 16
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M
mixed Hodge structure 151, 261

pure of weight 151
modification 147, 157, 261
module of horizontal sections See Construction 1.7.7. 70, 190, 208
monomorphism 53, 192, 223, 262
morphism function of a functor F. Second component of F, assigning to each

pair .x; y/ of objects of the source category a function between the
corresponding morphism sets. 63, 69

morphism of modules 6

N
natural equivalence A natural transformation of functors whose components are

altogether isomorphisms. 47, 252
natural transformation 249
Noetherian 126
nondegenerate See Definition 3.1.1. 144, 176, 182

O
object function of a functor F. The component of F sending objects of the source

category to objects of the target category. 35, 62, 69
open cover 8, 16
overcategory of C-objects over y. Category whose objects are pairs .x; ˛/ where x is

an object of C and ˛ W x ! y is a morphism. Morphisms .x; ˛/ ! .x0; ˛0/
are morphisms ˇ W x! x0 in C such that ˛ D ˛0 ı ˇ. The identity of .x; ˛/
is the identity of x in C. Composition is defined restricting the composition
of C. 139, 188, 244

P
period mapping 183

for representations on S with basepoint t, associated to � and F, values in A.
See Construction 1.7.3. 68

pointed complex space 171, 173
product category The category whose class of objects equals C0 � D0. Moreover,

a morphism .x; y/ ! .x0; y0/ is a pair .˛; ˇ/ of morphisms ˛ W x ! x0
and ˇ W y ! y0 in C and D, respectively. The composition is formed
componentwise, and id.x; y/ D .id.x/; id.y//. 39, 40

projection morphism See Construction 1.4.14. 39, 53, 110
pullback of Kähler differentials See Remark A.7.9. 147, 159, 178, 246, 258, 259
pullback square 179

Q
quadratic form See Remark 3.2.20. 166
quotient morphism 10, 16, 117, 125, 241, 251
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R
relative linear category See Definition 1.5.1. 44
relative locally split extension class See Construction 1.4.1. 29, 37
representation See Definition 1.7.2. 68, 82, 186
resolution of singularities See Definition B.2.3. 147, 187, 261
restriction to an open subspace functor The restriction of sheaves of modules, and

morphisms of sheaves of modules, to an open subspace. 12, 16
right derived functor See Definition A.3.8. 225, 249
right splitting See Definition 1.2.10. 12, 16
right splitting Čech 1-class See Construction 1.3.7. 21
right splitting Čech 1-cochain See Construction 1.3.7. 21
ringed space See Definition A.5.1. 5, 15, 101, 234, 249

S
satisfies the Fujiki relation See Definition 3.5.1. 196
semi-universal 179, 180, 205
simple normal crossing divisor 187, 261
singular locus See Definition 2.2.14. 108
singular set The set of points in a commutative locally ringed space where the depth

of a given module is small. 103
spectral sequence See Definition A.3.10. 226

Frölicher 95, 183, 262
Grothendieck 19, 134, 263
Leray 262

stable under small flat deformation See Definition 3.3.1. 171
stable under small proper and flat deformation See Definition 3.3.1. 171
structural morphism See Definition A.7.2. 244
stupid filtration 51, 97
subcategory 40, 244
submersive See Definition A.7.6. 61, 82, 176, 245
submersive share See Definition 3.4.4. 183, 194, 204
symplectic class See Definitions 3.1.8 and 3.1.22. 147, 152
symplectic structure See Definitions 3.1.8 and 3.1.12. 147, 148
system of Hodge filtered pieces See Definition 3.4.7. 186

T
tangent map See Definition A.7.11. 78, 183, 204, 247
tangent sheaf See Definition 1.6.2. 61
tensor-hom adjunction 36, 75, 84, 182
tensor unit 144, 182
thin subset A subset A of a complex space X such that, for all x 2 X, there exist an

open neighborhood U of x in X and a closed analytic subset A0 of U such
that A \ U � A0 and U n A0 is dense in U. 144

triple See item 1 of Definition 1.2.2. 6, 21, 29, 45, 64
left exact See Definition 1.2.3. 7, 18
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right exact See Definition 1.2.3. 7, 10, 16, 61, 64
short exact See Definition 1.2.3. 7, 17, 29, 45, 61
split exact See Definition 1.2.10. 12, 16

triple of 1-differentials See Notation 1.6.1. 61
triple of bounded below complexes Triple in the category of bounded below

complexes. 47, 62
triple of complexes Triple in the category of complexes. 22, 45, 64
triple of de Rham complexes See Construction 1.6.6. 62
triple of modules See item 2 of Definition 1.2.2. 6, 16, 29

locally split exact Split exact when restricted to the elements of an open cover.
16, 31, 43

U
undercategory of C-objects under x. Category whose objects are pairs .y; ˛/

where y is an object of C and ˛ W x ! y is a morphism. Morphisms
.y; ˛/! .y0; ˛0/ are morphisms ˇ W y! y0 in C such that ˛0 D ˇ ı ˛. The
identity of .y; ˛/ is the identity of y in C. Composition is defined through
the composition in C. 7

underlying ringed space See Definition A.7.2. 244

V
vector bundle See Definition 1.7.9. 71
vector subbundle See Definition 1.7.9. 71, 82

W
weakly Kähler 172

Z
zero morphism 9, 25, 48, 71, 121, 223
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